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Preface
Rotary flows and rotary-balance testing havc in thc past bcen of interest mainly for the study and prediction of thc spinning and
spin-recovery behavior of aircraft. However, the relative interest in this technology has been stimulated recently by the
introduction of highly agile military aircraft which possess a substantially expanded flight envelope compared to previous
aircraft. Th'lese advanced aircraft maneuver at high angles of attack, performing rapid, large-amplitude motions which are
charactenized by rotary, nonlinear, and unsteady flows. Hence, an increased knowledge of rotary flows and of aerodynamic
characteristics in the presence of rotation at high angles of attack is now necessary for the sticces~ul design of future fighter
aircraft. Consequently, the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel formed a Workii~g Group to review the-state of the art for rotarybalance technology and the application of rotary data to aircraft flight dynamics, and this report summarizes the findings of that
Group. Six NATO nations, namely France, Canada, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States, participated in
the preparation of the report.

Preface
L'Adrodynamniquc des ecoulements liclicoidaux ci l'expcriintation en soufflenec sur balance rotative ont cunnu dans Ic pas
quelques ddveloppements lid~sprincipalemnent atlctude ct it la prevision des comportements en vrilles des avionsamnsi qu"s Ia
rdctiperation dti vol contrWli Aujourd'hui l'intat port6 i ces sujets s'est consid~rablcenent accru avec l'ava~ncinnt des avions
diccombat hautemnrt inanoeuvrables qui disposent d'un doinainc dc vol contrld, largement ctendu compare aux formulcs
anta~rieures Ces avions doctechnologic avaiicdc d.voluent Atdes incidences 61uv~cs et ra~alisent des mnanoeuvres ample%et rapides
qui impliquent des phtinonsincs adrodynamiques h~licoidaux, non lin~tircs et itistationnaires Ainsi, tine conn11aissace
approfondic des caracidnstiques .serodynaniqucs dic l'avion en presenece t ou~cmvnts docrotation i hImtt incidence esi
06~sormais necessaire pour optimniser les lturs avions deccombat.
Dans cc cuntexte, IAGARI) (Panel decDynamniquc des Fludes) a constituc un groupc dec travail pour analyser I'dtut tic I'arl en 4.V
&lui concerne les techniuuc relative,, atix Balances Rotatives, ct lcexploiltion des dotnieb expdriiitntales utilisces poutr Icetudc
docIa dynantique du sA ice 'as ion Cc rapport r~surne les conclusioins dlecc groupo. Six pays decI'OTAN. France. Canada,
Allemagne, Italic, Royaunic Uni et Etats-Unis ont participda Itllaboration do prdsent rapport.

Dr K.i.Orlik-Ruckemann
( iairnun
FI)PWG II

Mr .R.Chatnbers
Depuity Chataman
FIJI WOG
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
At the joint FDP/FMP Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics - Fundamentals And Applications To Aircraft Dynamics, held in
Gdttingen in May, 1985, the meeting Technical Evaluators suggested that the time was appropriate for a critical examination
of the rotary-balance techniques used in the AGARD community for the analysis of high-angle-of-attack dynamic behavior of
aircraft. It has now been generally recognized that modern, highly agile fighter aircraft have flight envelopes that encompass
rapid maneuvers at high angles of attack, which in turn cause the flow over the aircraft to become rotary, unsteady and highly
nonlinear. There is, therefore, a great need to obtain the aerodynamic characteristics required for flight dynamics predictions
of fighter aircraft in the proper aerodynamic scenario-that is, in the przscnce of rotation at high angles of attack. In the
past, this scenario was only required for analysis of the spin and spin-recovery characteristics of aircraft.
It was felt that sudi a critical examination should encompass both the experimental techniques used to obtain rotary-flow
aerodynamic data and the procedures involved in using this type of data in the mathematical modeling of the dynamic
behavior of a maneuvering fighter aircraft. The experimental techniques are based mainly on the use of the so-called "rotary
balances" which permit measurements of aerodynamic data during rotary motions. A surprisingly large number of such
balances exist in several countries of NATO (and in some countries outside of NATO as well), and, in general, the use of
these balances is definitely on the increase. In addition to a review of the technical approach used in each country, specific
hardware and problems encountered in this type of experiment were addressed and advanced applications noted. These
considerations included methods to establish tare loads, descriptions of the test apparatus and data-reduction procedures,
flow visualization techniques, discussion of errors introduced by support and wind-tunnel interference and possible new
concepts for rotary-testing techniques. On the applications side, typical r-tary-flow data for various types of aircraft were
reviewed and the mathematical models and procedures employed by several organizations in the prediction of flight dynamic
behavior were examined and compared. Special effort was made to summarize experience involving correlation of dynamic
behavior predictions with the observed motions of free-flight m3dels and aircraft in flight. Finally, possibilities for undertaking
joint international studies of some of the remaining problem areas were discussed and appropriate recommendations were
formulated.
The Working Group was proposed by the Fluid Dynamics Panel in the Fall of 1985 ant approved by the AGARD
National Delegates Board in March of 1986 as FDP Working Group 11 on Rotary Balances. In addition to performing the
tasks envisioned, the Working Group visited several wind-tunnel establishments for demonstrations of rotary-balance test
procedures and data reduction, and established, for the first time, a working relationship and contacts among the various
rotary-balance operators.
The Working Group members were:
CANADA

FRANCE

Dr. Martin E. Beyers
National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa

Mr. Dominique T istraw'it
ONERA.lIFL, Lille

Dr. Kazimierz J. Orlik-Raickemann
(Chairman and FDP Member)
National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa

Mr. Robert A. Verbrugge
ONERA-IMFL, Lille

GERMANY

ITALY

Mr. Bernd Schulze
MBB - lelicopter and Aircraft, Munich

Mr. Ernesto Valtorta
AerMaccli SpA, Varese

UNITED KINGDOM

Mr. Livio Visintini
AerMachi SpA, Varese

Mr. Charles 0. O'Lear>
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford
Mr. Alan Vmnt (FDP Member, Meetings 1, 2, 3)
British Aerospace Warton, Preston
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UNITED STATES

CONSULTANTS

Mr. William Bihrle
IBihrle Applied Research Incorporated, Jericho, NY

Dr. Robert A. Kilgore (Meeting 2)
NASA Langley Research Center
Hamplton, VA

Mr. Joseph R. Chambers (Deputy Chairman)
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA
Dr. Robert A. Kilgore (Meetings 1, 3, 4, 5)
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA

Dr. Lars E. Ericsson (Meetings 2, 3, 4)
Lockheed Missiles Lad Space Compan,
Incorporated
Sunnyvale, CA

Mr. Gerald N. Malcolm
Eidetics International, Torrance, CA
OBSERVERS
Dr. Lars E. Ericsson (Meetings 1, 5, and 6)
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company Incorporated
Sunnyvale, CA
USA
Dr. IHorst Otto (Meeting 3)
DFVLR
lBraunschweig, FRG
Ili the period from 1986 to 1989 the Working Group held six ineetings"
1. Stanford University
October 16- 17, 1986

2. liAc, Warton anid RAE, Bedford
Apri1 1 3, 1987

3. DFVLR, Braunschweig
ill Aer?~acchi, Varese
Septeimber 23 25. 1987
5 NAALage
November 15 18, 1988

11.O1NERA.IMFL, L'lle
and AGAIID, Paris
April 20 22, 1988
6 AGAI1). Pare,
May 2 4. 1989

Considerable iuistance and Iiiforiiation, aoswell as mlost coigeiiial hospitality. were pirov'ided' to tfill, Group hy thle various
host organizlatIons8, for \%,Inci the Uroup expresses its silcere aplurelit loll
Tis finah report was jointly p~re'pared by the Workiiig Group iieibers The lianes of the individuda -Aeto ant1diihors and
chapter edlitor,, are gi'en iii the Conitents, but the entire ieport was discuswsd and reviewed iii detail by all the uieiiiberz,
of the WVorkiing Group and the two coiisultaiits Dr Martin lBevers, NAE, wd5sthe ow rall ten uical editor. Ili addition to
esliriiig tecl~mal (orrectluwaiid clarity, lie was coiicerned with achieving a iniasure of iinsibteia aiiioiigst the differeiit
contribuions an im1portant coiisideratioii Ii a report prepl )ashb1.1anthlorn. fromi6 countries
The appreeinition of the Working Group is extended to tllose who lirtludreu thmemadteri, and to the stall omf'lie NASALangley Researchl (Center, who (ollated the inputs froii the groupa,ild purepared t lie report Iii a coimsistet and(kliitoriii llialilier
IIItis regard, the enithusia-stic siilport aind uint irinig efforts, of thelWG( Deputy Chairman, Mr Josph (liners", and other

members of the NASA-Langley staff deserve special acknowledgement. Thec efforts of IlieNAl! Graphics and Illustrative Services in
preparing the final layout of the figure pages are also recognized with thanks. The contibutions of Dr. Jean Ross of RAE to Section
9.4 and Dr. Juni Kalviste of the Northrop Aircraft Corporation to Section 9.5 are greatly appreciated, as is thie assistalice of the
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company iii providing support for Dr. Lars Ericsson's attendance at Meetings 1,5 mnd 6.
Dr K J Orlik-Ru(iiiai
Chairmnan
FLDl WC ItI
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CHAPTER 2
ROTARY-BALANCE TECHNIQUES
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Tile rotary-balance test technique was developed to provide information on the effects of angular ratee 'i the overall
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on aircraft i', flight. Certain motions, such as the developed spin, ,enerate large
differences in local flow angles for various airframe components, and the separated airflow characteristics experienced in spins
are extremely difficult to predict or analyze using other techniques.
This chapter provides information regarding the history and development of the test technique in several AGARD
nations, general characteristics of the test equipment, data reduction process and other technique? used to provide additional
information for the analysis of rotary-balance test results.
2.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
1915-1945
The need for steady-state rotational-flow aerodynamics for spin analysis was recognized relatively early in the history
of aeronautical research. For example, Glauertl attempted in 1919 to calculate such data using strip theory. By the early
1920's, a rolling balance was used in England to obtain rotary data experimentally. 2 ,3 Gates and Bryant' t remarked in 1926,
however, that this simple rolling balance should be replaced with am apparatus that actually reproduces, in a wind tunnel,
the conditions of a relatively fast spin. NACA Investigators also reasoned that subjecting all components of an airplane to a
constant velocity vector during static force tests was unsatisfactory for simulating flow conditions in a spin. This hypothesis
was supported by Irving and Batson. 5 who noted in 1928 that the use of static force test data resulted in erroneous conclusions
when applied to the spin.
Consequently, in 1933 Allwork, 6 as well as Bainber and Zimmcrinau,7 reported on rotary balances Installed in the NPI,
7-Ft Wind 'unel in Englnnl and the NACA 5-Ft Vertical Wind 'linnel in the U.S., respectively. The NACA apparatus was
capable of measuring the six components of aerodynamic forces and moments as functions of angle of attack, angle of sideslip
Mid rotation rate. A large number of wing designs and Complete airplane configurations were tested with this apparatus, and
the results are documented in the NACA publicati-jils cited in Reference 8.
During the early thirties, aircraft rolling or spinning conditions were investIgated at the Deutsche Versuchsmistalt fur
Luftfahrt (DVI,) in Germany by introducing rotating flow in the test section. Although this technique preseted some
obvious advantages, such as obtaining rotary data on a less-complex non-rotating model, it was dliscarded because of problems
encountcred in generating the desired rotational flow. Apparently, force measurements were also obtained oil a simple type of
rotary-balance apparatus, since it was observed that 'force measurements yield only integral values and show little concerning
the nature of the flow pl.nomena." Subsequently, pressure measurements on a rotating model 9 were performed ii Gottingen
ii 1935 to mnderbtaid the flow phenomena at the tail surfaces ii time spin. B) 1940, DVL was using a rotary balance which
could rotate at up to 300 rpm to measure rolling and yawing mnomemt$ on models in a 10-ft low-speed wind tunnel.
The first
FRench rotary balance, 10 ,'1 developed in 1937, was used in efforts to determine the six force and moment
components for a model by oeasuring pressures iiside pnlemiiatie jacks that maintaied the equilibrium of the model about
all axes Since this technique could not produce preci*e measurements, it was subsequently abandoned By 1937, Bamber,
Ilouse, aid Zimmnerniaa 12'13 prebented a method for solving the three moment equations for bteady-state equilibrium spin
conditions using rotary balance data as inputs. This analytical technique wai developed through necessity since obtaining
sinmultaneous solutions to the six equations of motion and other associated mathematical expressions before the existence of
analog and digital computers was a formidable task, requiring bte,-by-step integration procedures laboriously performed by
hand
1915-1975
The effectiveness of tile
first NACA rotary balance was limited by the relatively large ratio of model bize to wind-tunnel
crobs-sectional area. Also, the six.coinponent balance was mounted external to the model, was large relative to the size of
the model, and was of dubious accuracy. Thee shortcomings were eliminated when a new rotary balance was installed in
the Langley Spin unnel in 1945. Because of the limited instrumentation then available, an undesirable amount of time and
effort was needed to obtain a small amount of data, which in many instances were not repeatable. Understandably, the rotary
balance fell into disuse after obtaining data for oily one airplane configuration. These data were applied dunng subsequent
analytical studies. 8,14,15
In the early fifties, AerMacchi in Italy began spin analysis. 16 In support of this effort, it constructed a simple windmilling
rig, followel by a forced-rotation two-component rig in 1956, and finally a six-component setup.
By the mid 1950's, the mass distribution of high-performanie fighters had become concentrated in the fuselage, which
led to a concern over vertical tail loads resulting from inertial coupling during uncoordinated rolling pull-out maneuvers.
Fortunately, analog computers were in wide use by this time and many engineers became familiar with large angle, six-degreeof-freedom calculations. Eventually, these studies of inertial oupling were extended to include spins by simply extending
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the aerodynamic model, consisting of static data and dynamic derivatives, to higher a values. The need for rotary-balance
data was virtually overlooked by the aerospace industry in the United States from the mid-1950's to the mid-1970's.
Although the NACA updated'its rotary balance in the late 1950's, it was used for only one analytical airplane study by
NASA in 1964.17 The NASA study properly employed rotary-balance data and, therefore, significantly contributed to the
computational methods available for spin analysis. Nevertheless, the erroneous practice of using conventional static data
and dynamic derivatives to calculate spinning motions continued. These calculations always required arbitrary adjustments
in the magnitude of some dynamic derivatives in order to obtain correlation with a small amount of time history records
obtained from flight tests.
NASA also installed a rotary-balance apparatus in the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel 18 and conducted large-angle,
six-degree-of-freedom computer studies in the early 1970's to establish rigorously the aerodynamic models required for spin
calculations. Several studies 19,20 simulated the motions of a fighter airplane, using both a conventional aerodynamic model
and one which included the effect of spin rotation rate. The computed time histories were compared with those obtained with
an unpowered, radio-controlled, dynamically-scaled model. It was shown that the developed spin exhibited by the model
could not be duplicated using a conventional aerodynamic model, but the use of rotary data resulted in good agreement with
the experimental results.
1975-Present
In the mid-1970's, NASA modernized the spin tunnel rotary balance by incorporating the latest state-of-the-art
instrumentation and computer technology. Valid data are now obtained rapidly and economically, and over 60 configurations
representative of general aviation, fighter and trainer aircraft, have been tested in the NASA facility. New rotary balances
in F ane,21 Italy 2 and Germany 23 were also installed during this period. More recently, rotary balances were installed
in Great Britain at British Aerospace (Warton Acrodrome) and RAE (Bedford) in both low. and high-speed wind-tunnel
facilities.
Tests conducted in all AGARD countries with a rotary-balance capability have consistently demonstrated the pronounced
nonlinear, complex dependency of aerodynamic moments on rotational rate at high angles of atteck; and the test results
continue to emphasize the futility of computing spin equilibrium conditions or time histories without rotary-balance data.
2.2 GENERAL PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS
2.2.1 Introduction
Rotary-balance apparatuses have been developed in several of time countries participating in AGARD. Most countries have
at least one apparatus which is actively being used and some have more than one. There are also some apparatuses that have
been deactivated, either because of lack of research or because they have been replaced by improved equipment. A historical
overview of rotary balances in general was provided in the previous section, and more detailed accounts of the histories of
rotary balances in each country are provided in Chapter 3. The purpose of this section is to describe in general terms some
typical physical characteristics of rotary-balance apparatuses. The specific designs of many apparatuses are shown in Chapter
3 and some of these will be referred to in this introductory section.
The primary purpose of a rotary-balance apparatus is to produce a "coning motion"-that is, a continuous rolling motion
of the vehicle about the free-stream velocity vector as shown in Figure 2-1. The angle of attack and sideslip are constant
during the rotational cycle.

~for

An examination of the flow field experienced by an aircraft in terms of the local values of velocity and flow angularity in
a rotational regime will be helpful in understanding the importance of acquiring rotary-balance data. Shown in Figure 2-2 is
an illustrative sketch of an airplane in a flat spin (a = 900). In this situation, the free-:tream velocity vector is perpendicular
to the X-Y plane of the aircraft, and the aircraft is spinning about its Z axis (which is colinear with the velocity vector).
The local flow angle at any point on the airplane is dependent on both the local velocity due to rotation and the free-stream
velocity (or sink rate in the case of a vertical spin axis). In fact, the local flow angle is proportional to the ratio of the local
velocity due to rotation and the free-stream velocity. It is common practice to use a reference nondimensional rotation rate
expressed in terms of the angular velocity fl, the free-stream velocity V and a reference length which is usually taken to be
half the wing span, b/2. With this convention, the ratio of the velocity at the wing tip to the free-stream velocity is (fQb/2)/V
or flb/2V. foalrveoiy
This ratio isherae
also equalhol
to the oetagt
aectangentohsmoshaebe
of the helix angle at the wsding
wing thi
tip when
an airplane is in an equilibrium
report.riu
steady spin. In applications of rotary-balance technology, the AGARD natiors frequently interchange the symbols fl and W
angular velocity. The reader should note that both symbols have been -Ased in this report.
Since airplanes do not necessarily spin about an axis coincidental with the center of mas, a spin radius may exist, as
shown
Figure 2-3. Efforts have been made in the development of some rotary-balance rigs to provide a capability for
simulating the spin radius. This capability is necessary for certain types of motions such as steep spins, and for certain test
techniques designed for the extraction of dynamic stability parameters.
2.2.2 Coning Motion in the Wind Tunnel
To generate a coning motion in the wind tunnel, a model is fixed to a support system that can be rotated at constant rate
about an axis that is usually parallel to the free-stream velocity vector of the wind tunnel. Thus, the attitude of the model
remains constant with respect to the airstream (resulting in constant values of a and P3)throughout a rotational cycle. 'The
primary purpose of the experiment is to determine the overall forces and moments on the model as a function of the rotation
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rate. These forces and moments are typically determined from a six-component, strain-gauge balance mounted internally in
the model and fastened to a sting, either through the rear or tail of the model or, for high angles of attack, through the top
of the fuselage. A typical example of model-mounting procedure is shown in Figure 2-4.
2.2.3 General Description of a Rotary-Balance Apparatus
The need for rotary-balance experiments and the nature of the rotational motion required for experiments in the wind
tunnel have been described. The designs for apparatuses to produce the required motions in specific wind tunnels vary
significantly. Many factors have influenced the specific physical characteristics of the apparatuses now in operation. However,
the fundamental design criteria influencing allthe apparatuses are very similar. The apparatuses must rotate in either
direction and have the capability to vary the rotational speed from zero to a value that will provide nondimensional rotation
rates, Db/2V, consistent with those experienced by full-scale aircraft. Generally, values up to 0.3 are adequate for most fighter
aircraft; and values as high as 0.8 may be required for some light aircraft. Obviously, the value of the nondimensional rotation
rate can be controlled by varying either the free-stream velocity V or the rotational velocity fQ. Generally, however, one
desires to set the free-stream velocity at a level consistent with the flight regime ot ;nterest. The other important parameter is
Reynolds number. It has been shown, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, that the aerodynamic forces and moments on many
fuselage shapes and some wing configurations undergoing rotary motions can be strongly influenced by Reynolds number.
See also detailed discussion of scaling considerations in Section 8.3.
It is important to maintain the selected rotation rate at a constant value for the duration of the data acquisition cycle. To
accomplish this goal, most apparatuses are driven by servo-controlled hydraulic or electric motors. For most fighter aircraft,
it is also necessary to be able to vary the angle of attack from approximately -10* to 900 and to vary the angle of sideslip
from -20* to 200. These requirements will vary somewhat depending on the specific application. These angles can be set
manually or remotely, and the choice of manual or remote capability is a significant factor in the resulting design complexity
and operational productivity of the apparatus.
The loads on the model are typically measured with an internal five- or six-component strain-gage balance. The electrical
signals to and from the balance Are transmitted through slip rings.
When the model is rotated in the wind tunrcl, there are contributions to the forces and moments measured by the balance
from three sources. The first source is the inertled forces 5nd moments of the model itself, which vary with model attitude and
rotation speed; the second source is the cyclical =aiation of model weight, which can either be compensated for or filtered
out with low-pass filters; and the third source of loads measured by the balance is that of the aerodynamic loads. In order
to isolate the desired aerodynamic loads it is necessary to measure the inertial loads in a wind-off condition and to subtract
these tare loads from the combined loading with the wind on. The typical procedures for data reduction are described in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
To minimize the inertial loads and the periodic gravitational force input to the balance, it is important to design the
model for minimum weight and moments of inertia. The relationship between the inertial loads and the model moments of
inertia is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.
The physical characteristics of the individual apparatuses currently in operation vary significantly. Most of the apparatuses
have been constructed to operate In closed-circuit continuous-flow wind tunnels with horizontal test sections. Two of the
apparatuses in active use are mounted on the side walls of vertical spin tunnels. Brief descriptions of some of these apparatuses
follow, and more detailed discussions are given in Chapter 3 of this report. Table 2-1 provides a summary of the characteristics
of the subject apparatuses.
2.2.4 United States
The rotary-balance testing capability in the United States has been concentrated in recent years at the NASA Langley
Research Center and the NASA Ames Research Center.
2.2.4.1 NASA Langley Research Center
Rotary-balance testing at NASA-Langley was first introduced in the 1930's with an apparatus that could be operated in a
small vertical tunnel. Over the last 50 years, rotary balances have been developed for the 7- by 10-Foot ligh-Speed Tunnel
the 8-Foot Transonie Tunnel and the 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel. The only rotary-balance apparatus now in active use is
a rig developed for the Langley Spin Tunnel. Figure 2-5 shows a sketch of the apparatus, and Figure 2-6 shows a typical
model installation. This apparatus is electrically driven and provides rotation rates up to 90 rpm. Nondimensional spin rates
(fQb/2V) as high as 1.0 can be achieved by operating the tunnel at an airspeed as low as 20 ft/sec. Reynolds numbers up to
0.3 x 106 based on reference chord can be achieved at the maximum tunnel speed of 60 ft/sec. The angle of attack can be
varied from -90* to 900 and sideslip angles up to -30* can be used.
2.24.2 NASA Ames Research Center
'lv apparatuses have been in use at NASA Ames Research Center in recent years. One is a relatively complex apparatus
designed specifically for tests at high Reynolds numbers in the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. Figures 2-7 and 2-8
show a sketch and'a photograph of this apparatus. Since this apparatus was developed for operation in a pressure tunnel,
the angle of attack and sideslip are changed remotely. This is accomplished by rotating about the 01 and 02 axes shown in
Figure 2-7. With the use of two top-mount and one base-mount sting arrangements, angle of attack can be varied from -30'
to 1000 and sideslip can be varied between 4-30*. The maximum rotation rate is f0 350 rpm. The 12-Foot Wind Tunnel
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is typia, run at M - 0.25 for rotary-balance tests. This Mach number coincides with the maximum Reynolds number
6
obtainable in this tunnel, approxhnately 8.0 x 10 /ft.
The second apparatus, shown in Figure 2-9, was developed ,or the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. A
hydraulic motor is used to turn a shaft aligned with the wind-tunnel aintream. A series of interchangeable Vent stings can
be attached to the rotating shaft to vary the angle of incidence with respect to the airstream. The stings are designed to
support a model on a strain-gauge balance at pitch angles ranging from 0* to 300 while maintaining the same axial model
station.
The angles of attack and sideslip can be selected from various combinations of the discrete pitch angles available with the
bent stings and adjusting the roll angle of the model on the balance. The rotation rate can be varied up to ±600 rpm. This
apparatus is used primarily for higher Mach number tttts, typically from M = 0.6 to 0.8.
2.2.5 Italy
Rotary-balance apparatuses have been in use at AerMacchi in Italy since the early 1950's. An evolution of design has
resulted in the apparatus shown in Figure 2-10. This apparatus is operated in the AerMacchi Low Speed Wind Tunnel at
speeds up to 60 m/s. The open test section is 2.0 m in diameter and 2.6 m in length. The m~aximum rotational speed is
300 rpm. The angles of attack and sideslip, which at> bet manually, can be varied from -180' to 1800 with various modr!
mounting arrangements. The apparatus provides for a spin radius of up to 8 inches.
2.2.6 United Kingdom
2.2.6.1 British Aerospace
British Aerospace currently operates two rotary-balance apparatuses. One rig is for use at low values of Mach and Reynolds
numbers in the British Aerospace (BAo) 5.5-in LSWT (Low Speed Wind Tunnel) and the othcr rig, sponsored by the RAE,
is primarily for testing in the BAc 1.2-m HS T (hligh Speed Wind Tunnel) at Warton. The latter apparatus can also be
accommodated in a number of other U.K. facilities.
The low-speed rig, which is shown in Figure 2-11, is designed for manual model attitude changes. The angle-of-attack
range is achicved by mounting the model through the base or the top and moving the sting around an arc centered a the
model reference center. Sideslip is achieved by rotating the model about its longitudinrl body axis. The rig is driven by an
electric motor and can achieve rotational speeds up to 60 rpm. The capabilities of the rig are as follow:
-450 < a :<(t0
-450 _</6< 900
b/2V < 0.2
The high-speed rig, shown in Figure 2-12, was designed primarily for operation in the 1.2-rn IISWT (a blowdown tunnel)
at BAe, Warton Division , but it was also required to function in three other U.K. tunnels: the 2.7- by 2.1-in LSWT at BAe,
Warton Division; the 9- by 8-Foot Transonic Tunnel at A.R.A,, Bedford; and the 8- by 8-Poot IISWT at RAE, Bedford.
6
The design specifications included a maximum Mach number of 0.95, a maximum Reynolds miwber of 46 x 10 /rn, angle
of attack to 400 (00 - 900 in the 2.7- by 2.1-in LSWT), sideslip angles to 100 (up to a = 20P) and roll rates to 600 rpm.
These design choices produced a reduced spin rate, Plb/2V, of 0.14 for A = 0.4, using a 1/20-scale model of a typical combat
fighter. An additional requirement for this rig, because of the desired operation in a blowdown tunnel (with run time ranging
from 25 see at A = 0.4 to 9 see at Al = 0.95) is the capability of rapidly changing from one rotational speed to another and
acquiring data at each stabilized rotation rate.
2.2.6.2 RAE Bedford
A rotary-balance apparatus has been developed recently at RAE Bedford for operation in both low-speed and high-speed
tunnels. Figure 2-13 shows a photograph of the apparatus, which is driven by a servo-controlled hydraulic motor and can be
rotated up to 350 rpm. The angle of attack can be varied from -120 to 600 using two different sting mounts. The apparatus
has been tested in the atmospheric 4-m x 2.7-m Low Speed Wind Tunnel, and in the high.speed pressurized 2.4-mn x 1.8-in
tunnel at Mach numbers up to 0.8.
2.2.7 Federal Republic of Germany
A rotary-balance apparatus is in operation in the 3-m Low Speed Wind Tunnel of the DFVLR Research Center in
Braunschweig. Figure 2-14 shows a sketch of the apparatus, and Figure 2-15 ib a photograph of the apparatus installed in
the 3.25-m by 2.8-m LSWT with an open test section. The apparatus is driven by a servo-controlled hydraulic motor apd
the rotation rate can be varied up to 300 rpm. The angle of attack can be varied by remote control over a range of 30' even
while rotating the apparatus. Using three different stings, the angle of attack can be varied from -30' to 90. The angle of
sideslip can be changed between -90* by manually rotating the front portion of the sting about its axis.
2.2.8 Rance
A rotary balance is in continuous use in the vertical spin tunnel at the Institute of Fluid Mechanis of Lille (ONERAIMFL). The earliest development of a rotary balance for the spin tunnel occurred in 1937-1938. Sketches of the spin tunnel
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and the present-day apparatus are shown in Figures 2-16 and 2-17. A photograph of the apparatus in the vertical wind
tunnel, SV4, is shown in Figure 2-18. The open test section of the tunnel is 4 m in diameter with a maximum flow speed
of 40 m/s. A typical model wing span is 1.0 m. The maximum rotation rate of the apparatus is approximately 100 rpm.
With the available ranges for the angle parameters shown in Figure 2-17, the angle of attack can be varied up to 1350 and
.
angle of sideslip to 450 A reduced spin rate of 0.2 to 0.6 can be achieved within the usable velocity range of the tunnel. The
6
Reynolds number obtained in a test is typically 2.0 x 10 /m.
2.2.9 Sweden
There are two rotary-balance apparatuses operated by the Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA) in their
low-speed tunnels. The first rig, shown in Figure 2-19, was developed in the early 1960's for operation in the low-speed wind
tunnel L2. The facility has an octagonal closed test section of 2 m x 2 m and a maximum speed of 65 m/s. The maximum
rotation rate is 300 rpm. The angles of attack and sideslip are obtained by rolling the sting about its longitudinal axis and
pitching the sting on the C-strut shown in Figure 2-19. The maximum pitch angle of the sting is 400. The sting can be rolled
from 00 to 3600. A second apparatus has recently been built to operate in the low-speed tunnel LT1, an atmospheric tunnel,
3.6 m in diameter, with a maximum speed of 80 m/s. The new apparatus, showr in Figure 2-20, has a maximum rotation
rate of 360 rpm. The angle of attack can be varied from 0' to 1000 with three different sting arrangements. In addition,
there is a rotary balance available for high-speed jests in the 1-m by 1-m trisonic wind tunnel S4 (Figure 2-21).
2.3 TEST PROCEDURES
The test procedures for a typical rotary-balance wind-tunnel test are relatively straightforward. The specific procedures
for operating each of the apparatuses introduced in the previous section are described in detail in Chapter 3. There are,
however, certain operational aspects which are common to most of the Individual rigs.
.s mentioned in the previous section, the primary difference between the test procedures used In a rotary-balance test
a :a conventional fixed-model or "static" test is the need to account for rotational inertial loads and balance load variations
due to gravity. For an apparatus mounted in a vertical wind tunnel, where the spin axis is parallel to the gravity vector, the
effect of gravity is constant.
Since the model attitude relative to the sting assembly is constant during the continuous votating motion, the aerodynamic
force input to the balance is constant (except for natural aerodynamic unsteadiness in the flow over the model). The inertial
contribution is also constant, and the gravitational contribution Is periodic. In order to separate the contributions so that
the effects of the aerodynamics can be assessed, the inertial and gravitational contributions must be accurately subtracted.
Typically, the gravitational component can be eliminated either by averaging over a number of test cycles, by using an analog
low-pass filter at the time the balance signals are being received for procesing, or by digitizing the signal for filtering in the
data reduction system. It should be noted that if there are vibratory inputs to the model which have higher harmonies than
the forced oscillatory frequency due to gravity, there can be some error in the mean values of the forces as determined by the
filter system. In most cases, this error is small enough to ignore. Removing the inertial load effect from the balance signal
requires special consideration.
In theory, the magnitude of the inertial contribution can be calculated if the moments of inertia about the principal axes
are known. The moments,
of the model and the location of the model center of mass with respect to the rotational rxis
assuming the center of mass of the model is on the spin axis, are the following:
Pitching moment:

i = fl2 sinncospcos(Iz
2

Yawing moment:

N = f) sinflcosacosj3(IX

Rolling moment:

L = fl2 sinllsin acosl(

-

IV)

-

1y)

-IZ)

= rotation rate
where a = angle of attack, #l= angle of sideslip and fil
IX .Iy,1z = moments of inertia about X, Y, Z body axes
,
The rcsulting equations for the th' moments illustrate several important points. First, the magnitude of the inertial
moments is a function of f02 and depends on differences in body moments of inertia. Second, if the moments of inertia of
the model are known, then the rotary-moment tares can be calculated. To minimize the magnitude of the inertial tare loads,
one must minimize the moments of inertia of the model, or at least minimize the moment of inertia differences Minimizing
the moments of inertia can be achieved by constructing models of low-density mateiial and concentrating the mass near
the center of rotation. However, requirements for adequate material stength to withstand the aerodynamic loads tend to
result in model designs of higher density material, i.e., model design criteria are conflicting, and a componmuse between these
demands must usually be arrived at.

Despite the relatively straightforward equations for calculating tire 'uertial tares, there are numerous problems in relying
on computed values to subtract from the wind-on measured loads. An important consideration isthat the model/sting
combination will experience some deflection during rotation, and th. mass center of the model will not be at exactly the
same location relative to the rotary axis at all rotation speeds (even if the center of mass of the model is on the rotary axis
to begin with at low speeds, as was assumed inthe above derivation of the moment tare formulas). Any changes during the
rotational motions that affect either the moments of inertia about the rotation center of the model or the model attitude
will cause the tare load to vary frinx the analytically determined value. Therefore, it has been found necessary to measure
wind-off tare loads at the model attitude and rotation rate conditions planned for wind-on tests. These measurements are
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stored in the data acquisition system and later subtracted from the wind-on measurements. It should also be pointed out
that the model and sting will deflect due to the aerodynamic loads with the wind on, which will introduce additional error
into the measured tare values since the model is not located exactly in the same position with respect to the spin axis. This
error is usually ignored because it is extremely difficult to determine.
To be absolutely correct, tare loads should be measured with the model either in a vacuum or surrounded by an enclosure
that rotates with the model in order to prevent any interaction between the surrounding still air and the rotating model.
In some cases, depending on such factors as model size, rotation rates and expected wind-on aerodynamic loads, the effect
is negligible and can be ignored. In cases where it cannot, enclosures such as thin-shelled rigid spheres, fastened to the
sting and surrounding the model have been used, which allows the enclosed air to rotate with the model; or, in some cases,
if the tunnel cannot be pumped to a near vacuum, tare measurements at several tunnel pressure levels can be determined
and the reults extrapolated t. the absolute vacuum condition. Another technique is to take tares in both directions and
average the readings. This has the effect of cancelling the effect of any damping in the rolling and yawing moment but
not in the pitching moment. This technique is described further in Section 2.4. In most cases, the tare measurements
can be made while the tunnel is occupied for the actual wind-on tests, but in cases where tunnel occupancy time is at a
premium, these tares must be determined in a separate test area outside the tunnel prior to tunnel entry. Tare tables can be
produced, with values determined at conditions (i.e., model attitude and rotation rate combinations) to be run in the tunnel
or, alternatively, a sufficient number of measurements can be made over a wide enough range of variable combinations to
allow accurate interpolation of table values for any combination chosen for tests in the tunnel. Procedures for handling the
tares and reducing the data are discussed further in Section 2.4.
The actual procedure for acquiring the tare data differs from one apparatus to another. However, in almost all experiments,
the tares are taken either at the time of the test or shortly before. Experience has shown that unless the tares can be taken
ahead of time on a model support system identical to the system to be used for the wind-on tests, there will likely be
errors introduced into the tares that are measured and stored for later use. The ideal approach is to acquire the tare data
immediately prior to the wind-on run, with the physical setup of the entire rotating system and model identical to that in
the test,
The following sequence of operations is common to nrly every rotary-balance wind-tunnel test:
1) Set the model at the desired attitude (either manually or remotely)
2) Acquire wind-off tares (using a variety of methods to account for wind-off aerodynamic damping or choosing to neglect
it). 'TIares are usually taken in both rotational directions and at small enough increments of rotational speed to allow a
least-squares fit of a curve through the balance loads vs. rotational speed.
3) Acquire wind-on data
4) Subtract tare loads from wind-on loads and process data to compute aerodynamic coefficientb
In most cases, it is essential to acquire the wind-on data in both rotational directions. When there is some evidence of
hysteresis In the forces and moments with rotation rate, it is recommended that data be recorded not only in both directions
but also while increasing and decreasing the :otation rate, perhaps over several repeat cycles.
In those tunnels where the model attitude can be changed remotely, it Is much more efficient to obtain the rotary tares
for several angle settings with the wind off and then acquire wind-on data over the same range of angles. This procedure
eliminates the need to start and stop the tunnel for each run. If the tunnel needs to be entered after each run for a manual
model attitude change, this procedure, of course, will not help. For a test matrix where either Reynolds number or Mach
number will be changed for the same model attitude settings, the model tares would typically be taken at thf beginning of
the test sequence, followed by all the desied runs at various tunnel conditions.
It has been found to be particuhrly desirable to be able to reduce the data on-line so that within a few seconds of acquiring
the wind-on data the tares have been properly accounted for and final aerodynamic coefficients can be plotted or prirted for
the matrix of rotation rates. This capability is particularly useful if one is attempting to define a hysteresis effect. Ilaving
the results from the previous data point is of great benefit when choosing the test conditions for the next data point.
In addition to acquiring dar. from a strain-gauge balance, for almost all apparatuses which have the capability for high
rotation rates (fl > 100 rpm), there is usually an array of sensors such as accelerometers and additional strain gauges to
monitor the vibrational and critical structural characteristies of the apparatus and tunnel support system. Many of these
systems are integrated directly into warning systems to alert the operator if safety limits are about to be exceeded.
2.4 BASIC DATA REDUCTION
2.4,0 Introduction
In this section it is assumed that the axis of rotation of the model is aligned along the wind axis. The reader should refer
to Chapter 4 for the special techniques used when the axis of rotation is inclined relative to the wind axis.
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2.4.1 Forces Acting on a Rotating Model
Assuming that the model is mounted on a strain-gauge balance and is rotating at a constant speed about a horizontal
axis, the balance will measure forces due to gravity, inertia and aerodynamics as shown in Figure 2-22. Effects due to gravity
are sinusoidal in this case, but if the rotational axis is vertical, as in a vertical spin tunnel, gravity effects are constant and
may be included with the inertial effects. Inertial effects depend on the moments of inertia of the model, the position of the
center of mass relative to the balance center and rotational axes, the angle of attack and the square of the rotational speed.
At the steady rotational speed in rotary tests, inertial effects are of course constant. The contribution from aerodynamic
forces on the model should also be constant at constant rotation rate and wind speed.
2.4.2 Elimination of Gravity Components
Although it is possible to account for the gravitational components analytically, it is easier and more precise to use direct
signal processing. Various techniques are available for this task. The two most commonly used are low-pass filtering and an
averaging process using a computer.
If a low.pass filter is used, care must be taken to ensure that the filter design is consistent with the measurement accuracy
required. Cut-off frequency, steepness of cut-off and the measurement time for each data point are factors which must be
given careful consideration.
Another technique is to use a computer to average the digitized analog signal from the strain-gauge balance. If K signal
samples are taken over one revolution, then the computer algorithm to obtain the mean value of the signal is:

IK
k-1

F(k) represents any of the measured signals and C is a scaling constant. Measurements are made over a number of cycles
for each data point.
2.4.3 Inertial Loads
If an Inertial component constitutes a large proportion of the balance signal, then the aerodynamic component will
probably he determined with poor accuracy. Therefore, models are made as light as possible and balanced to keep the
center of mass close to the balance center. It Is possible to determine the Inertial contributions analytically, but since the
sting, model and balance will deflect under load, inertial components are determined from wind-off tests and subtracted from
wind-on measurements at identical rotational rates. This procedure is not strictly accurate since the model position relative
to the rotational axis is affected by aerodynamic loads. Therefore, the inertial components wind-off and wind-on will not be
identical. However, in most cases, the error is estimated to be small and no attempt is made to correct for it.
2.4.4 Processing of Balance Signals and Data Presentation
Rotary-balance tests are subject to many sources of noise which can contaminate the measurements. Structural noise and
other mechanical effects can severely limit the operational performance and accuracy of these tests. Noise can completely
mask the unsteady aerodynamic effects which may be of interest at high angles of attack. In most cases the situation is
aggravated by coupling effects between aerodynamic loads and the structural modes of the balance/model/sting combination.
A discussion of structural effects is presented in Chapter 4, including some specific techniques to improve the performance
of the rotary apparatus.
In most instrumentation systems some arrangements are made to eliminate noise and interaction effects before the balance
signals are processed in the computer. Signal noise is generally of high frequency and can be eliminated by filtering. Since
only the mean level of the signal is of interest in rotary tests, accuracy of measurement is unlikely to suffer. However, it
is advantageous, if the level of electrical noise is excessive, to install pre-amplifiers near the balance if space is available.
Thus, a higher level signal is passed through the slip rings and cable from the working section of the wind tunnel and the
amplification of noise is reduced.
Strain-gauge balance Interactions are removed either in the computer by multiplication of the signals by the inverse
interaction matrix or, for linear first-order interactions, in an analog computing network prior to computer processing.
ligh-quality data amplifiers are used to amplify the signals to a convenient level, usually in the range ±10 V, and
the voltages are multiplied by previously determined calibration factors to define forces and moments which are nondimensionalized in the usual way to obtain coefficients. Since the model is rotated about a wind axis and, as measured,
the coefficients relate to a system of body axes, the engineer may convert the coefficients to a wind axes system. For each
angle-of-attack and wind-tunnel condition, the data are plotted against the reduced rotational rate, as in FigIre 2-23. In
the case of the lateral coefficients Cj, Cn and Cy when in wind axes, the slopes of the forces and moments vs. rotation rate,
when linear, may be measured to give the derivatives CIP, Cp and Cy in terms of wind axes.
2.4.5 Sources of Error
In common with other types of wind-tunnel testiug, errors in rotary testing emanate from various sources which can
be broadly classified into the areas of instrumentation, mechanical sources and aerodynamics. It is felt that the average
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accuracy of rotary data is far from that obtained in conventional precisicn tests for performance, for example. It should also
be recognized that standards of accuracy have not yet been established for these tests.
Instrumentation accuracy plays a key role in.the overall test effectiveness, including considerations of balance resolution,
slip rings, amplifiers, filters, analog-to-digita converters and other components in the signal processing equipment. Sixcomponent strain-gauge balances designed for static tests are used for rotary testing with good success. However, a rotary
balance is often required to be very sensitive in the roll and yaw components, while being subjected to large normal forces
and pitching moments arising from a combination of aerodynamic and inertial loads. Axial force is usually less significant
than in low-angle-of-attack performance testing, and a five-component balance may be satisfactory for most testing. In this
situation, it may be possibte to design a balance which is more suitable for rotary testing. Slip rings may incur errors in
transmission of signals dur to wiper lift or thermal emf generation. In the case of the former, there is a "drop-out" due to
momentary loss of contact, but the risk can be minimized by connecting contacts in parallel for each line. Spurious voltages
may be generated because the slip ring materials are manufactured from different metals which, when in contact and subject
to temperature changes, will exhibit a change in resistance. Careful design of the slip ring unit usually reduces this source
of error to less than 1% of a typical signal. Typical strain-gauge amplifiers and filters used in static wind-tunnel testing are
adequate for rotary testing, and have less than 1%error, provided filter cut-off 'requencies and amplifier gains are set at
appropriate values and enough time is allowed for recording of the data. After amplification and filtering, balance signals are
normally converted to digital form suitable for input to a computer. Current A-D converters are generally of such accuracy
that any errors introduced during this process are likely to be insignificant.
Errors arising from mechanical features include the deflection of the mod, Isupport, vibration, and rotational speed control.
Of these, the first is likely to be the most significant. The balance and stag will deflect under normal force loading, and as
stated in Section 2.4.3, model position will vary between wind-on and wind-off conditions. However, rotary rigs are designed
to maximize the structural stiffness/weight ratio to avoid low natural frequencies of the various structural modes, resulting
in deflections that are likely to be small compared to sting rigs for conventional static tests. For installations where a rear
or bottom sting entry is used, a significant deflection under load may occur. Corrections would then be made in the data
reduction process. Vibration will occur to various degrees depending on the stiffness of the support structure, loading of
the model, unsteadiness of the airflow and proximity of the rotational speed to a modal natural frequency. Any vibration
will invariably be reflected in the balance output signals. Unless the vibration results in exceeding the maximum allowable
balance signal, or is of low frequency, it should be possible to filter out vibration components from the balance signals. Since
wind-off data are subtracted from wind-on data at the same rotation rate, it is necessary to ensure that the speed setting is
constant. It is generally possible to set and hold spml to within 1 rpm, which keeps the errors down to insignificant levels
A further source of reduced accuracy is the relatively high value of inertial loads compared to the aerodynamic loads. A
simple dimensional analysis shows that the ratio of aerodynamic to inertia forces and moments is only dependent on the
model density and reduced rotation rate, and not on model size or dynamic pressure. Inertia and aerodynamic moments
may be represented as:
5 2
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This relationship shows that measurements of the aerodynamic loads will become more difficult as the nondimensional rate
of rotation increases.
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The aerodynamic sources of error of most concern are those related to interference effects caused by tile relatively bulky
rotary apparatus, and the potential effects of the tunnel walls. In the case of conventional static tests, the aerodynamic
interference problem has been studied extensively, and guidelines have been established for the selection of support geometry
and model size to minimize aerodynamic support interference. In dynamic tests, however, it is often not possible to reduce
the Interference to the level of insignificance. The problem of aerodynamic interference increases dramatically at high angles
of attack, where wing/fuselage vortices can be influenced by the support structure.
To date, unsteady wall effects have been overlooked as a factor in rotary testing. Unsteady wall interference arises
when disturbances generated by the rotating model and support hardware are reflected back to the model as periodic flow
disturbances. The severity of such effects is expected to depend on several factors, including the geometry of the test
installation, wall porosity, coning rate and Mach number.
Little is known about the foregoing aerodynamic concerns at the present time; however, the relative successes obtained for
specific designs have seemingly indicated a lack of important problems for existing rigs. The topic of aerodynamic interference
effects will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Rotary-balance tests for high-angle-of-attack conditions require special considerations of flow unsteadiness asociated
with separated flows. Although the magnitude of flow fluctuations may be no larger than those observed in static testing,
their levels may result in measurements which represent a large percentage of the relatively low aerodynamic damping of
interest. Flow unsteadiness is of two basic types; one is motion independent, generating the aerodynamic forcing function
usually connected with the buffet type of vehicle response; the other type of flow unsteadiness is highly motion dependent,
generating aerodynamic damping that often is negative, as in the case of stall flutter, for example. In a static high-alpha test
the motion independent unsteadiness of the slender forebody vortices will generate a time-average (static) side force that is
of leser magnitude than the instantaneous (maximum) side force. In a high-alpha flight maneuver, on the other hand, the
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motion-dependent unsteadiness can cause the separation-induced side force to stay at its maximum value for an extended
period of time. This presents a real problem for the vehicle designer in regard to the use of wind-tunnel test results.
A final issue relating to the accuracy of rotary testing involves model accuracy requirements. Atraditional school of thought
states that models intended for high-angle-of-attack testing and spinning do not require manufacturing precision and that
configuration layout effects are more important than details. Recently, however, several investigations have indicated that the
character of separated flow phenomena can depend greatly on configuration details, asymmetries and fidelity. It is apparent
that, as more information becomes available on high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics, there will be a greater need to define
requirements for model construction for rotary testing, and that the major effort in current tests of specific configurations
will need to be augmented by generic and more fundamental research.
2.5 NEED FOR SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
2.5.1 Flow Visualization
Currently, the major applications of rotary-balance test technology typically involve measurements of the various
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on vehicles during rotary motions, particularly at high angles of attack and during
spins. Unfortunately, data which are limited to the overall forces and moinents do not provide the aerodynamicist with
sufficient insight and information for the analysis of important physical phenomena which produce the trends noted in the
force and moment data. In addition, the lack of such fundamental understanding of rotary flow aerodynamics severely
limits any advances in fluid dynamic methods for the prediction of such phenomena. As a result of this limitation, several
organizations have implemented auxiliary systems to provide flow visualization during rotary testing. These organizations
include AerMacchi, RAE Bedford and NASA Langley.
Typical installations for flow visualization studies consist of motion-picture or video cameras which are mounted on the
rotating model-sting assembly, usually at a point above and behind the model. Visualization of flow fields is accomplished
by the conventional practice of using wool tufts or fluorescent "mini-tufts" of extremely fine thread which illuminate
under fluorescent light. Continuous records of the flow patterns are obtained simultaneously with the force and moment
measurements, providing time-correlated results for in-depth analysis.
A method used at NASA-Ames for flow visualization of forebody vortices at high-subsonic to low-supersonic speeds is the
vapor-screen technique. Water is injected into the wind-tunnel airstream to produce a fine fog or vapor. A thin light sheet
or light screen, usually using a laser as a light source, is passed through the flow field normal to the model longitudinal axis.
The light sheet illuminates the fine water particles in the vortex and provides a cross-sectional view of the vortex structure
and location. The positions of the vortex cores with changing rotation rates are recorded with a movie camera mounted on
the rotating sting. At very low airspeeds this technique can also be applied, using smoke rather than water vapor.
The use of flow visualization techniques has proven to be particularly informative for studies of relatively high aspect-ratio,
unswept wings during autorotation. By utilizing the technique, the aerodynamicist is able to correlate the onset and severity
of autorotative tendencies with flow separation and stalling of the inner- and outer-wing panels during rotary motions near
stall and during post-stall gyrations. Another potential application of these techniques is for studies of local flow conditions
which exist on the long, pointed forebodies of high performance aircraft during post-stall motions. With rising interest In
flight at angles of attack beyond maximum lift, future fighters may operate at unprecedented high-angle-of-attack conditions,
which are known to be conducive to extensive forebody flow separation, the effects of which dominate the aerodynamnic
stability of such vehicles.
2.5.2 Pressure N!?asurnients
In additioi, to a visual indication of the flow state on and near the model, the aerodynanicist may require aerodynamic
pressures to be measured over selected surfaces for analysis of component contributions to the overall forces and moments.
Pressure measurements were first made under the difficult dynamic conditions of rotary testing many years ago; this included
a major effort 24 at NASA-Ames in 19.17 which determined full-span pressure distributions for a series of full-scale wings
tested on a large-scale rotary apparatus in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tumniel.
More recently, rotary tests involving pressure measurements have been conducted at NASA-Langley by Bilrle Applied
Research. In this study, over 200"pressure ports were utilized on the empennage and aft fuselage of a model of a propellerdriven trainer configuration to determine the effects of component interactions on aerodynamics of tile
spin. The results of the
tests, which will be discussed in Section 8.1 of this report, were successful in identifying unexpected interference effects and
the development of a test technique that uses state-of-the-art electronically-scanning pressure instrumentation and slip-ring
assemblies.
2.5 3 Spin Radius
The potential impact of spin radius on rotary aerodynamics is greatly dependent on the angbe-of-attack range of interest.
As the angle of attack approaches 900 in a developed spin, the spin axis becomes more aligned with the center of gravity
of the aircraft, resulting in a near-zero spin radius. Experience with many configurations (particularly military types) has
shown that the aerodynamic effects of small, non-zero spin radii at such elevated angles of attack are negligible. In view of
these considerations, most of the rotary testing for low-aspect-retio high-performance configurations is conducted with zero
spin radius.
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In contrast to the foregoing situation, configurations which employ high-aspect-ratio unswept wings usually require an
evaluation of the effects of spin radius'for valid analysis of rotary data. Such configurations usually exhibit relatively steep
spin modes, with partial flow separation on the outer (upgoing) wing panel. The geometry of the steep spin is such that a
relatively large spin radius may exist, to the extent that the spin axis is near the nose of the airplane. The effects of the
induced flow conditions with non-zero spin radius for this class of airplanes could conceivably be large, and data should be
obtained to account for such effects.
Recently, researchers at IMFL have explored the use of spin radius (also referred to as "turning radius") to decouple the
linear kinematic relationships which exist between p, r and # during rotary motions at a constant angle of attack. Using this
technique, IMFL was able to identify the dynamic stability parameters and correlate the results with those obtained from
other test techniques. However, it was found that the spin radius required for sufficient excitation of the aerodynamic model
was necessarily large, resulting in greater mechanical complexity.
2.5.4 Derivatives in Rotary Flow
Aerodynamic data obtained in steady rotary testing may be regarded as analogous to conventional static wind-tunnel
data, since they are used to identify potential "trim" conditions which may exist during spinning motions. Hlowever, as is
the case for conventional dynamic stability analyses, the aerodynamic variations caused by dynamic perturbations from the
trimmed condition are also required for analysis of the stability of a potential spin. Dynamic data are also needed for the
analysis and prediction of oscillatory spins and for an accurate prediction of spin recovery characteristics. In lieu of such
data, investigators sometimes use questionable estimates of dynamic derivatives for flight dynamics studies of the spin. The
estimation procedure is, of course, very difficult in view of the nonlinear aerodynamics.
Two approaches to obtaining dynamic derivatives about steady rotary conditions have been proposed. The first approach
would utilize a combined rotary- and forced-oscillation test apparatus with associated electronic instrumentation and data
reduction methods commonly used for conventional forced-oscillation tests. While the data reduction for such all approach
would be relatively straightforward, the complexity of the mechanical and data acquisition systems and the operational
constraints of the system would appear to be a major challenge.
The second approach to obtaining dynamic derivatives would make use of a conventional forced-oscillation apparatus
mounted in a wind-tunnel facility which approximates the nature of rotary motion by imparting rotary, or rolling motion to
the free-stream flow. In this manner, the mechanical complexity of combined model motions is avoided, and the experiment
appears to be somewhat more feasible. In the United States, the subsonic wind tunnel (previously the Langley Stability
Tunnel) located at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute can provide the rolling flow feature. At this time, however, the concept
of combining rotary and forced oscillations has not been implemented.
Recently, the concept of an inclined spin axis has been used by the staff of IMF-Lille to assess the unsteady dynamic
phenomena at high angles of attack and to identify dynamic stability parameters at low angles of a, tack. This research will
be discussed in Chapter 4.
Additional possible approaches to obtaining derivatives under rotary-flow conditions are discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
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Figure 2-6. Langley Researchl Center's rotary-balance rig.
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CHAPTER 3
ROTARY-BALANCE APPARATUSES
3.0 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter discussed rotary-balance testing techniques and provided an introduction to the rotary-balance
facilities operated by the AGARD participants. This chanter presents a detailed discussion of all AGARD rotary apparatuses
that are, or have been, active in the various nations. For completeness, the rotary-balance capabilities of other nations,
including Sweden and Japan, are included. The chapter utilizes a common format for presenting information on each
apparatus, including the historical background, description of the apparatus, data acquisition system, test procedures,
operational limits and future plans.
3.1 NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
3.1.1 Bacl.ground
The NASA Langley Rcsearch Center has traditionally directed a research effort toward the development of technology
required for the prediction and analysis of the flight behavior of aircraft. The program has emphasized the area of flight
dynamics and, in recent years, the more specific area of stall/spin technology. As part of the overall approach used in these
studies, several rotary-balance apparatuses have been developed and operated in various wind-tunnel facilities. As previously
discussed, a rotary balance was put into operation in the first spin tunnel at Langley in the early 1930's to study spinning,
and NACA experience with the test technique and analysis of the associated data had a direct influence on the subsequent
development of updated equipment at Langley. Tho effectiveness of the first rotary balance was limited by the relatively large
ratio of model size to wind tunnel cross-sectional at -a. Also, the six-component balance was mounted external to the model,
was large relative to the model. and was of dubious accuracy. inan effort to eliminate these shortcomings, a new rotary rig
was installed in the new Langley 20-Foot Spin Tunnel in 1945. Unfortunately, the limitations of the instrumentation and
data acquisition systems at the time resulted in an unacceptable expenditure of resources and tunnel time for a relatively
small amount of data. The system was used for only one test of an airp'ane configuration, after which it fell into disuse.
Interest in the area of dynamic stability analysis at transonic speeds and, in particular, the effects of Mach ninber on
aerodynamic danming in roll resulted in the construction of a steady-rolling apparatus for transonic t(sting in the early
1950's. This rig was designed to be used in both the Langley 7- by 10-Foot lllgl,-Speed Tunnel and the Langley 8-Foot
Iligh-Speed Tunnel (predecessor of the current 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel), and it was used in these facilities (luring
several studies of the effects of various parameters on roll damping at relatively low angles of attack,
The need for rotary-balance data for the analysis of stall/spin phenomena was virtually forgotten in the United States
(luring the 1950's to early 1970's. This situation was caused by a combination of de,6ign philosophy and facility demands
for higher-priority work. Th military philosophy of the clay emphasized stand-off missile launch tactics, with little need for
maneuvers at high angles of attack. As a result, the interest in high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic phenomena and stall/spil
technology declined to an insignificant level. In addition, the extensive time required for rotary tests was judged to be
unacceptable in view of higher-priority research beiiig conducted in the spin tunnel by the NACA and NASA. Irolically,
numerous computer-based studies of the spin were conducted in the 1960's using crude mathematical representations of the
aerodynamie data at extreme angles of attack, with dubious results. These studies were characterized by arbitrary and
questionable adjustments to aerodynamic data in order to obtain better correlation with flight.
In tile early 1970's, the rising interest in highly meneuverable fighters stimulated a re-examination of the rotary-balance test
technique, and this Impetus resulted in the construction of a large-scale test rig for the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel
and a refurbishment and updating of the existing smaller apparatus in the Langley Spin Tunnel. These rigs, together with
the steady rolling apparatus, represent the rotary-balance apparatuses of interest at Langley. '[he steady-rolling apparatus
and the 30- by 60-foot tunnel apparatus have not been used in almost 15 years and are inactive at the present time; however,
the apparatus in time spin tunnel is extremely active ii the area of spin research, conducting virtually all of the rotary testing
in the U. S. for government agencies and industry. A detailed description of the spin-tunnel apparatus is presented herein,
and brief descriptions of the other two inactive rigs are included for completeness.
3.1.2 Descriptions of Apparatuses
3.1.2.1 Spin-Tunnel Apparatus
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Sketches of the rotary-balance apparatus installed in the Langley Spin Tunnel are shown in Figure 3-1 and photographs
of typical model installations are presented in Figure 3-2. The spin tunnel test section is oriented vertically, with the rotary
sting assembly being supported by a horizontal boom and driven by aii electric motor mounted external to the test section.
Auxiliary guy wires are used for additional bracing, Rotation of the model-strut arrangement occurs about tile verticallyrising velocity vector. A six-component internally-mounted strain-gauge balance is used to measure the aerodynamic forces
and moments acting on the model. Ipdividual electric motors are used to position the model at the desired attitudes in
pitch and bank, and spin radius offsets may be adjusted, together with a corresponding adjustment in counterbalance weight.
Potentiometers are used for readouts proportional to the model attitude The angle-of-attack range of the rig is 00 to 90P, and
the sideslip range is ±30P. The system is capable of rotating up to 90 rpm in either direction. Typical velocities employed in
the tests result in values of Reynolds number of about 0.3 x 106. Models used on the apparatus are of lightweight construction,
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and balsa/composite construction has proven to be adequate for models at the low values of dynamic pressure experienced
in these tests.
3.1.2.2 7- by 10-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
A photograph of a delta-wing research model mounted on the steady rolling apparatus installed in the Langley 7- by
10-Foot Tunnel is shown in Figure 3-3, and a sketch of a typical model installation is shown in Figure 3-4. The apparatus is
operated in a horizontal attitude, with the model mounted on a conventional six-component strain-gauge balance commonly
used for static testing. The model/sting combination is driven by a constant-displacement, reversible hydraulic motor located
inside the main sting body. Tile hydraulic motor is actuated by a variable-displacement hydraulic pump driven by a constant
speed electric motor, and the rig utilizes external bracing struts to the tunnel walls for additional rigidity. A counterweight
mounting beam iLprovided for statically balancing models, although no provision is made for spin radius offsets. The speed
of rotation is measured by a system based on the signals generated by a magnetic pickup which measures the frequency
of rotary motion. The operational range of angle of attack for the apparatus is from a = 0' to a = 35' for conventional
tail-munted sting installations, and alternate mounting arrangements through the top of the model have been used to permit
testing for angles of attack near 90*. In the 7- by 10-foot tunnel, typical test conditions result in a unit Reynolds number of
about 2.5 x 106 at a Mach number of 0.40.
3.1.2.3 30- by 60-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
A photograph of the rotary apparatus installed in the 30- by 60-foot tunnel is shown in Figure 3-5, and a sketch showing
some of the more important features of the migis shown in Figure 3-6. This particular rig was designed to permit testing of
the relatively large-scale drop models (up to 6 ft wingspans) normally used in studies of stall/spin motions at Langley. Using
this approach, aerodynamic data obtained in the wind tunnel can be used as inputs in computer predictions of the spinning
behavior of the models at values of Reynolds number identical to those obtained in the model flight tests. The sting is driven
by a hydraulically-operated motor which is mounted to the truss structure of the rig, and a jackscrew located in the pitch
motor housing is used to vary the angle of attack. The apparatus was initially designed to emupky a bent sting arrangement
with a capability for simulating a spin radius and offset, however, structural vibrations and problems with dynamic balancing
prevented the operational use of this feature. The pitch attitude can be varied from a = 301 to w= 900. The rig is capable
of rotational speeds of up to 200 rpm in either direction. Tests with the rig typically result in a value of Reynolds number
of about 0.8 x 106 based on wing chord.
3.1.3 Data Acquisition Systems
3.1.3.1 Spin.Tunnel Apparatus
Electrical signals from the elements of the strain-gauge balance, spin-radius-offset motor and model-positioning motors
are conducted through slip rings with 42 channels. As shown in Figure 3-7, the data acquisition, reduction and presentation
systems are composed of a 12.cliannel scanner/voltmeter, a minicomputer with internal printer, a plotter and a CRT display.
This equipment permits dta to be presented via real-time digital printouts or graphical plots. Real-time observations of the
model during tests are permitted by the clear viewing walls of the spin tunnel. The relatively how tunnel speeds used in the
tests permit the use of simple internally mounted strain-gauge balances which are extremely linear in output with neghgible
cross-talk and interactions between ehannels. Thus, the data reduction equations and process are straightforward and rapid.
The real-time capability for aerodynamic data collection is combined with an on-line vehicle motion analysis program to
permit rapid evaluations of airplane spin characteristics.
3.1.3.2 7- by 10-Foot Wind-Tunel Apparatus
The data acquisition system employs slip rings for transmission of balance readout information and conventional computerbased data reduction concepts. Filtering is used to eliminate the periodic inputs of gravitational effects. When last used
(1972) the rig was used with a contemporary data acquisition system. Today, the 7- by 10-foot tummel is equipped with am
updated data system and an effort would 'iurequired to update the data reduction system for the steady rolling apparatus.
3.1.3.3 30- by 60-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The data reduction process utilized for this apparatus included the use of a sine-cosine resolver system to null out the
sinusoidal variations caused by the gravity effects experienced in the horizontal test setup. The balance signals are transmitted
through slip rings to the gravity nulling system where they are manually nulled by the operator and then to a conventional
multi-channel magnetic tape storage device Reduction and analysis of the data are performed off-line with a standard data
reduction program. As was the case for the spin-tmmel apparatus, the low speeds involved ii the testing permit the use of
simple non-interacting balance gauges which greatly simplifies the data reduction process.
3.1.4 Test Procedures
3.1.4.1 Spin-Tunnel Apparatus
The inertial tares acting on the model should ideally be obtained by rotating the model in a vacuum, thus eliminating all
still-air damping. The magnitude of still-air damping at the low dynamic pressures involved in these tests can be relatively
large compared to wind-on levels, and the still-air damping effects must therefore be minimized. In lieu of a vacuum sphere
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and its associated operational complications, a more practical approach has been adopted, in which the model is enclosed in
a spherical lightweight structure (see Figure 3-7) which rotates with the model. The air immediately surrounding the model
rotates with it, and a very low still-air damping tare reading is obtained. As the rig and enclosure are rotated to determine
wind-off tares, the balance readout information is recorded on magnetic tape for later use in data reduction. To determine
the aerodynamic data for rotary motions these tares are subtracted from readings obtained with the enclosure removed and
tile tunnel on.
3.1.4.2 7- by 10-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The high dynamic pressures involved in transonic testing result in relatively large wind.on readings and high loads;
therefore, no attempt was made to enclose the model to reduce still-air damping. The high pressures also resulted in
deflections of the support system. The angle of attack was corrected on the basis of sting deflections under steady load.
The effects of model product of inertia and displacement of the model center of mass from the axis of rotation resulted
in centrifugal loads which were accounted for by obtaining data with the model rotating in equal and opposite directions.
Corrections for sting-support interference were not applied to the data.
3.1.4.3 30- by 60-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The level of still-air damping in tests with this apparatus was comparable to tile wind-on levels for studies of aerodynamics
at spin attitudes; therefore~a spherical enclosure was used to contain the model and enable tare readings which mnimize these
effects to be taken. During the wind-off tare runs, the gravity-nulling system readings were set to minimize gravitational
effects, and the test proceeded in a manner similar to that employed in the spin-tunnel rotary-balance tests.
3.1.5 Operational Limitations
3.1.5.1 Spin-Tunnel Apparatus
The spin-tunnel rotary apparatus has proven to be a very versatile research tool. The horizontal support arm is pivoted
at the tunnel wall, thereby permitting the rig to be rotated out of the area of interest when free-spinning tests are performed
in the facility In this manner, it is possible to conduct rotary tests on alternate daily shifts, if necessary. The models used in
the tests must be constrained to about 20 pounds. With its unique orientation. tie rig experiences only minor gravitational
effects, and, as a result, the vibration level of the apparatus is relatively low over the entire range of reduced frequencies.
Thus, tests can routinely be conducted at values of reduced frequency of up to about 1.0, which corresponds to extremely
fast, flat spins With regard to aerodynamic interference effects, some effects have been noted for a few configurations at
relatively low angles of attack approaching maximum lift.
3.1.5.2 7- by 10-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
This apparatus was limited to a rotational speed of about 10 revolutions per second. Information is not available concerning
experiences with aerodynamic interference effects.
3.1.5.3 30- by 60-Foot Win.-Tnnel Apparatus
The massive apparatus utilized for these tests represented a challeiiging problem in the area of structural vibration. The
system was inherently flexible with low natural frequencies, particularly with regard to the modelbalance-beam combination,
and the support-structure/tiinnel.tirntable combination. Severe vibrations were encountered near 200 rpm, resultmig in a
constrained operational envelope which required reduced tunnel speeds to obtain the values of reduced frequency of interest.
The reduction in tunnel speed virtually eliminated the potential for obtaining aerodynamic data at the same values of
Reynolds number as those obtained in drop model tests. Perhaps the most severe operational constraint on the system
involved aerodynamic interference effects caused by the presence of the massive trus structure behind the model. These
effects were negligible for angles of attack greater than about 50', but large differences from static data measured with the
same model on other support systems were noted near o = 30", where many fighter designs exhibit strong vortical flows
This phenomena was caused by premature vortex breakdown forced by the adverse pressure gradients associated with the
large structure.
3.1.6 Applications
3.1.6.1 Spin-Tunnel Apparatus
Following the refurbishment and updating of the test rig and instrumentation in the early 1970's, the bpin-tunnel rotary rig
has been continually used in tests of over 30 military designs and over 15 civil configurations. An arrangement has been made
wherein industry can conduct proprietary studies in the facility on a fee-paying basis, and thus capability has been utilized
extensively by U. S. and foreign industry teams. The arrangement has greatly stimulated the interest and appreciation of
the industry, and as the accuracy and validity of the test technique became more well known numerous applications have
arisen The objectives of typical test programs includt the effects of configuration components, control surface deflections and
analysis of spin characteristics based on the aerodynanic data. Recently, relatively sophisticated tests have been conducted,
including power-on tests (see Figure 3-2) and pressure tests during rotary motions. Some specific configurations tested include
the F-14, F-15, F-16, X-29, X-31, EA-6B, F-5, AV-8B, A-6 and numerous military trainer designs. Civil designs tested have
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ranged from single- and twin-enigine
general aviation designs to business jets. Data for some of the configurations tested have
1- 20
been published in NASA reports.
3.1.6.2 7- by 10-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The steady rolling apparatus at Langley has been used for studies of aerodynamic damping in roll, and for limited
evaluation of aerodynamics associated with flat spins at extremely high angles of attack. It was used extensively for tests of
generic models during the development of the variable-sweep concept due to concern over the lateral characteristics of highly
swept configurations. Specific configurations tested include the F-104, F-105, F-111 and F-14 aircraft. In addition to steady
rolling tests, the rig was used by Polhamus in the evaluation of fuselage cross-sectional shapes on yaw damping for flat-spin
motions. In 1972, tests were conducted to evaluate the effects of leading-edge flap deflection on roll damping at angles of
attack near stall, and the results were used to analyze and explain abrupt wing-dropping motions encountered during a flight
evaluation of tracking accuracy at NASA-Dryden. This study was the last operational use of the rig.
3.1.6.3 30- by 60-Foot Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The large-scale rotary rig in the 30. by 60-foot tunnel was utilized for several studies of the aerodynamics of the spin
in the 1970's. Specific configurations tested include the F-4, 134, YF-16, YF-17 and F-14. The major emphasis in these
studies was the definition of aerodynamic data and the use of such data in computations of spinning motions which were then
correlated with flight motions observed for spin-tunnel models and drop models. More fundamental aerodynamic studies
were also conducted with the configurations. For example, the effects of horizontal tall dihedral angle on aerodynamics of
the flat spin were studied for the F-4, and correlation between rotary- and forced-oscillation lateral-directional data for the
YF-17 was documented.
3.1.7 Future Plans
The apparatus in operation in the spin tunnel is utilized on a daily basis for studies in the area of stall/spin behavior.
When conducted in conjunction with spin-tunnel tests of free-spinning models, the rotary-balance test technique provides
considerable insight as to the spin characteristics of aircraft designs. The effectiveness of this approach has become widely
known, and it is expected that the spin-tunnel rotaro test technique will continue to be used in the future.
At the present time, the steady rolling rig at Langley has been placed in storage with no current plans for future
applications. The facility normally used for steady-rolling tests has been affected by operational difficulties. More specifically,
the 7- by 10-foot tunnel experienced an accident in 1986 which resulted in loss of its drive fan blades and an extensive down
time for repairs. This facility situation has resulted in an extended backlog of potential projects, and it is unlikely that the
steady rolling rig will see use at Langley in the foreseeable future.
The rotary apparatus for the 30- by 60-foot tunnel has not been used since the mid-1970's, when NASA interest in
stall/spin research changed emphasis from studies of phenomena affecting the developed spin to studies of departure and
spin prevention. The 30- by 60-foot wind-tunnel facility is still a major contributor to stability and control research, and the
rig may be utilized in the future, particularly if the current interest in "Supermaneuverability" and flight at angles of attack
beyond stall is maintained.
3.2 NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER
3.2.1 Background
NASA-Ames has had an active research program in high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics since the early 1970's, particularly
oriented towards fighter aircraft. One of the important tasks in this program has been the development and use of rotarybalance apparatuses to study the stall/spin aerodynamic characteristics of both generic and specific aircraft configurations.
The first rotary-balance apparatus 2 developed at Ames Research Center (ARC) was run in 1968 in the ARC 6- by 6-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The model was a simple ogive cylinder, fixed rigidly to a rotating sting with strain gauges to
measure pitching and yawing moments. The sting was rotated up to 600 rpm. Shortly after these exploratory experiments,
a new apparatus was developed for the same tunnel to test a 100 semi-angle cone model undergoing simultaneous coning
about the wind vector and spinning about its own axis of symmetry. The model attitude could be varied through a set of
manually changed bent stings up to 300. The coning and spinning rates varied at up to 600 rpm. A photograph of the rig is
shown in Figure 3-8 and a sketch of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3-9.
With an increased emphasis on research in fighter aircraft aerodynamics at Ames Research Center, the rig was modified
(in 1974) to accommodate a small airplane-like configuration for testing in the ARC 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. The
first experiments are reported in Reference 23; subsequently, more refined experiments were conducted. 24 ,25 A photograph
of the model mounted in the wind tunnel for those experiments is shown in Figure 3-10. These were exploratory experiments
undertaken to evaluate separately the contributions of the nose, tail and of the complete configuration, including the wing,
during a steady spin motion over a wide variation in Reynolds number. Some of the flow mechanisms that can contribute to
pro-spin moments are shown in Figure 3-11, including asymmetric vortices on an ogive nose, asymmetric flow on a square-type
crow section and vortex flow on a simple tail configuration. An example of the aerodynamic side force actir on a nose with
a square cross section in a flat-spin motion (a = 90') is shown in Figure 3-12.
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This result, clearly demonstrates the strong dependence of the side-force coefficient on Reynolds number and rotation
rate for the nose tested. One interesting feature of the results is the hysteresis loop with rotation rate that occurs in the
mid-Reynolds number range. This phenomenon occurs as a result of the flow separation characteristics, as the rotational
speed (and consequently the local angle of the flow on the nose) is increased.and decreased. 24
3.2.2.1 12-Foot Pressure Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
Although the modified rotary-balance apparatus was very useful in exploratory investigations of simple airplane-like
configurations, the need was recognized for an improved apparatus'for efficient test operation and for providing the load
capability required for large models at high Reynolds numbers. A large-scale rotary apparatus was developed for use in
the ARC 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. 25,26 The rotary apparatus was designed to simulate full-scale, steady-spin motions
by use of the proper combination of rotation speed and model size. Figure 3-13, a plot of reduced spin rate versus freestream velocity, indicates the region for most full-scale airplane spins of the military fighter class. A rotary apparatus with
a rotational speed capability of 42 rd/sec (400 rpm), and a load capability for a model with a wing span of 61 cm (2 ft),
provides a test envelope that encompasses most full-scale spin cases.
Avoiding unnecessary startups and shutdowns for model attitude changes is essential for efficient operation of a pressure
tunnel. To accomplish this, the angles of attack and sideslip are capable of being changed remotely from outside the tunnel.
The rotary apparatus was also designed to accommodate models of a size chosen to maximize the model Reynolds number
but to minimize blockage effects or interference with the model. Figures 3-14 and 3-15 show the new apparatus. The angle of
incidence of the model on a straight base-mounted sting can be varied up to 300. With the use of bent stings and top-mounted
models, the angle of attack and sideslip changes are accomplished through rotation about two axes ( j and 2, Figure 3-14),
which intersect the spin axis at the designated longitudinal location on the model representing the center of gravity of a
full-scale, free-spinning vehicle.
Changes in model orientation, made remotely with small electric motors mounted in the apparatus, are done before
spinning the whole assembly in the tunnel. 'I he counterweight assembly is driven to a predetermined position that statically
balances the mass distribution of the system about the spin axis. No attempt is made to balance the system dynamically.
The entire apparatus is then rotated in the wind-tunnel airstream, using a servo-controlled hydraulic drive system that can
be varied in speed between 0 and 37 rd/sec (350 rpm) in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The magnitude
of the centrifugally induced dynamic moment was, in the worst case, as much as 42,500 Nm (400,000 in-lb). Because of
the large dynamic loads experienced by the fixed part of the rotary rig and tunnel support system, special provisions were
made to secure the system as rigidly as possible. The center body of the support system is normally traversed and pitched
on the vertical blade strut to vary the model attitude. For this test, the center body was rigidly fastened to the strut with
threaded pins to prevent any motion between the rig/centerbody and the tunnel strut. To eliminate possible resonance of
the rotary-apparatus/tunnel-support system, it was designed to have a natural frequency at least three i;mnr,the maximum
rotational frequency of 350 rpm.
Figure 3-16 shows the attitude envelope obtainable with the stings selected for the firet series of tests, including a basemounted straight sting (Os = 00) and two top-mounted bent stings (a. = 450 and 70").
Electrical power leads to the positioning drive systems and the power and signal paths from the balance are provided
by a slip-ring assembly mounted in the circular housing near the strut mount. This is a low-level signal slip-ring unit that
contains 84 channels; it provides adequate signal paths to run two six-component, strain-gauge balances simultaneously, in
addition to providing for remote changes in model control deflections. An angle encoder to determine position information
about the spin axis, if needed, is mounted on the rear of the slip-ring unit. A tachometer to determine spin rate is mounted
on the hydraulic drive motor shaft.
The first model tested on this rig was the 0.05-scale F-15 fighter model shown in Figure 3-17 with the model mounted
on each of the stings, one through the base and two through the top of the model. Figure 3-18 is an assembly sketch of the
model, balance and the 70" top-mounted sting. A special, solid, six-component strain-gauge balance was built for this model
to optimize the load capacity of the various gauges. The model was constructed of aluminum, steel and fiberglass to make it
as light as possible, but strong enough to withstand dynamic pressures up to 500 lb/ft2 with the required safety factors for
safe tunnel operation. Construction with modern composite materials would enable the model to be constructed with lighter
weight. Figure 3-19 shows a photograph of the model and the rotary apparatus mounted in a test enclosure for check-out
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operations and in the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel.
3.2.2.2 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind-Tunnel Apparatus
The most recent apparatus developed for rotary-balance tests at Ames is a rig for performing tests tn the Ames 6- by 6-Foot
Supersonic Wind "Pnnel. The basic apparatus was a redesigned and modernized version of the rotary-balance apparatus
used originally for tests on a 10' semi-angle cone. 22 The apparatus was designed to use the s&me bent stings as the previous
apparatus.
Figure 3-20 is a diagram of the small-scale rotary-balance apparatus. A hydraulic motor is used to turn a shaft aligned
nominally parallel to the wind-tunnel airstream. A series of interchangeable bent stings can be attached to the rotating shaft
to vary the angle of incidence with respect to the airstream. The stings are designed to support a model on a strain-gauge
balance at pitch angles ranging from 00 to 30', while keeping the same axial model station on the axis of rotation.
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The balance used was a standard six-component 3.81 cm (1.5 in) diameter balance, with all power and signal lines routed
through the bent sting and the shaft of the hydraulic motor. A set of gold slip rings and brushes was used to transferthe
signals to the nonrotating portion of the rig. Model attitude was set by adjustment of the pitch and roll angles of the model.
Pitch angles were determined by the choice of bent sting, and roll angles by choice of a fixture located between the balance
and the model which maintained a set roll angle. A set of such roll fixtures was available, including one for use with all bent
stings giving zero sideslip angle, and one for each of the bent stings to obtain sideslip angles of -15'.
The rig is capable of being driven at rotation rates from 0 to 600 rpm (63 rad/sec) in either direction. Since the
rotating parts are neither statically nor dynamically balanced, the centrifugally induced oscillatory loads generated on the
nonrotating structures at maximum rotation rate are quite large. The rig is designed to withstand these loads, but some
additional measures were necessary to prevent excessive deflection of the rig support structure in the tunnel. The center
body of revolution, which is vertically supported by lead screws and laterally restrained by rollers, was clamped rigidly to
the vertical strut in this case. Brass pads were installed between the body of revolution and the vertical strut to distribute
the load and prevent damage to the strut surface. In addition, a pair of diagonal braces, extending from the leading edge of
the vertical strut to the tunnel floor, was installed to restrain lateral movement of the rig support. Vibration amplitudes in
both vertical and lateral planes were monitored by accelerometers mounted on the body of revolution, and these confirmed
that no excessive vibration levels occurred while the rig was running.
An additional feature of the rotary rig is the camera enclosure shown in Figure 3-20. This is capable of holding a miniature
video or movie camera, with power and signal lines routed through the previously mentioned slip ring set. The camera views
the upper surface of the model, and since the camera and model rotate together the model image remains steady regardless
of the motion of the rig. This feature was included to enable vapor-screen investigations of the behavior of the vortex wake
of the model in response to the coning motion.
Figure 3-21 is a photograph of a model (designated the Standard Dynamics Model, SDM) tested recently. 2 7,29 The basic
planform is that of a current high-performance aircraft configuration, The model was designed for manufacture by simple
machining techniques to encourage its widespread use as a standard model for testing in different wind tunnels and on
different dynamic test rigs. The model was designed and manufactured by the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE),
Canada. A more complete description of its geometry and characteristics is contained in References 30 and 31.
3.2.3 Data Acquisition and Reduction System
The data for rotary-balance apparatuses were acquired and reduced with a common stand-alone microcomputer system.
Conventional analog signal-conditioning equipment was used to process and filter the balance and tachometer signals. Lowpass filtering of the balance signals eliminated the oscillatory signals due to model weight. A special data-acquisition unit
processed the signals from the balance, shaft tachometer, rig angular position encoder and (in the case of the 12-ft tunnel
apparatus) the arm-position potentiometers. Tunnel conditions, including tunnel temperature and pressures, were routed to
the system by paralleling the conventional tunnel sensors.
In addition to the data-acquisition unit and the main central processing unit, the data system included a dual floppy disk
drive, external printer and multicolor on-line plotter. The data system provided complete on-line listings and plots of the six
force and moment coefficients as a function of the apparatus spin rate.
3.2.,4 Rotary and Stationary Tare Measurements
There are three types of forces and moments acting on the balance when the apparatus and model are rotated in the
wind tunnel. The first are the inertial forces and moments due to the moments of inertia of the rotating model. These vary
with model attitude and rotation speed, and may be compensated for by measuring wind-off rotating tares and subtracting
them from the wind-on data. The second are oscillatory forces caused by the change in orientation of the gravitational
vector relative to the balance frame of reference. Although it is possible to account for these forces analytically, they were
eliminated in a more straightforward manner by low-pass filtering the balance signals. The remaining forces and moments
are the aerodynamic loads of interest. The magnitude of the inertial loads can be calculated in a straightforward manner
if the moments of inertia about the principal axes of the model and the location of the model center of mass with respect
to the rotation axis are known and do not vary with rotation rate. However, the model/sting combination delects during
rotation and will cause the actual inertial loads to vary from the analytically determined values. Therefore, it is necessary
to measure wind-off tare loads at the model attitude and rotation rates planned for the wind-on tests. These measurements
are stored in the data-acquisition system and later subtracted from wind-on measurements.
For accuracy, the inertial tare loads should be measured with the model either in a complete vacuum or surrounded by
an enclosure that rotates with it. This will prevent any interaction of the surrounding still air with the model as it rotates.
However, in some cases, depending on such factors as model size, rotation rates and expected wind-on loads, the contribution
from this effect can be ignored. In these tests, the tare values measured in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions
were averaged. For the case where the sideslip angle is set to zero, the respective effects of the surrounding air on side force,
yawing moment and rolling moment should be equal and opposite in sign. In this case, averaging the measured values is
nearly the same as measuring the tares in a vacuum. However, even though the effects on normal force, pitching moment
and axial force are not eliminated by averaging the measurements from both rotational directions, it is felt that the still-air
loads are small enough to ignore, particularly for these experiments where the inertial loads and the air loads are very large
in comparison.
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Typically, wind-off forces and moments are determined at several fixed rotation rates from zero to the maximum for each
rotary rig. The r-,pective forces and moments are fit with a five-term polynomial of the form:
F = AO + Alw + A2W2 + A3w 3+ A4

4

where F is the force or moment and w is the rotation rate. The coefficients Ao through A4 are then stored. The same
procedure is used for rotation in the opposite direction. The two sets of coefficients are then averaged to create a combined
tare file of one set of coefficients that is applicable to all rotation rates for that particular angle of attack and sideslip.
Prior to the first test of the large rotary apparatus in the 12-foot tunnel, the intent was to measure all the rotating tare
loads in the laboratory prior to installing the apparatus in the tunnel and store them for later use during the tunnel test. The
purpose was to eliminate the expenditure of valuable tunnel occupancy time to perform the tare measurements. Tares were,
in fadt, measured prior to tunnel installation, but it was soon recognized, after repeating some tare measurements in the
tunnel, that there was enough variation in the measurements (when compared to those previously acquired in the laboratory)
that new tares would have to be measured in the tunnel. The discrepancy was caused by a small difference between the
stiffness of the support systems in the tunnel and the laboratory which resulted in a difference in the deflections of the model
center of mass relative to the rotation axis for the two support systems.
An additional effect of deflection is the change in position of the model with respect to the rotation axis caused by the
wind-on load as compared to the wind-off condition. This effect cannot easily be accounted for and, since it was felt to be
small, no attempt was made to correct the wind-on data.
Vhen data are tiken with the model stationary (w = 0) in the wind tunnel with the wind on, the weight of the model
must be accounted for. (For the case where the model is rotating, the weight is averaged to zero over a cycle by using low-pass
analog filters.) Model weight is accounted for by performing a series of wind-off static tare measurements at various known
angular positions around the rotation axis and determining the weight effect on the balance. The weight component on the
balance with the wind on is then calculated, using the angular position of the rig with respect to the tunnel and the attitude
of the model with respect to the rig.
3.2.5 Future Plans
Both of these rotary-balance apparatuses have been placed in temporary and, perhaps, permanent storage. Perhaps
equally as significant for the large-scale apparatus, the 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel, for which the large rig was developed
to study Reynolds number effects, can no longer operate as a pressure facility due to recently discovered cracks in the pressure
shell. NASA has plans to construct a new 12-foot tunnel, but there are no plans to reactivate the rotary rigs at this time.
3.3 AERMACCHI
3.3.1 Background
Interest in rotary-balance tests arose at AerMacchi in the early fifties, in connection with the theoretical analyses of Dr
Bazzocchi 32,33 and the emphasis on "good" spin behavior which is required of trainer aircraft. The first attempts were a
simple free-rotation rig (Figure 3-22) which was followed by a two-component forced-rotation rig (Figure 3-23). The first true
rotary balance, shown in Figure 3-24, started operation in 1969. 3 4 The arrangement and basic testing techniques developed at
that time have been carried through the present balance which actually is an update of the previous one, featuring improved
capabilities in terms of model attitudes and supports, rotation speeds and data acquisition. 36 The testing which has been
performed over the years with these rigs has always dealt with aircraft configurations, including actual aircraft (AerMacchi's
family of trainers MB 326 and MB 339, and light aircraft AL 60 and AM 3, Aeritalia 0 222, Panavia Tornado, Piaggio P-180,
Aeritalia/AerMacchi/Embraer AMX) and a number of designs, both from AerMacehi and other customers.
3.3.2 Physical Arrangement
The general arrangement of the balance is shown in Figure 3-25. The body of the balance is supported on the tunnel axis
by three swept struts attached to the tunnel diffuser. This body contains the bearings for the rotating arm which is driven
by an asynchronous motor via a variable-speed drive, two cardanic joints and a bevel gear pair. A clutch is also available.
The body also contains a slip ring assembly which carries in poser supplies and carries out signals from the balance or other
transducers.
The general specifications of the balance are:
-

Rotation rate from 0 to t300 rpm

-

Model supports by rear sting or dorsal/ventral strut

-

Spin radius (up to 200 mm) possible with model mounts 3 and 4

-

The entire angle of attack and sideshp ranges of ±180' can be covered vath the different model mounts (See Figure 3-26)
Model attitude is st manually between runs
M
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-

Rotation speed is actuated remotely but manually

-

Forces are measured by an internal six-component strain-gauge balance

-

Model weight should not exceed 20 kg; for larger weights maximum rpm must be reduced.

The general characteristics of the AerMacchi low speed wind tunnel are:
. Closed return circuit operated by a 300 hp DC motor
-

Open test section, 2 m diameter, 2.6 m length

-

Speed continuously variable from 0 to 60 m/sec

3.3.3 Test Procedures
The present test technique aims at measuring time-averaged values of aerodynamic forces on the model. Each run consists
of the following sequence:
* Set-up of model configuration and attitude
-

Wind-off tare readings (balance offsets and inertia values)

-

A sequence of wind-on measurements, usually taken from maximum negative rpm to maximum positive rpm at a
constant step. Different sequences or hysteresis loops are executed when considered of interest.

Real time display, printout and plotting of results are available.
3.3.4 Data Acquisition
Figure 3-27 shows the general arrangement of the data acquisition system in the tunnel. For rotary-balance measurements
the following quantities are measured:
-

Wind-tunnel data (i.e., dynamic pressure, temperature and ambient pressure)

-

Balance data

-

Rotation rate

Rotation rate is obtained by measuring the time for a complete turn as indicated by two subsequent pulses of a proximity
switch connected to the balance axis.
Time averages of balance data are obtained by the f6llowing procedure: balance signals are filtered by low-pass (1 liz)
filters and digitized by a 14-bit A-D converter. About 150 measurement samples are taken over a number of complete turns
spanning a total time of at least 1second (each sample includes one measurement per each channel at a rate of about 2 klb.
this requires about 3.5 insec). The procedure of averaging over a complete number of turns automatically compensates for
any periodic effect of model weight.
3.3.5 Data Reduction
The data reduction equations are based on the following assumptions:
(1) The model and balance arm assembly is a rigid body rotating around a fixed axis. This implies that the inertia forces
transmitted by the model to the balance can be written as:
(F) = (1).'
The actual form of the inertia vector (1) depends on the actual reference axes and contains effects of model unbalance
and products of inertia.
(2) When rolling the model with wind off a small amount of damping is prebent, which is assumed to be proportional to
rotation speed:
(FD) = (D)(3) The balance calibration matrix is linear:
(s) = [C]-n(F) + (so)
-

where (a) are the balance signals, [Cj] the inverse calibration matrix and (sO) the balance offsets
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From these assumptions, the wind-off measurements can be expressed as:
(s) = [0]-'(F)+ (so)
= (si) -

2

+ (sD)

[C-1' (Q)

+ (D).) + (so)

+ (SO)

while the wind-on measurements are:
(s) = [Cl-(F) + (so) = [C -

= [Cj I (FA) + (sl)_

2

((FA) + (I).2) + (so)

(2)

- (s0 )

Inertia tares (vector (sl)) and balance offsets (vector (so)) are measured by taking a total of six wind-off measurements,
three speeds in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions. A least-squares fit to the data gives the coefficients of
equation (1). Aerodynamic forces acting on the model with wind on are then obtained from equation (2).
(FA) = [CJ ((s)

-

(s,) 2 -())

The effects of the small deflections of the balance are compensated for by the procedure of fitting equation (1) to measurements
which include deformations due to inertia forces. Also, the model attitude is corrected for deformations due to total (inertia
+ aerodynamic) forces by a deformation matrix. No model balancing is required by the foregoing procedure. The rotating
system (model plus balance sector) is statically balanced by a counterweight in order to avoid periodic changes to rotation
speed. Of course, a large unbalance reduces precision and light models are desirable.
3.3.6 Support Interference
Both static effects (i.e., effects on the forces at zero rotation) and dynamic effects (i.e., changes in these forces due to
rotation) are present in rotary-balance measurements. Both effects may be split into effects due to the main balance structure,
and to the model support arm. The following policy is used:
- For static effect., the procedure is the same as for ordinary measurements. A wind-tunnel calibration is used which
takes into account the presence of the balance rig, while support interference can be measured with the usual technique
of dummy struts on the static balance.
- For dynamic effects, the test may be repeated with a different model support. Also, whenever the complete angle-ofattack range for a test requires different model supports, tests are repeated at the common angle-of-attack with the
two model supports involved.
3.3.7 Wall Interference
The conventional corrections (lift interference) used for static tests are also used in rotary-balance measurements.
3.3.8 Flow Visualization Techniques
The following techniques have been successfully used:
S'Tufts recorded by a television camera mounted on the balance sector and rolling with the model. Camera signals are
transmitted to a television receiver.
-

Oil flowe which are photographed after stopping the wind and rotation. It has been shown that the effects of centrifugal
forces ac ng on the oil are negligible.

* Both tufts and oil flows may be recorded by taking pictures with a still camera and synchronized flash.
3.3.9 Derivation of Pitch Damping Data
A technique of data analysis has beoen developed that car give some useful information about effects due to pitcing
around the body axis in addition to the direct information about the effects due to rolling around the wind axis. Unde- the
hypotheses of independence of longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics due to pitching and rolling (which is Firictly
valid only for the linear flow regime), and insensitivity of the dynamic moments to the angle of sideslip, it ran be shc.wn
that the difference in lift and pitching moment between tests at zero and non-zero sideslip is due to the pitching velocity
component q =flsinj6. It can be showy, that:
b c~O(C~
(
) - Cma,)) 1
c
with a similar expression for CL5 .

A"WI

O(lb/2V)

sinfl
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This technique is related to the oscillatory coning technique described in Chapter 4.0. With careful experimentation, the
technique has also been extended to angles of attack beyond the linear range.
3.3.10 Future Developments
The following developments are planned in order to both increase the accuracy of measurements and the productivity of
tests:
-

Develop data reduction methods which take full account of the effects of support deformation. There have been a few
cases in the past when the present technique has been unable to cope with heavily unbalanced models.

-

Develop a procedure for identification of inertial characteristics of model configurations, in order to reduce the time
required for wind-off measurements.

-

Add an incidence actuator in order to permit a range of angles of attack during the same wind-tunnel run.

- Reduce the pressure gradient induced upstream by the balance sector. This gradient cannot be fully corrected and may
have effects on sensitive flows.
3.4. BRITISH AEROSPACE-WARTON
3.4.1 Background
The design of supersonic combat aircraft (Lightning, Jaguar, Tornado, Eurofighter) produced a vital need to understand
flying behavior beyond the stall, to forecast derivatives, and to develop satisfactory configurations prior to first flight.
Damping in roll and the phenomenon of autorotation were soon recognized, leading to extensive pressure plotting of the
Lightning wing, and spanwise integrations using strip theory. A direct measurement of roll damping (- ip) was made in 1952
using a free.rolling model driven by tle ailerons. Reduced damping was measured at incidences near wing stall, but this
model did not reach autorotation.
Spinning models were tested in vertical wind tunnels, and In free flight, from which matched sets of derivatives were
derived that were consistent with flight behavior. These techniques were used to achieve flight clearance for Lightning,
Jaguar, Jet Provost Mark 5 and Strikemaster, for conditions which included some large-amplitude motions and appreciable
effects caused by variations of mass distribution across the wing span due to stores and tanks.
A more direct approach to design was sought, whereby each derivative could be forecast independently, and hence flight
behavior could be derived. Presentation by flight simulator allowed assessment of the sensitivity to each derivative, and
hence whether the exact value was Important, and what levels were desirable and acceptable. Various sources of derivatives
were available, including direct calculations, data sheets and wind-tunnel measurements. The adequacy of each source was
compared with the needs of accuracy for each derivative, remembering that large-amplitude motions will be accompanied by
nonlinear characteristics, separated flows, vortex interferences, rotations and fluctuating motions.
The Tornado and EAP aircraft, and other contemporary advanced projects have been designed based on roll clamping
values measured on rotary.balance rigs. Two rigs are operational at the Warton Aerodrome site of British Aerospace, at the
5.5-meter Low.Speed Wind Tunnel, and at the 1.2-meter Transonic and Supersonic Blowdown Wind Tunnel.
3.4.2 Warton 5.5.Meter Low-Speed Wind Tunnel
Design of this rotary-balance rig started in 1975, and commissioning runs were carried out during 1976. Practical operating
procedures were developed, and data handling techniques were established that gave good quality derivatives even when the
model was buffeted by flow separations. The rig, shown in Figure 3-28, b-.. produced design data for several aircraft and
advanced projects, and is maintained in fully operational condition.
3.4.2.1 Rig Design Parameters
The wind tunnel has a width of 5.5 meters, which gives low blockage even when a large model is set at an incidence of
900. Model span is normally limited to 2 meters.
Rig rotation rates up to GOrpm are provided, which gives wing-tip helix angles up to Qb/2V = 0.2, with a wind speed
of 22 meters/second. The wind tunnel was designed and built for jet interference measurements on vertical takeoff aircraft,
and the combination of large size and low speed has been found to be well suited for stability and control testing at large
incidence angles.
Model mass is kept within 70 kilograms because of rig and balance stress limits and to avoid severe vibrations. This is a
convenient limit, which allows ample scope for a variety of nmodels, without requiring special lightweight model construction.
The rig quadrant is symmetrically positioned about the roll axis, giving a range of 45° . Alternatt stings then allow a
choice of incidence range:
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00 to 450 is given by an aft-entry sting,
450 to 900 is given by a top-entry sting,
15* to 600 could be provided by a cranked sting.
The model sting is carried in a roll joint, which gives sideslip capability. A roll angle of 26' gives 20' of sideslip, but
reduces the incidence limit to 40' from 45'. The roll joint is suspended below a sliding carriage on the incidence quadrant.
Incidence is set by manual operation of a screwjack, and all joints are securely clamped to avoid backlash.
In the interests of stiffness the quadrant radius was set at 1.8 meters, which allows for a rather short sting. The model
strain-gauge balance center is positioned at the quadrant center on the rig axis; thus the model motion represents rolling or
spinning about the aircraft center of gravity.
The main bearing block is suspended from the sting-mounting rig of the tunnel, fixed in the horizontal position such that
the rig rotation is aligned v ith the wind direction. Drive was originally provided by an air-driven motor, through a step-down
gearbox. This was replaced by a direct-drive hydraulic motor.
B~alance signals are passed through a commercial slip-ring unit, which has given satisfactory service. Six-component
balances were already available from static stability and control work, and were put into service on the rolling rig without
alteration. (Combat aircraft configurations led to the adoption of sting mountings and reliance on strain-gauge balances
many years previously, giving negligible mounting interference.)
Balances with load ranges fully suited to rotary operation were subsequently made. Data readout is handled by the
standard tunnel system, which already had an adequate digitai performance. Analog filters are fitted to damp out highfrequency excursions, especially when the model is experiencing buffet in the most interesting region of wing stall. However,
the output signals fluctuate due to the gravity effect, so must not be filtered too heavily, or undue lag will occur. Digital
averaging is then applied, with the eventual production of derivatives that tire repeatable, and with tittle scatter. Signals
are recorded 120 times per cycle of rotation, triggered at every 30 of roll angle by the pulses from the tacho-generator that
monitors rotational speed. Output signals are integrated over several complete cycles to reduce data scatter. Five cycles are
preferable at attitudes and speeds where the model is buffeting, or derivative values are changing. However, at low rotational
speeds this takes a long time, so three or even two cycles are accepted.
3.4.2.2 Operating Procedures
During a wind-tunnel run the only variables are wiid rate and rig rotation rate. Incidence and sideslip angles are preset
between runs, and the mechanisms are then clamped at every joint and screwed tight to avoid backlash. The rig plus model
is then ma.s balanced statically so that the drive torque requirement is constant, and steady rotation is achieved.
Dynamic balancing would require large nacs, in positions that would produce aerodynamic interference, and was
therefore not attempted. It is not believed that tis approach produced aiy serious effect oii the results. Action to reduce
inertia effects was taken, by lightening the mode'. ,-onstruction, both to reduce mass and to position the mass center at the
center of the balance. This procedure can be difficult and costly; eventually it was also found to be nonessential. Inertia
effects can be rcasured accurately and though it is worthwhile to take simple measures to reduce them, it is not necessary
to go to extremes.
When inertia effects are measured in the wind-off condition, there is a small effect from still-air aerodynamic damping,
and although this is much smaller than the wind-on damping, it is in fact easy to extract. It was realized that any inertial
effects due to model asymmetry would not Lhange sign when tlie model rotation was reversed, but the wind-off damping
would reverse sign. Mean values between positive and negative rotation thus subtiact the wind-off damping effect. This
technique is very simple and convenient, and avoids the requiremnent to enclose the model ina sphere.
3.4.2.3 Operating Experience
Vibration was a problem initially, with the rig shaking the entire tunnel shell Mating surfaces of the rig joints suffered
deterioration due to stress corrosion, where straining under load caused surface pick-up. The sting joint is a tapered plug
in a barrel type socket, and this had to be renovated. The stiffness of the vertical beams across the tumnel was increased in
order to reduce the lateral motion of the sting support, and bracing struts were inserted between the main bearing block and
the tunnel walls. By these means, the vibration levels were significantly reduced, and this was beneficial to the scatter level
of the roll damping values.
The original drive motor was pneumatic, and was not able to hold constant rotational speed under varying gravitational
moments, especially under slow rotation conditions. A more posenful hydraulic motor was fitted, giving a peak torque of
150 Nm.
The natural inclination to use as large a model as possible to avoid scale effects leads to a heavier model, and a greater
need to mass balance carefully. However, for models of configurations that are not expected to be sensitive to scale effect, at
least in the regions where autorotation (or nonlinear derivatives) are of interest, the use of small models has been found to be
successful. Inertial and gravity terms are thus reduced, and it has been found that the aerodynamic loads cal be extracted
successfully, even though these loads are themselves reduced. Fortunately, combat aircraft come into this useful category.
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The rig has been used to gather data on several aircraft and advanced projects, notably EAP.At -ertain rates of roll, and
in certain attitudes, the models experience significant changes in aerodynamic derivatives. These effects depend on aircraft
configuration, and often need to be developed; direct test results are therefore very valuable.
3.4.3 1.2-Meter Blowdown Wind Tunnel
This rig originated in 1975, when the low-speed tunnel rig design was started, for it was realized that roll damping would
depend on compressibility. All of the loads would be appreciably higher, and the achievement of realistic wing-tip helix angles
would require fast rotation; 600 rpm was required. These ideas were presented to the Ministry of Defence, who awarded a
research contract. This explains tie family resemblance between the Multi-Facility Rolling Rig, and that subsequently made
by R.A.E. Bedford. The tunnels to be-used were:
1.Warton 1.2-meter blowdown tunnel; this set the requirement, being the smallest tunnel, but giving the highest loads
due to its operating pressures.
2. ARA Bedford 2.7 x 2.4-meter transonic tunnel; this tunnel is large enough to avoid blockage effects due to the rig.
3. RAE Bedford 2.4-ueter tunnel; for supersonic tests, and subsonic tests within the range of solid walls.
4. Warton 2.7 x 2.1-meter low-speed tunnel; for initial operating experience in order to gain confidence prior to installation
in the Bedford tunnels, and for compaison with tests of the 5.5-meter tunnel rig.
The rig was commissioned during 1978, has been regularly operated, and is kept in full commission as a successful and
useful test facility for aircraft design purposes.
3.4.3.1 Rig Design Parameters
A photograph of the Multi-Facility Rotary Rig is presented in Figure 3-29 (see also, Figure 2-12). Dimensions were set
by the 1.2-meter working section. Choking precludes testing near to Mach 1 and the rig chokes at Mach 0.86, which is more
restrictive than was intended. (Transfer to the ARA tunnel eases this problem, but the rig wake survives the return circuit
and is felt as increased turbulence, and tunnel drive power requirements are increased.) The rig is a self-contained unit, with
hydraulic power supplies and computer (for rig control and data acquisition), ready to travel to each facility. Between tests
the unit. is stored in a laboratory and regularly operated iii order to maintain it in good condition.
Model attitude is fixed at pro-set values by insertion of tapered pins into mating holes, This system avoids backlash and
:roduces a stiff mounting system. Pitch attitude is set in increments of 20 and roll attitude in increments of 40, which gives
a set table of incidence and sideslip values, providing adequate coverage over a restricted total range. Special stings would
give increased incidence range, if required.
The roll-rate requirement was set at 600 rpm, such that a 1/20-scale model would experience the helix angle of an aircraft
rolling 360' in 2 seconds. Drive is by a 39 kw hydraulic motor, on closed-loop servo control from the dedicated minicomputer.
Disc brakes are provided,which stop the rig in 2.3 seconus in the absence of aerodynamic damping from the model and rig.
3.4.3.2 Operating Experience
The (rive motor ran out of torque during tunnel runs, resulting ii much slower rotation than in winl-off conditions. This
condition was caused by aerodynamic damping from the rig itself, and a simple fix was to fit "ailerons" which %ere very
effective.
The vibration characteristics of the rig while rotating have caused much concern, for the rig vibrates alarmingly at about
300 rpm. This was initially thought to be the shaft whirling phenomenon, whereby centrifugal loads due to off-center mass
causes lateral displacement of the support shaft. lloaever, even the most pessimistic assumptions about rig mass and stiffness
suggest that whirling would not occur until rotation is speeded up sixfold.
The vibrations occur inthe first fundamental mode, at the lowest natural frequency of about 10 liz. Exartly why this
mode is excited by rotation at 5 cycles/second was not satisfactorily explained, although the lack of dynamic balance may
have played a key role. Extra bracing was added to the main rig support, and stiffening of the sting carriage was added.
These modifications both served to delay the onset of vibration, but only by small amounts. Model mass has a detrimental
effect, but practical models have to be robust to withstand the heavy airloads, so their mass cannot be helpfully reduced.
The balance mass can be as large as 32 kg, and it. radial position
is used as the fire adjustment to give static balance to
the rig. Each change of model configuration and attitude has to be individually balanced. The longitudinal position of the
balance mass was chosen to minimize dynamic out-of-balance, and this could be zeroed if the mass balance could be moved
longitudinally. Hoaever, it was concluded that this adjustment would have to be made while the rig was rotating, and be
dependent on rig deflections that would v-ary with rotational speed. At the time when this need was rejected for the rig
specification, it was thought that dynamic balance would not be essential. Subsequently, it was seen to be at least desirable,
or even vital if the faster rotation speeds were to be achieved.
A useful result occurred when a model was tested without applying the usual requirement for static balance of the model
around the strain-gauge balance center. Normally, the solid metal nose is replaced by a glass fiber and resin component, such
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that inertial (centrifugal) loads will be minimized. In this case, timescale and cost demands led to rolling tests on a model
with a heavy nose. The inertia loads were indeed larger than usual, but were regular and sustainable. This model could be
rolled more rapidly before the onset of rig vibration. Apparently, the dynamic out-of-balance situation had been fortuitously
improved. Unfortunately, these variations in behavior have not led to a complete understanding of the phenomena
Accelerometers are fitted to record the onset of vibration, and the computer is set to switch off the drive when the signals
reach a modest level. Typically, the rig is operated up to 300 rpm, and this limit has been found to be adequate for tests on
combat aircraft. Several programs have been carried out, producing interesting and useful results.
3.5 RAE BEDFORD
3.5.1 Background
During the last 10 years, the RAE has been engaged in a program of work to widen the understanding of flight dynamics
phenomena associated with advanced combat aircraft at high angles of attack. Mathematical modelling techniques have
been developed to predict such phenomena at or near departure at low speeds and free-flight models are used for validation.
Complementary to these activities are extensive static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests on the same configurations where
the basic aerodynamics are established and, where necessary, improved to provide input data for the mathematical model.
Dynamic characteristics have been measured, until recently, exclusively with the Small-Amplitude Oscillatory Rig. Within
the last 3 years, however, a rotary balance has been built to investigate forces and moments due to continuous rate of roll;
such experiments being more appropriate to the modelling of high-amplitude lateral motions and spinning of combat aircraft.
The apparatus has been used in a low.speed atmospheric wind tunnel and in a high-speed pressurized tunnel at speeds up to
A! = 0.8. The maximum test angle of attack is 60* and the rotation rate is usually limited to 350 rpm. Two generic combat
aircraft configurations have been tested to date. Models are typically of 0.6-m span and weigh about 15 kg.
3.5.2 Description of Apparatus
A diagram of the apparatus in the 4-m x 2.7-m Low-Speed Wind Tunnel is shown in Figure 3-30 and details of the
rotating assembly are shown in Figure 3-31. A five-component strain gauge balance (axial force is excluded) is machined on
the eid of the sting, which can be axially rotated by means of a worm-and-wheel mechanism in the sting carrier. The root
end of the sting fits into a socket in the carrier and is clamped with pinch bolts. Facilities for axial adjustment and fixing of
the sting are provided. The carrier is traversed along the machined steel rotor to vary angle of attack in increments of 10.
The angle of attack can be varied between -12* and 400 or, with the alternative sting carrier, between 80 and 60'. When
the angle of attack is set, the carrier is secured to the rotor with clamping bolts normal to the plane of the rotor and screwed
wedges in the plane of the rotor. Weight carriers are bolted to the ends of the rotor and a selection of weights can be fixed to
either carrier to maintain static balance. At the higher angles of attack the weight carrier nearer the sting carrier is removed
so that a smaller balance weight is required at the other end of the rotor. A covered channel in the rotor accommodates the
cable from the strain gauge balance. The rotor is bolted to the rotor holder which is fixed to the drive shaft with a tapered
joint. The shaft runs In bearings in a cast-steel housing and is driven, through a 2:1 reduction gearbox, by a hydraulic
rolling-vane motor, A variabledisplacement pump supplies the motor with fluid at 1500 psi. Rotational speed is controlled
by a servo valve with feedback from a tacho-generator geared to the drive shaft. Strain-gauge balance signals are brought
out by a cable through a bore hole in the drive shaft and a slip-ring unit at the motor end of the shaft. Vibration level on
the rig is continuously monitored using an accelerometer on the forward shaft bearing housing. A visual and audible alarm
is triggered If vibration increases beyond a preset level. The rotor cal be brought to rest from maximum rotation speed in
8 seconds,
3.5.3 Test Procedure
Prior to installation of the apparatus in the wind tunnel it is necessary to statically balance the model about the balance
axis and the complete rotating assembly. Model balancing is desirable to minimize centrifugal tare loads on the balance,
which enhances accuracy of measurement of the aerodynamic loads. Models are designed with a weight compartment In tile
fuselage for longitudinal CC adjustment and heavy compensating weights can be fitted in the fuselage when control surfaces
are removed for particular tests. Weights are also fitted to correct for CC displacement along the Z axis due to wings, fin,
etc., which may be above or below the centerline. Since the balance of the model about all three axes is checked using knife
edges at the CC, the strain-gauge balance must be removed and due allowance must be made for the mass of the active part
of the balance when fore and aft adjustments are made.
Balancing of the rotating assembly (the rotor, sting carrier, sting and model) is carried out in the laboratory on a special
shaft mounted in needle roller bearings. With the eting carrier set at each angle of attack to be used in the tests, weights are
added to the weight carriers to balance the assembly about the axis of rotation. When possible, one of the weight carriers
is removed to minimize the total rotating mass. Balance weights used for each angle of attack are carefully noted for use
during the tunnel tests.
When the apparatus has been assembled in the working section of the wind tunnel the sting is set at zero incidence
and the strain-gauge balance is calibrated in the usual way by static loading of a calibrating frame. However, for the first
calibration of a new balance an iterative procedure is required to remove first-order balance interactions front the final signals
to the data processing equipment. The amplified balance signals are passed through an "interaction matrix" with variable
potentiometers to cancel outputs on channels other than the loaded one. The calibration procedure is repeated until all
interactions are eliminated.
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When the calibrations are complete, the model is assembled on the balance and checks are made on vibration characteristics
wind-off and wind-on. Throughout the tests the apparatus is carefully monitored using a video display and accelerometer
indications.
The test procedure is as follows:
1. Model configuration and angle of attack are set as required and the appropriate balance weights fitted.
2. With wind-off, the model is rotated and readings are taken over a range of positive and negative speeds.
3. Then, at identical rotation speeds to those set wind-off, readings are taken for each wind speed and tunnel pressure
required.
A set of readings, covering the rotational speed range, takes about 15 minutes to acquire and a change of angle of attack
takes about 1 hour.
3.5.4 Signal Processing and Data Reduction
3.5.4.1 Physical System
Ablock diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3-32. Signals from the five-component strain-gauge balance are processed
in a unit containing signal-conditioning amplifiers and an analog computing network which eliminates first-order interactions
of the balance. The corrected signals are then fed to the computer input system consisting of an analog-to-digital converter
and direct memory interface.
A digital encoder segment provides a square wave at the model rotational frequency 'f' which, together with the number
of samples/rev 'K' from the computer, are fed to a pulse multiplier to generate 'Kf' pulse/second which determine the
sampling times. When a 'K' pulse arrives at the analog-to-digital-converter external scan control, the signals are sampled
in parallel, serially digitized with a resolution of 15 bits and passed via a direct memory access controller into one of two
computer memory buffers. When a buffer is full, the processor is interrupted and the other buffer used. The buffers are
used alternatively until 'K' samples of all channels have been taken. At the same time, an interlocking program accesses the
buffers and performs an averaging process on each signal. As this is a real-time process these signals may be averaged over
as many cycles as required.
The pulse multiplier is a prerequisite for correct results and hence an additional board is attached, permitting a computercontrolled diagnostic check to be performed automatically before each measurement.
The rate of revolution of the model is obtained from the digital encoder segment and recorded for each run.
3.5.4.2 Computer Operations
The strain-gauge signals consist of a steady component due to inertia and aerodynamics, and a sinusoidal component due
to gravity, oscillating at a frequency equal to the rate of revolution of the model. This gravity component is eliminated by
averaging over one complete cycle.
The computer algorithm is:
1K

JF

F(k) - C

k-I
where:
K is the number of samples per revolution,
C is a scaling constant, and
F(k) represents any of the measured signals.
Other signal components which might give rise to errors are harmonies of the gravitational components and noise
generated by either electrical interference or mechanical imperfections in the system. Aliasing errors, which could arise
from the correspondence of harmonic frequencies with the sampling frequency, are constant for each measurement and may
be eliminated by selectively changing, under computer control, the number of samples/cycle 'K' and hence the sampling
frequency. Aliasing errors due to noise (i.e., oscillatory signals not phase-locked to the rotational frequency) vary with each
measurement and are eliminated by averaging over more cycles of revolution.
3.5.4.3 Off-Line Processing
When the model is rotating at constant speed, each channel of the strain-gauge balance measures components due to
gravity, inertia and aerodynamics. The component due to gravitational force is a cyclic, equal and opposite variation about
zero whereas the inertial force is a function of model mass distribution and proportional to the square of the rotational
speed. The aerodynamic damping force is proportional to wind speed, air density and also to rotational speed. As stated
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in Section 3.5.4.2, the gravity component is eliminated from both wind-on and wind-off data by integrating and averaging
the signal. The inertial component is assumed to be constant wind-on and wind-off, so the aerodynamic component is the
difference between wind-on and wind-off measurements at the same rotational speed, provided wind-off measurements are
made in a vacuum. However, if wind-off tests are made at atmospheric pressure, as is usually the case, the wind-off damping
is also subtracted from the wind-on measurement. To reduce the wind-off measurement to the inertial component alone, it
is necessary to take the mean of the balance output for positive and negative rotations at the same speed, where wind-off
damping should be equal and opposite, but inertial forces will be constant. This mean is then subtracted from the wind-on
reading at the same rotational sp-ed to give the total aerodynamic damping. Since the model is displaced by aerodynamic
loads, the assumption that the inertial component is constant wind-on and wind-off introduces a small error, but the effect
is estimated to be negligible.
The strain-gauge balance measures forces and moments about the geometric body axis. Since the roling m-.tion is about
the stability axis, the aerodynamic coefficients are converted to stability axes before plotting against reduced roll rate Q b/2V.
It is not possible to convert for rolling about a geometric body axis without corresponding data on parameters due to yaw.
When appropriate, the rate of change of coefficients Cn, Cy and C1 with flb/2V is measured for comparison with data from
oscillatory tests.
3.5.5 Vibration and Other Limiting Factors
Rotation speed is limited by one of three factors:
1. Vibration.
2. Torque available from the hydraulic motor.
3. Fluid flow available from the hydraulic pump.
With wind-off, vibration reaches an unacceptable level at about 420 rpm. Vibration is considered to be unacceptable
when lateral movement of the assembly is visible on the video display. Static vibration tests on the apparatus revealed
that tile lowest natural frequency was a lateral mode at 14 Hz, so it would appear that the limiting vibration occurs at a
rotational speed corresponding to half the lowest natural frequency. During development testing, the frequency spectrum
revealed several small peaks which, it was assumed, corresponded to submultiples of frequencies of the various modes. With
wind-on, vibration level is affected by normal force on the model which may further limit rotation speed, depending on
dynamic pressure and angle of attack.
When testing at high air speeds and/or high air density, rotation speed may be limited by damping loads on the rotating
assembly which reach the limit of torque available from the hydraulic motor. This limit may be reached before vibration
becomes a problem. During tests with direct drive from the motor, rotation speed was limited to less than 250 rpm when
testing at Af = 0.7, 1/3 bar and at low speed, 3 bar. A 2:1 reduction gearbox was then installed between the motor and
drive shaft, effectively doubling the torque applied to the shaft. However, a consequence of this modification was that the
motor had to be driven at double the speed of the shaft and flow rate from the hydraulic pump proved to be inadequate. A
second pump, operating in parallel with the first, was added to provide the flow rate required to drive the shaft at 350 rpm.
A further problem with pump performance was encountered when testing in a variable-density wind tunnel. To avoid
running hydraulic pipes through the pressure shell, the pump was positioned in the plenum chamber, so that when the air
density was reduced for the higher Mach number tests, the ambient air pressure on the pump and oil reservoir was about
1/3 bar. The rotational speed under these conditions was limited to about 220 rpm because of inadequate oil flow rate.
This speed limitation applied with wind-off. It was therefore concluded that reduced air pressure on the pump reservoir had
reduced pump performance. For future tests the pump will be positioned outside the pressure shell.
3.5.6 Future Plans
Testing of HIRM I and IIIRM 2 models is continuing and it is hoped to begin design of another combat aircraft model in
the near future.
Major rig development is not planned, but it is hoped to extend the test angle-of-attack range to 90" by the addition of
another balance, probably with a top-entry support. Tests are being made with a dummy top-entry support to investigate
aerodynamic interference effects using an existing balance at angles of attack up to 60'
3.6 DFVLR-BRAUNSCHWEIG
3.6.1 Background
For evaluation of the spin behavior of aircraft, a pressurized spin tunnel was operated at Deutsche Versuchsantalt fur
Luftfahrt (DVL) in Germany in 1936. In order to obtain a better understanding of the spin by quantitative data, before
1940, pressure plotting tests were performed with rotating wing or aircraft models in the horizontal wind tunnel. German
publications about direct measurements of aerodynamic forces and moments of a rolling model during this time ae not
known.
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During the thirties DVL investigated the feasibility of simulating aircraft rolling or spinning conditions by application of
rotating flow in the test section. Although the advantages of the simple measuring technique using a non-rotating model were
obvious, this test method was given up because of inaccurate simulation conditions caused by the radial pressure gradient
in the rotating flow and by the increased non-homogeneous turbulence level, resulting in an unfavorable impact on aircraft
stalling results.
In 1940 a simple roll apparatus was available at Aerodynamische Versuchs-Anstalt (AVA)-Gbttingen for measuring the
rolling moment due to rolling. In a research program initiated in 1940, a rotary balance was constructed at DVL in Berlin36
Adlershof to be used in studies to improve lateral stability and spin behavior of aircraft. The main features of this balance
are shown in Figure 3-33.
The apparatus was built for a 3-in low speed wind tunnel and included the capability to measure rolling moment and
yawing moment. The maximum rate of rotation was 300 rpm, and the maximum flow speed achieved was 70 m/se. The
angle of attack of the model could be adjusted remotely by means of the mechanism shown in Figure 3-34. This capability
was needed to simulate flow conditions due to hysteresis effects around a rotating and stalling wing correctly.
In 1964 a small rotary rig was constructed by Entwicklungsring-Siid (EWR) for a 1-milow speed wind tunnel to measure
aerodynamic damping coefficients due to rolling for the VJ 101 aircraft project, which was of importance at that time. 37 The
details of this rig are to be seen in Figure 3-35.
Although simple equipment for damping measurements due to rolling existed at research institutions or technical
universities in the 1960's, such equipment was inadequate for the development of aircraft projects which were planned
by industry.
In 1974 a national working group3 ,39 on "Dynamic Wind Tunnel Balances" was founded by the Ministry of Research and
Technology (BMFT) in the Federal Republic of Germany with the aim to improve and extend dynamic testing capabilities
for research and industry in West Germany. This working group, which was headed by Prof. X. Hafer of the Technical
University of Darmstadt consisted of scientists and engineers of DFVLR, Technical Universities and the aircraft industry.
As the third of four different dynamic balances studied, a rotary balance was developed and built between 1975-1979 with
Messerschmitt-B6Ikow-Blohm (MBB) as prime contractor; it was sponsored by the BMFT and commissioned in the 3-in
Low-Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) of the DFVLR-Research Center (RC) in Kbln. 40,4 1 The measuring system was developed
with DFVLR as a subcontractor.
In 1980, this wind tunnel of DFVLR-RC/K6ln was chosen to be modified for cryogenic temperatures and the rotary
balance was transferred to the DFVLR-RC in Braunschweig. The balance was installed on a new, very stiff and vertically
movable support system, which provides the capabilities to park and prepare the rotary rig below the test-section floor and
to introduce the rig into the open or closed test section from beneath, thus begiming operations within 2 to 4 hours. Today,
the rotary balance is an integral part of the 3-in LSWT of DFVLR-RC/Branschweig (Figures 3-36 and 3-37).
After the transfer to Braunschweig, the measuring system was modified in such a way that signal integration is no longer
done by electronic counters, but performed by using a fast A-D converter to store the time-variant signals in a computer
and to evaluate the time-averaged signals numerically. Since its installation in Braunschweig, the rotary balance has been
operated by customer request for 5 weeks only, This reduced use of the test facility was caused mainly by worksharing
agreements of the German aircraft manufacturers in international aircraft programs.
3.6.2 Physical Arrangement
The required capabilities and the range of simulation which have been established for tile development of the rotary balance
are shown in Figure 3-38. The present test arrangement allows dynamic derivatives to be determined in the horizontal wind
tunnel by means of a measuring system similar to that used for steady force and moment measurements.
Tests with the rotary balance can be conducted up to a unit Reynolds number of 5.5 x 106 per meter in the closed, variable
slotted and open test sections of the 3-m LSWT of DFVLR-RC in Braunschweig. The rate of rotation may be varied up to
300 rpm in either clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The relationship between Reynolds number and reduced frequency
is shown in Figure S-39.
The specified total range of angle of pitch between -30* and +90' is covered by using three different interchangeable
stings (Figure 3-40). The angle of sideslip is manually adjusted by rotating the front part of the sting about its axis, which
is the longitudinal or vertical body ayis of the model, depending on the sting being used.
The critical rate of rotation due to sting bending (first resonance frequency) of the sting mounting leads to a restrictio
of the model mass as a function of the maximum permissible rate of rotation as shown in Figure 3-41.
The rotary rig includes the capability of changing the angle of pitch remotely within a range of 300 (Figure 3-42), even
during rotation and wind-on conditions. This capability allows the engineer to set the angle of pitch continuously, to increase
the test efficiency and to better investigate hysteresis effects in the stall and post-stall regimes of rolling or spinning aircraft
at f? = constant and a variable
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3.6.2.1 Mechanical Setup
The rotary-balance apparatus (Figure 3-43) was designed as an attachment to an existing model support rig in the 3-m
LSWT of DFVLR-RC in Kbln. After its transfer to Braunschweig, a new, very stiff support was built to bear the apparatus.
The support together with the rotary balance is parked in a room under the tunnel and can be lifted up into the tes.t section
by motorized spindles. The rig consists of (1) a heavy bearing box with spindle, (2) a hydraulic drive system with tooth
belt transmission, (3) a device for remote setting of the angle of pitch, (4) three interchangeable stings and (5) an internal
6-component strain-gauge balance.
The drive mechanism supplies a torque to counter the forces acting on the model and its support. These forces are
composed of steady aerodynamic and inertial forces as well as of a periodically varying gravitational force The drive
mechaism is a complete unit consisting of the hydraulic motor, a servo-valve and the hydraulic pump. The entire system is
constructed as a closed hydraulic circuit. A smaller quantity of oil is thus required and the need for a large oil tank is avoided.
The hydraulic pump, which is installed near the test section, produces a continuously variable supply of up to 120 I/min at
a constant pressure of 80 bar.
The motor data referred to the drive shaft are:
-

nominal power: 4 kW

-

nominal torque: 93 Nm

-

rate of rotation: 1 to 300 rpm

-

constancy of rate of revolution: 1%of value

-

direction of rotation: clockwibe and counterclockwise

The rate of rotation of the drive mechanism is controlled with the aid of a tacho-alternator and a proportional/integral
controller.
In the event of a power failure at the control devices or the hydraulic system in the wind tunnel, the rotation of the drive
mechanism may not be decelerated suddenly, as this would cause the model and the entire installation to .o damaged. The
maximum permissible deceleration is, therefore, restr:'l to:

[it

= 21r s-2]

If the servo-valve closes as the result of power failure, the hydraulic circuit is shioct-citcuited behind the servo-valve with the
aid of a specially dimensioned 2/1-way-valve. The kinetic energy of the rotating mass is then slowly reduced by frictional
losses in the shortened hydraulic circuit.
The present sting guideway design (Figure 3-44) was selected as the result of different investigations of the feasibility of
such a rotating system. Its large mass of about 350 kg and the corresponding large moment of inertia provides for a sufficient
constancy in the rate of revolution of the rotating system and the installed model. The mass distribution of the rotating
system is statically balanced; it was not possible to balance the masses dynamically.
The sting guideway has been constructed as a box girder with high torsional strength. To obtain sufficient length of
guideway the counterweight, which compensates for the static m- J the external carriage and the model sting, runs in
its interior. The sting is traversed along the guideway with the aid of a DC motor (rate of rotation = 750 rpm; torque =
4.48 Nm) which is attached to the reverse side of the sting guideway. Electric power for the motor is supplied by means of a
slip-ring unit.
The motor drives via a universal joint a set of tour-stage cylindrical gears (gear ratio = 30.3:1), which are positioned at
one end of the sting guideway. The central output shaft of the gears is connected to a threaded spindle on which a nut,
attached to the counterweight, is able to move The nut is guided by a sliding-block system in such a way that it can only
move longitudinally and does not exert any shearing forces on the spindle. The ouside output shaft is also connected to a
threaded spindle. Both spindles are guided radially in sleeves. The outside spindle is coniected mechanically to the central
spindle with a gear ratio of -1. Similarly, a guided nut moves on the outside shaft, this nut is connected to the external
carriage. The external carriage is able to move free from play on a backing bearing system on the sting guideway. This
system is constructed such that all loads produced by aerodynamic or inertial forces are distributed evenly on the backing
bearings.
At the other end of the sting guideway, a block contains a bearing system (Figure 3-44) which absorbs all tensile and
pressure forces exerted on the spindles. The position of the sting on the guideway is controlled by a rotary potentiometer
which is connected to the drive mechanism via a small gear box.

-

-

-
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There are two rear stings available at the moment:
- Rear sting no. 1
- Rear sting no. 2
-30 < 0< 300
30P < 0 < 60'
Angles a and 0 are determined by the angle of the front part of the rear sting about its longitudinal axis (k1, set manually
with the aid of Hirth-type serrations, and the inclination of the longitudinal axis to the flow (0), set by remote control:
tan a = tan 0 cos 0
sin /3= sin 0sin~
This relationship applies for both rear stings.
3.6.2.2 Measuring and Control System
In general, the measuring technique applied to the rotary balance corresponds to the conventional technique that is used
to measure steady forces and moments acting on a model in the wind tunnel. The rate of rotation of the balance is kept
constant by an electro-hydraulic control system; the angle of pitch can be set remotely. The measuring system as shown in
Figure 3-45 is organized as follows:
measurement of the mean values of tunnel parameters by integrating digital voltmeters
measurement of the mean values of the angle of pitch by an integrating digital voltmeter via a slip-ring unt
measurement of forces and moments using a six-component strain-gauge balance
measurement of the rate of rotation using trigger impulses by a fast ADC via a slip-ring unit
storing of the signal history and integration of the signals numerically in the computer
data output (listing, diagrams)
Whle the signals of relevant data representing the test conditions are fed over integrating digital voltmeters into the
computer, all analog signals front the rotating system are converted by a fast ADC and transferred to an liP 1000 computer.
During the performance of forced-roll tests the model is subject to periodic %%eightcomponents superimposed on the steady
aerodynamic and inertial loads. The fast digitizing of the balance signals allows the investigator to study the time history of
each iidividual signal of the balance and to check for distortions.
The following measuring procedure is adapted to obtain damping derivatives is accurately as possible (Figure 3-16):
* determination of rotational speed of the balance by trigger impulses from an incremental rotary sensor
-calculation of the starting phase and the number of data points for one rotation in advance
- measurement during a desired number of revolutions
-

data evaluation between first and last trigger impulse by using:
-

Arithmetic averaging

-

Fourier analysis

-

Regression analysis

3 6.3 Test Procedures
It is possible to prepare a test sequence by first gathering the rotary data for wind-off conditions in the parking/calibratioi
room of the rig for all configurations to be tested. However, in order to prevent any error in the final results wind-off data
normally are measured in the tunnel. A test sequence, consisting of test runs with and without airflow, is usually carried out
in a way that all parameters such as the angle of attack and sidelip and the dynamic pr.ssure are kept constant while the
rate of rotation is altered in steps.
Damping derivatives due to rolling at si .eslip conditions are obtaied by manually setting the angle of roll at the sting
and remotely setting the angle of pitch.
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For all these test sequences, a
complete set of data, consisting
of:
-

rAte of rotation

-

angle of pitch/attack

- angle of roll
angle of yaw

-

- dynamic head (qoo)
-

six aerodynamic coefficients

-

static pressure (po-)

- static temperature (TI,)
- reduced frequency (b/2V)
is obtained for every individual rate of rotation.
The zero point of the balance is read at the beginning and end of a test run for a slowly rotating model (4 rpm). The
inertial forces resulting from the slow rate of rotation are negligibly small. However, the resistance of the slip rings can be
better accounted for when the model is in motion. The second reading of the zero point at the end of a test run is used to
correct for the zero point drift of the balance signals during the course of the test sequcnce.
3.6.4 Data Reduction
The following data reduction procedures are applied:
Determination of inertial and total forces and moments acting on the model using the calibration matrix of the balance

-

* Verification of inertial data variation and curve fitting with respect to rate of rotation
-

Correction of the angle of attack for sting deflection

-

Calculation of the aerodynamic forces and moments by subtracting inertial reactions from total forces and moments

o Correction of the tunnel dynamic pressure for model and support blockage
- Calculation of aerodynamic coefficients and their dynamic derivatives as required (e.g., Figure 3-47)
As a simple method of compensating for damping in stationary air (luring determination of the inertial forces and mcmnents,
the following procedure is applied:
-

Forces (Fz, F,, Fz) and moments (L, U, N) are measured without airflow for +hi and -ni

-

The arithmetic mean is then calculated as:
F (-ni) + F, (+Yi)
2

-

The inertial forces and moments can be calculated as a function of n2
p1,= l n2

3.6.5 Aerodynamic Support Interference
During the design stage of the remote setting device for the angle of pitch, the flow field was studied in front of the sting
guideway with the aid of a dummy guideway of rectangular cross section aid a hot wire anemometer in ordc, to ascertain tile
effect of the relatively bulky geometry of the model support system on tunnel blockage. Considering the test results achieved
with this dummy guideway (Figure 3.48) a new guideway having a more aerodynamic shape was built. The results confirm
that the guideway configuration chosen has the least influence on blockage of all the configurations investigated in the design
phase The correction of the dynamic pressure for blockage due to the sting guideway and model can be performed by using
a semiempincal formula:
qcorr = qooI

Ar (AT
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where
s
AT
A
,r

displacement area of model and support
area of test section
= corresponds to type of displacement and
= corresponds to wind-tunnel test-section shape
=
=

3.6.6 Suppleientary Information
It is planned to extend the capabilities of the facility (stings, flow visualization) according to the requests from future
customers.
To date, two aircraft configurations and two basic wing models have been tested, resulting in a total test time of 8 weeks.
Future research is planned on the aerodynamic interference of the rotating strut/sting system in order to quantify its
influence on the flow field at the model location. The possibility exists to investigate wall interference effects on derivatives
with the rotary balance since the present test section is capable of many configurations (open/variable slots/closed). No
definite plans regarding this subject have been made to date.
3.7 ONERA-IMFL
3.7.1 Background
The activities at IMFL (Institute of Fluid Mechanics of Lille, France) devoted to the study of the high.apgle-of-attack
behavior of aircraft started about 50 years ago. A preliminary investigation was carried out to design and build a specific
facility in order to provide an experimental capability in this field and to predict aircraft spin behavior under representative
similarity conditions. The first vertical wind tunnel was built at IMFL during 1937-38. 2 The diameter of the open test
section was 2 m, its height was 1.25 m and the maximum flow speed was 35 m/sec. A drawing of the tunnel is shown in
Figure 3-49.
Two basic test techniques were developed for use in the tunnel. The first one was based on the motion analysis of Froudesceled fre-flight models (overall length of 0.6 m) during tests in the test section of the vertical wind tunnel. At this time, the
main purpose of the tests was to identify the specific characteristics of the various developed spins and recovery capability
for each model aircraft. Emphasis was placed on the development of a satisfactory recovery procedure for the various aircraft
configurations.
The second test technique developed during 1937-38 involved the analysis of results obtained using the first French rotary
balance. 42,43 This apparatus was created in order to simulate continuous spin rotation of the model and to measure the six
aerodynamic components using an external balance. At that time, strain-gauge balances were unknown and the forces wcre
measured by means of pressure measurements inside the pneumatic jacks which assured the equilibrium of the model for the
different degrees of freedom. The technical difficulties associated with attempts to obtain precise measurements using this
technique were unacceptable, and this shortcoming resulted in abandoning the use of the facility many years later.
Since 1960, the evolution in aircraft design (especially for military aircraft) has resulted in extremely complex high-P 'eof-attack phenomena (e.g., oscillatory motions, autorolls, slightly divergent phenomena). A requirement therefore existed
for more quantitative studies and associated test techniques. In addition, an enlarged tunnel test section for free spinning
studies had become necessary.
In 1968, the current vertical wind tunnel was constructed at Lille (SV4). Asketch of the faclity is presented in Figure 3-50.
The open test section has a diameter of 4 m, and free-spinning motions can be observed over a height of 6 m. The maximum
flow speed is 40 i/sec. Specific devices were introduced in order to allow auto-stabilization of the free-spinning model in
the test section for continuous motion observation; rapid adjustment of the flow speed increases the test duration when
divergent motion occurs. In addition, the frce-spinniig test technique was improved and updated. Although the model size
is about the same as that used befoie (up to 0.8 in), radio-control on-board instrumentation and optical trajectory recordings
are currently used. The free-spinning model tests conducted to date involved about 120 different types of aircraft (light,
transport or military designs) from numerous countries.
In response to the increasing requirements for analytical studies and the necessary development of prediction tools in the
field of high-angle-of-attack phenomena (especially for advanced combat aircraft), the vertical wind tunnel was equipped
with a rotary balance. This setup was designed and manufactured entirely at IMFL in close cooperation with AMD-BA, and
the first tests were carried out in 1978 (Figure 3-51).
The different application areas for the rotary balance at IMFL concern the following activities
- Measurement of static aerodynamic characteristics up to high angles of attack and sideslip, including control burface
effects
- Identification of dynamic stability parameters at low angles of attack48 and sideship
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-

Measurement of steady and unsteady aerodynamic components up to high angles of attack and sideshp in continuous
rotation

-

Simulation of representative developed spin motions.

Additionally, the apparatus is used to investigate special problems like forebody effecta or local flow analysis by use of
complementary instrumentation like additional internal balances or pressure transducers.
Many light transport or military aircraft configurations have been tested to date (Mirage 2000, Rafale, Alpha-Jet, ATR
42, for example) for various customers, and general evaluation and synthesis studics are carried out for the understanding
of phenomena of interest, for analytical purposes or for future developments of dynamic simulation test techniques in wind
tunnels.
3,7.2
Description and Specifications
3.7.2.1 General Aspects
The installation of the rotary balance in 'he vertical wind tunnel offers the specific conditions for direct simulation of
developed steady spins. An important advantage of this approach is the elimination of the mechanical load variations
produced by the gravitational forces which would occur in a horizontal-type tunnel.
The installation of the apparatus in the test section is easily accomplished. Mounted on a vertical pivot, the setup is
maneuvered by a hydraulic jack and fastened to the wind-tunnel structure by four beams This arrangemient allows installation
of the apparatus in the test section in about 6 hours. That figure is the time required to convert from the free-spinning
configuration to the rotary-balance configuration. Once the mechanical installation has been completed and before a test
program is carried out, different procedures are undertaken inorder to calibrate and qualify the setup. These operations
include the calibrations of the six-component balance, the mounting of the model, the calibrations of the encoders for the
different
degrees of freedom, the identification of the structural modes, the preliminary "wind-off' tests to identify mass and
inertia effects, etc. These operations are usually completed in 2 days.
The current model size is about 1.0 in and the inaximuni mass is about 50 kg (usually 10 kg). The models are usually
mounted on an internal six-component balance. Different types of model support used include. rear-stig, curved-sting and
through-the-top mounting (see Figure 3-52), appropriate to the aircraft configuration and the test domain to be considered
in order to minimmize the aerodynamic interference. The rotation is provided by a slated electric torque motor giving high
torque for a small size. The rotation speed is maintained within 1 per thousand when the resisting torque suddenly changes
by 50 percent.
3.7.2.2 Description of Degrees of -'Reedom
A schematic view of the apparatus is presented in Figure 3-53. rho different motion and adjustment degrees of freedom
provided by the rig are the following:
0:Rotation around the axis of the sting, through 360'. Ili
most tests (rear sting) this motion corresponds to a rotation
about the longitudinal reference axis of the model. This motion is motorized and must be accomphshed without wind
or rotation. A hydraulic locking device is engaged during the tests.
0. This rotation around the moment center of the balance is obtained by the displacement of the curved arm, introducing
an angle between the axis of the sting (longitudinal reference , axis) and the direction parallel to 51in the symmetry
plane of the curved arm. The amplitude of the rotation is 45P This motion is motorized and is accomplished without
wind or rotation. A hydraulic locking device is engaged during the tests. The iiotions in 0 and 0 do not move the
center of gravity of the model in the test section.
4PR:
The curved arm is fastened to a pivot connected to a slide. Thie rotation around the pivot introduces the relative
heading of the model TPR. This parameter is specific to the spin. The adjustment is manual over a range of ±180'
P. The slide connected to the mai shaft of the apparatus introduces the spin radius The actual maximum amplitude is
0.2 in. This function is motorized and hydraulic locking is engaged during the tests 'PRand R are specific parameters
for spii simulations. Nevtrtheless, they can be used to implement some kinematic relations between flight state variables
(see Chapter 4).
2 Continuous rotation of the apparatus Q2is generally constant during a test, but specific laws of variation can be
introduced. The maximum angular speed is 11 rad/sec (reduced frequency of 0.6)

4

A. This degree of freedom is unique to the ONERA/IMFL apparatus. A isthe angle between the Q1vector and the V"
vector. This motion is provided by aii electric actuator. Without rotation and with the wiind oim,it is used to obtain
static polars in a slow sweeping motion With (Qand wind oii, an oscillatory coning motion is obtained The details of
this specific capability and the associated applications will be given in Chapter 4
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The main specifications of the rotary balance apparatus are summarized as follows:
Degrees of Feeom:
0
0
'PI
R
A
Q

-1800
00 - 450/45- - 900
3600
0.2 m
20' with S1,30' without fQ
±-11 rad/sec

State-Variables:
V
o
p
q
r

up to 40 m/sec
1350
:1450
11 rad/sec
:E5 rad/sec
:1:11 tad/sec

Other Characteristics:
Slb/2V
up to 0.6
RN
usually 2.1 x 106/m
Model mass usually 10 kg, max 50 kg
Model average size of I m
3.7.3 'rest Procedure
Typical experimental measurements are obtained with a six-component strain-gauge balance. The forces and moments
acting on the balance are due to gravity, inertia anl the aerodynamic flow.
A rotary test in steady coning motion is carried out at constant values of attitudes and rotation rate. The inertial
forces and moments are then constant during a test. Due to the fact that the rotation vector is vertical, the gravity forces
and moments are also constant during such a test. The straightforward test procedure consists of two data acquisitions at
equivalent model attitudes and rotation speed: tile first "wind off" and the second "wind on". The "wind-off" measurements
are tare loads which are subtracted from the "windon" data to obtain the aerodynamic loads.
The aerodynamic loads acting on tile model during a "windoff" rotation are neglected. In some cases it is necessary
to take them into account. This depends on the model's geometrical dimensions, and more precisely on its wing span,
on the wind-tunnel velocity and on the test program plamned. A preliminary test program is carried out specifically to
identify the inertial characteristies of the weighted system assembly (model + weighted part of the balance system). These
tests are "wind-off" coning motions where the spin radius is zero. The basic assumption made in order to identify these
quantities is that the aerodynamic moments acting on the model during "wind-off' tests are damping torques. The "wind-off"
aerodynamic forces are relatively smal; and can be neglected, whereas the torques are estimated by performing "wind-off"
rotations in both directions. As these torques are damping effects, their values are opposite with respect to the direction
of the rotation. These tests are performed for several attitudes atd rotation speeds. It is possible to identify the inertial
quantities, (B-C), (C-A), (A-B) and E, of the weighted assembly in the balance axis system. (A,B,C,E are terms of the
inertial iatrix). The mass and the location of the center of gravity are also identified with static "wind-off" tests. With these
ouantities known, it is possible to extract analytically the aerodynamic loads from the wind-on data acquisitions. A simple
static "winl-off" calibration is required to determine the references of the strain-gauge balance. The operator in tile wind
tunnel can then modify these electric references to adjust the measurement range to the experimental loads encountered,
in this manner improving the accuracy of the results. In all cases, tile bting deflections are assumed to be small ani of the
same value for tile "wind-olF" and "wind-on" tests, all other parameters being equal at identical attitudes and rotation speed.
Another way of proceeding is to place the model in a surrounding box that could rotate with it, in this manner avoiding the
unwanted aerodynamic effects However, the increase in weight of tile rotating system, the vibrations generated and the loss
of time during a test program were such that this procedure was abandoned.
3.7 4 Data Reduction
The data obtained with the rotary-balance apparatus are recorded on a magnetic tape. 4 'rie different signals stored arc
the six components mneusred by the balanc e, tile time base, the encoded angular position (0, 0,,A, 'iR), the rotation speed
and the dynamic pre-ure in the wind tunnel. Electrical-, encoder- and model-positioning activator signals are transmitted
through a gold slip-ring assembly mounted on the strut. The frequency of acquisition is 330 liz for each parameter except
for the balance signal acquisition frequency, which is 660 lIz.
Two special balances have been constructed and optimized at IMFL to obtain the best possible compromise between
sensitivity and rigidity for the load range encountered with this apparatus. 45 Low-pass filtering of the analog signals at
100 Hz eliminates high frequency noise and spectral folding. The processing of these data is completed off line, and therefore
diffeient kinds of signal treatment may be chosen and applied.
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For coning motion tests the more usual and.practical method is to average the signals, but in some cases, especially at
high angles of attack, the signals are treated in another way. If the phenomena are assumed to be periodic, then the different
signals arc assigned to an angular window according to the 'P encoder (T is the coning angle). In each angular window
the average values and deviatiors ire calculated. The forces and moment coefficients can then be plotted and analyzed as
functions of the values of the angle TP.A spectral analysis of these new signals can detect aerodynainic phenomena at low
frequencies and low-pass filtering eliminates the structure-induced frequencies. The same procedure cn aLso lie used with
respect to time instead of the angle 9.
3.7.5 Limitations
The rotary balance ws initially designed to support models wcighing up to 50 kg. The progress in new material technology
has resulted in a decrease of the model's weight in the past few years. For this rea-son, the apparatus can be regarded as
being rigid, and the deflections of the mounting are very small for the nominal ecaes. The lowest structural Fcquoncies are
about 20 Hz, which is six times the maximum value of the rotation rate.
'Fle rotating system is neither statically nor dynamically balanced, but or the high values of 0 and f it is necessary to
install a counterweight on the apparatus. The probems of noise and vibration are particularly important for certain dynamic
tests conducted with this apparatus like oscillatory coning motion. This point will be treated in detail in the next46chapter,
and specific devices able to reduce the structural m)des will be illustrated (Timoschenko clapper-mass technique).
With regard to aerodynamic interference, sonic effects have been noted at high angles of attack in the post-stall region.
lui particular, some discrepancies between lift and pitching-moment measurements appeared in comparing the rear- and topmounting results obtained with the same model. Some empirical wind-tunnel correction rules are currently applied for these
tests.47
3.7.6 Future Plans
Timiewise, the utilization of the vertical wind tunnel is divided between rotary-balance and free-spinning tests. The
rotary-balance apparatus has been used for several applications like: identification of dynamic derivatives, spin prediction
and dynamic-stall analysis. Recently, pressure measurements at high angles of attack were performed on a cone to investigate
the flow structure and to analyze the effects of the flow generated by tho foiebody on the spin characteristics of an aircraft.
The industrial applications developed up to now and generally integrated into the airc raft development programs contribute
to a great extent to enriching knowledge in this area. They also suggest some basic studies and future needs in the field of
appropriate facilities and general experimental methods.
Among the recent developments accomplished and the future adaptations being studied --.P"
-

Minimization of the aerodynamic interference of the apparatus.

-

Reduction of the structural effects on tile metsurements.

-

An increase of the amplitude of the spin radius parameter in order to provide, for low angles of attack, better
performance in dynamic stability parameter identification (See Chapter 4 and reference 48).

-

Integration of flow analysis techniques and flow-visualization methods.

3.8 AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SWEDEN (FFA)
3.8.1 Background
There are presently three rotary-balance apparatuses in use qt the FFA. Two have been used since the 1960's for low-speed
tests in the 2-m x 2-m tunnel L2 and high-speed tests in the -i x 1-m tunnel S4. A new apparatus was recently introduced
for operation in the 3.6-m diameter low-sp.,ed wind tunnel LTI.
3.8.2 Apparatus )escriptions
3.8.2.1 Rotary Rig for Tunnel L2
The low-speed tunnel, L2, has an octagonal closed test section of 2 m x 2 m and a maximum speed of 65 mn/see. The
rotary rig is shown installed in the tunnel in Figure 3-54. The rig is mounted in the tunnel with tension rods, with the
rotating shaft aligned with the tunnel centerline. An electric servomotor is installed in the rear part of the rig The highest
rotation rate is about .30 rpm. A set of gold-plated slip rings conducts the rotary-balance signals from the moving part of
the rig to its static part. The rotating balance is a six-component strain-gauge balance mounted on a sting. The sting can be
rolled in inciements of 10 about its axis. A combination of the body roll angle and the angle between the body and rotation
axes can be transferred to a set of a and 3 angles. The sting is designed in such a way that the center of the balance is
situated on the axis of rotation, where the model reference point is also located The angle between the tunnel centerline
and the sting can vary from 00 to :1:400 . During tare runs, the model is enclosed in a container to let the surrounding air
close to the model rotate together with the model and thus not interfere with the inertia measurements.
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3.8.2.2 Rotary Rig for Tunnel LT1
The low-speed tunnel, LT1, is an atmospheric, continuous, closed-circuit tunnel 3.6 in in diameter with a maximum speed
of 90 m/sec. It has two interchangeable test sections. A new rotary-balance apparatus, shown in Figure 3-55, has recently
been developed for this tunnel. The maximum design rotational rate is 360 rpm and the angle of attack can be varied from
00 to 1000 by using three different sting-strut arrangements. The angle of attack can be continuously varied during tunnel
testing within the limitation imposed by the sting support quadrant (maximum 40'). The apparatus will accommodate
models typically in the 1/10- to 1/15-scale range for fighters.
3.8.2.3 Rotary Rig for Tunnel S4
2
Tunnel S4 is an intermittent suction wind tunnel with a rectangular test section of 1 m cross-sectional area and a
stagnation pressure slightly less than the ambient pressure. The Mach number range is 0.5 to 2.0. The transonic test section
has slotted top and bottom walls and solid side walls. The rotary rig is shown installed in the tunnel in Figure 3-56. In order
to maintain a good velocity distribution within the test section, the wall slots am shortened when the tunnel is used for rotary
tests.

The rig is mounted on the tunnel strot with its axis along the tunnel centerline. In the lower part of the rig a hydraulic
motor is installed, It is fed from outside the tunnel by an electrically driven hydraulic pump. A tachometer is mounted on an
extension of the hydraulic motor drive shaft. The highest rotation rate available is 700 rpm, but 600 rpm is the commonly
used value. The driving torque is transmitted from the hydraulic motor to the main drive by a set of gears. The drive shaft
is also connected to a set of gold.plated slip rings where the signals from the rotating balance are fed to the static part of
the rig. Different cranked stings can be attached, with each sting providing a given range of angle of attack. The stings are
designed such that the center of the balance remains on the axis of rotation. The model is mounted with its center of gravity
as close to the moment center as possible.
3.8.3 Data Acquisition and Data Reduction
The evaluation of the rotary derivatives is carried out as if it were a static test. Because of the rotation around the wind
vector the rotary damping forces and moments are evaluated in a wind-fixed coordinate system. The forces and moments
from the six-component balance are converted from the body-fixed coordinate system to the wind system.
To evaluate the forces and moments, a mean value calculation is performed by integration over a single revolution of the
model. For each revolution, data ae stored and the mean value and standard deviation of all the revolutions are calculated.
The moments and forces depending on rotary damping are evaluated in several steps:
(1) Measurements of inertia forces and moments during a tare run, at the same rotational speed as the wind-on run. The
model is enclosed in time container.
(2) The model is slowly rotated (10 rpm) during a tare rup ., record the gravitatioial forces and moments at the wind-off
condition.
(3) Measurement of forces and moments at a slow rotational speed (10 rpm) with wind on.
(4) Measumements of forces and moment at the desired high rpm with the wind tunnel running.
Calculation of static forces and moments is done by subtracting (2) from (3) and the rotary damping forces by subtracting
the tare forces and static forces from the wind-on high rpm data. The computation of the rotary roll derivatives for a fixed
angle of attack is then carried out by dividing the rotary damping force and moment coefficients by the reduced rotational
frequency. This procedure is valid as long as the derivatives are independent of roll rate.
3,9 TECHNICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (TRDI) OF JAPAN
The Third Research Center of the Japanese TRDI utilizes a rotary-balance apparatus in conjunction with free-spmminig
tests and othei forms of analysis of high-angle-of-attack behavior in support of the airplane development activities of the
Japanese Defense Agency The Center, which is located at Tachikawa near Tokyo, uses an innovative dual-test section tunnel
for this purpose
3.9.1 Description of Tunnel and Apparatus
The convertibk wind tunnel shown in Figure 3-57 is used for both horizontal and vertical testing For vertical testing, the
tunnel nozzle is replaced with a second tunnel ,onfiguration having turning vanes to direct the flow into a vertically-onented
nozzle The tunnel was built at the Third Research Center in 1971 for free-spinning and rotary testing. The figure bhows
details of the convertible tunnel and the vertical wind-tunnel configuration A rotary balance was installed ii the wind tunnel
in 1975.
The vertical wind-tunnel test .ction has an octagonal open test section of 4 in width and 4 3 m length and its maximum
speed capability is about 35 m/sec. The rotary balance was installed in the spin test room and is shown in Figure 3-58 during
a typical test When not in use, the apparatus is pivoted out of the test section and stored against a wal] of the facihty.
A sketch of the rotary apparatus is shown in Figure 3-59. The apparatus is driven by a hydraulic motor with a maxunum
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rotational rate of 200 rpm. The angle of attack can be varied from 00 to 1800, and the angle of sideslip can be varied from
+90 to -90'. The angles are set manually. In recent rotary tests of the Japanese T-4 trainer, the model span was about
0.8 m and the model weight was about 6.5 kg. The models are mounted on an internal six-component balance for testing.
In the TRDI tests, the model is enclosed in a vacuum chamber for measurement of tare readings as shown in Figure 3-60.
The model and detachable drive and model support systems are all placed in the vacuum chamber.
3.9.2 Test Procedure
The testing procedure consists of calibrating the balance, measuring the inertial tares in the vacuum chamber and
performing the wind-on measurements. Measurements of the inertial tares are carried out at the same rotation speeds
and model attitudes as used in the wind-on tests. The pressure in the vacuum chamber is about 1/20 of the ambient
pressure.
The wind.on data obtained by the rotary-balance apparatus include the aerodynamic and inertial loads. In order to extract
the pure aerodynamic loads, the inertial loads obtained in the vacuum chamber tests are subtracted from the wind-on data.
The balance signals are filtered by a low-pass (1 Hz) filter. The data processing approach is shown in Figure 3-61.
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(a) X-29 research model.

(b) Powered model.
Figure 3-2. Typical imodel installationis.
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Figure 3.3. Delta-wing research model mounted on the steady-rolling apparatus in the Langley 7- by jo-foot tunnel.
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Figure 3-4. Sketch of the major components of the Langley 7 x 10-foot steady-rolling apparatus.
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Figure 3-5. The rotary-balance apparatus used for large-scale models in the Langley 30. by 60-foot tunnel.
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Figure 3-6. Major components of the rig used in the 30- by 60-foot tunnel
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Figure 3-7. Data acquisition and reduction setup In the Lam toy spin tunnel showing model enclosed iu tare sphere.

Figure 3-8. Early Aines Research Center rotary-balance rig with cone model.
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Figure 3-15. Amles Research Center's large-scale rotarybalance rig.
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Figure 3-21. Standard Dynamiics Model.

Figure 3-23 Iwo-component rotary balanice (Acr~lacci

Figure 3-22 Early AerMacci free-roihng rig (1950)

Figure 3-24 The Aer~atd (ii rotar% balance t,, fir~t
developed (1969)
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Figure 3.33. Rotary rig of DVL/lBerlin-Adlersliof.

Figure 3-34. Design details of the DVL rotary rig for remote adjustment of incidence.
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Figure 3-35. Early rotary rig of EWR (4 comp.-balance).
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Figure 3-42. Model at two different angles of pitchi,
DFVLR apparatus.
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Figure 3-40. System of stings, DFVLR apparatus.
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Figure 3-43. Mechanical setup, DFVLRI apparatus.
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Figure 3-51. Photograph of IMFL rotary balance
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Figure 3-50. The iurrent vertical spin tunnel (SV4).
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Figure 3-52. Concluded.
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Figure 3-55. Rotary apparatus, FFA tunnel LTl (see also Fig. 2.20).
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Figure 3-60. Vacuum chamber for rotary balance testS.
Figure 3-58. Rotary test Setup at TRO.
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CHAPTER 4
OSCILLATORY CONING
4.0 INTRODUCTION
The traditional approach used in rotary-balance testing involves aligning the angular velocity vector Q of the model with
the wind-tunnel free-stream velocity vector V. This type of motion is referred to as "coning." Since the linear and angular
velocity vectors are colinear in this arrangement, the angles of attack and sideslip are constant during the motion. For
specified angles of attack and sideslip, the six components of forces and moments are determined for motions characterized
by the nondimensional spin rate flb/2V. The angular velocities p, q, and r are not independent for such motions, but are
related by kinematic equations. Thus, there is only one dynamic degree of freedom, namely the coning motion.
If the axis of rotation is intentionally given an angle of inclination relative to the free stream, the possibility exists for
obtaining certain types of dynamic aerodynamic data which may prove to be of great value in the analysis of large-amplitude,
high-rate motions at moderate and high angles of attack.
Compared with other rotary rigs, the rotary balance at ONERA-IMFL is unique in that the axis of rotation can be
tilted through an angle A relative to the free-stream direction. In this technique, oscillations of angle of attack and angle of
sideslip occur during the model motion, which is referred to as "oscillatory coning." The staff of ONERA-IMFL have gained
experience with the operation and analysis of data obtained in this type of testing. This chapter will desciibe the apparatus
and the governing kinematic equations, and present typical data measured using the technique.
4.1 APPARATUS DESCRIPTION
The IMFL rotary balance, which is located in a 4-in vertical spin tunnel, has been described in Chapters 2 and 3. In this
chapter the use of the unique tilted-axis capability, which is indicated in Figure 4-1, is discussed.
As shown in Figure 4-1, the rig is capable of conventional coning tests with A= 00. The entire rig, model, and rotation
axis can be tilted about a pivot axis in the horizontal plane. The tilting is achieved with an electric servo-control mechanism
which is remotely actuated at a rate of about one degree per second. Without rotation (fQ= 0) this degree of freedom can be
used to perform a continuous sweep of angle of attack or sideslip (up to 30'). For rotary tests, Amust be constant and cannot
exceed 20' for the present rig. Four hydraulic jacks are used to lock the A adjustment. During rotation, the longitudinal
axis of the model describes a coning motion of semi-angle 0 about an axis tilted from the velocity vector by the angle A(see
Figure 4-2).
4.2 KINEMATIC RELATIONSHIPS
The kinematic relationships between the motion variables (0, 0) and position parameters of the apparatus (0, 0, A), and
the variables used in a flight mechanics analysis (a, /3, p, q, r, it, I),are now discussed.
4.2.1 Angular Velocities
Since the model and the f? rotation axis are tilted together, the expressions for the angular velocities p, q, and r are
independent of A.The components of the vector VI in the body axes are:
p = f1cobo
q = flsbiufin
r= f1sin0coso

(1)

These relationships apply to both conventional coning and oscillatory coning tests.
4.2.2 Angle of Attack and Sideslip
For the case of the rear sting-mounted model, the equations for angle of attack and sideslip are:
Coning motion: a = tan-(costtan0)
#=sin-(sinosinO)
Oscillatory coning motion:

a = tan I (sinA(cos

+ A cos
cosO0 cosA0 - sin sin )+
00os
OS
os- Cos ,sinO0 sinA

(2())

1
sin2)

(2(b))

/3=sin- 1 ((cosV? sinO cosO+sintP coso) sinA+cosA sinO sino.))
In steady coning motion, A= 0 and Equations 2(b) reduce to Equations 2(a), then the angle of attack and sideship do
not vary. In the case of oscillatory coning (A 0 0"), the values of a and j3 vary smnusoidally with 0' at frequencies equal to
the rotational frequency. Since the model motion is smooth and continuous, the model structure is not subjected to large
angular and linear accelerations, as might occur in forced-oscillation tests in pitch or yaw. Figure 4-3 shows a geometrical
approximation of the a and / excursions during a complete revolution.
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4.2.3 Intrinsic Relationships
The foregoing equations relate the aerodynamic variables (a, fl, p, q, ...) to the parameters and motion variables of the
apparatus. However, intrinsic relationships also exist which relate the aerodynamic variables to themselves These relations
express the constraints of the model on the test apparatus. In the case of the steady coning motion, the relations are:
p = cosa cos3
Sq=fQ sinfl
r=S sina cosP
By eliminating fl, the following relationships are found for steady coning:
r= p tana

(3(a))

q cosa =p tan#

(3(b))

and
a

=

0

(3(c))

For the case of oscillatory coning, the standard equations for rate of change of a and 6 due to arbitrary rotation are
applicable.
& =q-tan 6(r sin a+p cos a)
(4(a))
= p sill a - r cos a

(,1(b))

Equations (4) reduce to Equations (3) when & = = 0. Thus, in coning there are four intrinsic equations, and ii oscillatory
coning, only two by virtue of tihe A iarameter. These relationships are used to identify several important aerodynamic
parameters.
4.3 SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DATA REDUCTION
The unsteady aerodynamic phenomena associated with the oscillatory motion can have different characteristics uts seen
from tile points of view of frequency or amplitude, and it is necessary to perform some preliminary analyses of the straingauge balance signals before calculating tire aerodynamic coefficients. A predetermined treatment could be unsuitable as
the aerodynamic data included in the balance signals could be filtered out. Furthermore, the complexity of the unsteady
behavior, the nonlinearity of aerodynamic responses, and the potentially large number of relevant variables at high angles
of attack prove unwieldy to analyze iii a direct on-line process. For these reasons, the srgnal processing and data reduction
procedure are completed off-line. The signals are sampled at a freqirency of 330 lIz and stored on imagnetic tape.
Subsequently, it is possible to carry out supplementary signal processing (for example, spectral analyses). Data stored
for analysis include the angular positions (0, 0, 0, and A), the rotation speed (SIor ,), the dynaic pressure of tile free
strean, time, anti tire six components of the strain-gauge balance signals.
During a test the only varying degree of freedom is the angle ,', and aerodynamic data are measured for an angular Fector
corresponding to the value of ,, given by the angular encoder. A complete cycle is usually divided into 180 data windows, each
having an angular width of 2'. Average values and standard deviations are calculated within each wirndow. This eliminates
high frequency noise. Each window has discrete values of angle of attack, sideslip, and balance output signals, corresponding
to the average ,' value. The contributions of electrical reference signals and inertial and gravitational forces and moments
are then extracted from tihe balance measurements in each angular window Tire global aerodynamic coefficients are then
calculated.
Tire data reduction procedure yields 180 sampling points per test. A low pass filter with a fast Fourier transform
elminiates tire structural noise at frequencies higher than those within tire spectral width considered. For each test,
180 measurement points of the aerodynamic forces and moments are obtained, corresponding to different combinations
of p, q, r, a, /3, it and il A suitable division of windows and the cutoff frequency can be selected after a test when
considering tire physical characteristics of tire phenomena.
4.4 IDENTIFICATION OF DYNAMIC STABILITY PARAMETERS (LINEAR DOMAIN)
The problem consists of determining tire values of parameters included in a mathematical model of the aerodynamic
behavior of an aircraft as applied to dynamic tests in a wind tunel. In this section tire data reduction technique used in
oscillatory coning tests on the IMFL rotary rig t will be examined.
When the linearity assumptions are satisfied and tihe longitudinal and lateral effects can be separated, the frequently used
mathemnatical model of the aerodynamic coefficients is expressed in the following way:
Longitudinal.

Lateral-directional:

Al
ql
C, = C(a,1) + Uila)V + C,.(a) V
i =X, Z, or in
p
C, =C,(a,)
t = Y,l, orn

+Cip(a)

+C,,(a)L + Cu (a)

5
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It is assumed that longitudinal and lateral effects can be separated. The coefficients C, are defined with respect to the
body axes. The aim is to identify the values of the p-ameters Cq(a), C,6(a), CP(a), Ci,(a), and C,,(a) for several
discrete values of the angle of attack. The dynamic parameters have been assumed to be independent of sideslip in order to
simplify the problem.
Figure 4-4 shows the part of the (a, /3)plane in which the parameters are identified for a fixed angle of attack, ao The
parameters are assumed to be constant within this rectangular area. In practice, the a width of the area -s one or two degrees,
while the P width could be somewhat larger, depending on the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft considered. Also,
the procedure is assumed to be valid up to the maximum sideslip angle, i3m.. This is investigated prior to the test First,
the static terms C,(oo,0) are evaluated over the sampling area. Subsequently, the tests required to identify the stability
parameters are performed as described below.
4.4.1 Longitudinal Parameters
The following tests are performed (see Figure 4-4):
-

Test No.1. A coning motion at a = no with 0 0 0. Thus, the pitching velocity is nonzero and a = /3 = 0.

- Test No.2. Ai oscillatory coning motion where the pitch velocity effects and the a variation effects are estimated

together. Here the angles of attack and sideship describe a quasi-circular trajectory in the (o, 0) plane, but only the
measurements in the part crossing the rectangular area are considered (i.e., when a is near no).
With these two basic tests, the parameters C,, and C,, are identified separately at a = no. Generally, the two tests are
performed at several values of the rotation rate. Then the variation of the parameters with Q1b/2V can be estimated, and
if this dependence is linear, the accuracy may be improved by using the nmost significant values of Qb/2V in the parameter
identification.
4.4.2 Lateral-Directional Parameters
There are three lateral-directional derivatives for each coefficient, C,, C,,, and C, d However, the three aerodynamic
variables p, r, and / are related by the intrinsic relation 3 psma - rcosa. For a fixed angle of attack (a = ao), this
relation is a linear one between p, r, and . Consequently, only tao combinations of these three variables can be identified.
Substituting Equation (4) into (5), the following expressions are obtained:
C, t-C,

and

s on
8,

2=

1

or ni

C,, -O ,, cosao
The two basic tests required to identify the parameters are (Figure ,-4).

* Test No.3. A coning motion (0 = 0, r = ptan ao).
-

Test No.,. An oscillatory coning motion, where the r and J effects are investigated, The same remarks can be made
as in Test No.2.

4.4.3 Coineits and Results
When the tests are restricted to coiling motions oily the rotation rate effect can be estimated Because of the relation
r = p tano, it is not possible to uncouple the roll and yaw effects With the mathematical modeling postulated, the
parameters identified from the oscillatory coning tests are C,,(n), C,,(a. C, (a)+(; (a) sin no, and C,, (o)-C, ,(a) cos o
This identification method has been tested at INIFL and comparisons with forced-oscillation results have been made
The comparisons were most satisfactory for combat aircraft configurations However, certain examples of high-aspect-ratio
models showed that the results c6uld be configuration dependent, leading to some discrepancies, The effect of the large
anglo-of-attack variation at the wing tip due to rotation rate, tile type of airfoil section tested, its sensitivity to Reynolds
number variations and the linearity assumptions of the mathematical model were the main reasons for the disagreement
When the span :s large, the vortical nature of the flow is strong and the parameters identified m the rotary tests cannot
be compared with those determined from forced oscillation The parameters characteriLe the effects of high roll velocities
rather than small disturbances of a rectilinear fhight path.
4.4 4 Effect of Spin Radius
To separately identify time derivatives (direct or cross-coupling) an additional kinematic parameter of the apparatus is
required in order that the intrinsic, hinear kinematical relations existing during steady rotations (Eqs. (3)) or dynamic
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rotations (Eqs. (4)), for each angle of attack, may be decoupled. Introducing a "spin radius" or, more exactly, a "turningradius" provides this capability. The new kinematic relations are obtained by expressing the velocity of the model e.g.
as:
(6)
+ 1 XW
r=
where V is the free-stream velocity, OG' the gyration vector and the components of "6 are given by Equations (1). The
y-axis equation is:
o1sinfl
+ Vcos fl + rcosa - psinal = q(pa + re) - b(p2 + r2 )
(7)
where a, b,c are the components of O in body axes.
If the gyration radius R is zero and V is constant, the relation (4(b)) is obtained. Conducting an optimal test program
with R 540, it is possible to obtain different values of the second term in Eq. (7) and an appropriate distribution of the
/, p, and r variables. lence, it becomes practical to identify each derivative separately.
The specific contribution of the "turning radius" is illustrated in Figure 4-5. To increase the radius, the sting is curved,
can be reached by adjusting 0 and ,. If R = 0 and \ = 0, a steady rotation
introducing the angle 03. In the (a,#) plane, AMo
is obtained with p, q, and r constant, defined by Eq. (1) and a, /0constant. If R Y,0 and A= 0 the test point (M) moves
along the line tangent to the 0 circle at A10 . The amplitude MOM is equal to fR/V. In this case, it is possible to obtain
different values of a and 69that are independent of p, q, and r. For example, it is possible to generate a steady rotation at
a = 0 with yaw rate r - 0. When R 3 0 and A 0 0, the trajectory in the (a,#) plane is a pseudo-circle centered at Af
and with a radius equivalent to A. This configuration is particularly interesting, being relevant to identification of 1 effects
separately from those due to p and r.
Evaluation tests performed with the nonzero turning radius demonstrated the capability of identifying the derivatives
C,,, C,,, and C.i in good agreement with the classical combined terms CP + C, sin a and C, - C, cos a obtained with
R =0.
4.4 5 Limitations
There are two main limitations of this method of identification of the dynamic stability parameters First, there is the
assumption of linearity. Linear behavior about an equilibrium flight state is implicit in the definition of the dynamic stability
parameters. Moreover, in the individual estimation of these parameters the additivity of the effects is assumed, and it is
necessary to verify this. The associated requirement of insensitivity to 3 of the dynamic parameters, within the specified
limits, should also be verified.
A second restriction concerns the applicability of tli rotary-balance results and, more precisely, restricts the extrapolation
of these results to other flight conditions The stability parameters are determined for a vortical flow with a high spin angular
velocity. Extrapolation of such results to the stability parameters for a planar flight condition could lie hazardous, particularly
with configurations of high aspect ratio as mentioned previously.
Finally, due to the maxinmum speed limitation of the low-speed wind tunnel (maximum speed 40 m/s at IMFL), the
aerodynamic measurements are restricted to low Reynolds numbers (2 x 106 /1n).
4.5 LARGE.AMPLITUDE UNSTEADY PHENOMENA (NONLINEAR DOMAIN)
The discussion will now be focussed on large-amplitude unsteady phenomena. For combat aicraft, these aerodynamic
phenomena are associated with dynamic behavior such as dynamic stall, spin entry, pure rolling at high angles of attack,
autoroll spin, or recovery from stall. During these motions, the angle A between the rotational vector and the wind vector
can be large. The rotation induces rapid variations in angle of attack and/or sideslip of possibly large amplitude
Some of these phenomena and, in particular, dynamic stall have been described by many authors. Numerous studies have
been carried out on this subject. The conclusion that the phenomenon is characterized by a stall angle-of-attack increase
and a hysteresis effect3,4comes from experimental research on airfoils submitted to forced oscillations in pitching, 2 plunging or
fore-and-aft motions.
Oscillatory coning tests performed at IMFL on combat aircraft models have demonstrated analogous unsteady aerodynamic
effects. In spite of the fact that these test motions are rotational and thus very different from those perfokined on airfoils,
the characteristics of the observed phenomena were similar.
The oscillatory coning results for a delta wing I are shown in Figures 4-6(a), (b), and (c) and compared with the steady
results (coning motion). The drag and lift coefficients are presented as functions of angle of attack. When Ais nonzero, the
angle of attack varies cyclically (with amplitude A), anl so the aerodynamic coefficient variation describes a closed loop in
the (a, CXA) or (a, CZA) plane.
Figure 4-6(a) shows the tests results obtained at a large Aamplitude, for different values of the rotation rate f1 *. In this
case, the oscillatory coning motion occurred in the linear domain as the angle of attack did not exceed the stall angle, hence
linear modelling which includes instantaneous 6 effects can be used.
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In Figure 4-6(b), the absolute value of the rotation rate was the same, but the angle-of-attack variations exceeded the
stall angle for several different amplitudes. In this case, the following characteristics of the dynamic stall phenomenon may
be observed:
-

unsteady behavior with large amplitude effects

-

dynamic stall incidence much greater than static stall incidence

-

hysteresis effects corresponding to strongly time-dependent behavior

Since the aerodynamic responses are fairly similar whatever the direction of the rotation (Q > 0 or $1< 0), it may be
concluded that the sideslip direction has no significant effect on the longitudinal coefficients during the dynamic phenomenon.
Above the static stall angle, the longitudinal coefficients depend on the angle-of-attack history a(t). Also, in the dynamic
situation, contrary to the steady case, the lift increases when (t increases beyond the static stall angle of attack.
Figure 4-6(c) shows resu.'ts obtained under conditions similar to those of Figure 4-6(b), but at a larger mean angle of
attack (450). The oscillatory coning motion is entirely in the post-stall domain, where the flow is completely separated and
the unsteady large-amplitude effects are still present, The unsteady contributions to the lunar coning motions (A= 0) are
very small for the data shown, even though the separated flow is very sensitive to angle-of-attack variations (Fig. 4.6(c)).
The purpose of this section was not to explain or predict these aerodynamic phenomena, which are very complex Instead,
it was inteatied to demonstrate the value of the technique by illustrating unsteady aerodynamic effects similar to dynamic
stall that occur during oscillatory coning.
4.0 REMARKS ON STRUCTURAL NOISE AND VIBRATION
Since a rotary-balance appalatus is a dynamic simulation device operdting at up to high angles of attack, its performance
is strongly affectcd by mrchanical vibration and noise. The different sources of noise which cal affect the neasureients are
nunmerous% mechanical effects generated by the operation of the wind tunnel (propagation of vibrations due to the motor
and fan assembly), by the rig (effect of -; pulsation and W) and, particularly, by the flowvcharacteristics (instabilities or
unsteadiness). All of these could excite the proper vibration modes of the support, the balance al the model, resulting it,
parasitic motions and noise on the balance-signals. The most important source of vibrations comes from the aerodynamic
effects on the model. They exist as well during "quasi-static" testing at high angles of attack, but are more serious in
unsteady tests.
One of the most important criteria in the disciLsion of this questi is the fiequency pass-bandwidth necessary to restore
the transient high-a aerodynamic effects satisfactorily. For example, for the INIFL apparatus the objective was to conduct
analysis at tip to about ten times the maximum frequency of rotation, i.e., about 15 to 20 lIz. This result was arrived at
after a detailed study of the structure of the apparatus was conducted, defining the deformation under static loads and the
dynamic proper modes of the entire setup, including the six-component dynamic balance.
Initially, however, attention must be focussed on mechanical noise reduction instead of filtering techniques, which present
many dwsadvantages. In fact, the parasitic motions persist and are not without effects oii the measurements themselves, due
to coupling effects between the aerodynamics and structure.
T' iollowing are examples of techniques which cai be applied to reduce noise and improve the dynamic performance of
such apparatusts
Special dynamic models can be used for rotary balance testing. A carbon-fiber model combines stiffness and lightnessa 1-m span model weighs approximately 3 kg and the first structural proper mode is higher than 80 Ilz
-

Tle dynanic straim-gauge bala,.ce can be adapted to these specific tests; the choice of material and geometrical
definition are designed to optimize sensitivity and stiffiiess.

-

Vibratioii absorbers based oii the pendulated mass technique, can be used Tins technique, under development at
IIFL. has demonstrated interesting results. The basic technique is well-known, but the performance can actually be
larg.el; improved by the use of visco-elastic material having a very high damping ratio. A schenatic representation of
the system is shown in Figure 4-7. As aii example, results are shown in Figure 4-8 for a one-degree-of-freedom system
(pitch vibrations) The model frequency ii the balance pitch mode is 23.1 lIz, and it may be seen that, when combined
with the adapted absorber, the noise reduction is particularly significant

Complementary to these basic efforts o structural nose reduction, the use of special data reduction techniques car,
contribute to an effe.tie dynamic analysis (FFT filtering techniques are particularl) effective in such applications).
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4.8 NOMENCLATURE
b

Ci

wingspan
body-axis aerodynamic coefficient,

p, q, r

body-axes angular rates

R

spin radius or gyration radius

V

free-stream velocity

VC

free-strearn velocity vector

Vvelocity

X, Y, Z, 1,m, n

vector of e.g. of model
angles of attack and sideslip
rotation anglo

0, , A,V'R

relative heading anglo
adjustment degrees of freedom (see Figure 4-1)

A

tilt angle of rotation vector

f)

rotation vector

0
fl*

rotation rate
reduced rotation rate = flb/2V

Supervcript

(.)

d~erivative with respect to ame

Y

R

0

~

RELATIVE HEADING

SPIN RADIUS
ROLL ANGLE

5,6 COMPONENT STRAIN/
GAUGE

FhALANCE

t v0
Figure 4-1 Schematic layout
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CHAPTER 5
SPECIAL AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
5.0 INTRODUCTION
Unlike the case of static tests, where it is common practice to conduct extensive calibration of the effects of wall and
support interference on tile aerodynamic measurements, there is little evidence of similar diligence in previous unsteady
testing. As will be shown, in the latter case the interference effects can be expected to be more severe. Support interference
has been demonstrated to be significant over much of the testing envelope of interest. The effects are, however, very dependent
upon configuration geometry, angle of attack, Reynolds number, etc. Examples are given in this chapter to illustrate diverse
situations, all of which have significant interference effects. In the case of unsteady wall interference, logical arguments point
to the existence of flow mechanisms capable of producing a significant interference contribution. In Chapter 12 a cooperative
test program is described that could give quantitative answers in regard to the seriousness of these interference effects and
provide the means to correct the measurements for such effects.
5.1 AERODYNAMIC SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
5.1.1 Background
In the case of static tests the aerodynamic support interference problem has been studied extensively, 1- 3 and guidelines
have been established for the selection of the support geometry and model size which ensure that the aerodynamic interference
remains insignificant. In dynamic tests, however, it is often not possible to reduce the interference to the level of insignificance.
For a forced oscillation test, for example, the support structure is of necessity much bulkier than in a static test, aggravating
the problem of aerodynamic interference. 4 -5 Even in the case of free oscillations, the support structure becomes rather large
in order to provide the stiffness needed to ensure one-degree-of-frcedom
oscillations in pitch or yaw. In some cases a second
degree of freedom in the form of sting plunging has to be accepted4 in order to minimize
the oerodynamic interference, in
6,7
which case the measurements have to be corrected for the extra degree of freedom.
The problem of aerodynamic interference increases both in severity and complexity when performing tests at high angles
of attack, where body and wing vortices can interact with the support structure. The support becomes massive in the
case of the rotary rig because of the high stiffness needed in order to keep deflections and vibrations, caused by large,
unbalanced centrifugal forces, within acceptable limits. Thus, the rotary rig support structure usually causes significant flow
deflections., The particular problem encountered in high incidence testing had just begun to receive attention t0 t 2 when
the present effort was started. Available experimental results are analyzed to explore the possibility of correcting for tile
high-alpAa dynamic support interference, similarly to what has been done at low angles of attack. 5
5.1.2 Rotary-Rig Support Interference
Because of its bulkiness the rotary rig often causes a significant change of the flowfield in the test section, even in
the absence of the model to be tested, as has beet. observed for the rotary rigs both at DFVLR 1 3 and ONERAl-INIFL 14
(Figure 5-1). The longitudinal dynamic pressure gradient can by itself have a significant effect, not only on fin effectiveness,
but more importantly, on boundary-layer transition, flow separatio, and vortex breakdown. In one case, by using a shght
area contraction over the length of the open test section, the blockage effect of the rotary rig could be compensated for,
practically eliminating the adverse longitudinal dynamic pressure gradient with its potentially large effect on the development
of separated tn.w at high angles of attack' 4 (Figure 5.1). Asimilar olockage effect may have contributed to the poor agreement
of the Cm(o)-insurements using a rotary rig with those obtained in etatic tests with less bulky support structures 15
(Figure 5-2). Also contributing to the difference between the experimental results was, in all likelihood, interaction between
the vortices from the aircraft model and the bulky rotary-rig support structure, a problem that will be fully discussed later
The balance sector accounts for approximately half of the suport blockage effect on the flow in the empty test section. The
effect of the upwash generated by the rotating balance arm (at the location of a model to be tested) has, however, so far been
found to be negligible.1 6 It is important to eliminate the support blockage effect on the basic flow field in the empty test
section Iefore
considering the more difficult problem ,f the interference effect of the rotary rig on the flow field generated by
12
the model.
17
Figure 53 shows the lateral static stability characteristics measured at a = 35' using two different support systems.
Both support systems can cause significant interference. 4 However, only the support with a downstream balance sector is
likely to cause early breakdown of vortices generated by a slender forebody at high angles of attack, or of the leading-edge
vortices from a slender wing for a certain range of sideslip angles. This is the conclusion to be drawn from the results of a
reproduction by Johnson et al. 17 of Hummel's classical experiment 18 (Figure 5-4) using an arrow wing.

The vortices generated by a slender nose 19 - 21 can interact with a downstream support, especially at very high angles
of attack when the vortices become asymmetric. In this case one vortex is left close to the fuselage 22 (Figure 5-5) Its
interaction with downstream tail surfacs can be distorted severely by the support.
The rotary rig used for tests of a large model of an uvanced aircraft' 0 is shown in Figure 5-6. The sting angle as was
zero for the aft-mounted model and had the values 450 and 70' for 'he top-mounted model, in order to cover the complete
angle-of-attack range -20' < < 90' for small sideslip angles, ]i3l < 10'. The model was tested with and without a nose
boom.
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One realizes that the support interference on an asymmetric vortex pair, of the type shown in Figure 5-5, will he large
for the top-mounted model, as the lower vortex moves inboard close to the symmetry plane 23 (Figure 5-7). Figure 5-8 shows
the support interference to be very different for a, = 450 and or8 = 700, causing interference effects of opposite signs in the
region of steady asymmetric vortex shedding. Although the regicn of sieady asymmetric vortex shedding can be extended
beyond the usual limit, a
600, as has been discussed, 24,25 at a = 900 the vortex shedding should be of the unsteady
type, giving a time average value Cn = 0. The non-zero values in Figure 5-8 are likely to have been caused by support
interference of the type found by Dietz and Altstatt 26 (Figure 5-9). The loss of normal force is thought to be caused by
the splitter-plate-like interaction of the strut with the unsteady Karman vortex shedding.27 A similar interaction could have
prevented the realization of the Cn = 0 time-average in Figure 5-8.
In the case of coning test data, the angle as affects the Cn characteristics at all angles where asymmetric vortex shedding
occurs. 10 In the example in Figure 5-10, the results at a = 700 obtained with nose boom on are apparently of the critical
type.28 Thus, the asymmetric vortex geometry is affected strongly by "moving wall" effects, 28,29 causing the vortex asymmetry
to flip between its two extreme positions in the presence of support interference, with associated reversals of the yawing
moment (Figure 5-10). The presence of the support is likely to have contributed to the observed F hysteresis.
Recept tests of the HIRM 2 model 30 (Figure 5-11) show that when using a top-mounted dummy sting in addition to the
aft sting support, the dummy sting added significantly to the support interference at a = 400 and at a - 600, whereas
at a = 500 the effect was insignificant. Furthermore, at a = 400 the rolling moment is affected substantially, whereas at
a = 600 only the yawing moment shows any appreciable influence.
Similar tests have been performed at AerMacchi 3t (Figure 5-12). An aircraft model tested at a = 450 should have
asymmetric forebody vortex shedding (Figure 5-12a). The nose apex half angle is rather small, OA - 150, suggesting that
asymmetric vortex shedding started at a = 300.19-21 In this case there was no apparent effect of using forward or aft sting
supports. One obvious interpretation of these test results is that the support interference was so large for the rear sting
arrangement, caused more by the rotor arm than by the rear strut, that placing the strut support forward of the fin had no
additional effect. Judging by Hummel's test results 18 (Figure 5-4), the balance arm could easily have caused vortex burst
to occur forward of the fin, in which case the forward strut would only have the effect of moving the vortex burst further
upstream. As the vortex-induced fin loads were already lost for the aft burst location, the forward strut would not have a very
significant effect on the aerodynamic characteristics. In contrast, when the sideslip was Increased from 6 = 00 (Figure 5-12a)
to 13
= 100 (Figure 5-12b), the difference between the interference from the two support systems became more significant.
Of particular interest is the change of interference effects occurring at fl = 0.1. The reason for this is considered next.
In Reference 12 it is described how the various support interference results obtained by Malcolm in his coning experiments 10
can be explained when considering how the support amplifies the coning-induced bias of the forebody vortices. Another way
of inducing such a bias is by setting the model at an angle of sideslip. Even without the occurrence of vortex burst, the
support will amplify the displacement of the vortex induced by sideslip and/or coning.
In their coning test of an ogive-cylinder Tobak et al. 32 found that the symmetric vortex geometry was tilted at an angle
A(oA along the full length of the body, where AVA is determined by the coning-induced lateral velocity at the apex.
AvA = tan - ' (VA/Uoo)
VA.

(XrC- XA)sin a

u00

b

(1

uV

Borrowing the coning sketch from Reference 33 (Figure 5-13), one can see that the vortex will be displaced in the same
sense for t > 0 as for P > 0. The tilt angle corresponding to AVA in Equation (1) is
Aw(ft) = tan-(sin3cota)

(2)

For xc9/b = I and a = 450, Equation (1) gives AA = QV2, which for fl = 0.1 yields APA = 80. For a = 450, Equation (2)
gives AV(#) = tan-l(sinf1) - 1. That is, AV(#) = 100 for 1 = 100. When considering the fact that the tilting of the vortex

system will be amplified by moving wall effects, one can expect AVoA and Ap(O) to be of roughly the same magnitude for
fI = 0.1 and 1 = 10', reapectively. Following the analysis in Reference 12, one can interpret the data for 13= 100 in Figure
5-12b to show that when AVA is added to As(#) at 13= 100, the lower, inboard forebody vortex misses the rear strut.
Thus, using the rear sting makes it possible to measure the effect of the interaction between the (lower) forebody vortex
and the tail at 0 = 100 and fl > 0.1. On the other hand, the dorsal sting, because of its closeness to the vortex-generating
forebody, bursts the vortex and makes such a measurement impossible. It is, in fact, suggested in Reference 16 that the dorsal
sting made it impossible to measure the true nonlinear coning characteristics. It needs to be emphasized, however, that the
important observation to be made is not that the true nonlinear coning characteristics could be measured at 0 > 100, l > 0.1
if the rear sting support was used, but rather, that at 3 < 10* and fQ< 0.1, both supports prevented the measurement of the
true nonlinear coning characteristics. It is discussed in Reference 12 how coning tests performed for various sideslip angles
gave similar results for the combined effects of 1 and S2on the coniug characteristics of an advanced aircraft. 10
Support interference results, such as those shown in Figures 5-2, 5-3, 5-11 and 5-12, are easy to misinterpret. Without
additional experiments and careful analysis, the results tell next to nothing about the total support interference of either one
of the two support systems used. They only show the difference between the interference caused by the two supports. In the
case of the very different support systems in Figure 5-3, it can be shown that both supports produce significant interference. 4
For the cases illustrated in Figures 5-11 and 5-12 the interference from the rear support and, in particular, the rotor arm is
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large to start with. Consequently, it should not be surprising that the addition of or change to an upstream trut support
has little effect. It~is more unusual that a significant effect sometimes is observed for certain a-/6-f combinations.
in rotary-rig tests can be
The test results in Figures 5-8 and 5-10 through 5-12 demonstrate that the support4interference
,5
one has to learn how to cope with
of significant magnitude. As in 3the
4 35 case of tests at low to moderate angles ef attack,
this often unavoidable problem. ,
5.1.3 Coping with Support Interference
As has been amply illustrated, the rotary apparatuses in use today are all likely to produce significant support interference
over much of the testing envelope. In order to cope with this problem, the following steps should be taken: (1) identify
the flow mechanism(s) through which the support interference acts, (2) design the support such that interference effects
are minimized, and (3) if possible, derive the means through which the experimental results can be corrected for support
interference. It appears that use of the orbital-platform concept, 36 which can provide close to interference-free test results,
would be of great help in developing correction techniques.
In regard to (1), aside from the blockage effect di-cussed earlier (Figure 5-1), the main flow interactions causing high-alpha
support interference are due to the obstructions presented by the support sting and rotor arm to the vortical flow field from
a slender forebody and/or low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces, as was illustrated by various examples in Section 5.1.2.
In regard to (2), some guidelin-s can be diawn from existing experimental results. As .hiown in Section 5.1.2, top37
mounted supports should be avoided, particularly when steady, asymmetric vortical flow exists. The results in Figure 5-14
demonstrate that an aft sting support will not by itself affect the vertical flow field generated by a slender forebody. As
discussed in Section 5.1.2, the problem is presented by the downstream rotor arm and strut to which the sting is connected,
as it can often present enough of a flow obstruction to cause vortex burst.
In regard to (3), correction for support interference will only be possible after systematic tests have been performed to
provide the information needed for a meaningful enalysis.
In Reference 5 it is shown how, by performing tests with a 0-flected sting, one could obtain static test data from which
the support interference effect on the dynamic stability derivau, Cnq + Cra. could be determined. This low.alpha support
interference is highly nonlinear, diminishing as the angle of attack is increased from a = 00. At a > 10', it is practically
non-existent. As the angle of attack is increased further, however, at some point the support interference on forebody and/or
swept wing vortices starts to have a significant influence on the measured aerodynamic characteristics. Although the support
geometry is more complex in the case of coning experiments than for one-degree-of-freedom oscillations in pitch or yaw, the
fluid mechanics of support interference is simplified considerably. The coning motion is stationary in nature, obviating the
need to determine the time lag connected with the effect of the downstream support on the model. This is strictly true
only if the wall interference, to be discussed later, is negligible. Thus, one only has to determine the static equivalent of
the coning-induced displacement of the vortical wake or, at high angles of attack, of the free vortices generated by a slender
forebody and/or by low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces.
In the test programme outlined in Section 12.2 systematic tests are proposed using a model such as the widely tested
Standard Dynamics Model (SDM), first by Itself and then with lifting surfaces removed. These tests could supply the
information needed for a determination of the support interference generated by vortical flow from a slender forebody at high
angles of attack. This should not only provide the means for prediction of support interference for the SDM, but should also
provide the basic framework for determining the support interference for other geometries.
5.2 WIND-TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE
5.2.1 Background
The steady nature of the flow in conventional rotary-balance tests breaks down in the presence of unsteady wall interference.
The possibility of associated effects on the measurements has been explored, 38 but there is still a notable lack of supporting
data on the subject. In a recent survey 39 it was concluded that, while the interference on two-dimensional oscillating
airfoils 0 4 2 and specific examples of three-dimensional wings43 4, 4 have been treated theoretically, and boundary corrections
have been derived for steadily rotating models in circular test sections,40 45 the analysis of the general three-dimensional
case of a model rotating at high-a in a nomhicular test section was still beyond reach. Panel methods used to compute
rotary aerodynamic data, 46 extended to include the walls, would not be applicable when large regions of flow separation are
involved.
The situation with regard to experimental results is quite similar. Pitch damping data obtained oil a variety of test
configurations 47- 50 have demonstrated large effects of the open-area-ratio and/or frequency. Tunnel resonance has been
observed in large facilities5 0 and theoretical predictions for two-dimensional airfoils have been verified, 51 demonstrating
dramatic frequency effects.
It would appear that no experimental data have been published on unsteady wall interference in iotary-balance tests.
However, some data are available on related high-a oscillatory experiments involving the Standard Dynamics Model
(SDM)5 2 ,53 and a secant-ogive-cylinder body (SOC). 54 The results suggest 3 8 that unsteady measurements, such as are
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obtained in oscillatory coning,5 5 could be significantly influenced and that even effects on the steady measurements cannot
be ruled out. In certain 55circumstances, the effects on both steady and unsteady measurements may te less pronounced for
an open-jet test section.
The analysis of this problem is complicated by the fact that the unsteady wall and support interference effects are
coupled. In this section the mechanisms of unsteady wall interference and the relevance of the high-a oscillatory test data are
discussed. 38 Subsequently, the assessment of the unsteady aerodynamic interference contributions by means of the OPLEC5 6
technique is considered. 38
5.2.2 Sources of Unsteady Wall Interference
Consider an aircraft model at an angle of attack in steady rotation around the velocity vector. The rotation of the model
and support, and of the associated separated wake, generate disturbances sweeping transversely along the boundaries of the
working section. For a circular cross section, this redLces to a steady flow deflection which can be corrected for, but the
introduction of any asymmetry will result in unsteady interference. Two interference mechanisms are identified here, namely
transverse acoustic interference and vortex-wake/wall interference. A related effect is that of interference waves generated
by wall vibrations due to the shaking of the rig or flow unsteadiness.
5.2.2.1 Transverse Acoustic Interference
In steady coning within noncircular walls, or asymmetrical coning* within circular or noncircular walls, the boundary
disturbances are non-tangential and interact with the surfaces of the wall to generate acoustic waves which travel towards
the model. For oscillatory coning within either circular or noncircular walls, acoustic disturbances are propagated from tile
model to the walls and reflected back to the model, as illustrated in Figure 5-15. This transverse acoustic interference is
characterized by a time lag Att associated with communication between the model and the wall. In oscillatory coning more
than one time lag may be present, associated with disturbances due to oscillation of the model relative to the win" - :.'or in
the plane of the tilt angle and due to reflection from surfaces not rotating with the model.
Transverse acoustic resonance will occur in a rectangular section when
wwr= r=

c

+)

(2

Partial resonance may occur in slotted-wall test sections below Mach 0 62,11 at a frequency given by
wrh = (2n - 1)

(2)

which reduces to Fquation (1) when n = I and ti = 0.
A phenomenon similar to the resonant condition for an oscillating airfoil could occur in coning. A disturbance emanating
from a surface on the model reflects from the walls and impinges on another surface as shown in Figure 5-15, causiig cyclical
variations in the wing loading. This interference could be severe when the phase lag is 180'. For this condition a pressure
node could form in the plane of the tilt angle in the ease of asymmetrical coning.
Equation (2) shows that the lowest critical frequency for a vertical standing wave is about 55 Hz in a working section 3 in
high Moreover, since the resonance frequency is higher when the walls are slotted,4 0 transverse tunnel resonance is not of
much direct concern for steady measurements in rotary tests, where frequencies are typically lower than 7 rev/t On the other
hand, for unsteady measurements in closed as well as slotted-wall facilities, transverse wall4 interference may be expected to
be appreciable even at frequencies below resonance, particularly at higher Mach numbers. 8
5.2.2.2 Vortex-Wake/\Vall Interference
When body and/or wing vortices are present, they are convected downstream as coaxial helical structures of common
pith, which sweep around in a circular path. The close proxinty of wind-tunnel boundaries could distort these vortex
formations cyclically as the distance from the walls varies.' (See Figure 5-16.) The nature of this interference is determined
by configuration aerodynamics, angle of attack, and rotation rate.
Wake/wall interference could also be generated by the trailing tip vortices shed by the rotating support arm or rotor. This
could be the prime source of interference when the rotor span bs is large. As the vortex trails move towards or away from a
point on the wall, boundary-layer separation will occur on the wall as illustrated in Figure 5-17. Thus, the separation line on
the wall will osc~hlate longitudinally. Concomitantly, the wake blockage and upstream pressure gradient will fluctuate with
the velocity-deficient region. Perhaps of greater significance, the interference of the rotor tip vortices with the model wake,
either directly or via the separation regions on the walls, cold contribute to the vortex-wake/wall interference. The flov.-field
disturbances associated with model-support and model-strut-wall interactions are coupled Hence, the support interference,
which is basically steady in lunar coning motion (see Section 5.1), will become unsteady if the vortex-wake/wall interaction
is significant.
* "asymmetrical coning" refers to coning about an ams either offset or tilted with respect to the tunnel symmetry axis XT
(the latter case is known ai oscillatory coning (see Chapter 4)).
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Vortex interference could occur on slender bodies or configurations having pointed forebodies, in the regions of incipient
vortex asymmetry and steady asymmetrical vortex shedding. The vortex closest to the body will pass nearer the walls, while
the vortex which'has lifted off will track a tighter helix around the spin axis (see Figure 5-16). Interaction with the voitex
wake occurs primarily at the first spiral loop of the vortex cor and fluctuates with a peak reached at its closest approach to
one of the flat wall surfaces, The "reflected" disturbance travels back to the model as a perturbation of the core trajectory
and/or burst location. The associated convective time lag is

Atv = 93

+

(3)

where Cjd = Uo0, Uu < c, and 3 is the effective distance travelled along the vortex trail. This time lag could become significant
when the interaction takes place several model lengths downstream. As the angular deflection is proportional to the coning
rate, ., and thereby Atv, increases with increasing coning rate w. A detailed analysis has shown 38 that At v will also increase
with increasing Uo. Thus a resonance condition could occur in small as well as in large facilities. Vortex interference is,
therefore, expected to become a problem more readily than transverse interference.
A similar mechanism could be present in circular open-jet test sections, where the vortex wake deflection takes place at
the shear surface through the action of surface waves generated by the proximity of the rotating system. The effect would be
steady for coning about the test-section symmetry axis but unsteady for any oscillatory motion (such as oscillatory coning;
see Chapter 4).
5.2.3 Related Experimental Results
Within the linear domain there is a theoretical basis for comparing the instantaneous conditions in yaw oscillation with
39
those in coning motion. The geometrical relationship between the two characteristic motions is illustrated in Figure 5-18
Extending the comparison to the case of vortex interference, it is noted that the similarity exists only when the vorticity is
low, thus ruling out aircraft configurations at realistic rotation rates. Nevertheless, for lack of any alternative unsteady data,
it could be instructive to review aspects of tihe SDM aid SOC data in the context of aerodynamic interference in rotary
testing. Both experiments were conducted in the NAB 0.75 in x 0.40 in Dynamics Wind Tunnel (DWT), which has a most
unusual asymmetrical test section; consequently, the unsteady interference effects are somewhat exaggerated.
5.2,3.1 Standard Dynamics Model
In the pitch oscillation experimentr 3 conducted on the SDM, a generic fighter aircraft configuration 52 (see Figure 3-21),
the degree of dynamic asymmetry at low a was investigated by varying the angle between the symmetry planes of the model
and tunnel while maintaining a fixed mean a and constant magnitude of P3.Figure 5-19 shows the cyclical o'-dependence
of the dynamic reactions. The absence of direct opposition between the dynamic and static reactions is indicative of the
presence of more dhan one convective time lag and therefore, of the combined effects of dynamic wall interference and
support interference, both of significant magnitude.' At higher a, a > 150, the latter effect disappeared." The overall
interference was large; the variations in the derivatives with e/ were of the order of magnitude of that produced by a 5'
sideslip increment.1
Although these are the yawingomoment derivatives due to pitch rather than yaw oscillation, the qualitative comparison
with a rotary test can still be made as a is small ant the rotation rate is low. The test conditions at a = 100 and 0 = ±5'
correspond to 0 = 0! = n(180') ±. 26.70 in a conirg test. This example is, therefore, analogous to the situation in rotary
testing where both support and wall effects are significant, such as could occur when the region of vortex-wake/wall interaction
coincides with the strut location.
5.2.3.2 Secant-Ogive-Cyuder Body
The effects of unsteady wall interfereno. on the aerodynamics of tihe sharp-nosed 6-caliber SOC body were studied in
high-a yaw-oscillation experimentsM at different locations relative to the slotted wall T = ( Yo - YT) /w, where Yo = w/2
(T ; 0.5 on the tunnel centerline). Figure 5-20 shows that proximity effects on the side-force and yawing-moment coefficients
are large in tIme range of incipient.asymmetrical vortex shedding, aau = 25' to 30', while Figure 5-21 demonstrates that
the dynamic and static yaw derivatives are strongly influenced by wall interference at a _>oav. The undampmg diminishes
drastically as the wall is approached, showing that the true dynamic characteristies cannot be measured ii the presence of
unsteady wall interference. Support interference is not significant at these angles of attack for the side-mounted strut used.1 1
The yaw damping derivative C, is the direct counterpart of the coning derivative C. for a body of revolution within
the mathematical model due to Tobak and Schiff. 57 Thus, if a coning test could be performed on the SOC in the same test
section, the instantaneous effects on Cn would be similar to those determined here, provided that the dependence on the
angular rates is linear over the range covered in the two tests.
As noted before, the asymmetrical configuration of the DWT is not representative of facilities in which rotary tests are
performed. On the other hand, in actual coning tests in a ventilated test section the aircraft forehody is naturally off-center
at angle of attack, approaching the slotted walls in much the same way. The asymmetry effects will, therefore, still be present,
albeit less pronounced, for a forebody-dominated configuration on the same type of support. On a rotating support ann, this
effect would probably be washed out by the interference produced by interactions with the tip vortex wake from the support
arm.
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5.2.4 Effects on Aerodynamic Measurements
Steady Measurements, The time average of fluctuations in the static measurements, caused by disturbances at the walls,
may be near zero if the rig is symmetrically mounted in the test section. On the other hand, as suggested by Figure 5-20,
any large test section asymmetry, or a nonlinear dependence on rotation rate of the effects communicated upstream, could
conceivably show up in the steady measurements as an apparent rate dependence, unless eliminated by low-pass filtering. In
addition, any deflections of the vortex system will result in bias of the static signals.
Unsteady Measurements. Any unsteady wall disturbances, generating significant fluctuations at the model, will be
reflected in the balance signals unless filtered out.
As all example, consider asymmetrical coning in various types of working sections. Measurements in closed or ventilated
test sections could be affected by a pressure node forming on the wings as a result of transverse acoustic interference, even
at off-resonance frequencies. In noncircular sections, in particular, acoustic disturbances as well as vortex wake deflection
could be present due to surfaces not rotating with the model, resulting in more than one time lag effect. Finally, in a circular
open-jet section there is a possibility of vortex-wake/surface-wave interaction, again with a large convective time lag.
From the results in Figure 5-21 it would appear that appreciable vortex-wake/wall interference could be present in rotarybalance measurements of unsteady flow phenomena. Under high-a separated flow conditions the fluctuating interference
38
loads could excite one of the frequency components of the nonlinear loads.
The effects of turbulence could also have a marked effect on the unsteady meamurements. The use of sound-absorbing
linings on the walls 58 would minimize transverse acoustic interference but would have a negligible effect on vortex-wake/wall
interference.
5.2.5 Experimental Assessment of Unsteady Wall Interference
4,5

There could be som merit in applying quasi-steady techniques to the problem, following Ericsson's and Reding's
approach to analysis of support interference. Applied to unsteady wall interference in a rotary-balance test the incremental
interference loads at a give. time will depend on the coning angle at an earlier time. Such an approach requires that there
is only one convective time lag effect present, i.e., that qupport interference is negligible, as in certain high-a aircraft testing
situations,11 and is, therefore, expected to be useful only in rather special circumstances.
Since the time lag effects of wall and support interference on the flow about the rotating model are coupled, any
displacement of the wake through interaction with the support will inevitably change the wall effects and vice versa. Even
if the data were recorded in a narrow angular window 5 to obtain the aerodynamic loads at discrete values of 0, between
any stationary struts, the time lag effects of interactions with the struts would still be included. Titus, it is clear that the
individual wall and support interference effects cannot be separated on a conventional rotary balance.
5.2.5.1 Interfacility Comparisons

One approach to the assessment of unsteady wall interference would be to perform tests on a particular model/rotary-rig
combination installed in two wind tunnels of different size. Such a comparison of results from tests of the IIIRM 2 model,
performed in the 2.4 m x 1.8 m Pressurized Wind Tunnel at RAE Farnborough and in the 4 in x 2.7 m Wind Tunnel at
RAE Bedford, revealed dramatic discrepancies between the yawing moments measured in the two facilities (see Chapter 7,
Figure 7-67). While there were measurable Reynolds number effects, so that dissimilar turbulence levels in the two facihties
could have had some influence, the trends in the coning rate data indicate that the main discrepancies were caused by
differences in the unsteady wall interference. In the smaller test section the vortex-wake/wall interference appears to have
smoothed out the nonlinearities in the yawing moment measured in the larger test section.
If the minimum test section dimension h is large enough in relation to the rotor span b, but not large enough for transverse
acoustic interference to become a factor, the unsteady wall interference could possibly be reduced to the level of insignificance,
although the steady support interference will remain present. The optimum ratio b3/h could be deduced from comprehensive
mterfacility comparisons, provided that due consideration is given to all of the unsteady interference mechanisms present.
It should be emphasized that care will have to be exercised in interpreting the results of such comparisons, as the
measurements reflect all effects present, including the strong coupling between support and wall interference. Moverover,
although acceptable total interference levels could be determined, the individual effects of wall and support interference
cannot be isolated by means of interfacility comparisons alone.
5.2.5.2 The Orbital-Platform Concept
In order to assess the individual contributions of venous sources of aerodynamic interference, a more sophisticated approach
is required. A technique offering the necessary flexibility was recently proposed. 56 The so-called OPLEC apparatus makes
it possible, in principle, to simulate separately or in combination the effects of the walls and of the rotating am and fixed
struts. Thus, the individual interference contributions can be deteimined in isolation or in the presence of coupling with tile
other flow mechanisms present. A discussion of this concept appears in Section 6.2.
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5.2.6 Summary
Two possible mechanisms of-unsteady wall interference in rotary-balance tests have been identified, namely, transverse
acoustic interference and vortex-wake/wall interference. The latter effect could occur either directly or through interaction
with the vorticity shed behind the rotor arm, if present. Aerodynamic support interference becomes unsteady in the presence
of wall interference, due to the coupling between the flow mechanisms present. It is this coupling with the support interference
flow mecianism that is likely to cause the greatest difficulty.
Related oscillatory test results on two widely different configurations (an aircraft model and a pointed body of re-olution),
suggest that vortex-wake/wall interference can be large at high a when asymmetries are present. Although these data cannot
be applied directly to diagnose the rotary-baarce interference problem, there are similarities between the two types of
experiments, as the vortex flow in any rotary test is asymmetrical during rotation at angle of attack, and the ratio bs/w
is often not much smaller than the ratio blw in this study. As the RAE results in Figure 7-67 show, vortex-wake/wall
interference can be serious even in large facilities.
Unsteady wall effects on the steady measurements may be small in many cases but can clearly be significant, as
demonstrated by Figure 7-67, and should be considered in tests involving large asymmetries or highly nonlinear behavior,
even at lower angles of attack. On the other hand, it is expected that the unsteady effects would be a factor in dynamic tests
such as oscillatory coning, conducted in solid-walled or ventilated test sections of any cross-section. There is also a distinct
possibility of similar influence on unsteady measurements in open-jet facilities.
Assessment of unsteady interference in conventional rotary-balance tests is complicated by the coupling between support
and wall interference mechanisms. Nevertheless, a method based on the orbital platform concept would be capable of yielding
the individual interference contributions.
5.3 VISCOUS FLOW EFFECTS
5.3.1 Background
The problem of applying subscale test results to full-scale flight is especially dlficult in the case of rotary-rig tests. As
these tests usually are performed at high angies of attack, the aerodynamics are dominated by separated flow effects. They
are as a rule very sensitive to Reynolds number changes, a problem aggravated by the support interference effects discussed
earlier, in Section 5.1. This is demonstrated by the static experimental results for an advanced aircraft model1 0 (Figure 5-22).
For the nose-boom-off configuration, which at a = 70' will not have any significant steady, time-average effects of asymmetric
flow separation and associated vortices, 2 1 the Reynolds number effect dominates, the change from a = 450 to as = 70'
having very little effect on the results. In contrast, the results for the nose-boem-on configuration, with its bteady asymmetric
forebody separation and vortices,25 show a strong coupling between support interference and Reynolds number effects. Thus,
for as = 700 a change from Ie = 2.4 x 106 to Re= 4.0 x 106 has a dramatic impact on the Cn-characteristics in the range
450 < a < 800.
The rotary (coning) test data obtained at a = 700 for the same modell0 (Figure 5-23) show a combined effect of Reynolds
number and support interference that is similar to that for the static data (Figure 5-22). Thus, the Re-effect dominates
for nose-boom-off, whereas the nose-boozr-on configuration shows a strong coupling between Reynolds number and support
interference effects (see also, Section 5.2.1). Changing the Reynolds number from Re = 1.5 × 106 to Re = 4.0 1106 completely
eliminates the discontinuity and the hysteresis from the C"(f) characteristics.
A logical explanation for the observed presence or absence of the coupling between Reynolds number and support
interference effects is the difference in forebody cross-,Sow characteristics at the different Reynolds numbers. At Re = 1.5 x 106
(based upon mean aerodynamic chord) the forebody cross flow is probably subcritical (laminar), whereas at Re = 4.0 x 100
it could be of the supereritical type. Thus, the vortex close to the body will be much farther inboard at Re = 4 x 106 than
at Re = 1.5 x 106, resulting in dramatically different support interference effects.
5.3.2 Moving Wall Effects
In view of the always-'iresent competition between the effects of Reynolds number, free-stream turbulence and surface
roughness one should not be surprised by the large effect that body or nose-tip roll angle has on the high-alpha aerodynamics
of an l/d = 3.5 pointed ogive59 (Figure 5-24). The question of whether the roll angle effect was a manifestation of
some interaction between wind-tunnel turbulence and the generation of forebody vortices,60 or was caused by nosemicroasymmetries, 21 was settled by tests in a low-turbulence-level wind tunnel. 61 The tests showed the roll angle effect
to persist even when the turbulence level was reduced from 0.7% to 0.01%. That is, the effect of nose-microasyminetries
dominated. In view of this, the experimental results for a cone-cylinder body 62 (Figure 5-25) give food for thought. The
authors describe how only a slight push in one direction or the other would establish the coning motion in that direction
regardless of the fact that the measured static yawing moment was bitsed in one direction, determined by the roll angle due
to nose-microasymmetries. 21 Thus, whereas th. static aerodynamic characteristics are dominated by microasymmetries, the
dynamic (coning) characteristics are clearly dominated by body motion effects on the asymmetric forebody flow separation;
i.e., by the so-called moving wall effects.
The classic Magnus lift of a rotating circular cylinder represents a well established example of moving wall efferts oa
flow separation C5The %all-jet-like effect of the moving wall is illustrated in Figure 5-26. On the top side, favorable,
downstream moving wall effects delay flow separation, whereas on the bottota half adverse, upstream moving wall effects
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promote separation. This produces a positive Magnus lift. The so-called Magnus lift reversal occurs when a critical velocity
ratio Uw/U 0 0 is exceeded, the critical value being determined by the Reynolds number. In the subcritical case (Figure 5-26),
when the rotation rate exceeds pot the upstream moving wall effect on the bottom side causes transition to occur upstream of
the separation (changing it from thd subcritical toward the supercritical type), creating a sudden suction peak that generates
a negative Magnus lift.
Returning to Figure 5-25, and noticing that the moving wall effects are concentrated into the region near the flow stagnation
point64 where the boundary layer is thin, the moving wall effects for the translating circular cross section of the coning body
are as shown in Figure 5-27. The lateral motion of the cross section causes the flow separation to be delayed on the advancing
side and promoted on the retreating side, Thus, the motion produces a force that drives it until an equilibrium65coning rate
is reached, where the separation-induced driving moment is balanced-by the drag-generated damping moment.
The results63 in Figure 5-25, and similar data for other configurations, 29 demonstrate that the moving wall effect can
overpower the effect of nose microasymmetries, which in turn dominate over free-stream turbulence effects. This suggests
that if the subscale tests are performed at a Reynolds number that is (high enough to be) on the same side of the critical value
as the.full-scale Re, it may be possible to extrapolate, e.g., through analytic means, 66.6 7 to obtain the full-scale dynamic
charact.eristics. This will be discussed in Section 8.3.
Moving wall effects on boundary-layer transition can explain the anomalous subscale test results for the NACA-0012 airfoil
obtained by Carta. 68 Like Rainey 69 earlier, Carta failed to measure the negative damping in plunge that Liiva 70 observed
in his tests, performed at an order of magnitude higher Reynolds number. Figure 5-28 illustrates how plunging and pitching
airfoils will have opposite moving wall effects for increasing effective angles of attack, "/ooand a, respectively. Carta's hot
film response data 68 (Figure 5.29)1 show how the adverse, upstream moving wall effect i(t) promotes transition and causes
the plunging airfoil to have a longer run of attached turbulent flow prior to stall. As a result, the flow stays attached past
7.5% chord, whereas flow separation occurs forward of 5% chord on the pitching airfoil, which has a shorter run of turbulent
flow before stall due to the opposite, transition-delaying, moving wall effect. In addition to showing the opposite moving wall
effects for pitching and plunging oscillations, Figure 5-29 also demonstratto that the moving wall effect completely dominates
over the favorable flow-acceleration effect on the adverse pressure gradient upstream of flow separation (due to time history
effects), as this cfrect is the same for pitching and plunging oscillations. This dominance
of the moving wall effect is found
29
in numerous flow situations, both in two-dimensional and three-dimensional flow.
7
Similar plunging-induced moving wall effects on boundary-layer transition can generate negative damping, explaining l
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the transition-induced wing bending oscillations observed by Mabey et al. It is pointed out in Reference 73 that advanced
airfoils with flat-top prec-'ire distribution would be especially susceptible to transition-induced negative damping, and that
use of boundary-layer trippiog devices can sometimes aggravate this effect. The effect of this coupling between body motion
and boundary-layer transition is discussed at length in Reference 73 in regard to the problem of applying subseale test data
to full-scale flight.

Free-to-roll tests of a generic aircraft configuration 74 produced a wing-rock motion (Figure 5-30) that was more violent
than that observed earlier 75 for an 80' delta wing (Figure 5-31). In both cases asymmetric vortex shedding was observed.
However, instead of the direct effect of the lifted-off leading-edge vortex on the slender delta wing, 76,77 the wing surfaces
on the generic configuration are not directly involved in the asymmetry-switching process but only respond to the flow-field
78
changes generated by the forebody vortices.
In order to understand the asymmetry-switching process it is instructive to study the experimental results obtained for a
coning flat-faced circular cylinder 62 (Figure 5.32). Initially, flow asymmetry or minute surface irregularities set the laminar
flow separation asymmetry. The resulting coning motion reinforces the effects of the initial asymmetry, as the laminar flow
separation is delayed on the advancing side by a favorable, downstream moving-wall effect, resulting in positive coning velocity
and acceleration (tp and ,3 > 0). However, when i has increased beyond the critical value, the adverse, upstream moving.
wall effect on the retreating side will cause boundary-layer transition to occur forward of the flow separation, reversing the
se paration asymmetry (as in the case of the Magnus lift reversal in Figure 5.26) and the coning motion starts to decelerate
> 0, but 0 < 0). Eventually, this results in accelerated coning in the opposite direction ( , and ' < 0) The rotation
reversal moves transition back into the wake on the new advancing side, and asymmetric laminar separation is re-established.
Fmially, transition occurs on the retreating side, causing critical/subcritical flow separation, reversing the asymmetry and
decelerating the coning motion ( , < 0, , > 0). The process continually repeats itself, resulting .n a self-reversing coning
motion with characteristics similar to those shown in Figure 5-25.
74

A similar moving wall effect, generated by body spin, is responsible for the wing rock of the generic fighter configuration
(Figure 5-30). The cross flow over the pointed circular cylinder body was in the critical Re region,7 8 providing the following
scenario (Figure 5-33). At t = t1 the wing-body (removing the tail surfaces had little impact on the wing rock motion) is
rolling in response to some disturbance. The upstream moving-wall effect generated on the starboard side caase transition
to occur in the forebody cross flow ahead of separation, changing it from the suberitical towards the supercritical type in
the manner discussed earlier in connection with Figure 5-26. On the opposite side, the favorable downstream moving-wall
effect delays transition, reinforcing the subcritical nature of the separation. This description is somewhat over-simplified, as
it neglects the presence of the laminar separation bubble (see Section 8.2 for a more detailed description of the moving wall
effect at the critical flow condition). However, it accounts for the essential feature of the motion-induced effect on the flow
separation asymmetry.
t Note that Ifl/Voo = lol.
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Neglecting time lag effects, the vortex asymmetry sketched at t = t1 in Figure 5-33;would result. Due to time lag effects,
similar to those discussed in References 76 and 77 for slender wing rock, this vortex geometry (only the lower'vortex is shown
as only it will induce significant loads) is not realized until t = t2 = t, - At. At t - t3 , when the roll rate approaches
its maximum in the opposite direction, another forebody switch in separation asymmetry occurs. Because of the time lag
effect, 76,77 the vortex geometry at the (now nearly horizontal) wing has not changed, but is the same as at t = t2 = t1 + At,
in agreement with the observed flow-visualization results. 74 It is during this~time lag At that the vortex-induced rolling
moment drives the rolling motion, generating the observed wing rock.78
The much-faster amplitude build-up for the wing-body (Figure 5-30), as compared with that for the slender delta wing,
(Figure 5-31) can be explained as follows. In the case of the slender delta wing the driving rolling moment remains unchanged,
as it is determined by the loss of the lift due to the lifting off of the leading-edge vortex. 77 However, in the case of the wingbody, the separation extent, and thereby the vortex-induced lift and associated rolling moment, will increase from half-cycle
to half-cycle as the roll rate builds up. 78 That is, as the wing rock amplitude grows the driving rolling moment grows for the
wing-body, whereas it remains constant for the slender delta wing.
If the cross-flow conditions were laminar everywhere on the forebody, it may be deduced from Figure 5-26 that self-induced
wing rock would no longer be possible. That is, a certain roll rate is required, which is higher the lower the cross-flow Reynolds
number becomes, before a motion-induced switch of separation asymmetry can occur. If the Reynolds number is increased,
on the other hand, the critical cross-flow condition will occur somewhere on the slender nose, and self-induced wing rock
will still materialize. This presents a difficult problem for dynamic simulation in subscale tests. That this type of wing
rock can present a real problem was demonstrated recently for the X-29 aircraft. 79 It was shown how an installed wing rock
damper could eliminate the wing rock observed at 200 < a < 300, caused by the negative damping in plunge, 80 but could
not suppress the high-alpha wing rock just discussed, because the ailerons used to control the wing rock were ineffective at
these high angles of attack, a > 400 (Figure 5-34).
5.3.4 Summary
Support and wall interference will often have a eignificant influence on rotary-rig test results, as was demonstrated by
the results In Figures 5-12 and 7-67, respectively. The correction for such Interference effects is complicated by their mutual
coupling and coupling with Reynolds number and moving wall effects. Until systematic tests can be performed which could
make such correction posible, the prudent action is to minimize the inteference to the greatest extent possible and use flow
visualization or other complementary test techniques to obtain a thorough understanding of the viscous flow phenomena
involved. This would, in many cases, make It possible to extrapolate from subscale test data to predict full-scale vehicle
dynamics, as will be discussed in Section 8.3.
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5.5 NOMENCLATURE
b

wing span

b$

span of support arm, or rotor

c

speed of sound
mean aerodynamic chord

C.3

dynamic derivative with respect to reduced-rate parameter, 0 9(

Csk

static derivative with respect to k, -

Ct

rolling-moment coefficient, L/(Woo&), t = bor d

CL

lift coefficient, L/(4ooS)

Cm

pitching-moment coefficient, M/(ooSe), I = 6 or d
yawing-moment coefficient, N/(qooSt ) , £ = b or d

Cn
CN
Cp

normal-force coefficient, N/(qooS)
pressure coefficient, (p - po)/Iqo

Cy

side-force coefficient, Y/(jooS)

,

= t,M,n; k =a,a

,[

= t,m, n; 3 = q,a,a ( =

d)
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[

d
h

maximum body diameter
height of test section

t

generalized reference length

m, n

integers defining the order of the acoustic mode

MC

corrected Mach number

A10,

free-stream Mach number

p, q, r

body-axes angular velocities
dynamic pressure

Re, Red
9,distance

Reynolds number, Re = Uooa/voo; Red = Uood/voo
along vortex trail

S

reference area, effective wing area or 7rd2/4 for body alone

t
U00, Vw,

time
free-stream velocity

Od, ''I'

downstream and upstream mean convection velocities
lateral velocity

w

width of test section

x
Z

axial distance
vertical deflection, positive downwards

X7 , YT, Z7' tunnel-fixed reference system
a,13

angles of attack and sideslip

(at,

angle for onset of asymmetrical vortex shedding

0

Increment or amplitude
pitch angle

A

rotation about body z axis

V
o
T

kinematic viscosity
total angle of attack
nondimensional distance from slotted wall
azimuth
angle

1body
0coning

4/,

,'

bank angle

L

coning rate or circular frequency, where appropriate

47)
"Wr

reduced rate parameter, wt/(2Uw)
resonance frequency

Q

dimensionless coning rate, b/(2U.)

SubscriptsA

apex

C9

center of gravity or rotation center

$
V

sting
vortex

00

free-stream conditions

Superscripts:

()
(I)

differentiation with respect to time
aerodynamnie axes system

(*)

composite fixed-axis derivative

H

tilda, indicating time average value for oscillatory condition
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE CONCEPTS
6.0 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes three unconventional wind-tunnel techniques that might be used to obtain dynamic data. None of
the techniques has yet been demonstrated, but deserve to be mentioned because of the increased testing capability they offer
compared to conventional rotary-balance techniques.
6.1 ORBITAL MOTION
6.1.1 Background
1

The increasing recognition of the importance of nonplanar motion in vehicle dynamics under separated flow conditions -3
recently led to the conception of the principle of orbital characteristic inotions.4 - 6 The concept can be implemented in an
apparatus for captive-model dynamic testing in wind tunnels. The system would be capable of simulating a wide range of
oscillatory motion conditions6 while making possible the determination of dynamic stability parameters. 5
In the initial design the emphasis was on the measurement of a complete set of dynamic derivatives such as specified in
the basic aerodynamic formulation due to Tobak and Schiff,7 using the set of "fixed-plane" motions,5 and on the validation
of that mathematical model. It was considered a major advantage if this could be aclueved by means of a single apparatus.
Mechanical details of the apparatus were presented in Reference 4. Subsequently, however, with the emergence of advanced
data reduction systems for the extraction of locally-linear 8 or nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics, 9 it was considered
more appropriate that the orbital apparatus be designed and optimized to generate arbitrary, two-degice-of-frecdom (DOF)
motions, of either large or small amplitudes. This change in design philosophy, resulting from the greatly expanded range of
possible functions of the device, brought about a postponement of the implementation phase, at least until a clearer picture
could be formed of the simulation requirements of nonplanar, post-stall maneuver studies.
Notwithstanding the question of optimization, the basic features of the apparatus have been established, two independent
DOFs, harmonic motions of different frequencies or phase relationships, arbitrary angles of attack and large amplitudes
and, possibly, minimal aerodynamic interference. This section summarizes the underlying kinematical relationships and data
acquisition approaches, while the design optimization of kinematical requirements and for interference alleviation will be
discussed in Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Geometrical Arrangement
The basic geometrical arrangement of an orbital apparatus appears in Figure 6-1. There are two nonintersecting axes
providing continuous rotations 'I and I, which may be mutually inclined through a tilt angle A, and two additional, pivotal
axes. The latter provide for the inclination
of the complete motion relative to the free-stream flow direction and of the
model relative to the 41axis, through the angle r. The ,, and P axes are respectively referred to as the orbital and sting axes.
In the layout proposed earlier, the model and balance are mounted on a shaft, denoted the countershaft, rotating within the
sting, which in turn rotates about the orbital axis. When the objective is the determination of stability derivatives the model
center of mass should lie on the sting axis. Linear adjustnents of the tilt axis and the radius of the orbital motion, ro, are
made in the plane of a rotating platform shown in Figure 6-1.

e

Two families of motions are obtained, depending on whether the orbital axis is horizontal (e = 0) or inclined (E > 0), and
the number of DOFs depends on the relationship between the two rotations. The angular adjustments required to generate
some of the basic orbital characteristic motions are summarized in Table 6-1.
6.1.3 I-DOF Motion Relationships
In its simplest form, obtained when one of the axes is locked, ' = 0, or ' = 0, the orbital concept yields lunar coning
(0 = 0, A 6 0 or r >> 0), continuous rolling (A = r = r0 = 0) or oscillatory comnieg (E > 0 and r >> 0 or A # 0).
Expressions for the angular velocities and rates in these three modes are well known4 ,8 and will not be repeated here.
Figure 6-2 illustrates the orbital motion parameters corresponding to aii aircraft spin at nonzero spin radius (0 - 0).
In the next level of complexity of characteristic motions, oscillatory motions are forced in two coupled DOFs (i.e., one
independent DOF) to yield fixed-plane orbital motions. The term "fixed-plane" denotes motions such that a transverse axis
of the model is constrained to move in a plane at fixed orientation with respect to inertial space. Fr constant model attitude,
a pure translational motion is obtained as in Figure 6-3(a) and if the model axis is tilted into the relative wind vector, a
pure rotational motion results since a = = 0 (Figure 6-3(b)). In terms of the orbital parameters, the fixed-plane constraint
is 'P= -4, with translational and rotational motions attained when A = 0 and A = -o, respectively, where a is the hehx
angle of the motion
ar wro/AV00 cos 0)
(l)

t

1(
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Table 6-1 Basic Modes of Operation

Mode

Orbital
axis

Fixed-plane
translation

Horizontal

Objective
Dynamnic
derivative

measurement

Non-zero
adjustments

0-40

Horizontal

0-120

Continuous
rotations

ro, r', 4oo

0-120

Inclined

Fixed-planc
rotation

Vehicle
motion
simulation

Typical
Typical
as or j3 amplitude,
ranige, deg
deg
:12.5

ro, (, 00
ro, A, F',oo

*2.5
Inclined

0-40

ro0 ,A,S 00

Lunar
coning

Horizontal

0-120

A,r, 00

Rolling

Inclined

0-40

E

Oscillatory
coning
Spinning

Inclined

_

40

0, A,r, oo

25

ro, 8, A,IP,00

;U

0 or

('I'

const)

0-120
Horizontal or
inclined

Fixed-plane coning/
precesion

r, A,0o

%P= -PI

Tile reference systerms are depicted in Figure 6--I, with sequcew of iot.tti,ls for (a) inclined and (b) horizontal orbital
axes The parametric relationships between the motion variables are lpresent.4(l in Tahble 6-2. Thle aer'dynmic angles of
attack and sideblip are obtained from expressions (lerived15 for their fixed-plano counterp~arts. Then
J= sill-I sin 4sin 0)

(2)

a = tan-'(tall 6cos)
lin time fixed-plane modes, 0 = 00 Explicit relationships therefore exist for the motion variab'es in terms of the orbitql angle
'1b,demionstrating that all of thle oscillations are either pure or eflecltively-piire slinsolds (i.e., the linpurihies are small 5). The
dyiiaiiic derivatives identified in Table 6-2 constitute a complete set as prescribed by a mathematical model analgOtis to the
Tobak-Schiti forimlation applicable when thle dependence Onlthle "iotion rates is linear aiid] the swerving is smialll.Note that
thle derivatives determined are not comiposites as iii fixed-axis oscillatory experiments (e-g. C, + 0,%) hut pure derivatives
such as Cm or Cm,
Tabile 6-2 Dyiiamic Stability Derivative Matrix
Parameter4
Mode
'Iraialatioii
Hlorizontal
fIchlne
Rotation
Horizontal
Inclined

6

r

A

BI

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
-Asin2A

0

-B sinl',

-A

Bcob I

0
0

0
11

A

2Sce

Conling
'it = -w~inm,

qJ

0

M;",C

P Sill

Derivative,
I Y, Z.,, n

c

'a'

P Cos 0

B = Alcos-1; A=Il+2 Qcos 4,'sin 0; H = o cos F, P

CIA
w n I,

6.1.4 2-DOF Motion Relationships&
An intrirnsic propertyof the orbital motion geometry defined in Figure C-1 is its two independent DOFs: Whien the sting
aixis is driven at a rate q,' independently of the orbital rate 4,' the resulting motions comprise two superimposed components
which may have different frequencies and asnplittdes. Such motions are epicychic and may, therefore, be described by two
fixed-amplitude vectors rotating in the i, 3 plane as shown in Figure 6-5
i+ i&s

KI 00 + K 2 e2t

(3)

KI and K2 are the complex vector ampitudes and 01o the angular rates. The complex plane is analogous to that used
to describe the free-flight inotioa of missiles 10 and the angles ~3ddesc~ibe the orientatiomn of the aircraft longitudinal axis in
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the nonrolling frame of reference. To extend the analogy to high angles of attack, this is interpreted as the projection of the
motion on the two-dimensional surface of a unit sphere.
Since the motion is symmetrical with respect to the orbital axis and ibm is small, it may be assumed that the phase angle
between the nonrolling and fixed-plane systems is effectively zero so that the motion can be expressed in the latter system.1
Then
C = 5 and, writing KI = BI + iAl and K 2 = B 2 + iA2 , Equation (3) yields
= Al cos lt + BI sin~lt + A2 cos 2t + B2 sin
= BI coslt - Al sin lt + B2 cos 2t - A 2 sin

2t

(4)
(,4

The modified Euler angle of roll, 4,m, is a function of the rotations 4'and P and the aerodynamic angles of attack and sideslip
a and P are related to their fixed-plane counterparts through Equation (2). Therefore, as before, it is possible to derive
explicit relationships for the motion parameters in terms of the rotations 0, 4,, A,41,r, o and rates 4', 4'.
In general, the nutational vector K1 will describe pitching and yawing oscillation and the precessional vector K2, a coning
motion, depending on the roll rate. When ro = 0 and p = -! the motion obtained is the fixed-plane coning mode, which is
a combination of a pitching and yawing oscillation with steady coning at the same frequency, 5 and when K1 = 0 and p = 2,
lunar coning is obtained. For oscillatory coning, 1 = 0 and KI describes the angle of repose (Figure 6-5). When ro # 0 the
motion becomes tricyclic.
l+ iS = KgcI 't + K2e' &t + Kactvt
(5)
The notion of measuring aerodynamic reactions in captive epicyclic motions opens up a whole new field of possibilities.
Characteristic motions similar to those specified in the Tobak-Schiff model applicable when the dependence on coning rate
is nonlinear 7 are depicted in Figure 6-6. The orbital mode, comprising a coning motion superimposed on circular pitching
and yawing at a different angular rate yields small-amplitude a and #lperturbations about large fixed mean values of a and
3 in rotary flow.
In the general case, this 2-DOF composite motion could be made representative of an oscillatory spin condition, i.e.,
spinning about an oscillating velocity vector. Here all of the parameters e, A,r', '0, ro, and 4', 'P are nonzero and 141
Y.IT1.
The number of characteristic motions/flight modes which may be generated is extensive; the various categories of motions
are summarized in Figure 6-7. The captive epicyclic modes are all pure and not subject to ay frequency or amplitude
restrictions. The effects of deflections of the support system under inertial and aeredynamic loads can be eliminated for
practical purposes, as will be shown in Section 6.2.
The capability of generating composite motions which can be decomposed into basic
5 characteristic motions provides
opportunities for validating mathematical models that utilize the superposition principle.
6.1.5 Data Acquisition and Reduction
6.1.5.1 Linear Analysis
In the degenerate I-DOF modes, coning and rolling, standard techniques applicable to rotary-balance testing are used.
In the fixed-plane rotation modes, a and 6 are constant and the only variables are q and r (see Table 6-2); hence, the
measured balance signals are due to dynamic reactions superimposed on the inertial and gravitational contributions. When
the objective is the determination of the corresponding derivatives, the following tare procedure may be used: The model
is orbited at the prescribed frequency, but in the absence of flow. Therefore, the measured reactions are purely inertial
and gravitational and equal to their counterparts in the dynamic test. A vectorial subtraction of the quantities obtained in
the two cases yields the dynamic deflection vectors, which may be separated as they are in phase quadrature, to yield the
dynamic derivatives Cm, and C,,,.
It is necessary to know the functional nature of the motions in the secondary DOFs a priad if the effects submerged in
the corresponding signals are to be extracted. The primary motions are effectively sinusoidal at all amplitudes considered so
that the responses in the secondary DOFs must also be sinusoidal. This does not involve any assumption of linearity since
the form of the signals is given by their relationships to the reference signal, which may be generated by means of a position
encoder.
6.1.5.2 Quasi-Linear Analysis
With the exception of the pure rotation mode discussed above, and lunar coning, all orbital modes are subject to the
complication of a primary motion forced in two DOFs instead of one. Hence, the static deflection vectors due to the '
and 0 slopes are overlayed with the j and 4 reactions, respectively, and, therefore, indistinguishable in a single test using
cross-correlation techniques. This is also true of the simpler, oscillatory coning mode.
In principle, these static components can be extracted in a rather complicated tare procedure and the dynamic components
subsequently separated as they are in phase quadrature. However, any procedure involving a number of vector operations is
not likely to yield accurate results in the presence of significant noise levels. A more reliable approach is the data reduction
method presented i Reference 8 for the analysis of oscillatory-coning test data.
Using narrow angular windows at the parametric nodes, the effects due to the parameters in quadrature can be separated.
For instance, in the pure translational mode (see Table 6-2), data are recordoxl when &
=
with j = 0, 3 = 60 and
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a = so (and similarly for fmax). Since the dynamic reactions are in quadrature, the derivatives are obtained from a single
test.
For more complex motions such as fixed-plane coning and epicyclic motions more than one motion parameter experiences
a node wfithin a given window. Hence, an additional test is required to uncouple the dynamic reactions if two parameters are
involed, where the relationship between the parameters differs in the two tests. Naturally, this follows when the one test is
subset of the other, as in the example of lunar vs asymmetrical coning, 8 and in all orbital modes that are composites of
simpler motions.
6.1.5.3 Nonlinear Analysis
Since nonplanar aerodynamic characteristics are intrinsically nonlinear, it is more correct to obtain these data by nonlinear
analysis, even at angles of attack below stall. A nonlinear data reduction technique under development 9 utilizes the fact that
nonlinear aerodynamic loads contain many frequencies harinomcally related to the causative motion to reconstruct those
loads. The only requirement is that the motion must be periodic. Instantaneous values of the aerodynamic reactions are
measured throughout the motion cycle at the corresponding values of the position, velocity and rate and are displayed in an
n + 1 dimensional load-position-velocity-rate space, where n is the number of inch motion paraineters and their derivatives.
For the oscillatory flight modes simulated on the orbital apparatus, the nonlinear analysis will, therefore, yield the history
of the nonlinear loads recorded along the orbital path after periodic flow behavior nas developed.
Specific motion conditions occurring in a 6-DOF maneuvering flight simulation could be reproduced on tile
orbital
apparatus. The required combinations of attitudes, rates and accelerations would be achieved at particular points on the
motion cycle and would be known (Equations (2), (,4) and (5), and Table 6-2). Of course, this neglects any distant-past
time-history dependence. To satisfy the requirement of periodicity, the nutational rate must be an exact multiple of the
preceasonal rate. Thus, although the testing technique allows for completely arbitrary, independent frequencies, the data
reduction requirement of periodicity does introduce a constraint. However, this is not restrictive when the difference between
the rates is large.
The potential capability for obtaining the dynamic loading histories for complex 2-DOF motions and their components
could facilitate the validation of aerodynamic force models and unsteady numerical flow computations.
6.1.6 Synopsis
1.A summary of the kinematical relationships following from the orbital motion concept was given and the approaches to
the determination of aerodynamic parameters from the different characteristic motions were outlined.
2. Using a single apparatus, it is possible, in principle, to determine a complete set of dynamic stability derivatives, or
alternatively, to extract the nonlinear load variations for periodic, 2-DOF motions.
3. The orbital motion concept is well-suited to the validation of aircraft mathematical models and unsteady CFD codes.
4. Several families of epicyclic motions and simpler modes, including the fixed-plane modes and various coning modes can
be generated. The application of the orbital motion principle to the simulation of specific flight dynamic instabilities such
as an oscillatory spin is feasible.
6.2 ORBITAL-PLATFORM CONCEPT
6.2.1 Background
A radically different approach to rotary-balance testing has been proposed 12The orbital platform concept was spawned
by the desire to fulfill the needs for reduced aerodynanic interference and vibration and for a nonplanar testing capability
Aerodynamic interference generated by a rotating support strut has to be accounted for in conventional rotary tests (bee
Section 5.1), particularly in high-spex wind-tunnel facilities where the interference may include Unsteady wall cffects (We
Section 5.2). The conceptual orbital apparatus described in Section 6.1 lends itself to the simulation of nonplanar motions
which can be described by a coning vector superimposed on a nutational vector. It was desirable to extend the concept to
the inverse situation as described by various authors, where an oscillatory7.1,3 or nutational 6 motion is superinposed on tile
coning mode.
The dynamic testing apparatus concept that resulted is characterized by all
annular orbital platform on which the model
support sting and secondary drive systems are mounted and is, therefore, referred to as the "orbital-platform epicychc coing"
(OPLEC) system. Although offering possibilities for two-degree-of-freedom (DOF) testing, the system is primarily a coning
device with unusually low interference levels and high rigidity.
? 2 The Annular Orbital Platform

A clue to the way in which the rotary experiment can be restructured is offered by the orbital motion scheme depicted
in Figure 6-8. This is a simplification of the general arrangement (Figure 6-1) obtained when the orbital axis is horizontal.
If -he orbital platform is taken to be a cylindrical surface aligned with the axis, the sting may be directed inwards with the
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model located oni the axis of rotation at a finite pitch angle. An arrangement is obtained where the annular platform could
be flush with the walls as in a vertical open-jet tunnel, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. Since most of the support hardware is
outside the flow, the aerodynamic interference should be very low.
Circuiar test sections are something of a rarity and it was considered desirable to initially adapt the concept to test
sections of arbitrary shape and, in particular, to a modified rectangular section. This requirement of universality resulted
in the notion of a cylindrical installation housing the annular platform assembly, that would be mounted inside the working
section.
6.2.3 Mechanical Design
The OPLEC mechanical layout is illustrated schematically in Figures 6-10 and 611. A variation of the concept appears in
Figure 6-12. The test facility comprises a cylindrical test-section insert of circular cross section, carrying a rotating annular
platform and support system. The unit is mounted on a vertical support strut between the floor and roof of the wind-tunnel
working section (Figure 6-10). The tubular section is also anchored to the rectangular walls by means of a number of tension
cables. The main drive system consists of a stepping motor mounted on the roof of the tunnel working section and a drive
shaft within the strut. The drive pinion engages a webless bevel gear at the downstream end of the annular platform as
shown in Figure 6-11. The downstream portion of this roitrug section is covered by a stationary tubular section which
makes up the aft circular test-section wall. The exposed potion of the rotating cylinder is denoted the "orbital platform,"
upon which the model support and secondary drive mechanism are mounted. The leading edge and forward test-section
wall of the device is a stationary splitter-plate/fairing designed to provide parallel flow within the test section. The rotating
cylinder runs on a set of three ball bearings mounted in an outer cylindrical casing which is integral with the main strut.
Gas bearings have several advantages, including higher speeds and lower noise, but are not strictly necessary here.
The model is sting-mounted and a flange at the end of the sting is bolted directly to the orbital platform. Additional
lateral location is provided by two lateral telescopic struts attached to stub shafts that are integral with the sting. An
angle-of-attack change is accomplished by using one of a set of sting support struts, each corresponding to a particular pitch
angle and a fixed reference center, while the lateral telescopic struts are extended and clamped at the appropriate attitudes
and lengths required to complete the triangulation.
Complex, 2.DOF motions may be generated by means of a secondary-drive, stepping motor located within a housing
integral with the sting end connected to the balance by a countershaft rotating within the sting (Figure 6.11). Thus,
epicyclic motions are obtained by rotating the model around the sting axis, while coning with oscillatory perturbations can
be produced by a conventional, inexorably-driven oscillatory mechanism bolted to the orbital platform.
The loads on the model are sensed by a five-component dynamic balance. The balance signals are transmitted by FM
telemetry over the gaps between the rotating and stationary components. An external pulse source and control unit are
located outside the tunnel working section. Further details of the electrical system are given in Reference 12.
When the orbital platform and annular support housing are inverted, the interior becomes a stationary circular duct and
the orbital platform rides on its external surface, as in Figure 6-12, again using air or ball bearings. This is similar to the
concept for a vertical tunnel (Figure 6-9). Externally-mounted struts are required, while the model is mounted forward of
the leading edge of the splitter-fairing. Flow disturbances inside the duct are effectively eliminated if the orbital platform is
located a short distance downstream of the leading edge and the struts are swept forward as shown. The model scale may
be larger in relation to the orbital platform but the latter might have to be reduced in diameter to keep the blockage area
within acceptable limits. There is some increase in mechanical complexity associated with the bent lateral telescopic struts,
and the external configuration becomes impracticable at pitch angles below about 30' when a secondary drive motor is to
be used (Figure 6-12).
6.2.4 Analysis of the Design
6.2.4.1 Vibration
Perhaps the most obvious advantage of the OPLEC device is the high rigidity of the model support. The conventional
rotary-balance support may be thought of as a cantilever beam comprising three elements and the OPLEC support as a truss
with a short cantilever extension. Since the effective length of the OPLEC cantilever is no more than 1/3 of its counterpart
in the conventional system, the model support will be an order of magnitude stiffer in the former case. The external orbital
platform configuration %ill be somewhat less stiff, but, nevertheless, far more rigid than the conventional system.
The OPLEC system provides for dynamic balance masses to be mounted in an annular enclosure adjacent to the orbital
platform (see Figure 6.11). As illustrated schematically in Figure 6.13, the correct placement of a static counterweight
and three dynamic balance masses would eliminate the cross products of inertia. In principle, a perfect dynamic balance
can be achieved, but even approximate balancing of the secondary moments would be valuable as this is impossible in the
conventional rotary-balance configuration.
6.2.4.2 Aerodynamic Interference
Support interference due to the curved strut and its wake is absent in the OPLEC configurations. The model burstvortex wake is completely separate from that shed behind the sting and lateral struts at high o, particularly in the external
orbital-platform configuration (Figure 6.12), while even at low incidence the cross section of the support structure is smaller
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than in the conventional setup (Figure 6-11). Sting interference is steady in relation to the model, except in the oscillatory
perturbation mode, where the model moves relative to the sting.
The moving wall effect produced by the rotating platform in the internal orbital-platform apparatus can be reduced by the
use of a stationary cover over the aft portion and is not expected to be significant. The interaction of the vortex wake of the
sting and model with the circular wall andthe moving internal orbital platform, if pre3ent, results in a constant deflection of
the wake trail (Figure 6-14). Moreover, unlike the conventional apparatus (see Figure 5-17) flow separation on the circular
walls will be steady in relation to the rotating model. Both sources of unsteady wall interference, therefore, reduce13to a fixed
angle-of-attack change near the walls, which may be corrected for following the procedure used in propeller tests.
The internal orbital-platform apparatus is well-suited to the investigation of support interference in conventional rotarybalance tests. Since there are both rotating and stationary sections of the circular test section, replicas of the rotating arm
and the support strut can be respectively mounted on the orbital platform and on the aft circular section as shown in Figure
6-15, to simulate the effect of the support in a rotary-balance test. The incremental aerodynamic loads due to the presence
of the rotating curved strut can then be determined directly. Since the test section is circular no unsteady wall interference
will be present, and given the low base interference of th.e OPLEC strut system, the interference due to the dummy struts
will be approximately equivalent to the differpnce between the loads measured with and without the dummy struts.
6.2.5 Characteristic Motions
The various characteristic motions which can be generated by the OPLEC syrtem fall into two main categories, epicyclic
and nonplanar oscillatory motions. The degenerate epicyclic modes include lunar coning, oscillatory coning and continuous
rolling. The 2-DOF epicylie motions and I-DOF oscillatory modes, or fixed-plane orbital motions, were analyzed in
Section ' and elsewhere, 5 3 while the 2-DOF composite modes have been discussed in Reference 12.
6.2.5.1 Eplcyclic Motion
In analyzing the epicyclic modes it Is convenient to use Euler angles with the coning axis aligned with the wind as shown
in Figure 6-16. The rotations about the coning and sting axes are, In general, Independent. Then the aerodynamic angles
a and Piare obtained directly from the body.axes velocity components and, when the model longitudinal axis is along the
sting axis, the angular rates are

r[ 1r
. inftOsi
= |sinocoo
LPJ Cos

0 cos41ri
0 -i
0
1

O
0

(1)

The kinematical relationships were analyzed in Reference 12.
Epicyclic motion may be described by rot..ing vectors in the complex plane (Figure 6-5)

I +ii

KI e''

+ K2el2t

(2)

As with the conceptual orbital apparatus, the complex vectors KI and K2 describe arbitrary ep jelic motion but, in this
case, their order is reversed, In the geometry of Figure -16 the nutational vector is superimposed on the steady coning
motion. A suitable choice of the amplitudes and frequencies could yield a motion representative of an oscillatory spin of
a fighter aircraft. However, it is possible that the geometry of Figure 6-8 would provide the closest analogue of this flight
mode. Of course, when K 2 = 0, pure coning is obtained.
6.2.5.2 Nonplanar Oscillatory Motion
The fixed-plane motions have been analyzed in detail (see Section 6.1) and the kinematical relationships are summarized
in Table 6-2. These modes have two coupled DOFs and may be thought of as degenerate modes of epicyclic motion.
The determination of dynamic derivati, . under conditions of rotational motion becomes feasible by virtue of the high
rigidity of the OPLEC system. Arbitrary small-amplitude planar oscillatory perturbations of the coning motion are possible
but it should be noted that the requirement of periodicity has to be satisfied if aerodynamic parameters are to be extracted
directly. Data reduction requirements were discussed in Section 6.1.5.
Characteristic motions specified in the Tobak-Schiff7 mathematical model applicable when the dependence on coning
rate is nonlinear and the swerving is small can be generated exactly. For harmonic motion the angular velocity in the
pitcl-oscillation-coning mode (Figure 9-32), as obtained from Equation (1), is

p

=

sos

CosO

0O -sino
0

1

0

II

-

0

(3)

osintj

and, in roll-oscillation coning,

[qp]= [sinOcos
L os

0 -sin$ 0I0 sinLt
1
0
L 0

The angular velocities in the yaw-oscillation-coning mode (Figure 9-33) are obtained in a similar fashion.

(4)
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The rate of change of a and ,8 due to the rotational motion are given by
S=q- (pcosa + r sina) tan/3

(5)

/3= psina - rcoso5
The combination of the basic coning mode with the two oscillatory modes given by Equations (3) and (4) represent a
complete set of characteristic motions in the aerodynamic axes system (Figure 9-32) and similarly for the body axes system
(Figure 9-33). When = 0, the conventional, planar oscillatory motions are, of course, obtained.
6.2.5.3 Characteristic Motion Vectors
It was recently suggested that the applicability of the nonplanar mathematical model due to Tobak and Schiff7 may
1 4 be
extended at post-stall conditions if the oscillatory derivatives are replaced by directional, rate-dependent derivatives.
Since the aerodynamic characteristics are directional, they should be represented in vectorial form. In Figure 6-17 the
motion vectors, AX, Aj, A6 and A are displayed on the two-dimensional surface of a unit sphere using spherical mapping. 15
The directional rate-dependent parameters are then defined as

Ck = ¢ [o(t),/(t), k

k K,,."

where I = X, 1' Z, , mt,
n. A and 0 are the vector yaw and pitch rates in body axes, 7 and the vector pitch and roll rates
in aerodynamic axes and 0 is the vector coning rate. The OPLEC concept lends itself to the measurement of directional,
rate-dependent reactions. The required continuous characteristic motions can be generated as outlined in Section 6,2.5.1,
while data reduction could be accomplished by means of the locally-linear extraction technique described in Section 6,1.5.2.
The aerodynamic reactions associated with Equations (6) may be combined vectorially in a 6-DOF flight simulation.
6.2.6 Synopsis
1. The orbital platform, or OPLEC, system is a radically different rotary-balance design which eliminates the need for bulky
rotating support hardware, The apparatus, which can be configured with either internal or external orbital-platform
layouts, is inherently most rigid and vibration levels can be kept very low through dynamic balancing.
2. Aerodynamic support Interference is very low in both OPLEC configurations. Unsteady wall interference is absent in the
internal-platform configuration and could be negligible in the external arrangement.
3. The levels of support interference in conventional rotary-balance tests may be assessed in experiments involving
representative "dummy" installations in the OPLEC test section.
4. The OPLEC system could be used to generate 2-DOF characteristic motions required In nonlinear mathematical models
of aircraft dynamics, and is well-suited to the validation of these models.
5. A wide range of periodic motions associated with flight instabilities can be simulated, including arbitrary epicyclic and
oscillatory coning perturbations.
6. Directional, rate-dependent parameters required in 6-DOF simulations of maneuvering flight could be extracted from the
appropriate OPLEC characteristic motion6.3 MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
The application of magnetic suspension technology to rotary-balance testing is discussed in this section. The practical
problems associated with generating continuous rotary motions while measuring the forces and moments acting on the model
are discussed. In addition, the possibility of generating more complex motions is considered.
Magnetically supporting the model in the wind tunnel can overcome some of the problems with mechanical rotary-balance
techniques. The major advantage of the magnetic suspension and balance system (MSBS) for rotary-balance testing is the
total absence of support interference and related mechanical problems.
Researchers at ONERA were the first to use magnetic suspension and balance systems for aerodynanue testing Tourner
and Laurenceau reported their initial test results in 1957.16 There have been at least 17 MSBSs built since the nid 1950s.
They range in size from about 5 x 5 cm to 40 x 60 cm and have been used for aerodynamnic experiments at speeds from
near zero to hypersonic speeds. The uses of these systems range from very simple drag measurements and wake studies to
dynamic stability and Magnus studies The papers cited in Reference 17 give details of these systems and their development
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Whether used for rotary-balance testing or for more conventional testing, an MSBS solves the problem of support
interference and offers other advantages. However, existing MSBSs have some severe limitations and problems of their
own; both the promise and problems of the MSBS for rotary-balance testing are examined in this section.
6.3.1 Basic Principles
6.3.1.1 Open.Loop System
Figure 6-18 illustrates the principle of magnetic suspension. The sketch shows a single-degree-of-freedom open-loop system.
The two basic elements of the system arc the electromagnetic coil and a magnetic body. A third element, not shown, is the
power supply for the coil.
The magnetic body can be a permanent magnet, a piece of soft iron magnetized by the coil, or a superconducting
electromagnet. In practice, the magnetic body can be anything with a sufficiently strong magnetic moment. The sketch on
the left shows the axis of the coil and the magnetic body both in the vertical plane with gravity acting downward. The coil
carries constant current in this open-loop magnetic suspension system.
The sketch on the right shows the magnetic force on the body as a function of its distance from the coil. At X = xo the
magnetic force of attraction exactly equals the weight of the body. When the body is moved away from the coil the magnetic
force decreases; toward the coil the force increases. Thus, x0 is a position of unstable equilibrium and no stable suspension
is possible.
6.3.1.2 Closed-Loop System
Figure 6-19 shows a single-degree-of-freedom closed-loop system comprising the same two basic elements; the electromagnetic coil and the magnetic body. However, additional elements in the system are required to close the control loop. These
are the model position sensor and a feedback controller. Also, the simple constant-current power supply is replaced with a
power amplifier.
The model position information is fed to the controller. The controller estimates the velocity from the position data.
Position and velocity, with suitable gain adjustments, piovide command signals for the power amplifier. When adjusted
properly, the power amplifier sends just the right current to the coil for stable equilibrium.
As before, the sketch on the right shows the magnetic force acting on the body as a function of distance. One obvious
difference between this and the open-loop system is in the slope of the force-distance curve, Again, at x = xO, the magnetic
force of attraction exactly equals the weight of the magnetic body. A small movement of the magnetic body away from the
coil causes the magnetic force to increase, returning the body to the equilibrium position, Moving the body nearer the coil
causes the magnetic force . decrease. Now zo is a position of stable equilibrium and stable suspension is possible.
When adjusted properly, the current in the coil has a steady dc level with a small control riplo superimposed. Holmes
developed the first such stable closed-loop system over 50 years ago at the University of Virginia. 8
This single-degree-of-freedom closed-loop magnetic suspension system ionns the basis for an MSBS for a wind tunnel. In
practice, the number of degrees of freedom (actually, degrees of control) can range from one to six. Electromagnets, usually
acting in pairs, apply magnetic forces or moments to the model.
6.3.2 Generating the Model Motion
The two main requirements of an MSBS for rotary-balance testing are:
Generating the Model Motion
Extracting the Aerodynamic Data
Figure 6-20 shows a schematic of the required model motion for rotary testing. The model has a spin radius R, an angle
of attack a and a roll rate fl. A mechanical rotary-balance rig typically rolls the model at about 5 revolutions per second
and the MSBS has to duplicate the corresponding reduced rate.
A robust scheme of roll control is essential if the MSBS is to be used for rotary-balance testing. Unfortunately, one
difficulty with MSBSs has been achieving active roll control. Researchers at both MIT and the University of Southampton
have deve!oped roll control schemes. For example, Goodyer and his colleagues at Southampton have achieved active roll
control by using spanwise magnets. 19 These schemes have a limited roll angle range with singularities at 45 . Goodyer has
proposed, but not demonstrated, a magnet design for full 3600 roll angle control.
There is an important secondary advantage to using the MSBS for otary-balance testing, namely, the possibility of
Independent control over all the degrees of freedom of the model. Because of this, it should be possble to superimpose
arbitrary small-amplitude oscillations on the spinning model. Ths could make it possible to evaluate dynamic derivatives for
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small disturbances under spinning conditions. To generate complex motions such as pitch/heave oscillations superimposed
on the rotary motion, a 5 to 10 Hz bandwidth is required in the pitch/heave degree of freedom. However, the immediate
problem is to generate the continuous single-degree-of-freedom rotary motion.
6.3.3 Design Studies for Large MSBS
To be of practical value, any MSBS used for rotary-balance testing must be used with a large wind tunnel. A minimum
desirable size is perhaps a 2.4-ni test section. This size is somewhat arbitrary. However, model details become hard to scale
properly in tunnels much smaller.
Existing MSBSs are small. The largest is a 40 x 60 cm system in the USSR used with a subsonic tunnel. The next largest
is the 0.33 m (13") system built by AEDC in the mid 1960s and now used at NASA-Langley. Increasing the size of the MSBS
to work with a large tunnel has been difficult. In the mid 1960s Parker showed that the weight and power of a system using
normal copper coils quickly get too large to be practical.20 The practical upper limit for a normal copper coil MSBS is about
2 feet in diameter.
Building a large MSBS is now easier because of recent advances in several -reas of technology. These advances include
developing ac superconductors, better magnetic materials and better power sup 'lies. They also include developing improved
position and motion sensors and digital computers. Taken together, these adi inces in technology improve the chances for
building a large MSBS capable of aerodynamic testing free of support interference.
NASA-Langley has funded two studies aimed at designing an MSBS to use with a large transonic tunnel. (A large tunnel
in this context means a test section larger than 2 meters.)
In 1981 the General Electric Company (GE) studied the feasibility of building an MSBS for a large wind tunnel. One
of the options considered was a 2.4 m transonic wind tunnel. A requirement of the GE study was to use superconducting
coils and off-the-shelf components.2 1 The model size and model loads used in the study were based on a highly-maneuverable
fighter design. This class of aircraft presented a difficult deslgn problem for an MNSBS because of restricted Internal volume
and high aerodynamic load. The model angular displacements and loads for the design study were
-300 in pitch,
±-10' in yaw and
1-20* in roll.

9790 N (2200 lb) lift,
4180 N (940 lb) drag and
1380 N (310 lb) side force.

In 1984-85 NASA funded a follow-on design study by Madison Magnetics Incorporated (MM) using the same displacements
22 23
and loads used for the GE study, lowever, MN! were able to use recently developed technology in their (esign.
One recommendation from the GE study was to use a superconducting core in the model. Working under a NASA grant,
researchers at Southampton had developed the superconducting model core in 1982.24 This became one of the main new
features of the MM design, For large models, using a superconducting core Increases the magnetic moment of the model over
that available from iron or permanent magnet cores. This allows the external coils to be proportionally smaller for a given
system performance.
Both the GE and the MM studies confirm the feasibility of building a large MSBS using existing technology. However,
both studies limited the range of roll angles to 1-120. This is an important limitation when considering the use of an MNSBS
for rotary-balance testing.
Both studies also concluded that it would take very high power levels to force continuous 5-10 lHzmodel motion
simultaneously in multiple degrees of freelom. Losses in the superconducting coils would cause rapid and perhaps
unacceptable boil-off of liquid helium.
One possible way around this problem is to avoid continuous dynamic operation of the MSBS. For example, I or 2 seconds
of rotary testing at each test condition should be enough to get accurate aerodynamic data. This intermittent mode of
dynamic operation would reduce the total boil-off of liquid helium. However, it would not reduce the high instantaneous
power requirement during the 1 or 2 seconds of dynamic testing. Here again, suitable operating procedures might overcome
the problem. For example, the liquid helium could be sub-cooled before the dynamic testing. Tis would give the liquid
added heat capacity and eliminate any instantaneous boil-vff.
The success of any large MSBS is absolutely dependent on the use of superconducting coils. This is an area where the
development of liquid-nitrogen-temperature or room-temperature superconductors would obviously provide welcome relief.
6.3.4 Model Position Sensing
Closely tied to model attitude control is the requirement to sense the model attitude. Until now, model attitude sensing
has been accomplished by using optical or electromagnetic techniques. Typically, the optical techniques are limited to 10' of
rotation. Extension of the optical techniques to work with the continuous motions required for rotary-balance testing may
be a difficult problem.
The electromagnetic position system (EPS) developed at MIT offers more promise for extension to larger scale. The
system built at MIT has a range of about ±-40'. However, no one has yet built and demonstrated a large EPS.
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Work is under way in the Instrument Research Division at NASA-Langley to develop a reliable infrared telemetry link
from the model. If successful, this link will permit the use of strap-down inertial sensors, like the laser rate gyro, and
accelerometers in the model. Such a combination would give the model attitude accurately (aircraft and missile attitude
sensing systems now use these techniques extensively).
Position information from on-board sensors can also be used for model attitude control. Such information could very
well become an essential requiremen of rotary-balance teting. The bandwidth requirements of any telemetry link needs to
be very high. Using inertial and .ate sensors provides important data for mathematical modeling of the model motion and
extraction of the aerodynamic and magnetic parameters.
6.3.5 Control and Calibration
In view of the pronounced norldinearities in magnetic fields and the possibly complex aerodynamic forces, the control
dynamics is complex. It is essential to relate the currents in the coils to the model inertial, magnetic and aerodynamic
forces. Separation of these three forces is a nontrivial problem. For combined motions the attitude control becomes even
more complex and requires closed-loop control.
The balance part of the MSBS gives the forces and inoments acting on the model. The typical MSBS is difficult to
calibrate. Calibration involves relating the currents in the coils to the forces and mnoments acting on the model. The best
calibrations are naturally obtained for the singlo.degree-of-freedomN MSBS. When an MSIBS tis several degrees of freedom,
the calibration must include interaction terms. These terms are similar to the interaction terms for a multiple-component
strain-gauge balance.
With existing MSBS systems, most researchers use a loading rig to apply static loads for force and moment calibration.
25
A more recent approach ,ises a technique of dynamic calibration. The dynamic calibration method consists of oscillating
the model and relating the cu rents and displacement using the least-squares cubic spline approach. According to Reference
25 there are still some effects to be explained but dynamic lift calibration results were obtained agreeing to within 2 percent
of the static calibration values. Dynamic calibrations are much faster than conventional calibrations. A major advantage of
dynamic calibration is the absence of loading fixtures.
Another approach is to use an Identification and Parameter Estimation Procedure. This technique consists of describing
the dynamics of motion of the model in a state space formulation. In postulating the state space model, Lagrangian methods
are used to represent all the physical relations governing the motions and the eiergy storage and dissipation terms.
The state variables can be chosen to be compatible with either the body-axes or wind-axes systems. Using the experimental
responses of the system, which are the observations, equations of observation based on the state space model caii be developed.
The output error method of parameter estimatioi finds the difference between the actual observations and the mathematical
model estimations for the same input. A cost function based on the error is minimnized by adjusting the parameters of the
postulated model. This approach has been well researched and has matured into a reliable method of obtaining certain
27
26
stability derivatives from aircraft flight tests, and has also been used- in wind-tunnel based derivative estimation.
Figure 6-21 shows a block diagram of clos-I-loop control for all NISBS conceptualized for rotary-balance testing. Such a
system is likely to be a multivariable nonlinear system because of the nonlinear relations between the coil currents and tile
magnetic forces acting on the model. The control problem relates to the stable control of the model attitude under smiusoldal
and/or ramp inputs. The calihration problem relates to estimation of the parameters of the model, which describes the
inertial, magnetic and aerodynamic coefficients relating the coil currents and model displacement.
Direct use of parameter estimation techniques to input-output data from a closed-loop system often creates identifiability
problems 26 Such problems arise from limear dependence and correlation caused by feedback. The problems caii be overcome
with an appropriate choice of input disturbances and loop gain adjustmeuits.
Ai example of the application of parameter estimation procedures to magnetic balance testing follows
6.3.6 Two-Degree-of-teedomn Longitudinal Model for the NASA-Langley 13"MSBS
As an example of the control and modeling problem, pitch/heave modeling of closed-loop system responses of all
aerodynamic model in the NASA-Langley 13" NISBS is considered. Figure 622 shows a schematic diagram of the longitudinal
control and measurement scheme For this wind-off study the control loop was disturbed with doublet input. and the coil
currents and model displacements were recorded for analysis.
A state space model is postulated to describe the motion of the aerodynamic test model. The Lagrangian approach is
used to represent mathematically the energy functions involved in the magnetic and inertial systems. In the model for two
degrees of freedom, the control and bias coils in the yy plane are merged into a pair of equivalent fore aid aft currents, ii
and 12. These are the input to the system. The resulting model displacements are the output of the system.
State equations:
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Observation equations:
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The Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) Procedure is an output error method. Using the MLE method the parameters
of the state equations can be estimated by minimizing the cost function,
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C

is the estimated system response

y

is the measured system response,

R

is the noise covariance

N

is the number of samples used
Under wind-off conditions the state space model parameters have the following physical significance:

01
2
J6
64

magnetic stiffness in heave
magnetic damping in heave
magnetic stiffness in pitch
magnetic damping in pitch

0, & 07, and #8 provide current sensitivity to pitch and heave from each coil set.
For the same tests made under wind-on conditions, the model parameters correspond to the following:
02
magnetic damping in heave and the translational acceleration derivative Cma,
fP3 magnetic stiffness in pitch and the static stability C,..
j34
magnetic damping in pitch and rotary pitch damping term Cmq
To date, the two-degree-of-freedom pitch/heave modeling has proviled the following results for wind-off conditions: The
vertical heave mode is unstable and the damping in heave is near zero. In terms of the pitching, the rotary damping results
in a second-order dynamic system with low damping. The validity of the NILE modeling results was assessed by comparing
the responses of the real system to those predicted by the mathematical model. The actual and estimated time trajectories
for the same input disturbance showed good agreement.
The wind-off modeling of the model motion to extract the magnetic coefficients has been completed. Additional tests have
to be made under winl-on conditions. After validation, this technique should be able to provide dynamic stability derivatives
analogous to those obtained from the small-amplitude forced-oscillation technique. A major advantage of the MSBS in this
context is the ease with which the center of rotation can be varied. This could make it practical to estimate separately the
rotary and translational effects.
6.3 7 Remaining Problems Specific to MSBS Rotary Balance Testing
I. The problem of generating a continuous roll rate of 5 revolutions per second at a sufficiently large test scale must be
addressed.
2. Combined rotary/oscillatory motions would require closed-loop control and introduce problems of alternating power and
possibly large losses in the superconducting coils. Also, complex control algorithms would be required to achieve tight
control of such complex model motions.
3 Nonintrusive model attitude sensing must be demonstrated under conditions of continuous rolling Inertial strap-down
systems with telemetry are anl alternative to existing techniques.
4. The ability of analysis techniques (like Identification/Parameter Estimation, or regression techniques) to evaluate and
separate dynamic derivatives and coefficients must be demonstrated. Strong loop closures could pose problems in this
type of analysis. These techniques should first be validated by making dynamic derivative measurements on an MSBS
using forced-oscillation techniques
6.3.8 Summary
Especially at transomc speeds, model support interference can create difficulties. These problems can be of particular
concern for the bulky mechanical rigs used for rotary-balance testing. The use of magnetic suspension and balance systems
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offers the possibility of a unique solution to problems of support interference. Application of magnetic suspension techniques
to rotary-balance testing appears feasible at small scale, but requires further development.
In recent years there have been major advances in ac superconductors, magnetic materials, power supplies, position
and motion sensors, digital computers and analysis techniques. All of these advances improve the chances for building a
large MSBS capable of support-interference-free aerodynamic testing. Demonstrations are needed of MSBS techniques at
subsonic/transonic speeds for static and dynamic derivative estimation, possibly with additional degrees of freedom. Many
activities are now in progress toward this end.
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6.5 NOMENCLATURE
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pitching-moment coefficient, AI/(qxSt), t = a.or d
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tricyclic vectors
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orbital radius or spin radius
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free-stream velocity
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differentiation with respect to time
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CHAPTER 7
ROTARY-BALANCE DATA FOR TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS
7.0 INTRODUCTION
The experimentalist engaged in rotary-balance testing attempts to provide the most accurate prediction possible of
extremely complex aerodynamic phenomena. In this endeavor, he must be cognizant of numerous flow mechanisms and
the potential impact of rotary aerodynamics on aircraft performance and safety. In addition to the complexity of separated,
unsteady flows, the configuration-dependent nature of many important parameters complicates the analysis and application
of the data. Finally, the fact that seemingly minor configuration changes can result in marked changes in aerodynamic
behavior demands a careful, deliberate test procedure and an awareness of typical rotary aerodynamic data.
The data presented in this chapter illustrate many significant trends and results which have been obtained during rotarybalance testing by the participating AGARD organizations. The examples selected and the discussion which follows are oriented
toward providing a broad perspective of rotary data, with particular emphasis. on the large effects of configuration variables
and test conditions which may not be commonly experienced by personnel engaged in the more common, conventional static
wind-tunnel testing techniques, For the reader's convenience, Table 7-1 lists the figures which illustrate the various effects
discussed.
It should also be noted that the method of presenting rotary-balance data varies considerably from one country to
another, perhaps due to the independent development of these techniques in the dfferent countries of AGARD. For example,
the nondimensional rate parameter flb/21' is also denoted by wb/2V or S1.
7.1 NASA-LANGLEY
From the more than 60 airplane configurations tested on the rotary balance at Langley to date, several results have been
selected to illustrate some of the more important effects noted. These data include the effects of rotation rate and sideslip,
as well as airplane configuration effects and are presented in body .axes.
7.1.1 Effect of Rotation Rate
The variations of the aerodynamic moments with rotation rate can be highly nonlinear, as illustrated in Figures 7-1
through 7-3. Also, as shown, the type of variation realized can be either desirable or undesirable, and is highly dependent
on the configuration. For example, model A has autorotative rolling and yawing moments over a significant range of b/2V
In addition, the model exhibits increasing noe-up pitching moments with increasing rotation rate and yawing and rolling
moments in symmetrical conditions at zero rotation rate. All of these aerodynamic characteristics are undesirable. In
comparison, model C exhibits desirable nose-down pitching moments with increasing rotation rate, and it is also highly
damped in yaw (it dui, however, have an undesirable yawing moment at zero rotation rate). Other configurations exhibit
different combinations of desirable and undesirable behavior.
7.1.2 Effect of Sideslip
The variation of pitching moment with sideslip angle and rotation rate is presented in Figure 7-4 for a typical configuration.
As is the case for many airplanes, sideslip has only a small effect on the static pitching moment. Ilowever, sideslip can
appreciably influence the rotational pitching moment by skewing the pitching-moment variation with rotation rate, as shown
here. Consequently, additional nose-down pitching moments are produced when the signs of the sideslip angle and rotation
are the same and, conversely, nose-up pitching moments are, realized when the rotation and sideslip angle are of opposite
signs. Similar effects of sideslip can be exhibited in yaw.
7.1.3 Effect of Components
The data of Figure 7-5 show the complete model to be autorotative in yaw at low rotation rates, which is responsible
for the configuration's spin mode. This configuration was selected to illustrate the adverse interactions winch can occur
between airplane components. As shown, the isolated fuselage is damped Adding the wing to the fuselage increases the
damping, which is not significantly affected by the addition of the horizontal tail However, tile damping of the wimg-fuselage
combination is significantly increased by the addition of the vertical tail. This situation is greatly altered when the %ertical
tail is in the presence of the horizontal tail. The damping contribution of the vertical tail is not only negated by the presence of
the horizontal tail, but the vertical tail is now a highly propelling component, and is responsible for the model's autorotative
behavior.
7.1.4 Influence of Forebody Strakes
The rotational moment characteristics and the existence of static rolling and yawing monents ii symmetrical flight
(Figure 7-6) are all highly indicative of a susceptibility to departure from controlled flight Since these undesirable
characteristics were attributed to the model's forebody, the judicious location of strakes on the forebody can, as shown
in Figure 7-6, alter the aerodnamic behavior to a large degree.
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7.1.5 Effect of Control Deflection
Control deflections can significantly alter the aerodynamics in rotary flow. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7-7, which
presents tile rotational yawing-moment characteristics for a symmetrical canard deflection of 00 and -60 ° (trailing edge
up). As shown, deflecting the canard -6O results in an autorotative configuration, whereas with an undeflected canard the
yawing moment is damped. Since the -60P deflected canard yawing moment characteristics are equivalent to those with the
canard off, the presence of the undeflected canard obviously alters the autorotative behavior of the basic configuration.
7.2 NASA-AMES
A research model was investigated" ,2 in the NASA Ames Research Center 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel to study
fundamental flow mechanisms (see Figure 7-8) that could produce autorotation on a simplified airplane configuration. Tile
principal objective was to determine the sensitivity of the rotational flow fields to Reynolds number variations. Several nose
and tail configurations were tested over a Reynolds number ralige of 0.15 x 106 to 1.5 x 106 based on the body diameter.
Figure 7-9 shows the model and balance arrangement, including a sting balance and separate balances in the nose and tail.
Figure 7-10 shows the various model components that were tested. Most of the experiments were at Af = 0.25, and the angle
of attack was varied from 450 to 90P. The rotation rate ranged from 0 to .600 rpm, resulting in nondimensional spin rates
up to 0.17. All data are presented in body axes, except where otherwise indicated.
It has been shown by many investigators that a slender aircraft forebody at high angles of attack can produce large side
forces, even at zero sideslip, due to asymmetric separation and vortices on the leeward side of the body. It has also been
shown by several investigators that rolling the forebody about its own longitudinal axis to a different position can cause the
orientation of the forebody flow asymmetry and vortices to switch to a mirror image as viewed in the cross-flow plane. One
objective of this test was to determine the behavior of these vortices and the resulting side force and moments with rotation
rate about the model spin axis and with changes in Reynolds number. Figure 7-11 shows the variation in the spin moment
coefficient (rolling moment about the airplane spin axis, i.e., the axis of rotation of the rotary-balance apparatus) with the
nondimensional spin rate 01or wb/2V for the configuration NITI at an angle of attack of 600. The figure shows that at
Rd = 0.3 x 106 the direction of the spin moment can be reversed (even at Q = 0) by rolling the nose 900 about its own axis.
It also shows that the variation with 11is similar regardless of the direction of tile moment at I0 = 0. The effect of changing
Reynolds number is also apparent for both nose orientations. The variation with Q1is nearly linear, and the slightly negative
slope indicates spin damping or an antispin, rather than pro-spin moment.
A more interesting experimental result was found when the nose section with the square cross section and rounded corners
(N2 ) was tested (see Figure 7-10). An example of the aerodynamic characteristics of this nose shape in a flat spin are shown In
Figure 7-12. This figure shows the nose side-force variation with rotation rate for increasing Reynolds numbers. Particularly
interesting is the observed hysteresis in the middle Reynolds number range. As shown in the sketch in Figure 7.12(a), at low
Reynolds numbers the flow separates on the leeward corner producing a force In the direction of the spin. At higher Reynolds
numbers the flow remains attached on the leeward corners resulting in an antispin side-force contribution to the total spin
moment. At Reynolds numbers in between, for example, Rd = 0.5 x 106, the flow stays attached with increasing rotation
rate until approximately fQb/2V = 0.08. At this point the local flow angle is too great for the flow to remain attached, and it
separates, resulting In a sudden change in the side force to the positive or pro-spin direction. With decreasing rotation rate,
the flow remains separated until fl = 0.03 where the flow reattaches on the leeward corner. Separation and reattachment
as shown produce a hysteresis not unlike that seen on airfoils when the lift shows hysteresis with increasing and decreasing
angle of attack. If the Reynolds number Is high enough, the flow never separates from tile leeward corner and the variation
of the side force can be quite linear with (1. Figure 7-13 shows the nose side force for an angle of attack of 45* . No hysteresis
effects were observed, but substantial effects of Reynolds number are observed. The wide variation with Reynolds number,
particdarly as shown in Figure 7-12, shows the importance of having high enough test Reynolds numbers to be rpresentative
of full-scale flight.
Various approaches have been used when the Reynolds number cannot be simulated. The use of laminar results can be
expected to yield useful results as long as transition effects are not important or stall characteristics are not significantly
different at the turbulent flow conditions (bee Section 8.3). The question of accounting for Reynolds number discrepancies is
discv-ed in Section 8.4.
A set of experiments 3.4 were conducted on a model now known as the Standard Dynamics Model (SDM), shown in Figure
7-14. The tests were conducted in the NASA-Ames Research Center G-by -Ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel on the apparatus
described earlier in Section 3.2.
The tests were conducted at Mach 0.6 and a Reynolds number of 0.88 million based on the wing mean aerodynamic
chord. These test conditions were chosen to match those of complementary foceel-oscillation tests performed at the NAE 5 ,6
The aerodynanmic coefficients measured in the 6- by 6-ft tunnel included normal force, pitching moment, side force, yawing
moment, rolling imnent and axial force. The model center of rotation was located at 0 35 of the wing mean aerodynamic
chord. This point was also chosen as the moment reference center.
Figure 7-15 shows the force and moment coefficients measured at a = 30' for L = 0' and 0 = ±5' At zero angle of
sideslip, symmetry conditions dictate that the lateral aerodynamic coefficients (C1, Cr, and Cy) should be odd functions
of tile spin rate. This is demonstrated by the data presented in Figure 7-15(a). For all angles of attack tested, the lateral
aerodynamic coefficients were observed to be nearly linear with respect to the spin-rate parameter over the range of spin rates
achieved in the test. The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were seen to be even functions of time spin-rate parameter
The axial-force and pitching-moment coefficients show a parabolic variation with the spin-rate parameter. Some of this
parabolic variation is undoubtedly real, and is probably caused by increased tail lift. However, limitations of data resolution
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at these low levels of CA and Cm, and, in particular, the choice of the moment center position, may also be responsible for
exaggerating the scale of the variation.
The effects of variation of sideslip angle are shown in Figure 7-15(b), which presents data obtained at 6 = -5* and
ft = +5'. Once again, the linear variation of the lateral aerodynamic coefficients with spin-rate parameter is apparent.
The nonlinear variation of the pitching-moment and axial-force coefficients with spin rate is also apparent. The longitudinal
aerodynamics also show an effect due to sideslip, which, as expected, introduces a reasonably symmetric and linear component
with spin-rate parameter. In general, the results show a reasonable symmetry with direction of sideslip, but with some offsets
possibly introduced by small asymmetries in the model and/or the effects of combined centrifugal and aerodynamic loading.
An F-15 model was tested7 8 in the NASA-Ames Research Center 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel using the Large-Scale
Rotary Balance described in Section 3.2. Photographs of the model instalz:. ;ht :
tunnel and a testing enclosure
are shown in Figures 7-16 and 7-17. The angle-of-attack range from 0 to 900 is covered through model/sting combinations
as shown earlier in Figures 3-14 and 3-16. The model is a 0.05-scale version of en F-15 fighter configuration with two nose
configurations available, one with a nose boom and one without (see Figures 7-16 and 7-17). The center of moments is at
0.26 of the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing. This location is also the center of rotation of the model about the spin
axis.
The effects on the aerodynamics of a number of variables were examined during this experiment. Included were variations
in Reynolds number, angles of attack and sideslip, sting angle and the presence of a nose boom. The Mach number selected
for the majority of the tests was 0.28, since this maximized the Reynolds number capability of th tunnel. The following
discussion will introduce some examples of data obtained during this test.
The results in Figures 7-18 and 7-19 show the yawing-moment coefficient for angles attack of 300 and 700 . respectively, for
the model with and without the nose boom. The diffei.nt curves compare results obtained at high and low Reynolds numbers
for a given sting angle, and for results obtained with dJerent sting angles at the sane Reynolds number. Figure 7-18 shows
a linear behavior of the moment with the spin-rate parameter at a = 300 for both the boom.off and boom-on configurations.
Some differene caused by Reynolds number variation can be observed at the higher rotation rates, especially for the case
with the boom on. There is a slight effect of sting angle on the data, as well, which is observed primarily at the higher
rotation rates.
Tile most interesting of the cases is shown in Figure 7-19 for a = 70° Looking first at the configuration without the noe
boom in Figure 7.19(a, there is very little effect of the sting angle at the higher Reynolds number, but at the lower Reynolds
number a significant elfect of the sting angle is observed at the higher rotation rates. There is also a considerable difference
between tne results obtained for the two Reynolds numbers using the same sting.
The effects caused by adding the nose boom at this angle of attack are rather dramatic, as can be seen by examining
Figure 7.19(b), The first characteristic to note is that the data obtained on the 700 sting at R = 1.5 x 106 show a yawingmoment coefficient that is multivalued over a wide range of values of the spin-rate parameter. This multivalued variation
and the accompanying hysteresds loop indicate that two flow field states can exist around the model for a given spin rate.
Which of the two possible values observed experimentally depends on the past history of the flow, that is, whether that spin
rate is approached from a rate that is higher or lower. The hysteresis effect is quite sensitive to model support interference.
Although two flow states are also evident for the results obtained using the 450 sting at R = 1.5 x 106, the hysteresis is almost
negligible. This difference in hysteresis effect and the large difference between yawing-moment coefficient values at negative
spin rates demonstrate the sensitivity of the aerodynamics to sting angle differences and resulting support interference effects
(see Section 5.1), It is apparent from these results that there is a sizeable influence of the two stings on the leeward flow
field which, in turn, affects the yawing moment. At the higher Reynolds number, 1.0 x 106, no hysteresis was observed in
the measurements made with either sting, and the results obtained with both stings are in reasonably close agreement.
For the case at R = 1.5 x 106, with a, = 700 and the nose boon on, the initial value of the yawing-moment coefficient was
negative. The initial rotation direction was in the negative direction, and the yawing-monent coefficient remained negative
until fPb/2V = -0.036; then it jumped to a positive value. 'Ihe moment remained positive as rotation rate slowly increased in
the negative direction to flb/21 = -0.12. The rotation rate was then slowly decreased to zero and increased in the opposite
or positive direction. The corresponding yawing-moment coefficient response remained positive until the model reached a
value of spin-rate parameter of 0.09 and then jumped to a negative value. As the spin-rate parameter was slowly increased
to its maximum value and then decreased through zero, the yawing-moment coefficient again jumped to a positive value as
flb/2V decreased through -0.03. However, as the spin-rate parameter was decreased to its maximum negative value and
then increased through zero for the second time, the jump in the yawing-moment coefficient to a negative value occurred at
fb/2V = 0.01 rather than at fQb/2V = 0.09 as before. It is apparent, following this path as shown, that there is hysteresis
in the value of the yawing-moment coefficient with variation of the spin-rate parameter. This type of variation indicates
the dependency of the flow-field asymmetry not only on tile direction of rotation but also on the history of the rotation
direction. It is interesting that this characteristic of a multivalued yawing-moment coefficient was observed only at this angle
of attack and a small range of Reynolds numbers on the configuration with the nose boom. Repeated runs at these same
conditions produced nearly identical results with only a small variation in the value of fQb/2V where the jumps occurred.
The repeatability of the jump condition is very sensitive to the Reynolds nuiber.
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The effect of variation of sideslip angle on the hysteresis is illustrated in Figure 7-20. Data are shown for R = 1.5 x 106
a = 70' for the boom-on configuration, with 0 ranging from -5* to +100. At 13= 50 and -5', the jumps in the
yawing-moment coefficient occur at values of spin-rate parameter on either side of the value at which the jump was observed
at 0 = 00. For O = 10', the flow angularity oii the model resulting from the combination of sideslip and rotation angles is
apparently not sufficient to cause a jump in the flow orientation as seen in the other cases. For comparison, the data are
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shown for the model without a nose boom at = 00 at the same condtions. As seen earlier in Figure 7-19(a), there is little
indication of asymmetry, which is a significant contrast to the data obtained with nose boom on.
7.3 AERMACCHI
7.3.1 Introduction
The rotary balance was introduced at AerMacchi with the purpose of providing the necessary aerodynamic data for spin
prediction by the equilibrium spin method: the application of such a method requires the availability of the three aerodynamic
moment coefficients in a wind axes reference system as a function of rotation speed, angles of attack and sideslip and control
deflections. All data in this section are presented in wind axes.
Even though the application of rotary-balance results has now widened to become a source of information for high-angloof-attack flight simulation, the main parameter of interest in a quick look of results remains the rolling-moment coefficient
in wind axes. Most of the following results will concentrate on C and, to a lesser extent, on Cn. Pitching moment Cm
is normally very little dependent on rotation rate, but the variation shown in tests with sideslip can be used to extract
information on pitch damping (Section 7.3.5).
The experience available at AerMacehi mainly covers moderate to high aspect-ratio configurations (transports, executive
jets, military trainers) tested at low to moderate angles-of-attack, and combat configurations (both subsonic and high
performance) tested in the full angle-of-attack range from 0' to 900. No fundamental research programs on generic
configurations have been undertaken. The main geometric characteristics of a few aircraft models which will be used to
illustrate typical effects are listed in Table 7-2.
Phenomena involved in the generation of roll damping can be discussed on the basis of Figure 7-21,which shows derivatives
C1. and Qn. o! model A. The angle-of-attack ra'nge from 00 to 900 can be divided in three zones:
1. Linear range (00 < a < ast), where attached flow conditions exist; prediction is relatively easy by linear theories; and
the main contribution to the roll damping derivative is froa the wing and, to a lesser extent, from tail surfaces.
2. Stall range (ost < a < 350), where the wing behavior dominates: roll damping is heavily influenced by the stall pattern
on the wing, and any change affecting wing stall also influences the rotary-balance results.
3. Hligh angle-of-attack range (350 :5 a < 900), where the forebody flow is the main feature and the presence of other
components may be effective through their indirect effect on, or direct interaction with, the forebody flow.
The actual boundaries between the three regimes are, of course, heavily dependent on configurational features. Tie wing
stall angle of attack depends on aspect ratio, wing thickness, presence of high-lift devices, presence of vortex-flow effects,
etc. On the other hand, the angle of attack where forebody flow starts to be predominant depends mainly on the forebody
fineness ratio and cross-section shape. An overlap region may exist for configurations having a high oat (low AR, vortex lift)
and high fineness-ratio forebodies, typical of modern high-performance aircraft.
The foregoing classification is well suited to transport aircraft (in which case angles of attack higher than the stall range
are not normally of interest) and combat aircraft. Different phenomena may occur at very high angles of attack-for example,
on general aviation aircraft which do not feature long forebodies, but no data are presently available at AerMachi for this
class of airplanes.
7.3.2 Linear Range Phenomena
Very little needs to be said about the linear flow regime, which is, of course, the simplest case. However, a few remarks
seem appropriate:
1. A linear behavior can be expected only in a fully attached flow situation. This fact has a number of consequences:
- The range of flb/2V for linear behavior shrinks as angle of attack is increased towards the limit of attached flow at
zero rotation (Figure 7-22).
- The presence of separated flow due to a deployed spoiler, for example, may, in principle, destroy the possibility of linear
behavior at any angle of attack.
- Control deflections and/or sideslip can also introduce asymmetries due to locally higher lift coefficients (Figure 7-23).
2. Measurements in the linear flow regime are always very steady and repeatable.
3. Fbr simple configurations, roll and yaw derivatives agree well with predictions by lifting surface or surface panel
programs.
4. Effects of small changes to the configuration can be easily obtained. Effects of control deflections (Figure 7-23) and
external stores can be measured (Figure 7-24). Underwing stores usually show very little effect on roll damping, while
tip stores have a significant one.
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7.3.3 Stall Range Phenomena
In the angle-of.attack range above wing stall, the flow is highly nonlinear and the roll damping behavior of a configuration
can be very well correlated with the onset, structure and development of separated flow on the wing. For this reason, the
knowledge of the steady CL(a) curve from btatic tests and of the flow breakdown pattern from oil flows are essential for
the planning and interpretation of rotary-balance tests. Of course, in this regime rotary-balance results will be affected as
much as static data by scale effects in cases where the Reynolds number influences the character and development of the flow
breakdown. Care must be exercised in the testing procedure (boundary layer tripping) and interpretation of results. Typical
results are, of course, heavily dependent on the wing planform parameters, presence of high-lift devices, etc., that influence
the character of the stall. A few examples are given in the following discussion.
A typical high aspect-ratio, clean-wing stall is shown by models F (Figure 7-25(a)) and G (Figure 7-25(b)). A progressive
reduction in damping is shown with tip stall appearing on the downgoing wing at a = 80 (Figure 7-25(a)). Autorotation
is present at stall, with the unstable damping then going progressively to zero when a fully separated flow is obtained (flat
plate regime).
Effects of double-slotted flaps (approach configuration) for model F are shown in Figure 7-26. Reductions in damping
occur at lower angle of attack compared to the cruise configuration, due to the higher local lift coefficients. Damping is
maintained up to stall because flow breakdown is initiated at the wing root. The presence of "stall cells" on the wing is tile
cause of the discontinuous behavior of the damping at the higher angles of attack. This behavior is typical of high aspect-ratio
wings which may be segmented by the presence of nacelles, pylons, fences, struts, etc. A different behavior is shown by model
G,in which case the stall starts outboard of the nacelles and significant autorotative moments appear (Figure 7.27).
The behavior of a moderate aspect-ratio thick wing (model BI) with slow propagation of the stall from the root is shown
in Figure 7-28. Roll damping reduces progressively to zero without any significant autorotative tendency. Zero damping is
present when complete separation has been reached.
Effects of a wing change on the same model, to an airfoil having a higher CLmx followed by an abrupt lift loss, are shown
in Figure 7-29 (Model B2), Two flow states are possible for 11' < a < 17',
with attached or separated flow on each wing
depending oi the past history of the flow itself. The same behavior is also shown by the rotary-balance data. The damping
is linear up to a - 100, while at a = 13' a hysteretical behavior is shown. The branch pa.ssing through zero corresponds to
attached flow on both wings, while, after the downgoing wing has stalled at Olb/2V = 0.11, the second branch of the curve
corresponds to attached flow on one wing and separated flow on the other. At higher angle of attack, the damping goes to
zero (fully separated flow on both wings).
The effect of aerodynamic fixes (a fence plus vortex generators on the same wing) shows that, at the same angle of attack,
the value of flb/2V for flow breakdown on the downgoing wing is increased to about 0.13. The difference in lift between the
two wings is also reduced, thus !eading to a smaller hysteresis loop (Figure 7-30).
Effects of a positive sideslip angle of 100 on model C are shown in Figure 7-31. In this case, a nonlinearity is introduced
by the fact that the flow is relieved on the retreating wing and worsened on the advancing one. The values of flb/2V for the
breaks in C1 and CU,are correspondingly displaced asymmetrically.
Effects of control deflections are also shown for model C (Figure 7-32). Aileron and aileron plus spoiler effects show
that an apparent damping is produced by the fact that the rolling moment generated by the spoiler (on the right wing) is
progresshely reduced by wing stall when the wing is dow.ngoing, and increased when the wing is upgoing.
The behavior of a configuration characterized by the prehence of extensive vortex flow (model E) is shown in Figure 7.33.
The well-organized structure of the vortex flow produces a reasonably linear behavior up to the angle of attack for maximum
lift, which is relatively high (about 300). The increasing unsteadiness of the flow is shown by the increasing scatter of the
data.
7.3.4 illigh-Angle-of-Attack Range
Rotary-balance results of combat aircraft configurations in the high-angle-of-attack range are governed by the forebody
flow. For any forebody, an angle of attack exists where a vortex flow is formed: this onset angle of attack depends mainly on
forebody fineness ratio. The structure of this vortex flow changes with angle of attack, forebody cross section and detailed
shape; one or more vortex pairs may be present. The vortex structure may be symmetric or prone to be bistable and produce
a natural asymmetry. All these effects may be influenced by rotation, and small side forces on the forebody can produce
large damping or propelling moments around the rotation axis. The presence and position of items such as inlets are usually
important only through their indirect effect on the forebody flow, but the wings and tail surfaces may interact directly with
the forebody vortices.
The available experience on the dominant geometrical characteristis is still rather limited, as is the knowledge of
modifications that may change the actual behavior. A few examples will be given in the following.
Broadly similar configurations (from a general arrangement point of view) may show quite different results. Figures 7-34
to 7-36 show the roll damping of three aircraft designs of the same class (models A, C and D): one of them shows a high
damping, one has a moderate damping and the third one shows a propelling b,-havior. The differences noted are attributed
to variations in the fuselage cross-sectional shapes used.
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The large contribution from the forebody is shown by Figure 7-37 (model A). The presence of the other aircraft components
(wings and empennage) has a minor effect on the overall damped behavior.
Flow asymmetries (at zero rotation) may have profound effects on the results. These may be due either to small model
or airflow asymmetries or to the natural bistabie behavior of forebody flows, which most configurations show at least in a
small angle-of-attack range. Such asymmetries can produce large propelling moments and, moreover, can destroy the effect of
rotation rate. Figure 7-38 shows one such case for model E. A very narrow range of large asymmetry is shown from a = 640
to 70P. The rotary-balance results show a progressive increase of damping up to a = 60', and a sharp reduction at a = 65'
in the presence of a large flow asymmetry. At higher angles of attack, the value of the damping remains approximately
constant while the asymmetry reduces progressively to zero.
The boundary layer state has an important influence on the location of separation on forebodies. Figure 7-39 shows
the large effect of transition tripping on the sides of the forebody of model E. The corresponding flow visualizations show
the different positions of the turbulent separation versus the laminar separation. This type of effect draws attention to the
importance of Reynolds number in this flow regime, and to the need for a proper simulation of the flow state in order that
the rotary-balance results may be applicable to the prediction of full-scale aircraft behavior.
7.3.5 Evaluation of Pitch Damping
Within the linear flow regime, information on the pitch damping derivatives CL, and C, 5 can be easily extracted from
rotary-balance results under a few simple assumptions, namely:
(a) Aerodynamic coefficients can be represented as the sum of angle of attack, sideslip and rotation rate effects.
(b) There are no interdependencies between longitudinal and lateral-directional effects or, at least, symmetry is maintained,
so that lift and pitching moment depend on angle of attack and pitch rate. Possible dependency on sideslip, roll rate,
etc. is symmetric.
Under these assumptions, the longitudinal coefficients can be expressed as:
CL = CL(o)

+ CL0(a)qc/2V + CLI j(a)Ifj + CLlpl(a)Ip1/2V

Cm = Cm(a) + Cm,(o)qc/2V + C,.101(a)I)I + Cipi(a)I/pb2VI
For a model rotating about the wind axis at an aiigular velocity II the angular velocity components with respect to the
body axes are:
p = Qcos# cosa
q = flsinfl
r = fQcoswsina
For a test at zero sideslip:
CL, = CL(-) + CLq(a)pb/2VI
Cm, = C,.,(-) + C,.1 pl(a)P/2VI
while a test at sideslip yields:
CL, = CL(n) + CL0(a)Q)c sin,3/2V + CLII(a)I[01 + CLlPI(a)Ipb/2Vj
Cm2 = Cm() + Cin(a)Qc sm
i3/2V + C, 101(a)1I + C,.tpl(O)Ipb/2VI
Thus, the differences between the average slopes of the two tests are*
d(CIa - CL1)/dfl = d[(CL,(a)csin,3/2V + CLIO)(af)li3I/dQ = CL.(a)csini3/2V
d(Cm2 - Cm,)/dQ = d[(C,(a)Qlcsin 0/2V + C,,tj)(a)ljIJ/dQ = C (or)csini3/2V
since 0 is constant. Finally.
CLq(O) = (b/csin 3)d(CjL - CL,)/dlb/2V)
Cm,(o) = (b/csn"3)d(Cn 2 - Cn,)/d(b/2V)
An example of test results at sideslip for model C is shown in Figure 7-40. The methodology has proxen to be reliable,
and, with some care, has even been found to be useful outside the linear flow regime.
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7.4 BRITISH AEROSPACE
7.4.0 Introduction
All data discussed in this section were obtained during tests of a research model R38 (Figure 7-41) in the 5.5m low-speed
wind tunnel at Warton. The rotary balance is described in Section 3.4.2. The reference geometry of the model is also given
in the figure. Tests were made over a range of angle of attack and positive rotation speed, and the effects of the following
configuration changes are shown:
(a) wing-body strakes
(b) under-wing fuel tanks
(c) flaps
The data presented in this section are in wind-axes notation.
7.4.1 Effect of Strakes
At low angles of attack, the effect of the wing-body strake on C1 was small, as shown in Figure 7-42(a). However, the
strakes did have an effect on Cn, especially at the higher roll rates where the strakes increase both the linearity and gradient
of the data. At a = 250 (Figure 7-42(b)), the strakes have a dramatic effect on C1. Without the strakes, the roll damping is
practically zero at all roll rates, whereas with strakes on, C increases linearly with Qb/2V up to the maximum roll rate tested.
At this angle of attack, the strakes cause a slight reduction in Cn at all roll rates. CgI and Cnn applicable to Qb/2V < 0.1
are shown in Figure 7-43. The beneficial effect of the strakes in preventing a loss of roll damping for 15' < a < 25* is clearly
seen.
7.4.2 Effect of Under-Wing Fuel Tanks
The effects of under-wing fuel tanks are shown in Figure 7-44. At a = 15', for the configuration with flap deflection at 00
and slat deflection at 90, Figure 7-44(a) shows that the effect of the tanks is to increase the magnitude of C1 at all roll rates
tested, but this is not the case at a = 200 with slat at 23" and flap at 200/120 (Figure 7-44(b)), where the tanks decrease
the damping in roll. When the angle of attack was increased to 250 for this same configuration (Figure 7-44(c)), there was
no difference, tanks on or off. In this case there is a small increase in the gradient of C, due to the tanks.
7.4.3 Effect of Flaps
The model was fitted with both inboard and outboard flaps which were set in three combinations: (1) zero deflection
inboard and outboard; (2) 200 inboard and 120 outboard; and (3) 41* inboard and 250 outboard. Figure 7-45 shows the
effects of flap deflection for a = 50 and a = 150. At an angle of attack of 50, increasing the flap deflection causes a moderate
increase in the magnitude of C1, but at a = 150 there are substantial losses in roll damping as the flap deflection is increased.
Changes in Cn due to the flaps are small.
7.5 RAE-BEDFORD
All data discussed in this section relate to the tIRM I and 1IRM 2 combat aircraft configurations shown in Figures
7-46 and 7-47, respectively. Tests were made in the 4m x 2.7m Low Speed Wind Tunnel at RAE Bedford and the 2.4m
x l.8m Variable Density Transonic Wind Tunnel at RAE Fhrnborough. Since the models were rotated about the axis of the
wind tunnel all coefficients relate to wind (stability) axes except where stated otherwise. The relations between wind- and
body-axes coefficients are as follows:
Cj 0 1, COS k+Cn, Silla
C0 , = C.,C a - C1, sin
7.5.1 Effect of Angle of Attack for HIRMI
Variations of the lateral coefficients C1, Cn and Cy with Q~b/2V for lIRM I are shown in Figures 7-48 to 7-50. At moderate
angles of attack, a = 10t, 160, the coefficients vary fairly linearly with rotation rate but as angle of attack is increased to
220 strong nonlinearities are evident, especially in C1 and Ca. As the rate of rotation increases there is a steady increase in
differential lift on the wings due to increasing differential angle of attack. Minituft patterns for a = 160, llb/2V = 0 013,
0 043 and 0.086 corresponding to 30, 100 and 200 rev/min are shown in Figure 7-51. At 30 rev/min the induced angles of
attack at the port and starboard wing tips are small, -0.75 and 0.750, respectively, and roll damping due to differential lift
is small. Figure 7-51(a) shows a virtually symmetric tuft pattern on the wings with attached flow and only small spanwise
components. Foreplanes contribute little to damping in roll except insofar as they influence the flow on the wings. A static
oil pattern (Figure 7-51(b)), obtained during an earlier test, albeit with a slightly different foreplane setting, shows a pattern
very similar to that obtained with tufts at 30 rev/mm.
When the roll rate is increased to 100 rev/min, induced angles of attack at the port and starboard tips are -2.56 and 2.50,
respectively, with a propoltionate increase in differential lift and rolling moment as shown in Figure 7-48. Flow visualization
for 100 rev/min (Figure 7-51(c)) shows marked differences in tuft patterns on port and starboard wings, with evidence of a
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vortcx on the outer starboard wing and consequent increased suction. At 200 rev/min (Figure 7-51(d)), the induced angles of
attack at the port and starboard tips are -50 and 50, respectively, giving an increased differential lift due to a strengthened
part-span vortex on the starboard wing. The primary separation line of this vortex is along the knuckle of the drooped
leading edge. This can be seen more clearly in the static oil flow photograph for a = 200, shown in Figure 7-52(b), where
primary reattachment can also be seen. At all three rotation rates the lower-surface pressures would also be expected to
contribute to roll damping.
Figure 7-48 shows a marked nonlinearity in the variation of C1 with roll rate at a = 220, especially at low values of
flb/2V when the rolling moment is virtually zero. Flow visualization at 30 rev/min (Figure 7-52(a)) indicates flow separation
and probably vortex bursting on both wings, since tufts appear blurred and the directions are erratic. At 100 rev/min,
Figure 7-52(c) shows that the reduction in angle of attack of the port wing has reestablished an organized vortex near the
tip which is creating increased suction on the port wing and contributes a propelling rolling moment instead of a damping
rolling moment. The mean angle of attack of the port wing is approximately 20', so the oil flow pattern in Figure 7-52(b) is
comparable. Since the resultant rolling moment is zero, the negative moment indicated by upper-surface flow is presumably
offset by a positive moment from lower-wing surface pressures. As rotation speed is increased to 200 rev/min (Figure 7-52(d))
the outboard vortex on the port wing is still visible, indicating that upper surface pressures are continuing to contribute a
propelling rolling moment. However, since Figure 7-48 shows that at 200 rev/min the rolling moment is negative, it must be
assumed that lower-surface pressures contribute a greater damping moment.
When angle of attack is increased to 300, Figure 7-48 shows that the variation of rolling moment with rotation rate is
again linear but with reduced slope compared with the characteristic for a = 16'. As shown by the tuft photographs,
Figures 7-53(a-c), the upper-surface flows at all three rotational speeds are complex and relatively insensitive to rotation
rate. The net result is a lower damping due to rotation rate.
Effects of angle of attack on the variation of Cn are unremarkable except for a reduction in gradient for low rotation rate
at a = 22'. However, examination of the body-axis data, not presented here, showed that most of this effect comes from
the body-axis rolling moment. The side-force (Cil) characteristics have a positive gradient up to a = 30' but at a = 400
there is a large zero displacement and the gradient has changed sign. The effects of rate of rotation and angle of attack on
the longitudinal coefficients C2 and Cm are shown in Figure 7-54. The maximum variations in Cz and Cn are 0.1 and 0.01,
respectively, with the greater variations at high angles ef attack aid high rotation rate.
7.5.2 Effects of Foreplanes
Figures 7-55 and 7-56 show the effect of foreplanes on 1 and nnfor HIRM 1 at a = 180, 200, 240 and 260. At a = 180
C, and Cn vary linearly with rotation rate until 0)b/2V L- 0.1, when there is some reduction in gradient. The foreplanes
give about 20% increase in both C1 and 5,n. At a = 200 without foreplanes, the gradient of , vs flb/2V Is virtually zero
at low rotation rate, and there are marked nonlinearities at higher rates. With foreplanes on, however, there is a substantial
gradient through the origin with some fall-off at higher rates. It is probable that the foreplane contribution derives mainly
from effects on wing lift, rather than the increment due to forces on the actual foreplanes. When the angle of attack is
increased to 24', nonlinearities in C1 increase to the extent that the gradient changes sign for low values of flb/2V. The effect
is less severe with foreplanes on. At a = 260 there is little variation in C'i for Iftb/2V < 0.1, but a sudden increase occurs
outside this range. At all angles of attack the variation of Cn with £b/2V is seen to be more linear with foreplanes on.
The effects of foreplanes on IIIRM 2 are shown in Figures 7-57 and 7-58 for a = 220 and a = 500, respectively. At a = 220
(Figure 7-57) effects are similar to those on HIRM I at a similar angle of attack, but at a = 500, foreplanes off, there are
large changes in the body-axis yawing moment with rotation rate (Figure 7-58). It is likely that these large asymmetric
changes are caused by 'flipping' of the forebody vortices which is largely suppressed by the presence of the foreplanes.
7.5.3 Effects of Nose Boom
The HIIRM 2 configuration was tested with and without a large probe (leiigth = 0 38b) fitted to the nose and the effects
are shown in Figures 7-59 and 7-60 for a = 200 and a = 500, respectively. At a = 200, the effects on rolling and yawing
moment are small, but at a = 500 the probe has the effect of increasing the linearity and symmetry of the characteristics.
This is most probably due to the effect oi the forebody flow where the probe prevents or delays the formation of asymmetric
nose vortices.
7.5.4 Effects of Fin
Fin contributions to Cy , Ca and C1 for IIIRM I at a = 24' are shown in Figure 7-61. In general, side force generated by a
fin is the sum of contributions due to sidewash over the fin arising from differential lift on the wings and to fin incidence due
to rolling For a positive rate of roll, air flows from port to starboard giving a positive sidewash contribution. At low angles
of attack, the contribution from fin incidence is negative, resulting in a small net side-force contribution. However, at high
angles of attack, when most of the fin area is below the rotation axis, the contribution from fin incidence is positive and, as
shown in Figure 7-61, the total fin contribution is large and positive. As might be expected, a positive fin contribution to
Cy results in a negative increment in Cn and a small negative increment in 1 due to fin displacement below the rotation
axis.
7 5.5 Effects of Reynolds Number and Macl Number
Tests to investigate the effects of Reynolds number(Rc ) and Mach number were made in the 2.4m x I ,m Pressurized Wind
Tunnel at RAE Farnborough. Reynolds number effects on C1, Cn and C2yfor tIIRM 2 at a = 20', 50' and 60* are shown
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are xalso106shown.
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Figures
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to 7.64.
For a =in 60',
body-axes characteristics
there
are only
differences
the characteristics
for Rc = 1.35
and 3.81
106, but at a = 500 and 600 there
are significant effects, especially on Cn and C1. The body-axes data for a = 600 show, however, that the effect of Rc is
confined to the body-axis Cn and, although not shown, this is largely the case at a = 500 also. The effect of Re on body-axis
rolling moment is insignificant. This suggests that there is an Re effect on the flow over the fuselage and fin, reducing the
gradient of the yawing-moment characteristic as Re is increased. Tests were also made in the 4m x 2.7m Wind Tunnel at
Re = 1.3 5 x 10 and results are compared in Figures 7-65 and 7.66 for a = 200 and 600, respectively. Body-axes results
for a = 600 are shown in Figure 7-67. Again, at a = 20" (Figure 7-65) there is little difference between the results, but at
a = 600 (Figure 7-66) there are significant differences between results from the two wind tunnels at the same Re. If the
results are plotted in body-axes, as shown in Figure 7-67, it can be seen that the differences originate only from the body-axis
yawing moment Cn. Possible reasons for these discrepancies include tie differences in downstream rig support structure,
test-section sizes and the levels of free-stream turbulence in the wind tunnels. It is felt that the rig support structures are too
far downstream to have such a dramatic influence on yawing moment, and it is known that the turbulence level in the 2.4m
x 1.8m Wind Tunnel is much greater than in the 4m x 2.7m Tunnel. However, as shown in Section 5.2, a more plausible
explanation is the difference in unsteady wall interference in the two wind tunnels.
The effects of a change in Mach number from 0.4 to 0.7 for a = 00, 120 and 200 are shown in Figures 7-68 to 7-70 for
IIRIM 1 with zero leading-edge droop. There was a small asymmetry in these zero droop wings due to manufacturing error
which will have caused some of the zero displacements in the characteristics. When Mach number is increased from 0.4 to 0.7
the most significant effects are a reduction in the gradient of C1 vs flb/2V at a = 120 and an increase in gradient in C. vs
Qlb/2V at a = 200. There are also some unexplained discontinuities in Cy vs (Qb/2V between positive and negative rotations.
7.6 MBB-AIRCRAFT
As a result of international work sharing agreements on recent European programs, only a few tests with the rotary balance
of DFVLR have been conducted. Nevertheless, some experimental work has been performed by different investigators on
typical configurations of complete aircraft or aircraft components. Thus, representative data for different configurations due
to rolling have been obtained through the use of the rotary balance by MBB together with DFVLR. The data are presented
in wiil axes except where stated otherwise.
7 6.1 Wing Characteristics
Wing shapes of different leading-edge sweep angles and planforms were investigated on a simple rotary rig9 in order to
determine the roll damping characteristics of basic wing configurations. Although the tests emphasized moderate angles of
attack, the results presented in Figures 7-71 and 7-72 show the trends of roll damnping for wings with low and high sweep at
high angles of attack, Figure 7-71 shows the rolling-moment coefficients as a function of dimensionless roll rate for a sweptand an unswept-wing configuration in terms of body axes. Figure 7-72 presents the roll damping derivatives as functions of
angle of attack for the wing configurations. The roll damping for a typical delta wing shows a smooth trend with angle of
attack, whereas a very abrupt decrease in roll damping is observed for the unsaept wing at high angles of attack.
7.6.2 Delta Wing Configuration
The delta wing configuration shown in Figure 7.73 was tested in 1970 by EWR, a forerunner of MIBB, on the rotary rig
referred to in Chapter 3. Results from measurements of the rolling moment over a range of nondimeasional rate of roll are
presented for wind axes in Figure 7-73 for the complete model and model components
7.6.3 Variable Sweep Configuration
Data for a fighter model with sweep angles between 25* and 700 have been measured at low speeds using the rotary
apparatus at DFVLR. Results for a leading-edge sweep angle of 250 are presented in Figure 7-74. The lateral damping
derivatives determined from the rotary data are shown in Figures 7-75 to 7-77. Differences in roll damping at low angles
of attack fi different sweep angles are obvious although the data are plotted for a constant reference span and area, which
affects a direct comparison of the magnitude of the data. For small values of sweep, separated flow on the outer wing reduces
the roll damping at high angles of attack. This effect decreases with increasing sweep angle and disappears completely for a
sweep angle of 700 where a strong vortical flow field on the wing maintains the damping in roll The contribution of the tall
to side force and yaw damping of the complete coifiguratmon for a wing sweep angle of 45' is shown in Figure 7-77. These
data are in agreement with results published by Boyden' 0 for wo configurations with different wing sweep angles as shown
in Figure 7-78.
7.7 ONERA-IMFL

I

At

The experimental results presented here concern the Alphajet combat aircraft. The scale of the model was 1/12, and the
tests were carried out in the vertical wind tunnel of ONERA-IMFL. For the data reduction, the aerodynamic chord c is used
as the reference length, and the three moment coefficients are reduced with c (fl* = fQc/V). The data presented here may be
classified in two groups The first group relates to coning motion (rotation about the wind axis). The second group relates
to the oscillatory coning motion, where oscillations of a and J) are superimposed on a coning motion
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7.7.1 Coning Motion Data
The data of this section illustrate the rotation effect with respect to the values of the angle of attack a, sideslip 0 and the
6
three control surface deflections 61, m and 6n (ailerons, elevator and rudder, respectively). When possible, these effects will
be correlated with the free-flight steady spin results. This comparison is particularly interesting and convenient, because such
spin motions are steady phenomena at high angles of attack, similar to coning motions on the rotary balance. Furthermore,
these spin motions are very well documented, as flight tests and vertical wind-tunnel tests have been carried out on the
Alphajet. To illustrate typical results, the measurements of the yawing moment in body axes are presented for several values
of flc/V and angles of attack between 400 and 90', and for three values of sideslip (03= 0', 13= -15' and 6 = +15') as
shown in Figures 7-79 to 7-80, 7-81 to 7-82, and 7-83 to 7-84, respectively.
Each case is presented for four control settings on two figures. The values of fc/V correspond approximately to the right
and left spin of the Alphajet. The different control setting configurations are numbered 1 to 4, and are:
Number
Number
Number
Number

1:
2:
3:
4:

prospin to the right (61 = -200, 6m = 60, 6n = -25*)
6
antispin to the left (61 = -20', m = -200, bn = -25')
stick to the left (6 = -20', 6m = 0', 6n = 00)
neutral (61= 6m = bn = 00)

Control setting configuration number 4 is the basic case. Number 3 shows the effect of the ailerons, which influence the
spin equilibrium. Control setting configuration number 2 is the most effective maneuver for recovery from a left spin (f2*< 0).
Control setting configuration number I is the required control setting for a right flat spin. Moreover, the comparison between
settings I and 2 can show the effect of the elevator. Ailerons and elevator are the two more effective controls at high angles
of attack, the efficiency of the rudder being weak.
Figures 7-79 to 7-84 show the results of the yawing moment as a function of angle of attack for two opposite values of fW.
It may be observed that the measurements are not pcrfectly symmetric, but this is well known in the domain of high angles
of attack. In these figures, the damping effect of the rotation is clearly in evidence and appears to be very dependent on the
values of the control surface deflections, angle of attack and sideslip.
Before discussing the data, it is instructive to consider the spin motions of the Alphajet aircraft. The two main kinds of
spill motion are the following:
-

-

A normal spin at a = 450, fc/IV = 0.06, obtained with the ailerons in the opposite direction to the spin rotation, stick
back, and the rudder in the direction of the spin.
A flat spin at a - 650, flc/V = 0.075, obtained with the same lateral control surface position, but with the stick
pushed forward.

The values given here for a, fOc/l are only average values (in order to give an approximate idea) because the equilibrium
conditions in spin are slightly dependent on the values of some parameters like the e.g. location, the inertial moments, the
altitude of the spin, etc. During these spins the sideslip is small but not zero. The sign of 3 is opposite to Q1.
Figure 7-79(a), where the sideslip is null and the control setting is neutral, shows clearly that the rotation effect is quite
dependent on the angle of attack. Reductions of the damping call be observed in two regions, at about 450 to 500 and 700
of incidence. These regions seem to be spin equilibrium comditions, particularly the second one. Indeed, a flat spin motion
where the tilt angle is small involves a small inertial moment in yaw and consequently a small aerodynamic moment in yaw.
The maximum damping effect occurs at about 580 and is observed with the three other control setting configurations. The
same effect can be observed in Figure 7-85, where the yawing moment is plotted versus the rotation rate for three different
values of s. The damping is significant at a = 60' and remains near zero at a = 70'. It may also be observed that the
variations of Cn with respect to SQc/1 are fairly smooth.
The comparison between control-setting configuration numbers 4 and 3 shows that a positive variation of the yawing
moment results from the negative aileron deflection, particularly for the values of the angle of attack greater than 60'. So,
it may be concluded that movement of the stick to the left induces a positive contribution to Ca. This may be attributed
to the fact that, at very high angles of attack, the displacement of the stick (ailerons) in either lateral directiop favors spin
equilibrium conditions in the opposite direction. In this context "favoring the spin" is only from the yawing-momnnt point
of view. In fact, the spin motion requires equilibrium and stability conditions for all of the six components. Finally, it is
noted that the damping effect is not modified by the action of the ailerons.
The comparison between the results for control-setting configuration numbers 3 and 2 clearly shows two main effects: an
increase in the damping effect in yaw, and a positive variation of the yawing moment for the curve corresponding to the
negative values of the rotation rate. The control displacement has a greater effect in the case of a left rotation.
In global adlue, the yawing moment becomes largely positive for configuration 2 wvith W negative. Control-setting
configuration number 2 effectively gives a yawing moment in the direction opposite to the left spin and is antispin to the lefi
A comparison between the results for control settings number 2 and I shows the effect of the elevator (the only difference
between I and 2) and also the effectiveness of the prospin control setting. A significant reduction of the damping effect is
observed from 40' to 800 angle of attack. At 70', the rotation effect seems to be propelhng but its amplitude is small. This
characteristic clearly explains the prospin effect (to the right) of this control setting and is very well correlated with flight test
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results. Beyond 650 angle of attack, the global yawing moment is positive, even in the case of a right spin (flc/V positive).
The differences between configurations 1 and 2 (concerning the elevator setting) indicates the effectiveness of the elevator
in the spin equilibrium condition in yaw, and this illustrates the elevator effect cn the yawing moment in rotational flow.
Indeed, in flight it is necessary to push on the stick to obtain the flat spin when the other controls are prospin.
A comparison between the cases # = 0' (Figures 7-79 and 7-80) and the cases 6 = -15' (Figures 7-81 and 7-82) shows
that the sideslip has an important influence on yawing moment. A positive value of Qc/V produces a negative yawing
moment. The comparison between the cases = -15* and / = +150 (Figures 7-81 and 7-83) shows that the sideslip effects
are almost symmetric up to a = 80'.
The effects of the control settings may be summarized as follows : the stick displacement to the left (aileron effect) induces
a positive variation of the yawing moment (pro:,pir. to the right). The stick pushed forward (elevator effect) promotes the
flat and fast spin as mentioned previously in the case with / = 0'.
7.7.2 Oscillatory Coning Results
The rotary balance presently in service at IMFL has the capability for tilting the angular velocity vector with respect to
the free-stream axis. The angle between the velocity vector and the rotational vector is A,an adjustment degree of freedom
of the apparatus. When \ is not equal to zero, the rotary motion induces a sinusoidal oscillatory evolution of a and /, and so
the unsteady aerodynamic behavior may be observed on the rotary balance during the motion. The apparatus, the kinematic
relations and the data reduction for the oscillatory coning motion are described in Chapter 4.
At low angles of attack, the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft model can be estimated under the
assumptions of small disturbance theory. For these conditions, the identification of the dynamic stability paranmeters like, for
instance, the derivatives with respect to rate of change of a and 0 can give a good estimation of the unsteady behavior. On
the other hand, at high angles of attack this hypothesis is not true because the phenomena are nonlipear and time dependent.
In this casr, a rotary balance with the A degree of freedom can give sonic information on this unsteady behavior. As this
capability is unique and specific to the IMFL rotary balance, it is of interest to focus attention on some of these results where
unsteady phenmnna can be observed.
Dynamic stall phenomena can be seen in Figure 7-86, where the lift and the drag variations are presented in wind axes
and in Figure 7-87, where the pitching moment and the normal force are plotted in body axes for the same tests. Each test is
a periodic test, so the measurement curves are closed loops. On these figures, the tests were performed for the same ,alies of
the rotation rate (fW = 0.06), and for the mean or central value of the angle of attack (ac = 20'). Consequently, the values
of the angular velocities are identical for all the tests presented. The values of A are different, so the effect of the amplitude
of the oscillation can be observed in these figures. The dashed curves represent the static aerodynamic coefficient values, and
these can be compared with the global coefficients to estimate the unsteady contributions to the aerodynamic coefficients
Large unsteady effects can immediately be observed, particularly in the case of tile high-amplitude test.
Concerning the lift variation, the main characteristics of the phenomena are the following:
- The maximum value of the lift is highly increased
- The stall angle of attack is increased (about 300 instead of about 170 as under stationary conditions)
- An important hysteresis effect is observed.
During the cycle, -hen a is increasing at low angles of attack, an overshoot of the linear regime occurs and high values
of the lift and stall angle of attack are obtained.
After reaching its highest value, the lift is suddenly reduced and the stall is steeper than in the stationary case. Then,
when a is decreasing symmetrically, the lift decreases with another slope, and the icadjustment to the linear regime dons not
occur at the stationary value of the stall angle of attack. The lift observed is then smaller than in the stationary case The
unsteady contribution is characterized by an important time dependent effect. (The linear regime is found at a value of the
angle of attack smaller than the static stall angle.)
Such phenomena have already been described for pitching, plunging or accelerating airfoils by other author.. Flow
visualizations and pressure measurements have proved that the dynamic stall was characterized by the slieddig and passMaf
over the airfoil upper surface of a vortex-like disturbance inducing a highly nonlinear pressure field. 'Tile results presented for
the Alphajet model show a similar phenomenon. Of particular interest is to observe it experimentally on a thrc, dimnensiuhlial
model subjected to an oscillatory coning motion, which constitutes quite a realistic motion at high angles of attack.
Unsteady effects were also found for the other coeffiieents, and can be observed in Figures 7-86 aid 7-87. The drag,
pitching moment and normal force show an overshoot over the maximum values obtaiied in stationary tests and aliysteresis
loop.
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In Figures 7-88 and 7-89 two effects can be observed: the effect of the oscillation amplitude and the effect of tile
mean
value of the angle of attack. The amplitude effect is nonlinear, and the case A= 200 is considerably more dynamic than tile
others. The value of the stall angle is quite dependent on A. The slopes of the lift with respect to a are also very dependent
on tile
amplitude of the oscillation, particularly in the case of tile
dynamic stall event.
The value of the mean angle of attack also has a large influence on tile
unsteady aerodynamic coefficients. For instance,
in Figure 7-88(a) large differences can be observed between the oscillations about ac = 250 and ac = 50* . In the first case,
the dynamic stall event occ'ia as previously described because the a variation occurs largely in the attached flow region. At
a higher value of ac, such as 50, the phenomenon is different because, in this case, the flow is entirely separated over the
wing in the whole domain of the a variation. Large unsteady effects exist for all the aerodynamic coefficients.
TLe importance of the time history of the angle of attack is shown in Figures 7-90 and 7-91 where timecoefficients are
plotted for two opposite values of the rotation rate W1'.During a cycle the values of the angles of attack and sideslip are
varying, and a primary question arises as to the unsteady contribution of the sideslip to the results. As shown in Figures 7-90
or 7-91, the loops plotted for two opposite values of the rotation rate are nearly identical. Thus, the results show little effect
of the sideslip variation on the measurements. Similar values of the lift, drag and pitching moment are found for opposite
values and time histories of sideslip, but for identical time histories of the angle of attack.
Figures 7-92 and 7-93 show the important nonlinear effect of the oscillation frequency on the unsteady behavior. Tile
value
of the stall angle in tile
dynamic tests is dependent on the reduced frequency, and the hysteresis effects are also dependemnt
on these vahls.
Control settings may also influence the unsteady aerodynamic response as can be scen in Figures 7-91and 7.95, which
present the results for neutral controls and for antispin control settings for a left spin. The effects of tile
control configuration
are not limited to the steady effects, and the unsteady contribution call
also be changed when the control surfaces are
deflected.
In order to predict high-a dynamic behavior such as departure, recovery, or oscillatory spins, it is necessary to take into
account unsteady aerodynamic effects such as the foregoing.
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Table 7-2. Geometric Characteristics of Models Tested by AerMacchi

Model
designation
A

Aircraft
category
Subsonic combat

_
AR
4.5

Wing Parameters
At4
Taper
200
.54

t/c
9%

aircraft
BI

Jet trainer

5.34

80

.58

13%

B2

Jet trainer

4.7

110

.5

12%

C

Subsomc combat
aircraft

3.75

27.50

5

12%

D

Subsonic combat
aircraft

4.6

250

.A1

9.5%

E

111gh
performance
canard configured

2.7

390

.16

5%

F

18-pass commuter

8.2

00

.59

111%

G

8-paIs executive
twin turboprop

12.4

, 00

-

0.2

I

14%

_L_____
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1.0

0.8
0.6

AIRPLANE

0.06

ARLN

0.04

[ C

>A

DO
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CHAPTER 8
FLUID DYNAMICS OF ROTARY FLOWS
8.0 INTRODUCTION
Previous chapters hcve corcentrated on the measurement of forces acting on a rotating model. As in static aerodynamics,
there is also a need to study the physics of rotary flows by both experimental and analytical methods. This chapter describes
the diagnostic techniques of flow visualization and pressure measurement and analytical prediction methods, including
comparison with model test data and extrapolation to full scale conditions. In addition, the importance of viscous flow
phenomena in high-a rotary flows is discussed.
8.1 FLOW DIAGNOSTICS
8.1.1 Flow Visualizdtion
As in a static wind-tuniel test, correlatio-i of observations of the flow state on the model with the variation of measured
forces is an important aspect of a rotary test. For instance, it may be possible to identify the source of a loss of roll damping
and develop a method of rectifying it. Two of the techniques used in static testing, tufts and surface oil flow, are commonly
used in rotary testing. Smoke has also been used ,n certain circumstances. Tufts are particularly suitable for visualiziig
general flow directiois near the surface and ident..ying areas of separated low-energy flow. This technique has the advantage
of instant response to changing conditions and recording of the flow patlern without interruption of the test. Surface oil flow
is more suitable for visualizing detailed features such as laminar bubbles, vortex separation and reattachment, and shock
waves. There is a possibility that when the ratio of wind speed to total velocity due to rotation is low, centrifugal forces on
the oil may cause distortion of the flow at points on the model furthermost from the axis of rotation, but for most practical
test cases the distortion is not significant.
At AerMacchi, both tufts and surface oil flow lave been used, mainly to study flow phenomena which caused unexpected
force variations on a model. Tufts on wing surfaces are observed by a video camera installed on the balance sector rotating
with the model. The camera signal is transmitted directly to a TV receiver to avoid electrical noise which may be introduced
through slip-rings. When the surface oil flow technique is used the paint is composed of titanium dioxide with oil and a
di-persing agent as for static testing. Rotating the nodel wind-off shows that centrifugal forces do not cause any visible
movement of the paint a, the usual rotation rates (100 to 150 rpm). Flow patterns are photographed either after stopping
the rotation and shutting down the wind tmnnel, or by sypchronized flash during the test. Examples of the way in wich
these techniques have been used are as follows:
a. Wool tufts on the upper wing surfaces of one configuration showed the abrupt extensive flow separation, usually near
the wing tips, which coincided with severe autorotating moments near the stall
b. Surface-oil-flow patterns correlated with the measured damping effect of small fuselage modifications. The effect of
adding two small strokes to the sides of the forebody of a military configuration were studied at very high angles of
attack. Figure 8-1 shows the roll damping (Pbout the wind axis) of the two configurations and the corresponding flow
visualization is shown in Figures 8-2 to 8-5. The patterns are rather complex, with areas of dead air where the oil does
not flow. However, it can be seen that on the basic configuration the flow separates from the highly curval bottom of
the fuselage nose The tests showed that this separation could be asymmetrial and iiduce relatively high asymmetric
forces. When the strakes were fitted the separation line was fixed with strong vortices acting on the sides of the canopy
aiil there was symmetrical flow. The strakes were only effective in one position relative to the curved lower fuselage
and for an angle-of-attack range of 65' to 85'. Prior to the rotary tests vertical wind tunnel tests with a free model
had shown that a flat spin could be damped by the addition of strakes.
Examples of surface flow visualization and flow field visualization at MBB are shown in Figures 8-6 and 8-7. A titanium
dioxide and oil mixture was used to show the different flow patterns on a static model (Figure 8-6) aid on a model rotating
at 200 rpm (Figure 8-7), For the rotating model, the photograph shows a more intense vortex on the downgong port wing,
which is at a higher effective anglq of attack. To study interference effects from the rotary rig support structur-, MIBB built a
small-scale, simplified rig for operation in a water tuiiel. Colored dye sticalmnes weie used to observe the flow field around
the model and rig (Figure 8-8).
Oi the relatively small models (typically, 0.6 m span) tested on the RAE rotary rig, conventional tufts of I mm diametei
would, it was felt, cause u cceptable flow interference if applied in the density required to give a flow picture of sufficient
detail.
Impressive results have beem. obtained by Crowder in the U.S. and by Dobney et al. 2 in the 5 iu Wind Tumiel at RAE
using 'mintufts' These are made from nylon monofilament, 0.04 mm diameter, coated with a fluorescent dye When viewed
in ultra violet light their apparent optical diameter is large compared with the actual diameter, which allows tnemn to be
easily seen atid photographed. These tufts do cause a small interference but for rolling tests the level of interference is
considered to be insignificant compared with other limitations oi the accuracy of dynamic force measurements. Another
possible limitation of the technique for rolling tests is that the centrifugal force on tufts near the wing tips of the model
wou!d cause eri.ors in apparent flow direction. However, an appioximate calculation indicates that the ratio of aerodynamic
force to centrifugal foice is in excess of 1,000, so that errors would be negligible.
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Although the model is in motion during a rolling test, the tuft pattern should be constant at a steady rotational speed
and the requireme..: is to photograph the tuft pattern at any time during a steady rotation. One possibility is to mount the
camera on tile rotating element of the rig. However, it was decided that a more elegant and practical method would be to
fix the camera to the working section structure and illuminate the tufts with a UV flash. The flash is synchronized with the
drive shaft position so that the exposure is made when the wings of the model are normal to the camera lens. Tests 3 were
made in the 4 in x 2.7 in (13 ft x 9 ft) Low Speed Wind Tunnel at RAE Bedford at a wind speed of 70 m/s.
A camera and flash units are mounted in the roof of the working section. Tile flash units are fixed in specially made
cut-outs in a roof panel, but the camera position and angle are adjustable to suit the model angle of at'ack. Exposures are
made through a transparent panel in the roof. Using a pair of contacts on an encoder geared to the drive shaft and a specially
designed electronic circuit, the flash units can be fired to photograph either the top or bottom of the model or either side of
the fin.
The method of attaching tufts is fairly straightforward. After thoroughly cleaning the surface to be tufted, a grid is marked
on it. The nylon monofilament is fixed in chord:vise lengths, with the ends secured with adhesive tape to the underside of the
leading and trailing edges. A hypodermic syringe is then used to apply a small amount of clear cellulose dope at the marked
tuft attachment points. When the dope has dried, the nylon is cut with a scalpel upstream of these attachment points. The
length of each tuft is about 15 mm. During testing, tufts in some locations tend to break off through fatigue or come unstuck
but can easily be replaced individually after each run. Both the camera and flash units are operated remotely from tile wind
tunnel observation room.
An example of the use of mini-tufts is shown in Figures 8-9(a) to (d). The development of separated flow on the IIIRM I
configuration is shown as angle of attack is increased from 0' to 30'. In each case the rotation speed is 100 rpm, so that the
port wing tip is effectively at a = -2.5' and the starboard wing tip at a = +2.5'. For a = 0', Figure 8-9(a), the tufts show
a symmetrical flow pattern with attached chordwise flow over both wings but at a = 16', Figure 8-9(b), there are differences
in the tuft patterns on the port and starboard wings with evidence of a vortex developing on the outer starboard wing due
to the increased effective angle of attack. At a = 22*, Figure 8-9(c), tufts on the starboard outer wing indicate that the flow
is separated and broken down whereas eii the port outer wing, at a lower effective angle of attack, the tufts indicate that a
stro,ig part-span vortex is established, This would give greater suction on the port wing and tend to decrease roll damping or
even result in negative damping. At a = 30', Figure 8-9(d), the tufts show that the flow has br3ken down on both outboard
wings.
When a thlee-diiensonal picture of the flow is required, it may be possible to use smoke or a similar medium for flow
visualization. Few tests of this type have been made, but one example, using titanium tetrachloride, is given. This highly
volatile and corrosive substance is painted onto a suitably protected model and, in the presence of moist air, produces
dense white funes consisting of titanium dioxide and hydrochloric acid! In low-speed coning tests of a cone-cylinder model,
Yoshinaga et al.1 found through flow visualization that two pairs of asymmetric vortices existed, one forward of the coning
axis and one pair aft of it (see sketch in Figure 8-10). In static tests, only three vortices are observed, with the aft one
starting roughly at the location of the coning axis. Although the coning motion possibly could aid in the development of a
new asymmetric vortex pair aft of the coning axis,5 as is illustrated in Figure 8-10, flow visualization pictuires show that the
sting support, in spite of its slenderness, could have had an influence oin tile asymmetric vortex geometry (Figure 8-11). Two
protrusions of the miniature bearings supporting the pitch axle (Figure 8-12) also appear to have had some influncie on the
flow 4 (Figure 8-13). Further tests are planned to determine what the effects of the very unobtrusive looking support system
cal have been oi the formation of asyi.-metric vortices and the resulting coning motion.

8.1.2 Pressure Measurement
Measurements of pressure distribution are routinely made in static and, to a lesser extent, in oscillatory wind tunnel tebts,
but not in rotary tests. One reason for this is the difficulty of implementing such a technique on a rotating model rather
than a lack of interest in the data obtained from such tests. Especially when combined with force measurements and flow
visualization, a knowledge of the pressure distribution can help in understanding how the wing flow characteristics change
with rate of rotation, angle of attack, flap deflectio, etc. Wing modifications to avert autorotation, for instance, could then
perhaps be more easily accomplished.
An impressive testb was made by NACA in 1947, when a set of five large-scale wings (Figure 8-14) were tested in the 40by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel at Ames. The primary aim of tile tests was to study the effects of sweep on roll damping and the
wing-sweep angles were 0, 4.30* and ±450 (quarter-chord line). Wing sections were NACA 0015 at the root, changing to
NACA 23009 at the tip. Damping in roll Ci, was measured by means of a strain-gauge balance at the hub of time rotating
wing and wing surface pressures were measured by manometers at the wing root, connectcd to 180 orifices located at eight
spanwise stations in each pair of wing panels. The effect of wing sweep on the variation of CIP with a is reproduced in
Figure 8-15 for A = 00 and A= :1450. Figure 8-15(a) shows that for the forward swept wing (A = -450), C, doubles in
magnitude as a increases from 00 to 20' before dimii.ishing rapidly to zero at a = 300 For A= 450, Figure 8-15(c), there
is only a small increase of C, with a and a more gradual fall-off from a = 15'. For A = 00, Figure 8-15(b), 01 is larger at
low angles of attack but declines rapidly at a = 15*, reaching zero at a = 20'. Section lift coefficients were determined from
the pressure measuremqents and plotted against a for each chord station The plots for A= -45*, 00 and 450 reproduced in
Figures 8-16(a), (b) and (c), respectively, show the section lilt coefficient ci for the stationary wing as well as for a rotation
rate corresponding to pb/2V = 0.11 on the upgomng and downgoing sections. Figure 8-16(a) shows that for the outboard
sections at high angles of attack the increments in cl due to rotation are large at A = -45* compared with corresponding
data for A - 00 and A= 450, Figures 8-16(b) and (c), respectively. This accounts for the large increase in Clp at high a for

= -45

.
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These large increments in outboard section lift are probably due to draining of the boundary layer away from the

tips, thereby decreasing tip flow separations and increasing the local cl,.
More recently, as part of a study 7 of the effect of component interactions on spin aerodynamics, Bihrle Applied Research
at NASA Langley has measured the pressure distributions on the vertical and horizontal tail surfaces and aft fuselage of
a trainer airplane configuration during rotary tests in the NASA-Langley Spin Tunnel. A total of 202 pressure ports was
installed in a 1/7-scale model (Figure 8-17) and the pressures were measured using a transducer/scanning valve system. Data
were obtained at angles of attack of 200, 400 and 500 over a range of flb/2V of 4-0.5.
It is well known that the relative locations of the vertical and horizontal tails can influence the spin and recovery
characteristics of an airplane. The cause of such effects was logically thought to be related to the change of pressures
on the vertical tail due to the presence of the horizontal tail, but until the subject tests a systematic set of data was not
available for analysis of this effect. Results of the subject tests indicated that with the horizontal tail removed, the trailing
side of the vertical tail (left side of the vertical tail in a left spin) experienced a large negative pressure, which produced a
damping (anti-spin) moment. With the horizontal tail in place, however, the negative pressure switched to the leading side
of the vertical tail, resulting in propelling (pro-spin) moments (Figures 8-18 and 8-19).
8.2 ANALYTICAL PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
The value and efficiency of expciimental rotary-balance tests would be significantly increased by the availability of
valid computational or semi-empirical methods. At the present time, however, relatively few studies of the accuracy of
such approaches have been accomplished due to the complexity of high-alpha unsteady aerodynamics Nevertheless, tile
development and validation of computational techniques remains an important goal.
The classical approach used for the estimation of rotary effects-particularly for wings--at low angles of attack, involves
the application of strip theory and numerical integration of the aerodynamic characteristics of elements of the airplane. At
low angles of attack, this approach has proven to be relatively accurate, and it is now used in computer-based design methods.
However, for high-angle-of-attack conditions the complexity of separated flows, which involves significant levels of component
aerodynamic interference, hysteresis effects, time-dependent behavior and Reynolds-number effects, poses a major obstacle
to the valid applications of strip theories and overall progress in the analytical area.
One logical approach to advancing the analytical capability, at least as a first step, is a relatively simple experimental/
analytical study of the rotary aerodynamics of isolated airplane components to define the ability of the computations to
predict aerodynamic phenomena of interest. An unpublished exploratory project, directed by E. C. Polliamus at NASA
Langley, was conducted to evaluate the application of analytical methods to an extension of Polhamus' earlier research on
effects of fuselage cross-sectional shape on spinning characteristics.
The investigation consisted of an assessment of strip theory and sectional cross-flow theory when applied to predictions
of the spin-damping characteristics of isolated fuselage shapes at an angle of attak of 90'. The study included several
key variables, including fuselage cross-sectional shape, rotation rate and Reynolds number. The experimental setup, shown
in Figure 8-20, involved isolated fuselage shapes mounted on an internal balance which measured yawing moment in body
axes for various free-stream and rotary conditions in the Langley 7- by 10-foot tunnel. The analytical procedure used is
depicted in Figure 8-21. The local sectional value of RN and cross-flow angle 0 were computed for specific free-stream and
rotary conditions. A 2-D aerodynamic data bank 8 based on static tests of cross-sectional shapes at combinations of RN
and cross-flow angle was then utilized for input data to predi~t the local sectional aerodynamic characteristics. Finally, the
local sectional data were integrated for the entire fuselage, yawing moments were computed, and the results compared with
experimental data.
The fuselage shapes tested on the rotary apparatus are shown in Figure 8-22. The cross sections were carefully selected
to include shapes known to be sensitive to Reynolds number. Also, the fuselage shapes ranged from simple, constant
cross-sectional cylindrical shapes to those more representative of pointed fuselages
Typical 2-D cross-flow data for a circular shape and a square shape with rounded corners are shown in Figure 8-23. The
square shape shows that, when subjected to a local flow angle of 10' (as would occur at a typical fuselage station in a spin),
the side force generated changes from propelling values at low RN to damping values at higher values of RN. Other cross.
sectional aerodynamic characteristics are indicated in Figure 8-24 for a similar range of RN. Additional data are presented in
Figure 8-25, which illustrate the nonlinear effects of local flow angle for the rounded-square section, especially at supercritical
values of RN These aerodynamic characteristics, and, imparticular, their large variations with RN, were felt to present a
challenge to the analytical procedure.
Data comparing experimental and analytical results for a constant rounded-square fuselage shape are shown in Figure 8-26.
As expected, on the basis of the 2-D shape sensitivity to RN, the fuselage model produced propelling moments for the lower
values of flb/2V at RN = 0.25 x 106, whereas the model produced damping at RN = 0.71 x 106. The analytical predictions
indicate trends similar to those observed in the experiments. lowever, the magnitude of the moment was not accurately
predicted, particularly at the lower RN. For certain combinations of cross-sectional shapes, the analytical results were ill
geeral agreement with the experimental data, such as in Figure 8-27. On the other hand, for the configuration shown in
Figure 8-28 the agreement was very poor, particularly at high RN where the experiment and theoiy differed completely.
Finally, the phenomenon of hysteresis was encountered for certain shapes near the critical cross-flow RN. For example,
shown in Figure 8-29 are data obtained at RN values of 0.22 x 106, 0.54 x 106 and 0.44 x 106. The data at the lowest and
highest RN were well-behaved and repeatable, however, at RN = 0.44 x 106 the model exhibited a large hysteresis effect
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which was not fully understood. The results obtained for a simple circular cross-section fuselage with a pointed nose are
shown in Figure 8-30, illustrating good agreement between experiment and theory at subcritical and supercritical RN, and
the unpredictable hysteresis-prone trends at critical RN.
The conclusions drawn from the Polhamus study were that the strip theory predicted spin damping trends quite well
for some of the shapes studied at sub- and supeicritical RN, and that the centrifugal effects, hysteresis and 3-dimensional
viscous flow effects not included in the theory could account for the lack of agreement between predictions and experiment.
Based on these results, it appears that the technology and understanding required for analytical predictions of rotary data
are not in hand The designer should be especially ,cautious regarding analytical data predictions for complete configurations,
which will generally display even more complex phenomena than those mentioned here. It should be emphasized that an aggressive
acceleration of the analytical methods is urgently needed to augment the experimental methods now used. Of particular
interest is the role that sophisticated CFD methods may play in this effort.
8.3 VISCOUS-FLOW/VEHICLE-MOTION COUPLING
When considering the strong coupling existing between vehicle motion and complex flow phenomena, such as boundarylayer transition and flow separation, 9, 10 discussed in Section 5.3, one can understand why there are no purely theoretical
imethod- available for prediction of the unsteady acrodynamic characteristics of advanced aircraft operating at high angles
of attack. The only manner in wlica a realistic pr Jiction of high-alpha aerodynamics presently could be accomplished,
short of full-scale flight investigation, is through semi-empirical means, i.e., by using experiment and theory together to
provide dynamic simulation through analytic extrapolation from subscale test data to full-scale conditions. This has been
11,12
However, in the case of the high-alpha dynamics of
accomplished for planar motion of a number of vehicle geometries.
most advanced aircraft the coning motion and associated moving wall effects on flow separation and vortex shedding off a
13
slender forebody greatly complicate the problem of dynamic simulation in experiments and, even more so, tie problem of
dynamics prediction.
The classical Magnus lift of a rotating circular cylinder represents a well established case of moving wall effects, and
14
the experimental results presented by Swanson will be used as a reference when discussing other types of viscous motioncoupling effects.
8 3.1 Coning Characteristics
At high angles of attack the asymmetric flow separation occurring on a slender body of revolution generates large
5
16
asymmetric loadsl' which can drive the body in a coning motion (Figure 8-31). The limiting rate is obtained when
the driving moment induced by the flow separation asymmetry is balanced by the drag-induced damping moment. The
authors 0 revealed that only a slight push was needed to initiate the coning motion in either direction. That is, so-called
t3
moving wall effects dominated over the static asymmetry. Superimposing a Reynolds number scale on the velocity scale in
Figure 8-31 shows that the iimtial "spin-up" to 5 rps at a = 15 (leg occurs for laminar flow conditions. Thus, the laminar
Magnus lift results in Reference 14 can be applied, observing that the moving wall effects for the translating cross-section of
the coning body (Figure 8-32) are largely the same as for the rotating circular cylinder because the moving wall effects are
concentrated into a region near the flow stagnation point, where the boumdary layer build-up starts 17
It has been shown that for a slender, pointed nose the separation asymmetry, determining the characteristics of the shed
15
asymmetric body vortices, is generated on the nose. Consequently, if the moving wall effect on the side force generated by
the nose can be predicted, a first step will have been taken towards determining the high-alpha vehicle dynamics, eventually
including the downstream vortex-induced effects.
The 2-D Magnus lift characteristics in Reference 14 supply the strip loads for the coning, coneal nose. Integrating the
by the damnpng moment generated
strip load "ontribution to the yawing moment gives the driviig moment. It is balanced
18
by the drag, with Cd 1.2 for laminar flow conditions. The resulting prediction of the coning rate for a = .15 (leg agrees
16
t6
well with the experimental results (Figure 8-33). The zero offset is caused by the bearing friction present ii the test,
which was not included in the prediction 8 (as it was not known).
8 3.9. Flat Spin Characteristics
When the coning angle is increased to 90 deg, the direct analogy between the translating cross-section of the conig body
and the rotating cross-section, generating Magnus lift, is lost. lowever, experimental results for a circular cylinder driven
in the flat spin mode 19 (Figure 8-34) indicate that similar viscous motion-coupling effects are still present. The critical flow
separation asymmetry develops in opposite directions on the two sides of the rotation axis, the direction being determined
completely by the spin-induced effects on boundary-layer transition. For the free-to-spin model, the moment generated by the
critical separation asymmetry, illustrated ii Figure 8-34, drives the circular cylinder up to a flat spin rate OFS = QFS L/2Uos,
where it is balanced by the drag-generated dampiiig moment 20 Although the flat spin is initiated by the subcritical/critical
15
separation asymmetry with nonsymrietric spanwuse distribution, initially determined by body miicoaymnmetries or flow
nonuniformities, the high spin rates (Uy >. Uo at tle cylinder tips in Figure 8-34) cause a change to the critical/supercritical
flow separation shown in Figure 8-35(b), before the limiting spin rate is reached.
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During the spin-up, the critical separation asymmetry is established momentarily. However, in the free-to-spin case the
associated damping effect does not last long enough to have any significant influence before the final separation asymmetry
shown in Figure 8-35(b) is established. Here the viscous motion-coubling effect on the retreating side has promoted transition
to occur upstream of the separation bubble, wiping it out. On the opposite, advancing side, the effect delays transition,
thereby pro!onging the existence of the laminar separation bubble. This supercriticallcritical separation asymmetry produces
the maximum flat spin rate 19 (Figure 8-36). The measured pressurb distributionsla in Figure 8-34, obtained at sections P
and Q for close to the maximum flat spin rate, are of this supercritical/critical type, 15 with flow separation occurring at
AV = 100 and 140 deg, respectively, measured from the flow stagnation point at p = 30 deg.
The results for the critical flow conditions in Figure 8-30 illustrate the following- The effect of increasing spin rate is
to change the crossflow conditions from the critical/critical asymmetry, which gives a yawing moment at !D < 0.5 that
is more damped than at subcritical or supercritical conditions, to the supercritical/critical asymmetry (Figure 8-35(b)),
producing a strongly undamping moment at 0 > 0.5. In the free-to-spin case (Figure 8-36), spin-up occurs at critical flow
conditions, when a spanwise asymmetric distribution of the streamwise asymmetry is produced by model microasymmetries
or nonuniform freestream flow conditions. The experimental data in Figure 8-36 show an almost instantaneous acceleration
through the spin rates giving the critical/critical motion-induced asymmetry. That is, contrary to the 13forced spin case at
< 0.5 (Figure 8-30), the critical/critical flow condition never had time to perform its damping action.
Figure 8-30 illustrates another problem, one related to the use of strip theory, which assumes a gradual spanwise progression
of the switch between the damping and undamping crossflow asymmetries. A similar assumption is usually made in regard to
the stall progression on a helicopter blade. lowever, it was found in experiments that no such gradual progression occurred.
Instead sudden reattachment or flow separation was established simultaneously over a substantial spanwise extent of the
blade.21 Such a sudden change over a large spanwise extent is also indicated by the discontinuous Cn-change in Figure 8-30,
occuring when n exceeds S ;z 0.5.
Non-circular cross-sections experience similar motion-coupling effects, as is demonstrated by the measured forebody side
force on a square cross-section body with rounded edges in flat spin22 (Figure 8-37). The angle Om" is the maximum,
motion-induced, local flow incidence at the nose. As discussed in Reference 23, in a static test of the square cross-section
windward-side flow reattachment will not occur until c > 10'. This is in sharp contrast to the value max s 1.50 in
Figure 8-37, illustrating the power of viscous motion-coupling effects to cause early reattachment.
As has been discussed before, 9,13 viscous motion-coupling effects are similar to the effects of Reynolds number and freestream turbulence, in that they make it difficult to extrapolate to full-scale flight conditions. This is true even when support
and wall interference do not complicate the scaling problem (Section 5.3). A prerequisite for any extrapolation is that the
dominant flow mechanisms present in the test be fully understood. This, in turn, requires that systematic tests, such as
those discussed here, be performed to provide the phenomenological building blocks needed for successful extrapolation to
full-scale conditions. This activity should be coordinated with parallel efforts in computational fluid dynamics.
8.3.3 Scaling Considerations
The problem of extrapolating from subscale rotary-rig test data to full-scale vehicle dynamics is difficult by virtue of the
strong coupling existing between the vehicle motion and complex flow phenomena, such as boundary-layer transition and
flow separation. 10 In spite of the progress being made in computational fluid dynamics, no one is presently ready to forecast
when numerical simulation of the coupling between boundary-layer transition and vehicle motion will be possible. 24 The
prospects for full-scale simulation in groundl facility testing are not much better, as the tests need to be performed at the
full-scale Rteynolds mnumber. 25 Fortunately, there are cases where the visco~us flow effects are not significant and the simulation
problem disappears. However, at present, the only manner in which a realistic prediction of high-alpha dynamics can be
accomplished is through semi-empirical means. Such means have been developed for prediction of the full-scale dynamics of
rigid and elastic bodies in planar motion. 1 ,12 Experiment ap.d theory were used together in the following steps to provide
analytic extrapolation to the full-scale vehicle dynamics.
1. Establish analytic relationships between dynamic and static aerodynamic characteristics generated by viscous flow
effects.
2. Prove the veracity of the analytic method by predicting dynanmic test results using static test data obtained at the
same subscale flow conditions.
3. Detennine the effect of Reynolds number on static aerodynamic characteristics from subscale test conditions to full-scale flow
conditions.
4. Estimate full-scale vehicle dynamics using 1 and 3.
Item 3 is usually undertaken for prediction of the static loads and, if additional tests are needed, they are easy to perform
compared to dynamic tests. Thus, analytic extrapolation provides a practical means for prediction of the full-scale %ehicle
dynamics.
Dynamic stall prediction must rely heavily on experimental data which, as a rule, are obtained at subscale Reynolds
numbers. As a consequence, analytic extrapolation is needed for prediction of the full-scale unsteady aerodynanuis. For
oscillations in pitch of small amplitude and low frequency, I&c/Uooi << 1 and CD2
<< 1, the local linearization concept can
be applied even to the nonlinear separated-flow aerodynamics, as long as the characteristics are continuous in nature. 26,2 7
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The results in Figure 8-38 show that experimental subscale dynamic stall characteristics 28 can be predicted 26 using
experimental static data to define the separation-induced effect on the static aerodynamic characteristics. Although flow
separation occurs together with boundary layer transition in this case, the analytic relationship between unsteady and
steady boundary-layer transition characteristics is of the same form as that between unsteady and steady flow separation
characteristics. 10 Thus, Figure 8-38 demonstrates that requirement 2 for analytic extrapolation has been satisfied. In order
to satisfy requirement 3 the static test has to be performed at a Reynolds number that is on the same side of the critical
value as in full-scale flight, as was amply illustrated in Section 5.3. Thus, in the case of incompressible flow, static tests
from subscale to full-scale Reynolds numbers will supply the input needed for analytic extrapolation to full-scale dynamics.
However as the full-scale airfoil stall usually involves locally supersonic regions, 29 compressibility effects must be taken into
account.9-31
8.3.4 Three-Dimensional Flow Effects
The local linearization concept has also been applied to the case of compressible, three-dimensional flow, 32,33 providing
the means for prediction of the highly nonlinear effects on the vehicle dynamics of the Space Shuttle orbiter of shock-induced
flow separation and the leading edge separation occurring at higher an Ies of attack 34 (Figure 8-39). Even the much more
complex separation-induced effects on the Space Shuttle launch vehicleg could be predicted in this manner. 36 Based upon
the agreement shown for the rigid body dynamics (Figure 8-39) the elastic vehicle dynamics of the Space Shuttle launch
vehicle could be predicted with the required cpnfidence level.se
The effect of three-dimensional pitch-yaw-roll coupling on unsteady flow separation can suostantially complicate the
mathematical modeling, making the extrapolation from subscale to full-scale vehicle dynamics more difficult than in the
planar-motion cases discussed so far. However, by gaining a full understanding of the unsteady viscous flow processes
involved, predictive means can, in all probability, be provided also in this case.
Specific three-dimensional flow effects on dynamic stall can be studied for nonplanar motion using the method of oscillatory
coning, described m Chapters 4 and 9.2. The typical dynamic-stall-like behavior was observed when the unsteady aerodynamic
loads were measured with the coning axis tilted at angles up to 15 deg (see Figure 4-6). Analogous three-dimensional flow
separation effects are found on non-slender-wing aircraft in roll oscillations. Since the three-dimensional dynamic stall is the
flow mechanism causing wing rock of non-slender wings it is instructive to consider the problems involved in extrapolation
from subscale wing rock experiments.
Flight test data for the HIRM 1 aircraft model37 showed a severe loss of roll damping for 200 < a < 30 (Figure 8-40)
and, in the case of the X-29A aircraft, the loss was large enough to lead to wing rock8 (Figure 8-41). In these cases, where
the wings do not have highly swept leading edges, it is the negative damping of airfoil plunging oscillations that causes the
wing rock.39 The negative aerodynamic damping measured by Lilva et al for plunging oscillations (Figure 8-42) is caused
by the moving wall effect, or the leading-edge-jet effect, as the wall-jet-like effect has been called in the case of dynamic stall
of airfoils. 6 The leading-edge-jet effect promotes flow separation, as noted in Section 5.3 (Figure 5-28), and can, therefore,
generate the experimentally observed negative damping at stall (Figure 8-42). This is explained in Reference 26.
For a wing at bank angle 0 the angle of attack is:
a = arctan(tan (to cos,)

(1)

Considering the effect of aspect ratio, the static stall angle in the case of wing rock of an advanced fighter is probably as 4,20*
rather than the two-dimensional value as ;s 13' in Figure 8-42. This is in agreement with the data trends in Figures 8-40
and 8-41. The straight-wing wing-rock occurs through the following flow processes. 39 When the wing rolls through sonic
disturbance or maneuver, so that a, Eq. (1), decreases towards the static stall angle for the wing, the dynamic stall process
described in connection with Figure 8-42 takes place. That is, the negative damping at stall penetration for the plunging
airfoil is generated by the moving wall effect near flow stagnation. Since this effect acts in oppoiote directions on the two wing
halves, both contribute to the negative damping in roll l. This negative damping is balanced by the positive damping at
higher 0-values during the oscillation cycle. At the limit cycle amplitude of the wing rock, zero net roll damping is generated.
For the prediction of these wing-rock characteristics, one needs to follow up on the analytic approach prmeited in
Reference 26 for the prediction of the two-dimensional dynamic stall of a plunging wing. This should result in the same type
of predictive capability demonstrated for pitching or torsional oscillations26 (Figure 8-38). However, one must include the
three-dimensional flow effects. Even for 63= 0, flow reattachment will not progress gradually inboard from the wing tip for
over the outboard portion of ihe span (40% or so), according to experimental
increasing 0, but will occur 2simultaneously
1
results for helicopter blades.
Analytic extrapolation from subscale test data to full-scale vehicle dynamics is possible in many cases of blender-wing
wing rock,3 9- 43 by use of the general method discussed earlier. However, in the case of wing rock generated by forebody
vortices, which is by far the most likely type that current and future advanced aircraft will be subject to, more research is
needed before the analytic extrapolation capability will be in hand. This wing rock is dominated by moving wall effects, as
is evident from the discussion in Section 5-3 (Figure 5-30). The moving wall effect generated by body rotation is responsible
for the wing rock observed in wind tunnel tests of a generic aircraft configurtion" (kee Figure 5-30). According to the
transitional flow mechanism described in References 45 and 46, this wing rock cannot occur tinder laminar flow conditions,
i.e., at or below half of the actual test Reynolds number,4 4' 47 Re = 0.26 x 106. The test conditions ere in the critical range
and are likely to hae produced the maximum wing rock amplitude. In contrast, at full-scale flow conditions the transitional
flow region will be located near the apex of the slender n1oe and the resulting wing rock amplitude is expected to be smaller.
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Thus, in the case of the wing rock of most practical interest there is presently no method available for extrapolation 4from
5,46
subscale test results to predict the full-scale vehicle dynamics. Analysis of the flow mechanisms producing this wing rock
gives an indication of how to proceed to develop a method for prediction of the full-scale flight characteristics. Analogously,
such methods could provide the means for predicting full-scale oscillatory spin behavior on the basis of subsale test results.
The moving wall effect is the flow mechanism likely to drive both types of oscillatory motions.
8.3.5 Transition Effects
Whether or not reliable extrapolation from subscale test results to full-scale flight conditions will be possible is, to a great
extent, determined by the relative importance of transition-induced effects. In general, extrapolation from or across the
critical flow regime is not possible. This is especially true for the unsteady aerodynamics, because of the strong coupling
existing between boundary layer transition and vehicle motion. There may be occasions where the penalty for breaking this
rule is not severe. A possible example could be the high-alpha aerodynamics of an advanced fighter aircraft with a chined or
straked forebody. Such cases are, however, exceptions to the general rule.
A laminar test would fail to show the wing rock generated by forebody vortices, 45- 47 such as observed in subseale flight
and wind-tunnel tests of the X-29A aircraft at a > 45 deg 38 (see Figure 5.34). A peculiar situation arises because the static
side force measured on a pointed ogive-cylinder at lamninar flow conditions is of roughly the same magnitude as that measured
in turbulent flow 48 (Figure 8-43). The reason for this is that crossflow separation occurs at V = 80 to 90 (leg for laminar
flow, which is quite close to the values p = 100 to 110 deg in fully turbulent flow 15 (Figure 8-44). However, the full-scale
aircraft is likely to perform a maneuver of some type when experiencing the forebody flow asymmetry. Consequently, the
moving wall effects will play an important role, with those at supercritical flow conditions being potentially up to three times
as large as their counterparts at subcritical flow conditions.14
The moving wall effects are not only important in regard to the high-alpha flow over slender forebodies, but can also affect
the leading edge flow over moderately swept wings, as was illustrated in Figure 5-29, Such motion-coupling effects are likely
to have contributed to the differences in the separated flow patterns observed on the two wing halves of the rolling IiRM 1
model (Figure 8-9).
These examples illustrate the importance of acquiring a thorough understanding of the high-alpha fluid mechanics before
attempting to extrapolate from subscale test data to full-scale vehicle dynamics.
8.4 EXTRAPOLATION TO FULL-SCALE CONDITIONS
The ability to predict full-scale vehicle characteristics using low Reynolds number wind-tunnel data is always questioned.
This concern has prompted investigators, as a matter of course, to determine the applicability of their data through:
" Comparing their data with higher Reynolds number data when available.
" Using their measured data to calculate various aircraft time-history responses for comparison with flight-test results
" In addition, sensitivity and analytical studies are conducted to determine the relative Importance of various aerodynamic
parameters in determining aircraft flight characteristics, thereby betting the accuracy requirements for the measured
parameters.
Based on the experience gained in performing these efforts with many and varied aircraft configurations, the likelihood of a
Reynolds number problem with a particular configuration can be anticipated before testing begins, and various experimental
and/or analytical procedures can often be adopted to minimize the anticipated Reynolds number problem.
Also, this background permits the dynanicist to judge the level of confidence one can attribute to the predicted flight
characteristics, i.e., stall behavior, roll and nose-slice departures, spins, high-alpha maneuvering capability, etc. For instance,
as shown in Chapter 11, spin modes for most military configurations can be predicted with low Reynolds number data.
It would be impossible to summarize herein all possible Reynolds number problems that might arise and corresponding
analytical and/or experimental procedures to be pursued to alleviate the anticipated problems, but an illustrative example
can be given: Consider a configuration with a RN-sensitive wing airfoil for which a steep spin mode is predicted, the stall
would occur earlier on the model and, consequently, the full-scale aircraft would be expected to spin at a higher angle of
attack than predicted. If high RN data have identified the true stall angle, the low RN Ct vs flb/2V curve can be shifted to
this higher stall angle of attack. Provided that the trends in the low-RN characteristics are representati~e at the higher a and
full-scale RN, the approach can yield useful results. However, it should be noted that while this is an accepted procedure it
does not have a scientific basis. The nonlinearities in the stall characteristics may be quite different at higher a and full-stale
RN for some configurations. In such cases, the assumption that the low-RNcharacteristic can be shifted to higher a will
result in error in the calculated roll departure time history.
Thus, in many situations involving a Reynolds number effect on wing stall characteristics, results can be obtained from
which the full-scale spin departure sensitivity and steady spin characteristics can be predicted. In contrast, such an analytical
correction should not work for forebody-dommated configurations when the nonlinearities are strongly Jepeudent on transition
effects. Only when these effects may be neglected, can the use of laminar flow results be expected to yield representative
predictions at full-scale RN. In special circumstances, described in Section 8.3 5 (Figure 8-43), laminar test results can be
comparable, in some respects, to the effects in turbulent flow.
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More sophisticated methods are needed for satisfactory prediction of high-a maneuvering characteristics of highperformance aircraft. More specifically, there is a need for predicting the tiansient aerodynamic phenomena prevailing
in maneuvers involving large amplitudes and high rates, including the transients leading to the developed spin. To this end,
a more complete understanding of the high-a unsteady aerodynamics must be developed.
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8.6'NOMENCLATURE
b
c
a
D
dI
h3
L

e
t

Mf
MP
Trp
11
P
p
q
Re, RN
S
t
Uoo, V
LIVy
1'
or
V
p
0,I)
Subscripts
cr
FS
max
W
2D
00

wing span
cross-sectional chord length, c =D for a circular cylinder
wing refer tce chord
cylinder diameter
sectional drag: coefficient cd = dI /(IooU.1/2)
cross-sectional height or thickness
body length
~~~cross-sectional lift: coefficient cl = tA.,,/)
~rolling moment: coefficicixt CI~= t/(pooUc2/2)Sb
Mach number
~pitching moment; coefficient Cmy= Afp/(pooUc.2,/2)SR
cross-sectionall pitching moment: coefficient c. = rnp/(posU./2)c2
yawing moment., coefficient Cn n/(pooUO2/2)Sb
static pressure: cocfficient Cp = (P - Pos)/(pc(UO2/2)
roll rate
pitch rate
Reynolds number = Uooc/zo
reference area, body cross-section area or projected wing area
time
freestream horizontal velocity
wall velocity
sideforce: coefficient Cy = Y/(poQOU02)S, cy = local cross-sectional value
angle of attack
kinematic viscoity
fluid density
roll angle, effective crossflow angle (Figure 8.23)
body azimuth (Figure 8-44)
coning and flat-spin rate, SI = L/2Uoo
critical
flat spin
maximum
wall
two-dimensional
free stream conditions

Differential Symbols
C.= OCM/O

k

C.,= OC61/O(&MI2Uo) :Crnq = O0n/0(i qf2Wo)
C4 = OCt/D(bp/2Uos)
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Figure 8-8. Flow visualization around a rotating model in the water tunnel.
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Figure 8-11. Effect of slender support on asymmetric vortices.

Figure 8.12. Arrangement of support and bearings in
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Figure 8-13. Effect of protrusions on flow over rotating model.
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Figure 8-21. Analytical procedlure.
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Figure 8-35. Variation of flow state with rotation rate.
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CHAPTER 9
USE OF ROTARY-BALANCE DATA IN THE PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS
9.0 INTRODUCTION
The rotary balance commonly measures an aircraft's steady aerodynamic characteristics, both static and rotational. It
is the steady rotational moments, measured about the velocity vector at constant angles of attack and sideslip, that are
required when computing or analyzing aircraft motions in a developed spin. The rotary-balance data can be used directly,
therefore, to predict steady-state spin equilibrium conditions in a simple, straightforward manner employing three moment
equations.
If the rotary-balance data are incorporated into a mathematical model, which also includes dynamic derivatives (normally
obtained from forced-oscillation tests) in conjunction with, large-angle six-degree-of-freedom equations, it is possible to
determine if a spin is oscillatory, and investigate the ease or difficulty of entering and recovering from a spin, as well as
high. a departures, roll reversal and other post-stall gyration motions and maneuvers.
It should be appreciated that flight dynamicists engaged in predicting high-a airciaft molions use three- and/or six-degreeof-freedom equatioss in conjunction with rotary-balance data during their studies. 1-25 Hlowever, the formulation of the
mathematical model representing the aerodynamics and, the associated computational technique used can vary considerably
among the dynamicists. And, although some procedures may be applicable to a larger class of motions, require a smaller
data base, or less solution time, etc., in the final analysis they should yield acceptable predictions of vehicle motions. In
this chapter, different organizations have chosen to discuss how they apply rotary-balance data anJ, in so doing, different
approaches are illustrated.
9.1 NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
The rotary-balance spin prediction capability identifies all possible steady spin modes for specified airplane inertias,
sensitivity to these variables can, of course,
center-of-gravity location, control settings and altitudes. The calculated spill mode
2
also be determined. Although large-angle six.degree-of-freedom computations are normally performed when warranted after
rotary-balance testing is completed, the following three-degree-of-freedom technique is used to obtain spin predictions at the
time of testing.
3
Analyses as early as the mid-1920s indicate an understanding of the basic equations of motion as applied to the spin.
Figure 9-1 illustrates the airplane's orientation and the forces acting upon it in a spin. A steady spin implies that all
accelerations are zero along and about the body axes. For practical purposes, therefore, the force equations reduce to the
relationships that side force is zero, drag equals weight, and lift is balanced by centrifugal force:

, = /g
12pV 2SCD
2
2
mRfl
I/2PV SCL

(1)
(2)

The three body-axes moment equations reduce to
2

I12pV SbC1 = (Jz - Jv)qr

(3)

= (I - I)rp
t/2pV2ScCn
2

(4)

1/2pVlW.

= ( V - l.)pq

(5)

4- 9
have defined this relationship
The angular rates, p, q and r, are clearly a function of the spin rate, Q1.Various authors
in different, though generally equivalent, terms depending upon their definition of th, airplane's orientation and the order of
the axes rotations.
10 1
Bamber, Zimmerman and lIouse ,1 used a notation that is convenient because the axes of rotation are defined in terms
of a and P3.First, the airplane is considered to be yawed through an angle, -(0 + a), where a is the inclination of the flight
path from the vertical, defined as
a = tan- I Rifl/V
(6)

The airplane is then pitched from the vertical by the angle a. This yields the following for the body-axes angular rates:
p = Q osacos(3-+0)
q = flsin(# + a)
r = 0lsin a cos(O + o)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Substituting Equations (7)-(9) into Equations (3)-(5) and solving for the aerodynamic coefficients:
(V)

=

AC1
'(

(4)

2)2

I

-

-y

2
,)sin2acos (a +,0)

(10)

sinasin 2(a +,3)

(11)
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C.

4
\ Sb- 3 /

),I
2V~

-

Ix) cos asin 2(a +I

(12)

These equitions present the necessary requirements for equilibrium of the aerodynamic and inertial terms and must be
simultaneously satisfied for a steady spin. 'Solving Equation (2) for Ri and substituting in Equation (6), a is redefified in
terms of b/2V:
a = tan-

PSLb

(13)

Consequently, the inertial terms (right-hand side of Equations (10).(12)) are fnctions of slb/2V, 0 and a, as are the
aerodynamic coefficients (left-hand side of equations). Thus, there are three equatioz to solve for three unknowns, tile
Ob/2V,0 and a values required for spin equilibrium.
A spin prediction program was generated for the Langley spin tunnel rotary-balance facility based on a 55-year old method
of analysis.10, 11 This method sequentially utilizes tie pitching-, rolling- and yawing-moment equations to determine the spin
equilibrium values of the spin parameters in the following manner.
First, the pitching-moment Equation (10) is satisfied by locating the flb/2V values that result in equal inertial and
aerodynamic moments, for each i and 3 tested. This is demonstrated graphically in Figure 9-2for zero sideslip angle,
where both the aerodynamic pitching-moment coefficient and the inertial term are plotted as functions of Qb/2V for constant
angles of attack. Thie locus of intersections of the aerodynamic and inertial curves forms tie relationship shown in Figure 9-3
between a and fM/2V for zero 3.The computer program repeats this calculation for each sideslip angle tested, yielding a
corresponding f1b/2V versus a relationship, It is interesting to note that this relationship is only slightly affected by sideslip,
since tie aerodynamic pitching-moment coefficient is not a strong function of / for most airplanes, nor Is the inertial term
for any airplane. Consequently, the Qlb/2V relationship presented in Figure 9-3 for P = 0' is shown to be very closely
approximated for 0 = 4110' values. The pitching-moment equation, Equation (10), is, however, a strong function of flb/2V"
and a and, therefore, is used to calculate the flb/2V relationship.
The roll equation, on the other hand, is used to determine equilibrium 3 values because the aerodynamic rolling moment
(lots have a strong functional dependency on 3 for most airplanes at high
values. Consequently, the inertial value, the
right-hand 9do of the rolling-moment Equation (11), is calculated for the Ob/2V-relationslip values found to satisfy the pitch
equation at each of the ( values tested. The aerodynamic rolling-moment coefficient is, of course, extracted from the rotarybalance data at theses .me flb/2V, 13and a values. From these data, the sideslip angles required to satisfy the rolling-moment
equilibrium Equation (11) are determined as a function of angle of attack. This procedure is de..c
astrated graphically in
Figure 9-4, which presents the aerodynamic rolling-moment coefficients and the inertial terms plotted as functions of sideslip
angle for several angles of attack. Their intersections yield the required 3 values for equilibrium of the roll equation at each
a, The resulting locus of equilibrium sideslip angles as a function of angle of attack is plotted in Figure 9-5. The equilibrium
rotation rate, previously determined as a function of a and P (Figure 9-3) can now be reduced to a function of a alone,
as shown in Figure 9-6, by evaluating the fOb/2V relationhip in Figure 9-3 at the 3 values satisfying tie rolling-moment
equation. At this point, the flb/2V (Figure 9-6) and 3 (Figure 9-5) values that are required to satisfy both tile pitch and roll
equation at each a tested have been determined. It remains only to use these values in the yawing-moment Equation (12)
to find any angles of attack for which tile
inertial and aerodynamic terms are equal.
The inertial term in the yaw Equation (12) is, therefore, calculated at each angle of attack tested, using the ;) and fb/2V
vlues from Figure 9-5 and 96; the aerodynamic yawing-moment coefficient is, likewise, extracted at these same values. Plots
of these inertial and aerodynamic values versus angle of attack are shown in Figure 9-7.
Intersections of the aerodynamic and inertial curves identify angles of attack at which all three moment equations are
in equilibrium. Because of the mechanism of the spin, only the intersections where the aerodynamic curve has a negative
slope (indicated by squares) can result inspins. Thi occur. because a longitudinally stable airplane cannot maintain pitch
equilibrium at a somewhat higher or lower a than the predicted value without a corresponding increase or decrease in
Qb/2V (Figure 9.6). At the indicated intersections, however, this flb/21' change is prevented by the presence o! restoring
lateral-directional moments about the spin axis.
The spin flb/2V and(3 values are the obtained fron Figures 9-6 and 9-5, respectively, at the spin a identified in Figure 9-7.
The drag and lift coefficients are then extracted from the rotary-balance data for these equilibrium o, 0 and Qb/2V values.
Equations (1)
and (2) can then be solved for the descent velocity and spin radius, respectively
9.2 ONERA-IMFL
9.2.1 Introduction
In the high-angle-of-attack flight domain there exist many nonlinear aerodynamic effects which cannot be predicted by
computational fluid dynamics. Comequently, many tests and measurements are required to estimate the aerodynamic effects.
A mathematical model of the aerodynamic forces and moments that permits the calculation of the aerodynamic effects when
the state vector of the aircraft is known, is incorporated with the equations of motion used to simulate the aircraft behavior.
In this section the aerodynamic mathematical modeling developed at IMFL to simulate spin motions and to determine
spin characteristics of an aircraft (control effects, stability, sensitivity to parameters, etc.) is presented. The application of
bifurcation theory to mathematical modeling is then discussed and shown to offer considerable potential for the interpretation
and prediction of the nonlinear behavior of aircraft.
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9.2.2 Model Structure
Several methods exist to model these aerodynamic effects, Some of them use computational fluid dynamic methods,
others consist of.linearizing the equations,of motion. Taking into account the high levelof nonlinearityand the, difficulty of
calculating the separated flowoand the dynamic phenomena, the IMFL developed a more pragmatic approach to model the
aircraft aerodynamies over a large flight domain, up to 900 of angle of attack.
This type of approach has the advantage of being directly applicable. It is essentially based on data tables of the type:
Cm = Cm(a,,f, ,ql/V). In this example the pitching moinent is related to the state variables: angle of attack, sideslip,
elevator deflection and reduced pitch rate. To obtain the data stored in these tables, tests are carried out in the wind tunnel
on the rotary balance for several values of the state variables (or,jP... ). For example, the pitching-moment data are plotted
and analyzed with respect tothe different state variables and the structure of the pitching moment is modeled; then tables
are created, These tables can have several "input" variables. An input variable is chosen by considering its effect on the
aerodynamic coefficient.
Instead of using data tables, another method would-be to use polynomial approximations of the experimental data.
However, with this approach it is necessary to identify the parameters of the polynomial functions and this is quite difficult
when the nonlinear effects are important or complex. Furthermore, with the polynomial formulation it is often hard to satisfy
the continuity of the aerodynamic coefficients throughout the flight domain.
The tables give the value of the coefficient at each node of the variable set determined from the wind tunnel measurements.
For any values of the variable set the aerodynamic model gives an estimated value of the coefficient by means of interpolation
functions, using the values at the nodes situated in the neighborhood of the point considered. This kind of aerodynamic
modeling has the advantage of being very practical and flexible since the data bave can be improved or extended very easily.
In the regions where the aerodynamic phenomena are strongly nonlinear the number of nodes of the variable set can be
increased so that the nonlinear behavior can be described more completely. Modification of the aerodynamic model to
inelude supplementary data can be accomplished easily, whereas in the case of polynomial formulations new identifications
of the parameters would be necessary.
An interesting but delicate aspect of the modeling lies in the analysis of the experimental (lata. Experience in aerodynmnic
testing Is necessary to recognize the s'ipport Interference effects Pid the Rnynolds number effects and to try to exclude them
from the aerodyamnic data base. This problem is particularly difficult because the effects are nonlinear and not predictable
before the tests are made.
9.2.3 Importance of Unsteady Effects
The model structure described In Section 9.2.2 is applicable to aerodynamic phenomena that could be nonlinear and
complex but not time dependent. When the aircraft motion is unsteady the angles of attack and sideslip are varying quickly.
During these unsteady motions, like spin entry for instance, the angle Abetween the velocity vector and the rotational vector
is important. It is possible to simulate motions on the IMFL rotary balance where unsteady effects can be observed. The
analysis of the oscillator,-coning test results contributes to the unsteady aerodynamic modeling (see Chapter 4).
When aircraft motions exhil,it large-amplitude variations, the aerodynamic contribution of Ais evidently important. From
the spin equilibrium and spin stability points of view, there aie two major points of interest associated with the tilt angle
capability.
First, the aerodynamic Aeffects are important for the calculation of the oscillatory spin. An oscillatory spit can be quite
similar to an oscillatory coning motion when the rotation vector is tilted with respect to the velocity vector. This is of
interest because oscillatory spins or limit cycles are often encountered with aircraft at high angles of attack.
Second, the stability conditions of the different equilibrium states in the spin can be studied. These equilibrium states
can be stable or 'instable and, in order to determine the stability characteristics, it is necessary to obtain the aerodynamic
responses induced by some elemeatary disturbance. A disturbance may tilt the rotational vector with respect to the velocity
vector (or vice versa) and a small angle A will be induced. This, in turn, will induce small rate variations of angle of
attack and sideslip. Consequently, the knowledge of the Aaerodynamic effects is useful in the determination of the stability
characteristics of spins.
Unsteady
t
t9.2.4
Modellicg
In general, the mathematical modeling of all these unsteady effects will be particularly difficult at high angles of attack,
beyond the stall
region. Then the aerodynamic responses contain an unsteady part of possibly large
amplitude, which cannot
history
(particularly the angle of attack and sideslip time histories) influences the instantaneous values of the aerodynamic
effects,
and, therefore, cannot be neglected.
At IMFL these unsteady effects have been modeled with transfer functions of the type:

Hiss,,.O, s
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Inthig expression:
s is the Laplace variable,
Cz(s) is tfee Laplace transfort of the unsteady lift
A(s) is the Laplace transform of 611V and

i

cz(t),

H(s,a,A,&) is a transfer function relating the motion (or input) to the aerodynamic response (or output).

!
tlimited

The coefficients of the transfer function are dependent on the values of a, A and &, so this modeling is not linear.
This formulation can describe the aerodynamic response as a function of its time history. The arodynamit, effect is not
to an instantaneous response but the unsteady lift at t -it, Cx(t - 6t), may influence Cz(t).
In patcthe model myoften be limited to afirst order transfer function. Then a an(rinstantaneouscotiuon
agan~orcontribution)
pracice, may
and a tim constant'(or'time lag contribution) dharacterize tile unsteady aerodynamic response. Applied to the oscillatory
coning motion test data these paraneteri have been identified using a least squares method.
9.2.5 Aerodynamic Modelling Procedure
The general modeling procedure used at IMFL is shown in Figure 9-8. The experiments and the modeling must be
interactive in this procedure: the construction of the aerodynamic model can modify the test programs. Moreover, the
capability of determining a suitable model structure and judicious test programs is highly dependent on the evaluation and
analysis of the aerodynamic effects encountered at high angles of attack. This requires a good estimation of the measurement
accuracy and reliability, and also requires one to cross-plot the different data using a visualization tool that is well adapted
to multidimensional functions. The modeling process allows for the modification of its structure, and further testing, as
required when the comparison between the model and the flight test data is not satisfactory.

*

Applied to the Alphajet data this type of modeling has given fairly good results. These results are presented in Section 11.3,
where comparisons are made between IMFL rotary-balance measurements, or modeling, and flight test results.
9.2,6 Bifurcation Analysis
The dynamic system can be described by the state equation
=b(X,6)
where f as a linear function of X and 6 has only one equilibrium state ( = 0) for each value of the control vector b.
However, if f is nonlinear the system can have several equilibrium states for the same value of 6.
In the state space, the set of equilibrium points defines a specific surface called the equilibrium surface. Each equilibrium
point corresponds to a zero value of the function f and the stability of this equilibrium depends directly on the eigenvalues
of Jf, the Jacoblan matrix of f. The set of points, where at least one elgenvalue of Jf has a real part equal to zero, is the
set of bifurcation points. The projection of this set into the control space defines a surface called the bifurcation surface.
When the system crosses the bifurcation surface, the number of equilibrium possibilities changes and a jump can occur from
one branch of the equilibrium surface to another.
One of the purposes of the bifurcation theory is to study the topology of the equilibrium and bifurcation surfaces for the
differential system X = f(X, 6). As the flight mechanics equations of an aircraft describe a similar system, it is clear that by
using the bifurcation theory, the aircraft behavior may be known and understood, even at high angles of attack where the
function f is highly nonlinear.
At ONERA-Chatillon computational methods have been developed by P. Guicheteau to determine the equilibrium surface,
the stability characteristics and the bifurcation surfaces of a nonlinear dynamic system. 17 These calculations have been
applied to the Alphajet mathematical modeling and, as an example, some results are presented in Figure 9-9. This shows
the equilibrium surface in the three-dimensional representation of stick position (elevator and aileron deflections) and angle
of attack. Assume that the aircraft is at the equilibrium state as defined by the point A on the equilibrium surface (see
Figure 9-9). When the pilot deflects the stick, the equilibrium point moves on this surface.
If the pilot displaces the stick to the left, the aircraft state changes smoothly sip to the point B. At this point the surface
contains a fold and so, if the pilot moves the stick slightly to the left, the equilibrium state will jump to the point C on the
other branch of the surface. The point B is a bifurcation point. The equilibrium state at C corresponds to a spin equilibrium
at a high angle of attack.
Reversing from point C to point D, the aircraft state will change in a continuous way. HoweNer, the point D is also a
bifurcation point. If the pilot displaces the stick slightly to the right then the state will jump to the point A and a spin
recovery will be achieved. These characteristics correspond to a hysteresis diagram in the plane (61,a) as shown in Figure 9-10. The main effects of the stick can be observed in Figure 9-9 for the Alphajet aircraft. For instance, the equilibrium
surface shows that the stick must be pushed forward to arrive at a flat spin equilibrium state, as described in Sections 7-7
and 11-3.
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This type of result is of great interest from a point of view of correlation. It may also be used to predict the aircraft
behavior in a complex and nonlinear flight domain or to design optimal control laws designed to move the system from one
equilibrium state to another.
9.3 AERMACCHI
9.3,1 Introduction
Investigations of the spinning behavior of aircraft at high angles of attack have been a matter of research at AerMacchi
for many years. It was, in fact, considered useful to set up a calculation tool allowing spin behavior to be predicted as early
as in the initial design phase. The correlation between the estimated values and the values obtained during flight tests has
always been found to be good; the criterion is, therefore, considered adequate for use in predicting the spin behavior of new
aircraft.
An accurate program of wind-tunnel tests on static and rotary balances is used to identify the areas of spin equilibrium,
to determine the control effectiveness, and to build up a fairly accurate mathematical model for a comprehensive simulation
of the aircraft rotation in spin.
9.3.2 Analysis of Wind-Tunnel Tests and Spin Equilibrium
The tests on the rotary balance permit the areas of spin equilibrium to be determined. These are indicated by the moments
acting on the aircraft becoming zero simultaneously, It is also emphasized that, in addition to the aerodynamic moments
measured in the wind tunnel, the moments due to the aircraft mass and the engine gyroscopic effects must be considered.
An example of the procedure followed is shown in Figure 9-11 (Ref. 13). The data refer to the tests performed on a model
of the MB-339 jet trainer. Since the tests Aere .. ,ade with P = 0', the aircraft inertial moments affect the pitching moment
only, and the engine gyroscopic moments are small and can be neglected. The calculation procedure used is, in principle, the
same as described in Section 9-1. References 12, 13 anl 14 give the results of the rotary-balance tests and a few examples of
the calculation of the regions of equilibrium for aircraft having very different configurations. This first analysis of the wind.
tunnel test results applies to steady spin conditions only, and does not predict the aircraft behavior during spin recovery and
entry. However, the experience gained with the aircraft confirms that this analysis is sufficient to locate possible abnormal
behavior, to estimate the effectiveness of the control with fairly good accuracy, and to forecast the most effective spin entry
and recovery maneuvers.
Figures 9-12 and 9-13 (from Ref. 14) show the results obtained from the tests performed on a combat aircraft model. The
test in Figure 9-12 highlights a condition of spin equilibrium at n, = 45', flb/2V = 0.12; this condition is obtained with
aileron control at full travel. The region of equilibrium can be obtained only when flb/2V < 0 (ailerons to full deflection
opposit,9 to rotation), and does not exist when flb/2V > 0. As shown In Figure 9-13, data taken at a = &10with neutral
controls show that a spin condition is highlighted at flb/2V = 0.18,
9.3.3 Mathematical Model and Solution of Six.Degree-of-Freedom Equations
The availability of a very large amount of rotary-balance data and the possibility of expressing the aerodynamic coefficients
not only as a function of a and 0, but also as a function of fOb/21', made it possible to obtain, at an early stage, excellent
agreement between the results of the simulation and the aircraft behavior. Phenomena such as stall, wing rock, wing drop,
flick roll, departure, spin entry and recovery have been simulated with success.
The computational modeling of aerodynamic coefficients which is presently used at AerMacchi is illustrated in Figure 9-14
and is broadly based on the following criteria:
(a) The aerodynamic coefficients for the steady state (p = q = r = o), and zero controls are represented as fully nonlinear
functions of a and #. They are obtained from conventional static balance tests up to the maximum angle of attack
attainable with such an apparatus, and from rotary-balance data.
(b) The effects of control deflections are assumed to be a function of angle of attack and control deflection, and not of the
angular velocities.
(c) The effects of the rotation rate %b/2V on C1, C. and Cy are obtained from the rotary balance as nonlinear functions
of flb/2V, a andjf.
(d) The effect of pitch rate is obtained in an average, linearized form as CLq,Cm,, from rotary-balance data at nonzero
sideslip.
(e) The effects of yaw rate and rate of change of a and xi are usually not available, and are thus assumed to be zero or
estimated on the basis of simple empirical criteria.
The preparation of the aerodynamic data base for the six-degree-of-freedom simulation requires some interpretation of the
available wind.tunL.el results. It is advisable that the values of the individual derivatives be evaluated prior to simulation,
and the equilibrium regions identified directly using the wind-tunnel graphs. The initial evaluation avoids gross mistakes and
facilitates correct interpretation of the simulation by mathematical model
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A certain amount of adjustment is also required when significant Reynolds number effects exist between wind-tunnel tests
and full-scale data in the stall range. In that case, the frequently used procedure is to "shift" the nonlinearities in the data,
which appear at stall, by the difference between model and (estimated),full-scale stall angle of attack. While this procedure
has yielded useful results for some configurations, it is not scientifically rigorous, and should be applied with caution (see
Section 8.4).
As can be noted, many of the coefficients required to build the data base are usually obtained from the static balance tests.
These tests are far less costly than those on the rotary balance and can be conveniently used to cross-check and validate
the coefficients measured on the rotary balance. In general, the static balance data are used to give the longitudinal and
lateral-directional characteristics, while the rotary-balance data are used to supply the damping and control effectiveness
characteristics, The rotary-balance tests with /3 not equal to 0* are used to estimate pitch damping.and the effect of/I on
roll damping.
The a range to be investigated can be from -90' to +90* in the cruise configuration,.and smaller iu the takeoff and
landing configurations (-8' to +300). The ideal solution would, however, be to test in the entire a range, from 0' to 360*.
It would then be possible to obtain a mathematical model which is representative also at extreme angles of attack, and thus
to have a valid flight simulation.for all aerobatic maneuvers, as well as for spin entry from the vertical attitude.
The tests with varying 3 can be limited to 0 < 30', while the maximum value of flb/2V = 0.16 is more than sufficient in
the case of a combat aircraft. Conversely, in the case of a general aviation aircraft, it is advisable to reach a maximum value
of fb/2V = 0,40.
Examples of typical AerMacchi test programs are given in Table 9-1.
9.3.4 Estimate of the Yaw Damping Derivatives
At present, the values of the yaw damping derivatives are estimated by using the normal low-a computational methods,
adjusted to match the data given by the rotary-balance tests at higher a.
9.3.5 Extrapolation to Iligher Mach Numbers
The damping characteristics at higher Maei. numbers are presently estimated on the basis of transonic static tests. This
criterion was adopted because It had been noted that, at low Mach, the autorotii.un characteristics at stall angles of attack
that are measured on the rotary balance could be identified also on the static balance, though less accurately. They appear
as rolling moment asymmetries in tests with , = 00 and variable a (see Figure 9.15$), Therefore, taking the rolling moment
asymmetries measured during the high Mach static-balance tests, it is possible t, estimate the angle of attack at which
autorotation Is liable to occur, and the value of the autorotation moment at highet ,lach numbers,
9.3,6 Reference Axes
Stability axes are used as the reference axes for the management of the aerodynamic data base. This convention is due to
the fact that the mest common computational methods of the low-a aerodynamic data permit them to be estimated with
respect to these axes. This solution was, therefore, retained also to analyze the results of the rotary-balance tests. Presenting
these results in body or'wind axes would cause no problems, but preference is given to the stability axes because it is then
possible:
-

-

to manage the high-a data using the same reference system as in the case of the low-angle-of-attack data
to cross-check the measured coefficients with those calculated in the low-a region and so obtain a first validation of the
results
to manage the rotary-balance data in a more direct manner because the rotation imparted to the model during the
tests with 0 - 00 is about the stability axes.

9.3.7 Validation of the Mathematical Model
As mentioned in the foregoing, the data obtained on the rotary balance must be validated, and a first cross check can
be made using thb stability data obtained from the static balance. As far as the damping characteristics at the angles of
attack below stall are concerned, another check can be made by comparing the experimental data with those yielded by
computation.
The same considerations apply to the preparation of the data base. It is relatively easy to make mistakes in data
management, these errors being occasionally difficult to find through simulations of the high-angle-of-attack behavior. In
general, it is essential to thoroughly analyze the wind-tunnel test results and have a sound knowledge of the phenomena
connected with high-angle-of-attack behavior, before starting to prepare the data base.
Examples of mathematical models used are included in References 15 to 17.
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9A4 RAE,•
9.4.1Mathehatical Modelling for Moderate Angles of Attsk forHIRM I
The data available from rotary rijs are particularly valuable in assessing some of the details of responses-of combat
aircraft at and near conditions of departure from controlled flight. The applications of the results obtained with the
"( C
I
7.5) is described here, and the simulated responsed are compared withresults from free-flight
hajer
HIRM'I' cnfiguratio
dxperiments ifi Chapter'li.
The angles -of attack under bnsideration are in the range 20' < a < 35', where the flow is separating and reattaching
under dynamic conditions on all the lifting surfaces, including the fuselage. The main difficulty encountered in applying the
results from rotary rig experiments is obtaining a consistent set of data to account for the forces and moments due to other
types of motion, particularly those involving sideslip and yaw rate. As discussed earlier, the forces and moments measured
on rotary iigs are necessarily those due to rolling about the wind axis, whereas it is more'convenient to use the equations
of motion when expressed about geometric body axes. The twc main reasons are that the moments and products of inertia
remain constat (but vary significantly with angle of attack in wind axes), and that the measurements oflinear and angular
velocities made in flight miust' bewith respect to geometric body axes. Results for forces and moments due to sideslip are
readily available from static wind-tunnel tests, and the usual source of data for yaw rate is oscillatory rig experiments, that
is, about body axes. However, for HIRM 1, experiments using a whirling arm to produce steady yawing in wind axes are
in progress, and it is hoped to obtain results at moderate angles of attack in the near future Such data can be combined
directly to give moments and angular rates about body axes, using standard equations for axis conversion. In the interim,
results from the oscillatory rig have been used to complete the data set.
In order to clarify the form of the equations, the dimensional quantities are used, without the factors needed to give the
coefficients; alternatively, the symbols may be considered as denoting the nondimensional form if the normalizing factors are
dynamically consistent. Subscripts w and b are used to denote wind (aerodynamic body) and body (that is, geometric) axes,
rcpectively, but to highlight the effects of the transformations on the angular rates, separate symbols are used, with p, r
being the rates of roll and yaw respectively about body axes, and f?, II being the corresponding rates about wind axes. The
form of the rolling moment, L, is discussed in detail, and the yawing moment, N, and side force, Y, have analogous forms.
It has to be assumed that the rolling moment due to the various constrained degrees of freedom obtainable in wind tunnels
may be added to give the total moment, provided that the linear and angular velocities involved are independent. Thus, the
rolling moment In wind axes is assumed to be of the form
L.= w(p) + Lw(3) + Lw(fl) + Lw(IH) + L.(6)
where 6 denotes the contributions from all of the lateral controls. Each of the components is a function of angle of attack
(and of Mach number if that varies during the maneuver). For simulation studies, it is possible to represent each component
either by numerical values stored in look-up tables with associated interpolation formula or by algebraic expressions with
numerical coefficients specified in the input data. An intermediate form has been used for some of the IIIRM studies, the
numerical coefficients of the polynomials in j3 and l being stored in look-up tables with the corresponding angle of attack.
An example of the polynomial fit obtained at a = 240 for tIRM data is given in Figures 9-16 and 9-17. The first step is to
exprms the motion variables in terms of those referred to body axes:
Lw = Lw(f) + Lw(6) + Lw(pcosa + rsina) + Lw() + Lw(rsina - pcosa)
Then the next step of combining this rolling moment with the corresponding yawing moment gives, in principle, the rolling
moment about body axes,
Lb = Lwcosa - Nwsina
The moments due to sideslip and control deflections combine directly to give Lb(fi) and Lb(b), which may be obtained
from static wind-tunnel tests. The measurements from the rotary rig experiments may also be included directly, with Q
calculated from the p, r, q given by the equations of motion.
For the effects of rate of yaw and rate of change of sideslip, it is necessary to revert to 61and H1as variables, and the
assumption has to be made that the moments are linearly dependent on the rates, so that
L.() + Lw(R) = (L4f3 + LnII).
The derivatives measured with an oscillatory rig give the combined derivatives in body axes, e.g., (Lr - LOcosa)b, and
the shorthand notition for these oscillatory derivatives is used,
L, = Lr-Lecosa

and

L =Lp+hLsina, etc.

When the set of oscillatory derivatives are converted to wind axes, it is found that the derivatives due to 11and / are
combined in the form,
(LRI- L4)w = Lo cos2a - Npsin 2a - (Lo - Nj)sin a cosa*
For maneuvers in which the gravity component is approximately balanced by the aerodynamic side force, the equation of
motion gives
j= -ll + (Ym + gcosOsinO)/V
so that
(L11 - LII)w = (L11 - LO)wH
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Thus the combined derivative obtained from the oscillatory derivatives is an approximation to the required contributions,
with the corresponding relationship for the yawing m.ment. When these are converted back to body axes, the rolling moment
simplifies to the hquation
(LH - L4)w cos - (Nn - NA)wsina = Lcos a - l~sina
The final expression for rolling moment about body axes is given by
) + Lb( ) + (L cosa - Lpina)(rcosa - psin a)
+ Lw(pcoscr + rsinc) cosa - Nw(pcoscr + r sincf) sina

Lb = Lb(

The equation for yawing moment is directly analogous, but that for side force is simpler because only the angular rates
need to be converted to body axes.
9.4.2 Example of Mathematical Modeling
The data measured for HIRM I have been analyzed, and It was found that cubic polynomials in pb/V gave satisfactory
representations of the nonlinear effccts. The quadratic term was retained because of the asymmetric dependence on roll rate
(for example, Fi&ares 9-16 and 9-17). The linear and cubic coefficients are dominant, the former being close to the local
slope taken at p = 0 (Figuie 9.18), and it Is perhaps surprising to find that the variation of the cubic coefficient with angle
of attack shows similar characteristics for the three control configurations tested (Figure 919).
The effects of the nonlinear contribitions have been studied In a Cranfield Institute of Technology PhD thesis (R. Thorne,
"Some experimental and theoretical studies in aircraft stability at high angles of attack"). Figure 920 shows the growth of
the unstable dutch roll oscillation to a limit cycle, the amplitude of which depends on the magnitude of the nonlinear terms.
9.5 NORTHROP CORPORATION
A method of Incorporating rotary-balance and forced-oscillation data (including plunging data) in a six-degree-of.freedom
(6-DOF) aircraft simulation hIas been developed by J. KalvLItet 8 of the Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Division.
Note that P,Q, R are used Interchangeably with p, q,r In this section.
9.51 Rotary-Balance Test Data
In a conventional simulation the aerodynamic data for dynamic aircraft motion are defined In terms of dynamic derivatives,
C4,, On,, Cm,, etc. These derivatives define aerodynamic data for aircraft rotational motion (p,q,r) about the three body
axes. The aircraft total rotational vector is resolved into components about the three axes and the components are used with
the derivatives. With the e-rodynamle data also defined for rotation about the velocity vector the total rotational vector
has to be resolved differently to include the data from the rotary.balance tests.
The basic concept1 8 underlying the procedure discussed here is to resolve the total rotation vector into the three
components which ae closest to the total rotation vector instead of only the three body.axes components. If the rotation
vector is close to the velocity vector, for which case rotary-balance data are available, tle rotation vector is resolved into
three components with one component along the velocity vector. In this way the data are always "interpolated" between
known data points.
The procedure for resolving the total rotational vector will be illustrated with oome simple vector diagrams. To simplify the
diagrams, only the two-dimensional vectors in the aircraft z-z plane will be shown. The general case of a three-dimensional
vector diagram will be shown later. Figure 9-21 shows a vector diagram of the total velocity vector (Vr), the total rotational
vector (Q), and body-axes rate components of fl, (p,r). In this figure, the rotation vector is between the x axis and the
velocity vector; therefore, the rotation vector is resolved into a component along the velocity vector (w) and a component
along the x axis (p, ,.d). In Figure 9-22 the rotatloa vector lies between the velocity vector and the z axis and is resolved
into components along these vectors. In both cases the rotation vector is resolved Into components along the vectors for
which aerodynamic data are available and are closest to the rotation vector. in effect, the aerodynamic data are thereby
interpolated between the two data points.
In general, the total rotation vector will be resolved into components along the axes for which aerodynaic data are
available. A two-dimensional vector diagram of the aircraft x-z plane is shown in Figure 9.23. The complete x - z plane
is divided into six regions by the two body axes and the velocity vector (all extended in the negative direction). The
total rotation vector is resolved into two components, depending on which region the rotation vector is in as indicated
in Figure 923. For the upper right and lower left-hand regions the total rotation vector is resolved into body-axes rate
components only, with no component along the velocity vector.
For the general, three-dimensional case, the vectors can be displayed as points on a unit sphere. Figure 9-24 shows a right
spherical triangle, which forms one octant of the unit-sphere surface. The vertices of the triangle are the x, y and z axes
of the aircraft. The location of the velocity vector is defined by two angles on the unit sphere (o,#). The surface of the
unit sphere is divided into three regions by dashed hues. The three components of rate into which the total rotation vector
is resolved (a similar triangle exists for the negative direction of the vectors) are indicated for edch region. Outside of the
triangle the rotation vector is resolved into the three body-axes rates.
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9.5.1.1 Computational Procedure
For a general 6-DOF simulation, the total rotation vector is defined in terms of the three body-axes rates (p, q, r). This
rotation vector can also be resolved into three components, where one component is along the velocity vector. The choice
depends on where the total rotation vector is located relative to the four axes, as illustrated in Figure 9.24. The three
components are computed from the following equations:
prnl = P - cosorcoso
qW = q -w sinfl
ro = r - wsinacosfl

(1)
(2)
(3)

The computational procedure is to compute w initially from Equation (1) with Pn equal to zero. This value of w is used
with Equations (2) and (3) to compute qWj and rmod. If the computed values of %M and rmod are smaller in magnitude
than, and of the same sign as q and r, respectively, the three rate components are qmod, rd and w, with Pinod equal to
zero. If these conditions are not satisfied, the same procedure is applied to Equation (2), and then to Equation (3). If the
tests fail for Equation (2) md also for Equation (3), then the three rate components (Pmod, qmod, r,") will be the body-axes
rates (p, q, r) with w equal to zero.
The coefficient buildup for the rotary-balance data and the body-axes derivatives is as follows:

C, = Ci (') + Ci 'Pmod + CQijqlod+ Ci, -- rmod

(4)

where i = 1,m, n,X, Y, Z. The first term Is the nonlinear rotary-balance data function and the other three derivatives are
the body-axes dynamic derivatives. One of the four rate components (p,1 M, qm,,. rmod,w) will be zero.
The coefficient buildup is Illustrated with a simple example. The total rotational rate is held constant at f1= 1.0 rad/se
while the direction is changed through 3600 In the aircraft x-z plane, The body-axes rate components are computed from:
p

flcoso

(5)

r ,Qsin0
(6)
where 0 is the direction of the rotation vector. 0 = 00 is along the +x axis, 0 = 900 is along the +z axis, etc. The modified
rate components (wpm~,rmod) are computed from Equations (1) and (3) using the procedure described above and the
aerodynamic coefficient (Ct) is computed from Equation (4). To simplify the example the rotary.balance data are defined
by a linear deilvative as follows:

c,=

(7)

The body-axes components of the total rotation vector are shown in Figure 925 as functions of 0. The modified rate
components are shown in Figure 9-26 and the coefficient computed from Equation (4) is shown in Figure 9-27. For this
example, C, = -0.1, C1, = -0.05, a = 300 and C, = -013. As can be observed from Figure 9.26, only two of the three
modified rate components are nonzero as 0 varies from 0 to 360P. The aerodynamic coefficient is continuous as a function of
0, equal to the value computed from the dynamic derivatives (C1t, Cg,) along the x and z axes (indicated by circles), equal to
the value computed from the rotary-balance data (C,.) along the velocity vector (indicated by squares) and "interpolated"
for the values of rate for points between the data points.
In the procedure commonly used for analysis of aircraft spin modes, 1 the aircraft total rotational vector (01)is resolved
into four components:
wss = (pcos a + rsina)cosfl + qsinfl
Pos = p -WSScos a cos a
qosc = q - wss sin fl
rose
= r - wssina cost6

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

This gives a good approximati6n of the aerodynamic coefficient when the rotation vector is near the velocity vector but
becomes inaccurate farthe, fr,-m
the velocity vector. This will be illust'sted with the data from the previous example. The
three components of the rotation vector ae shown in Figure 9-28 and the aerodynamic coefficient is shown in Figure 9-29.
The aerodynamic coefficient is equal to the rotary-balance data (0 = 300 and 0 = 2100) but not to the data along the x
and z axes. In general, the differences between results from the two procedures can be larger than in this example, since the
rotary data are nonlinear functions of the coning rate while the oscillatory data are obtained as linear derivatives.
9.5.2 Forced-Oscillation Test Data
The forced-oscillation tests provide dynamic derivatives for rotations about the three body axes. For 0 = 00 these data
are normally defined as follows:
Cip + C, sin oo (for oscillation about the x axis)

(12)

Cq + Ci0 (for oscillation about the y axis)
Ci, - Cs0 cos ao (for oscillation about the zaxis)

(13)
(14)

4
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where i 1,m, n, X, Y, Z and ao is the nominal angle of attack about which the model is oscillated. These data cannot be
used directly in this form in a coefficient buildup since each parameter is the sum of two derivatives. However, the measured
parameters can be used directly if the form of the equations is changed. 18 The derivatives in Equations (12) to (14) are
due to aircraft rotational motion (p, q, r) and to the & and 6 produced by aircraft rotation. The motion variables that have
not been accounted for are & and Bdue to aircraft translational motion. Therefore, the coefficient buildup can be changed
to include the aircraft rotational variables with the rotational derivatives and the translational motion variables with the
acceleration derivatives.
Ci = (Ci,+ Ci,sinao)

-+ (Ci + C, )
rb
36.

+b/3l os

r

46.
it

iF-+

,

V

(15)

where &t and/k, due to translation are given by:
& - q + (pcosa+ rsina) tan#f

Pt =3-

(16)
(17)

psina + rcose

9.5.3 Dynamic Coefficient Buildup
The rotary-balance and forced-oscillation data can be combined to obtain the complete coefficient buildup for aircraft
dynamic motion:

+ ,,, , Csic o)

2VT

+ cf, ' '

+"Tc

2VT

(18)

The inclusion of the rotary-balance data can make the coefficient buildup asymmetrical about the x - z plane for nonzero
sideslip conditions. The coefficient buildup includes the rotary aerodynamic coefficients when the rotation and velocity
vectors are on the same side of the x - z plane (Figure 9-24), but excludes these data when the vectors are on opposite sides.
This can cause abrupt changes in the interpolated coefficients as the rotation and/or velocity vectors move through the x - z
plane. The coefficient buildup can be made continuous by setting qod = q and resolving (p r) into (pid,. rnjod,o), for zero
sideslip, using Equations (1) and (3). The approximation male here is that the effect ofj on the pitch rate may be neglected
at nonzero sideslip conditions.
9.6 NASA-AMES
The role of the rotary balance in producing a motion in the wind tunnel that can be related to a motion of an aircraft in
free flight has been discussed earlier. Besides representing the special case of a stealy spin motion, the rotary balance has
been considered as an apparatus which produces a motion in the wind tunnel that is one part of a broader application to
define a comprehensive aerodynamic mathematical model. Tobak and Scliff,19- 21 for example, have derived mathematical
models which represent a general flight motion in terms of characteristic motions, where the coning motion or rotation about
the velocity ,ector is one of the primary motions.
Fbr a general aircraft flight motion described in terms of the aerodynamic axes system, the necessary motion variables can
be expressed as- a, the resultant angle of attack, 0, the roll angle relative to tile plane of a, and A, q and r, the aircraft's
angular rates. The resulting formulation, 19 valid for slowly varying motions in which the lateral plunging of the aircraft's
center of gravity is small, is
CkO) - Ck[co;(t), (t) +

Ck l(),v(t)]

6

+ VCko{ (t),,(t)]
+ - -l C

oo,6(t)
-1
V

'(t)J

k

X

in, n

(W

where 6 = sin a. Each term in Equation (1) is identified with a characteristic motion from which it can be evaluated. Thus,
the term Ck(oo; 6(t), t(t)) is the coefficient that would be measured in a steady planar motion with the resultant angle of
attack a and roll angle i held fixed. The term Ck, is a coefficient due to roll oscillations that would be measured for small
oscillations in V about xo= coast with a held fixed. Similarly, Ck is
a coefficient due to pitch oscillations that would be
measured for small planar oscillations in a about a = coast., with held fixed. The term Ck is the rate of change with
coning rate L/V, evaluated at 4. = 0, of the coefficient that would be measured in a steady coning motion, a = coast.,
= const., 4 = coast. These four characteristic motions are illustrated schematically in Figure 9-30. It is important to note
that the formulation requires determination of the usually ignored cross-coupling coefficients, such as the rolling moment
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due to pitch oscillations, as well as the direct dynamic coefficients. Note also that Equation (1) and Figure 9-30 define a
complete set of characteristic motions for the case of small p.anging. In the aerodynamic axes system, there is no need for
a characteristic motion involving oscillations in yaw. The aerodynamic contributions due to yaw are contained within the
coning motion.
A mathematical model equivalent to Equation (1) can be developed for aircraft motions desc.ibed in terms of a body-fixed
axes system. In the body-fixed axes the variables describing a motion arc & and f, the angle of attack and angle of sideslip
parameters, and PB, qB and r, the aircraft's angular rates. The resulting formulation, valid for small plunging, is
IN0= Ck(oo; a, ) +
-Y

[kio.I+$

(&

]

V [4,,oo;&,A -YC&P)]

-YV

I

I

n

In the body-fixed axes the characteristic motions are: (1) steady planar motion at fixed angles of attack and sides ip,
(2) small-amplitude planar oscillations in & about fixed a, with held fixed, (3) small-amplitude planar oscillations in
about fixed with & held fixed, and (4) steady coning motion with & and f held fixed, The characteristic motions called for
in the body-axes system are illustrated schematically in Figure 9-31. Iere, too, measurements of the aerodynamic reactions
to the oscillatory motions must include an evaluation of the cross-coupling contributions. In the body-fixed axes system there
is no need for a characteristic motion involving roll oscillations, as the aerodynamic contributions due to roll oscillations are
contained within the coning motion. A relation linking the aerodynamic reactions to the oscillatory motions In both axes
systems and the contributions due to coning motion is found in Reference 21.

P

The mathematical model was extended in Reference 20 to accommodate a nonlinear variation of the aerodynamic forces and
moments with coning rate. The modification makes the model more consistent with wind-tunnel experimental measurements
made on aircraft models in coning motion. Three characteristic motions are called for by the formulation in the aerodynamic
axes, as shown schematically In Figure q-32, They are: steady coning motion, small-amplitude pitch oscillatiois in the
presence of coning, and small-amplitude roll oscillations in the presence of coning. The corresponding motions in the bodyfixed axes (Figure 9.33) are steady coning motion and small-amplitude pitch and yaw oscillations superimposed on the coning
motion.
0.7 NAB
An analysis and extension of the Tobak-Schiff mathematical model 1 9 described in Section 9.6 was recently undertaken by
Beyers. 22 The following formulation in body axes of the aerodynamic mathematical model was derived on the assumption of
linear dependence or. the motion rates, in terms of the conventional, a,#l, V system of coordinates
&W=

k(o;OA+I)
+ !(a

V

-4 tanatan fl)&jq*(a,f)

c--I ,....(r~a,#);k ={, , mu,
Y, zz}
nf
where - = cosa cos/.
Equation (1) is, exactly, the counterpart of the formulation in parametric notation, Equation (9 6-2). The definitions of
the composite derivatives are

C.

Ciqa + Cm,
C
&..i

,&{ , y, :

t
Cos

- &I inmanJY

Z}

(2)

=C,,,+Csina-C,&oosataoj

The identity derived by Tobak and Schiff, 19 linking the reactions in the two axes systems, may then be written ii the
form
b

+
+&.q,

Cm.)

(3)

where , is the bank angle. The detailed derivation of these equations is given in Reference 22.
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the, planar oscillatory derivatives on the right. When takes on appreciable values, the cross-coupling terms containing
Cm., C,nB become significant, while the effects of the cross derivatives, n, and r p,, diminish.
An experimental validation of the nonplanar'mathematical model is currently being pursued. The data base available on
the Standard Dynamics Model 23,24 (see Figure 3-21) at Mach 0.6, over the range 0 < a :5 300, with /3 = 0, ±5', contains
all of the derivatives required in a rigorous correlation based on Equation (3). The results of a correlation of the rotary and
oscillatory derivatives at /3 0 are discussed in'Section 10.2. It is expected that the aerodynamic model can be evaluated
over a range of test conditions for which the dependence on the motion rates is linear. This would at once demonstrate the
validity of the basic premise underlying the Tobak-Schiff model and the integrity of the combined rotary/oscillatory data
base.
The formulation of a nonplanar model applicable when the lateral acceleration is not small was undertaken. 25 Partitioning
the equations of motion as suggested by Kalviste,18 the contributions to the angular rates due to rotation and translation
can be separated. Then, following the procedure introduced by Tobak and Schiff, the force and moment system was deri ,d
in the form
=C(oo;
4kt a6)+

6T0,~co; a,3

+(&~
tanatanP)-Ckq8(o~/)- -2
+

;Cin(1,)

+ -- 0kT@(-,);
k= X,Y'Z,e,in,n

(4)

fij

where 4 T and /3 are the angular rates due to translation and 6rR and
those due to fixed.axis rotation. The first four
rms on the right hand side are the same as in Equation (1) and the last two correspond to the translational characteristic
,ot"ons. The derivatives kj, and &X#, are determined in pure translational acceleration tests and are, in general, different
from their rotational counterparts (Equation (2)).
A further modification of the mathematical model, discussed in Section 6.2, could extend its applicability under nonlinear
motion conditions. In this formulation,2 5 the oscillatory characteristic motions are replaced by directional characteristic
motion vectors (see Figure 6-17) and the scillatory derivatives, by directional rato.dependent parameters.
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CHAPTER 10
RELATION BETWEEN ROTARY AND OSCILLATORY TEST RESULTS
10.0 INTRODUCTION

Before discussing the relation between results from oscillatory and rotary tests it isuseful to consider briefly the background
and reasons for these different types of test and the application of the data obtained.
The fundamental problem confronting workers inthe field of fight dynamics isthe correct representation of the relationship
between the aerodynamic reactions and the motion variables in the equations of motion of an aircraft. The formulation
of an adequate mathematical model is essential. For flight at low angles, of attack, adequate prediction of aircraft
motion characteristicm it often possible using linearized small perturbation equations with aerodynamic transfer functions
or derivatives, which are constant and can usually be estimated with sufficient accuracy. When the motion involves large
excursions in any of the state variable: some derivatives may vary appreciably and the terms involving them become nonlinear. It is then necessary to consider derivatives as functions of those variables and use the appropriate local values of
the function for each equilibrium condition. The derivatives invariably have to be measured over a range of one or more of
the displacement variables. A number of techniques may be employed, including oscillatory and rotary testing. However,
c- ful consideration should be given to the applicability of test data when constructing a mathematical model since the flow
meeha.;.!m and hence the forces and moments are not completely determined by the current values of the state variables but
depend to a g.ter or lesser extent on the past history
Several proposals, Including those of Tobak and Schiff,I Thomas and Edwards 2 and Beyers, 3 have been made concerning
the types of wind-tuinel test, usually combining oscillatory and rotary motion, most likely to produce the data required for
calculation of a range of flight motions Including large excursion motions such ab high-angle-of-attack departure and spin
entry. lowever, the practical difficulties of carrying out such tests and extritcting meaningful data have meant that the only
wind.tunnel dynamic test data generally avalal'e are from separate oscillatory and rotary tests, where the model motion
d(es not exactly simulate the relevant flight motion,
In a conventional rotary (coning) test the axis of rotation is parallel to the wind-tunnel axis. Aerodynamic loads on the
model dIe to steady coning motion are neasured by a strain-gauge balance which is aligned along the model body axis.
These loads can be converted to wind axes [inthe normal manner to give a consistent set of data. When plotted against
reducl rotation rate, wind axes derivatives may be obtained from the gradients. In an oscillatory test the model usually
oscillates about body axes and the data, in the form of derivatives, may be converted to wind axes if a complete set of
derivatives has been measured, hllowver, since the motion is not of constant rate the flow Is constantly changing and under
certain conditions the measurements may be a function of the history of the flow. At low angles of attack and sideslip, where
there is attached flow over virtually all surfaces of the model, It is possible that there will be agreement between dervativs
obtained from rotary test data and derivatives from oscillatory tests, However, when the angle of attack is increased flow
separation and lag effects may have a strong influence and results may thun be significantly different.
It isfairly obvious that for calculations concerning the developed spin, data front rotary-balance tests are appropriate but
there isless certainty about which data are appropriate to other flight regimes, such as low-to-high angle-of-attack oscillatory
inodes and gust response and high angle-of-attack departure,
Classical mathematical models, Including those constructed by NASA and RAE require data from small amplitude
oscillation tests in pitch, roll anid yaw, but where4 large amplitude responses are likely, e g., in the departure and post
stall regimes. rota; .ig data are also incorporated.
Although reasonable correlation has been obtained between flight and simulated responses using these mathematcal
models, invariably some of thle wind-tunnl data have to be modified to some degree.4 More information is required to
determine whether there are significant differences between oscillatory and rotary data and how these differences are affected
by configuration and changes in the state variables such as angle of attack and sideslip. In a limited number of cases the
same configuration has been tested on both oscillatory and rotary rigs and results are discussed in tile following sections:
first by direct comparison and secondly by correlation based on a mathematical model
10.1 DIRECT COMPARISONS OF ROTARY AND OSCILLATORY TES" RESULTS
10.1.1 IIIRM I and tIIRM 2
Both IIIRM 1 and iIiRM 2 have been tested on the rotary and oscillatory rigs at RAE Bedford. The models tested on
the rotary rig are half the scale of the oscillatory rig models. Results obtained from oscillatory rig testh are the body-axes
derivatives 19 +Qt sinaC., + % sinc and Cyi,,-Cy sina, which are converted to wind-axes derivatives Cet,Cin and
Cy respectively. For the rotary tests, gradients of tL.-characteristics C1, Cn and Cy vs Qb/2V are measured near the origin
since the reduced roll rate for oscillatory tests was in the range flb/2V = ±0.05. At higher angles of attack, some of the
characteristics are nonlinear over this range of rotation rate and the measured gradients can then only be mean values.

Raw
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Results for HIRM I are compared in Figures 10-1,10-2 and 10-3 for three model configurations:
a. complete configuration,
b. fin off and
c. foreplane and tailplane off.
Figure 101 shows that for all three configurations there is fairly close agreement in the measurements of damping in roll
Ctn for angles of attack less than 200. However, where the rotary results show a sudden loss of damping for angles of attack
between 200 and 250, the oscillatory results show a more gradual loss over a larger range of angle of attack. The variation of
C10 with a is broadly similar for configurations a and b; since the fin contributes only a small part to the overall damping,
but with foreplane and tailplane off, configuration c, Ctn from rotary test data is strongly positive at a = 240, indicating
that the foreplane acts to alleviate the loss in roll droping. For configuration c oscillatory tests were unfortunately not made
for 20' < a :< 300, but again, there is good agreement only for a _<200. Figures 10-2 and 10-3 show that for Cin
0 and Cy.
there is fair agreement between rotary and oscillatory results for all configurations although there is considerable scatter in
the oscillatory measurements of Cy.. There is a significant negative contribution to Cnn front the fin since, as angle of attack
Increases, the fin displacement from the axis of rotation increases in the positive z direction so that a positive rate of roll
results in the positive side force and negative yawing moment contribution due to the fin. This trend is apparent for both
rotary and oscillatory results.
Results for one configuration of IIRM 2 are shown in Figure 10.4. Two bets of rotary test data are presented from two
series of tests. Mieasurements of C,, are not available for the first beries owing to excebsive electrical noise on the side-force
channel of the balance (luring the test. Results from the two series of rotary tests are in quite close agreement but there is
considerable scatter ir, the oscillatory rig measurements of C .
Fron tests on HIIRM 1 and tIIRM 2 it would appear that the differences between oscillatory and rotary results depend
on configuration anl angle of attack. For the moderately swept wing of IIIRM I only the results for C1, are significantly
different at the higher angles of attack but for the more highly swept wing of llflRM 2 the differences are smaller.
10.1.2 YF-17 Airplane at Spin Angles of Attack
The coefficient C, n from forced oscillation tests is shown in Figure 10-5 as a gradient on plots of Ca vs Ob/2V from
rotary.balance tWsts. At a - 500 and 550 the rotary data show strong nonlinearities near the origin but at a = 80' and 850
the data are relatively linear. There is good agreement with Cnn from forced oscillation tests except at a = 550 where the
gradient of the rotary data is virtually zero near the origin, whereas the forced oscillation coefficient is strongly positive.
10.1.3 Comments on Direct Comparisons of Rotary and Oscillatory Test Results
It is shown that while there is reasonably good agreement between rotary and oscil" ory tests results at low and moderate
angles of attack where the flow over the model is mainly attached, at higher angles of attack, where there are significant flow
separations, there are differences in one or more of the coefficients. Under these conditions, time history of the motion is
likely to have an over-riding influence on the measurements. For HIRiM 1,which has a wing of moderate sweep, the greatest
differences are apparent in C1. for ct > 20' when the flow has started to separate from the wings. This model has a relatively
short forebody and up to a = 400 there Lsbroad agreement between rotary and oscillatory results for Cjn. The IIIRM 2
configuration has the same forebody ac 111PM I but the wing leading edge is more highly swept. Thus, the flow separations
are more progressive, in the form of vorticei trom the leading edge, and may explain why there is better agreement between
the two sets of data for this model. The difference in gradient of C. vs Qb/2V between votary and oscillatory data for the
YF-17 at a = 550 is probably due to fl.,w lag effects which are only present under oscillatory conditions. It is likely that the
time history of the motion has a significut influence at certain critical angles of attack.
In general, it is probable that oscillatory and rotary data will be in agreen:ent at low and moderate angles of attack,
before there is significant flow breakdown, but at high angles of attack, depend*4g on the configuration, there are likely to
be significant differences due to time history and lag effects on wing and forebody flow separations.
t

10.2 CORRELATIONS BASED ON MATIIEMATICAL MODEL

*

In utilizing an aerodynamic data base to predict dynamic behavior of aircraft in flight, two important questions arise in
addition to the sealing problem (Section 8.3). These questions relate to the consistency of toe aerodynamic data obtained front
more than one apparats/facility and to the validity of the mathematical model used, and require some form of comparison
for their as&essment.
Although, as shown in the preceding section, there are instances where reason~able agreement ;an he obtained when
comparing rotary and oscillatory derivatives directly, there is no theoretical basis for doir, so. Strictly speaking, these
derivatives can be compared directly only in degenerative cases (e.g., a -, 0*, 6 -. 0, or for axisymmetrical bodies at low
a), where the equivalence of the reactions in the respective motions is predicted by potential flow theory. lh'wever, at angles
of attack below stall, the consistency check can be made indirecty, through the implementation of an aerodynamic force
model that establishes a relationship between the respective derivatives. At higher a, the unsteady flow fields associated
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with rotary and oscillatory motions are fundamentally different and the model may become invalid, ruling out the possibility
of a consistency check.
One such opportunity for performing the consistency check is introduced by the Tobak-Schiff mathematical model,
applicable to arbitrary maneuvers within the restrictions of linear dependence on the angular rates and near-rectilinear
motion6 (seb'Section 9.6). An identity was derived, 6 linkin the formulations in the aerodynamic and body-axes systems.7
Expressing the rolling derivatives in terms of fixed-axis oscillatory derivatives, the identity is obtained in a convenient form
(see Equation (9.7-(3))), which equates the combination of steady and unsteady rotational derivatives to a combination of
the planar damping derivatives. At zero sideslip, Equation (9.7-(3)) reduces to

(Cn -,,,,) 6=

(,,)

where the derivatives are referred to body axes.
With the objective of rotary-oscillatory data correlation in mind, an experimental approach is being pursued to validate
this identity. In the interests of generality, dynamic data sets obtained on the Standard Dynamics Model 8 ,9 (SDM) (see
Figures 3-21 and 7-44), a generic fighter aircraft configuration, 10 as well as on a body of revolution 11,12 are being considered.
10.2.1 Body of Revolution
Applied to a body of revolution, ID = 0, so that Equation (1) predicts the equivalence of the aerodynamic reactions in
the coning and yaw-oscillation characteristic motions. This is illustrated in Figure 5-18. The yaw-damping II and coning-rate
derivatives 12 were measured on a 10-degree cone at Afro = 2.0 in two different wind tunnels. The results of the correlation
of these data appear in Figure 10-6.
Because of the need to fix transition at low a in the oscillatory experimet l I the results for a : 200 were obtained with
boundary-layer trip. The agreement between Cn and the term 6',, is generally good, at least up to a = 30' (6 = 0.5).
These results, therefore, demonstrate the equivalence of the yaw-damping and coning-rate derivative terms for a body of
revolution at high a (a 5 300), thereby corroborating this aspect of the Tobak-Schiff model.6
On the other hand, the expected differenco between the yaw and pitch damping of the 40.degree cone at a > 00 had
been found to increase with a.11 Similarly, the divergence of the On, and C% data set-; from the theoretical linear pitch
damping 13 (Fig. 10-6) increases at a > anv (avt 2r ' ) as the nonlinearity due to unsteady flow separation grows, although
the vortex asymmetry is small at Afoo = 2.0.
10.2.2 Standard Dynamics Model
The SDM oscillatory derivatives were determined at NAE 8 at Afoo = 0.6, and a up to 40', for/3 = 00 and 50. The same
model was then tested at NASA Ames at a up to 300 to obtain the rotary derivatives 9 (Section 7.2). All four experiments,
involving oscillations in yaw roll and in pitch, about both aerodynamic and body pitch axes, 8 a well as coning,9 were
carefully controlled to achiev a high degree of consistency. A preliminary correlation based upon Equation (9.7-(3)) suggests
that satisfactory agreement jetween the rotary and oscillatory terms can be obtained at both angles of sideslip; the analysis
covered the range 0' < a _<
300. The /3= 0' results are presented here.
The experimental data used to evaluate Equation (1)were interpolated at a intervals of 2.50, using cubic splines. The
results derived from the interpolated data are plotted in Figures 10-7 and 10-8, with connecting curves also generated by
cubic splines. The left hand side of Equation (1) was evaluated for &n at two oscillation frequencies, ab = 0.17 and 0.10,
but the associated differences are not significant except near a = 300. WVithin the average uncertainty due to measurement
and interpolation errors (but excluding that due to aerodynamic interference), denoted by the error bars, the rotary and
oscillatory terms are in good agreement at a up to about 180, the static stall angle for this configuration 8 (Fig. 10-7).
At post.stall angles of attack the trends in the rotary and oscillatory terms diverge. This appears to be the result of
nonlinear frequency dependence of the rotational derivatives caused by effects of motion coupling with the unsteady flow
separation, and is qualitatively consistent with the observations of Section 10.1, as before, time history effects become
significant at high a.
The effect of oscillation frequency was further investigated by evaluating Equation (1) at 4b = 0.05, using data obtained at
D V'LR in Germany 14 together with the NASA coning data. 9 These data are compared in Figure 10-8 with the NAE/NASA
set at Db'-f 12 and 0.17. ° Neglecting smaller differences present, for the most part within the uncertainty, the basic trends
in the two sets of curves are quite similar.
The generally satisfactory agreement between the rotary and oscillatory terms at low a (o < 18*) and 3 = 00, and the
encouraging degree of consistency 6obtained in the interfacility correlation (Fig. 10-8), constitute a paitial validation of the
Tobak-Schiff mathematical model and demonstrate the integrity of the combined data base. Tile
preliminary correlation
of the full identity (Eq. (9.7-(3))), using the complete set of damiping derivatives at 3 = 51, has also demonstrated good
agreement but final results are not yet available.
The conclusion which may tentatively be drawn from the results obtained thus far is that, although the rotary and
oscillatory derivatives cannot be equated directly, these physical ouantities are entirely consistent within the framework and
restrictions of the Tobak-Schiff mathematical model. 6
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amean
C'k

wingspan
aerodynamic chord
dynamic derivative with respect to reduced-rate parameter

I=

m, ,Y;
I,

k =p,r, , ,Q (t= b or d)
Ct

rolling.moment coefficient, L/(qwSt),t = b or d

Cm
Cn

pitching-moment coefficient, M/(qo0St), f = c or d
yawing-moment coefficient, N/(qoSt), t = b or d

CY

side-force coefficient, Y/(qooS)

d

base diameter

L, M, N

rolling, pitching and yawing moments

Al"

freestream Mach number

p,q, r
q00
Re

body-axes angular velocities
freestream dynamic pressure
freestream Reynolds number based on b

6

= sino

o

total angle of attack
coning rate

S

reference area

4

V0

freestream velocity

a,)3

angles of attack and sideslip

Superscripts

angle for onset of asymmetrical vortex shedding

(.)

differentiation with respect to time

= coso

()

composite fixed-axis derivative (body axes)

, f?

reduced coning-rate parameter, ¢t/(21oo)
'b

reduced circular frequency, wb/(2V,)
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,CHAPTER11
CORRELATION WITH FLIGHT TESTS
11.1 INTRODUCTION
The final objective in a rotary-balance testing programme is the prediction and analysis of aircraft behavior at high argles
ofattack and spin conditions. Thu, the comparison of predictions with flight results allows the ultimate assessment of the
validity of the approach in its experimental and analytical aspects. On the experimental side, wind-tunnel results are affected
by the various sources of error, such as Reynolds number effects, model fidelity and support and wall interference, which have
been covered in previous chapters. On the analytical side, the assumptions made in modeling the phenomena of interest play
a role which is at least as important,
Three types of flight tests can be used for this kind of validation:
-

ftee-flight tests of dynamically scaled models in a vertical wind tunnel, which allow simulation of developed spin
conditions and spin recovery maneuvers.

-

Flee-flight tests of ppwered or npowered, scaled and remotely controlled flying models; in this case, high-angle-ofattack flying qualities, departure characteristics, spin entry and recovery can be simulated. Models may be dynamically
scaled when the behavior of an aircraft design is to be simulated, or not scaled when the only purpose is validation of
a prediction technique or extraction of aerodynamic data.

-

Fliglt tests of full-scale aircraft, which, of course, are the final aim of the investigation.

Different kinds of data may also be extracted from the tests for comparison with predictions, In all attempt to classify
the options the following can be listed:
-

Overall characteristics of the spin, iaterms of quantitative features like mean attitude, time per turn and descent speed
and qualitative features like steady or oscillatory character, flat or steep attitude, etc. Thc effect of controls on spin
features and time/number of turns required for recovery are also of importance. Even though this
kind of information
is the most directly useful in aircraft design, It is also evident that any comparison of such global values does not allow
one to break down the final result into its components and evaluate the different contributions of experimental data
and acrodynaenie modeling to the final results,

- Aerodynamic coefficients, which may be analyzed both as time histories of aerodynamic forces, or as aerodynamic
derivatives obtainred by parameter identification techniques on the basis of a predefined aerodynamic modeling scheme.
- Time histories of flight parameters like angle of attack and sideslip, accelerations, angular velocitims, etc., thus allowing
a more detailed analysL3 as compared to the simple average values considered above.
In order to obtain precise and reliable data from flight tests at high angles of attack, considerable care is required. A
specialized instrumentation system has to be installed in the aircraft or flying model. As the spin tests are very dynamic,
the main difficulty encountered will be to determine the airflow velocity components accurately. Accurate determination of
the aircraft trajectory and angular velocities and precise evaluation of the airspeed components, the aircraft attitudes and
the aerodynamic forces and moments are required.
Consequently, the following characteristics of the instrumentation system are of great importance:
- A large bandwidth of the sensors.
A high level of redundancy to identify the sensor characteristics and to ,alidate each part of the instrumentation system
under extreme flight conditions.

*values

A high degree of precision in the sensors. For example, in order to determine the aerodynamic coefficients, accurate
of the relative airflow (p, V) data and of the inertial characteristics are required.
As a matter of fact, concerning the flight test data, the main difficulty is to obtain accurate estimates of the values of
the trajectory parameters and of the aerodynamic coefficients. The usefulness of flfght test data in experimental validation
would vanish if the accuracy level were not sufficiently high as to provide a good reference for the rotary-balance results.
The purpose of the present chapter is to give an overview of the correlation techniques used by the various organizations
and to bhow a selected set of comparisons between predictions and results in an attempt to highlight the available experience
Unfortunately, due to the relatively low interest in a deeper understanding of high angle-of-attack behavrgr during the 60 s
and 70 s, only a limited number of basic research programs exist, while most of the information and experience pertains to
specific military aircraft and is normally not available to the scientific community due to industrial or military classification
Only recently have a number of fundamental research programs been undertaken in different countries (High Incidence
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Research Models at RAE, Light Airplane Spin Resistance and High-Angle-Of-AttacK Technology programs at NASA, aad
research at ONERA-IMFL), which are now greatly improving the knowledge in the field.
11.1 NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
Over 60 general aviation and military aircraft have been tested on the Langley spin tunnel rotary-balance over the past 8
years. For most of these designs, dynamically scaled free-spinning model tests results and, to a much lesser extent, full-scale
results were available. A comparison of predicted versus experimentally determined spins is presented in Tables 11-, and 11-2
forsome ipresentative military and general aviation configurations, respectively. The predicted steady spin characteristics
(angle of attack and time per turn) were obtained from r6tary-balance iests by the on-line steady equilibrium spin technique
described in Chapter'9.1 and Reference 1.'Nosmoothing, shifting, etc. of these data were performed.
A computational method can be validated by demonstrating acceptable correlation between predicted and experimentally
determined results. in this instance, however, both the method for computing steady-state spin equilibrium conditions
and the use of low Reynolds number rotary-balance data must be justified. Consequently, low Reynolds number freespinning dynamically scaled model results obtained in the spin tunnel are compared with the predicted values to verify
the computational method; whereas full-scale airplane results are reviewed to identify possible Reynolds number related
difficulties.
The correlation obtalned between predicted steady spin and spin model results is considered excellent and indicates the
sufficiency of the computational method, As shown, no spins were obtained that had not been predicted. For each predicted
spin mode, three possibilities exist In flight: a steady spin will be realized, the spin will be oscillatory about the steady spin
values, or non-existent. The latter two conditions reflect the underlying spin mode's level of instability. Obviously, to identify
the oscillatory nature (stability) of a spin, large-angle six-degree-of-frecdom computations must be performed, which is not
practical during the rotary-balance test phase.
The correlation obtained between full-scale flight results and predicted steady spins is also considered excellent for the
military configurations presented in Table 11-1. Unfortunately, not many documented spins performed with current stateof-the-art instrumentation are presently available for correlation.
As shown In Table 11-2, the level of agreement between predicted and full-scale flight results for general aviation configurations, while still considered good, has on occasion been somewhat lower than that obtained for military configurations.
Instances are also shown in which predicted spin modes are experienced by the spin model but not demonstrated by the
full-scale airplane. This does not necessarily Infer that these spin modes do not exist, as it is possible that the airplane was
not able to generate the required equilibrium conditions. Since the wing characteristics are largely responsible for steep and
moderately steep spins, the use of low Reynolds number data may adversely affect the accuracy of such predicted spin modes.
For Instance, the model A flight-test spin angle of attack was more closely predicted when the model wing leading-edge radius
was Increased. This change Inwing geometry tends to compensate for the suspected effects of Reynolds number.
The level of agreement between predicted and full-scale flight results would indicate that use of low Reynolds number
rotary-balance data is sufficient for calculating steady spin modes for military configurations and for general aviation
configurations not having steep spins with Reynolds number sensitive airfoil-wing characteristics.
11.2 AERMACCHI
Many of the aircraft designs that have been tested on the AerMacchi rotary balance have developed into production
aircraft, so that flight test information is available for a few of them. For a fey, others, vertical spin tunnel tests are available.
Unfortunately, data are often restricted by military or commercial classification, and systematic correlations are rare. For
these reasons, only a limited selection of results can be presented. Model designations used in the following discussion are
the same as those presented inTable 7-1of Secion 7.3.
(a) Aircraft "131" spin characteristics

2 ,3

The full-scale aircraft BI spin is characterized by:
-

An average angle of attack of 23*.

-

A time per turn of 2-2,5 sec.

-

A spin parameter lb/2V = 0.13.

-

Pro-spin controls are: rudder with, elevator up, zero ailerons.

-

Most effective spin .ecovery maneuver is rudder against and elevator to zero.

Figure 11-1 shows the loci of the equihbrium conditions from rotary-balance tests with pro-spin controls. Spin equilibrium
is identified at a = 230, ilb/2V = 0.14,_ = +21. The wind-tunnel results (Figure 11-2) for a = 23' and [3 = 0 show both
the equilibrium condition (positive fl) and the large damping force which is available when the rudder is deflected against
(negative fl). For the see aircraft a number of 6-DOF simulations have also been computed and compared with time
histories from flight tests. Figure 11.3 shows an example of such correlation, obtained with a mathematical model based on
fixed- and rotary-balance data as described in Section 9.3.

sit
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(b) Aircraft 'C" spin characteristics
Vertical spin tunnel test results are available
for this configuration. The following comparison of the equilibrium spin
13
modes from the two sources can be made.
Flight Tests

Spin Tests

a = 320, 3.2 sec/turn
a = 620, 2.4 sec/turn
a = 760, 1.8 sec/turn

a = 55"-60° , 2.5-3.4 sec/turn
a = 700-80', 1.4 sec/turn

Pro-spin controls are: elevator-up, aileron against and rudder with, even though some of the spin modes can be found
with other control combinations. The spin tests showcd an oscillatory spin regime at a near 559-60' and a rapid flat-spin
regime near 700-80o. The equilibrium spin technique agrees with these data but also shows a further equilibrium condition
at approximately 30' angle of attack.
The corresponding cquilibrium plots and some aerodynamic data from the rotary balance are shown in Figures 11-4 to
11-6. Real-time simulations based on the same data confirmed these results, and also showed a great resistance of tile
aircraft
to reaching higher angles of attack. This would mean that the two spin modes at a = 62' and 760 cannot be obtained in
a real flight situation. Preliminary information from flight tests of the aircraft have confirmed the presence of the a = 30'
spin mode and resistance to entering other types of spins.
NiatLiematical modeling of aerodynamic forces by taking into account the nonlinear effects shown by rotary-balance data
a.Q
-. function of fl was shown to be useful also for the simulation of maneuvers other than equilibrium spin. Figure 11-7
shows time histories of the aircraft stall which is accompanied by a moderate wing-rock: the comparison of flight test data
with a simulation shows good agreement from both qualitative and quantitative points of view.
(c) Aircraft "D"spin characteristics
Vertical spin tunnel tests of aircraft "D"showed two spin modes:
-

A flat and rapid spin with a = 800, time per turn 2-2.5 sec, descent speed of 60 mn/see.
An oscillatory flat spin with average characteristics similar to the above , but with oscillations of 910' in angle of
attack and 9120' in bank angle, This spin mode could develop into divergent oscillations.

Rotary balance tests showed autorotation characteristics at a = 84' (Figure 11-8), with a well-defined spin equilibrium
condition, and a broad range of angles of attack with definitive zero damping values. The effectiveness of forebody
modifications on the flat spin mode were also well correlated between the two tests.
11.3 0NMRA-IMFL
Several methods of comparing wind-tunnel data with flight exist:
(a) direct comparison of tle aerodynamic coefficients
(b) comparison of the aircraft responses in flight and in simulation
(c) assessment of the aircraft behavior by an analysis of the equilibrium and bifurcation surfaces (Section 9.2.6)
Time first two methods will now be dliscussed.
11.3.1 Comparisons of Aerodynamic Coefficients
At IMFL comparisons have been carried out using tle results obtained on a jet trainer aircraft. The mathematical
modeling process was applied in order to define a mathematical model as described in Section 9.2. This model structure
separates the steady and unsteady effects. The former are defined by data tables and the latter represented by transfer
functions, their coefficients depending on the values of a, A and A.
A compazison between the coefficients predicted by the model and those obtained from flight tests is useful because it
allows one to evaluate and validate the features introduced in the model structure. The large unsteady effects noticed during
oscillatory coning tests at high angles of attack (see Section 7.7) are examples of the effects modeled. These aerodynamic
phenomena were
measured using the Adegree of freedom of the IMFL rotary balance, where Ais the angle between the
velocity vector and the rotational vector (see Chapter 4).
This kinematic parameter can be calculated when the flight trajectory has been evaluated. Figures 11-9 to 11-11 show
the flight trajectory in the planes of (a, 0), (a, 1t*)
and (a, A), respectively. The aircraft state during a spin is shown. The
equilibrium spin state is at approximately a = 430, fQ*= 3.2* and A = 2*. However, during the entry and recovery phases
the aircraft equilibrium is changing and the angle Amay attain very high values. Consequently, the angles of attack (Figure 11-12) and sideslip vary rapidly, and the unsteady aerodynamic contributions may be important.
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Indeed, these unsteady effects have been noticed in the variation of the normal force (Figure 11-13) calculated during this
flight. During the spin entry phase, the normal force exhibits very large variations and the maximum value attained is much
larger than it would be under steady conditions.
Once the aircraft trajectory has been determined, it is possible to calculate the value of the normal force in flight as given
by the mathematical model. Figure 11-14 shows this coefficient plotted for the case of the steady mathematical model (not
taking into account the aerodynamic Aeffect). It is clear that the normal force is- not well estimated, since the amplitude
of the oscillation is not as large as in the previous figure. On the other hand, a mathematical model taking into account
the unsteady behavior such as that outlined in Section 9.2 gives better results (see Figure 11-15). The spin entry phase as
described by the two modeling cases discussed here is presented in Figures 11-16 and 11-17. The normal force calculated
from the flight recordings is also plotted in these figures.

V'

It can be seen that the amplitude and phase variations are much better represented by the unsteady modeling
(Figure 11-17) even if some differences remain when comparing to the flight test data. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
flight test results is not perfect and a part of the discrepancies call certainly be attributed to the trajectory estimation. This
example illustrates the flight test-wind-tunnel correlation and shows:
- The value of comparing tile aerodynamic coefficient variation in flight with the mathematical modeling for validation
purposes.
- The relative importance of the unsteady aerodynamics contributions at high angles of attack.
- The value of the oscillatory coning motion tests carried out with the Adegree of freedom on the rotary balance.
This type of comparison can be defined as "a direct aerodynamics approach." A comparison with the flight mechanics
results is now presented.
11.3.2 Flight Evolutions and Simulations
Another method of comparing flight test and rotary-balance data involves performing numerical simulations of specific
maneuvers. By integrating the flight mechanics equations of motion, the simulation results can be compared with the flight
maneuvers. Obviously, the motion calculations require not only all accurate knowledge of the mass and inertial characteristics
of the aircraft, but also a good model of the aerodynamics for a large flight domain.
This type of comparison offers great flexibility. Different simulations can be made by varying the values of certain
parameters such as the center-of-gravity location, mass, moment of inertia or the initial conditions. In this way the effects of
these parameters can be estimated. Furthermore, the control surface effects are easily estimated and can be compared with
the flight test results. As the effects of the control surface deflections with respect to the spin equilibrium can be determined,
the simulation process is not only a correlation method but could also become a convenient prediction method for aircraft
behavior at high angles of attack, once the modeling has been validated. Simulations allow comparisons of the parametric
effects and the equilibrium states but are not limited to these points only.
Another point of interest lies in the fact that the transient phases can be calculated and the dynamic characteristics such
as oscillatory modes, frequencies, damping and time constants can be determined. Figures 11-18 and 11-19 present results of
two simulations involving the Alphajet aircraft. The following parameters are plotted as functions of reduced time T =T
-

k,/#
q, r
0, , V
6
bt,,, 6 .

- p,
-

angles of attack and sideslip
components of the rotational vector
the pitch and roll angles, and the airspeed
the control surface deflections: ailerons, elevator and rudder, respectively

These results apply to the following maneuvers at high angles of attack. (a) A spin entry to the left obtained from low
incidence flight after the following control surface deflection sequence. full rudder to the left, stick back and ailerons to the
right (7). The spin equilibrium is obtained at about 42' angle of attack and 50 sideslip (Figure 11-18). (b) A fast and flat
spin obtained with ailerons completely to the right and stick pushed forward (Figure 11-19). (c) A recovety from the fast
and flat spin to the left obtained with controls at neutral positions (Figure 11-19).
These simulations arc satisfactory and contribute to the validation of the mathematical model by comparing the equilibrium
states, the control surface effects mid the different dynamic characteristics of the motions. Finally, another aspect of the
simulations is the possibility to carry out comparisons with the spin tests in a vertical wind tunnel. The spin equilibrium
control positions and the effects of different parameters call be compared, at least in a qualitative way.
11.4 RAE
11.4.1 The RAE IIIRM Program
In 1982 the RAE initiated a program of research oii the flight dynancs of departure using a Iligh-lncidence Research
Model (HIRM). The main objective of the program 4 was "The widening of understanding of the flight dynamics phenomena
of aircraft at high angles of attack." Both wind-tunnel and free-flight drop tests were employed in order to gather experimental
data for the deveiopmer.t and validation of the mathematical modeling process. The wind-tunnel measurements included
static, oscillatory and rotary tests using models of various sizes.
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In the following discussion, results are presented for, drop tests5 - 11 performed under a collaborative agreement between
RAE and-NASA. After a short description of the-model and' flight dat analysis techniques, some selected results are used
to show the correlation of aerodynamic derivatives between-flight and wind-tunnel data and of predicted and measured time
histories.
11.4.2 Flight Tests and Data Analysis Techniques
The HIRM is a three-surface unpowered model with an advanced transonic swept wing, an all-moving canard and stabilator,
and an oversized vertical tail with rudder. The wing has no moving control surfaces. Roll control is provided by differential
canard and stabilator deflection. The general arrangement of the model is shown in Figure 11-20. The model is fully
instrumented with the transducer signals telemetered to a ground station. A nose boom carrying angle-of-attack and sideslip
vanes, and a pitot-static probe have been included. Flight maneuvers are preprogrammed into the system and executed by
a tinier after the model is released from a carrier helicopter.
The model was flight tested at NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, California. During those tests the model
was towed by helicopter to 3,000-4,000 meters above the impact range and released at a speed of approximately 150 km/hour.
At the time of release a timer began a preprogrammed test sequence which activated a series of switches, thus positioning
the model's flight control surfaces. The duration of the flights varied between 80 and 160 sec. At a predetermined time, or
at a given height above ground, three parachutes were deployed to recover the model. The landing was cushioned by low
pressure air bags which were deployed from a door beneath the fuselage.
The motion of the HIRM was initially excited by the model's release from the helicopter cable and then by the activation
of control surfaces. For each test run, either a doublet in differential tail or canard, or a simple rudder pulse was used. In
some maneuvers a step deflection of symmetric tail was added. The various trim conditions were established by the canard
setting at either 00 or -10' and by the tailplane setting between -140 to -20'. Most of the responses were within the
a.range of 20' to 40', though in three maneuvers a readied 60.
The measured data from five flighits with 26 maneuvers were obtained as time histories of control and response variables
sampled at 0.012 sec intervals. The two flights with bc = -10 and 6h = -180 are designated as IIDI and lID3, the remaining
three flights with bc = 00 and 6h = -15 as 11D2, 11D4 and 1iD6. When appropriate, the measured data were corrected for
the e.g, uffset and airflow effect.
In addition to analyzing almost all of the 26 individual maneuvers, the data from each flight were joined together into one
set of data. The resulting ensemble was then partitioned into subsets according to the value of a. For these new subsets of
data, the aerodynamic coefficients were modeled mostly on one degree subspaces of the original a-space.
11.4.3 Results and Discussion
Because of the experimental design and type of motion displayed by the model, the main emphasis in the flight data
analysis was constrained to the lateral aerodynamic equations and the corresponding parameters in these equations. Some of
the important lateral parameters are presented to show their variation with a and 6, and closeness to the wind-tunnel test
results. Thrve maneuvers in flight IID1 and one in 11D3 consisted mostly of lightly-damped large amplitude oscillations. The
remaining three maneuvers in l1D3 flight exhibited large excursions in a with some lateral coupling. The stepwise regression
procedures demonstrated that for the oscillatory maneuvers, analyzed as partitioned data, models with linear parameters
were adequate for all three lateral coefficients Cy, C,, and C1. From the analysis of the individual maneuvers, the technique
also selected nonlinear terms /O and ia into the model equations for the coefficients C,'.
In Figure 11-21 the damping derivative CT1 and cross-derivative C,, from flight testing are compared with the results from
the oscillatory and rotary wind-tunnel tests. The rotary data predicted a decrease in damping for 20' < a < 28; whereas,
the oscillatory tests show no deterioration in this region. The flight data indicate even less damping in roll than the rotary
test. The flight results are in agreement with the observed responses of the drop model, which showed very little damping or
no damping at all. The reason for the discrepancy between the oscillatory data and flight results can be due to the different
amplitude of oscillations in the wind tunnel (±5') and in flight (around 4-35*). The comparison of C,, parameters from
various tests shows a similar pattern to that of CP. No nonzero estimates of CP could be obtained from the partitioned
data for 190 < a < 230.
The effect of different canard settings is shown in Figure 11-21 and in the lower part of Figure 11-22, which contain the
damping parameters C1, from flight and wind-tunnel testing. The rotary test results agree with flight datt, for 22* < a < 27'
For the region between 270 to 350 the flight data still indicate low damping in roll, which is not confirmed by wind-tunnel
measurements. The comparison of flight results in Figures 11-21 (6 c = -10*) and 11-22 (6c = 00) indicates strong effect of
canard setting on damping in roll.
The final set of flight-derived aerodynamic parameters was obtained by averaging and fairing the various estimates for
each configuration tested. The first step in the verification of these parameters was the already mentioned comparison with
wind-tunnel results. The next step in the verification was made by checking the prediction capabilities of the equations
modeled. This test included the simulation of maneuvers in terms of response variable time histories and time histories
of the aerodynamic force and inoment coefficients. In Figure 11-23, the computed and measured time histories of lateral
motion variables from one maneuver in flight HD1 are given. Only three-degiee-of-freedom simulation was used, with the
longitudinal motion variables computed from measured data. Figure 11-23 is completed by th' ateasurel time history of
the angle of attack. In Figure 11-24, the measured and predicted time histories of lateral aerodynamic coefficients from time
same maneuver are compared. From both figures, it is apparent that the current model can predict the motion of the IIIRM
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within the a-range of 180 and 30* reasonably well. Some deficiencies of the model, however, still remain. The change in
the frequency around a = 230 is notraccurately predicted, and'the amplitude of computed variables are, in general, greater
than those measured. For further improvement of.the mathematical model, the analysis of additional flight data would-be
necessary.
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TABLE 11-1
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED" AND EXPERIMENTAL
SPIN MODES FOR MILITARY CONFIGURATIONS

MODEL

CONTROLS

SOURCE
S

A

Neutral

Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Flight Test
Calculated

83
81
78
78

2.3
2.5
3.8
3.7

Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

83
81
66
66

2.2
1.9
8.0
8.5

Flight Test
Spin TMnnel
Calculated
Flight Test
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

85
83
83
70b
70b
69

2.5
2.5
2.5
5.1
5.3
5.2

Flight Test
Spin 'lunel
Calculated

75
80
80

3.0
2.5
2.7

Spin Tunnel
Calculated

8,1
81

2.1
2.3

Flight 'Tet
Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

Flht
86
85
86
88
67
64

2.2
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.7
6.2
5.7

Flight 'rest
Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Flight Test
Caculated

53
51
50
48
17
43
41

3.9
38
3.8
3.9
3.9
5.5
5.0

Pro-Spin
( = 00)
co-Spin
(ba against)

Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

49
50
56
58

3.0
33
2.9
30

Pro-Spin

Flight Test
Calculated
Flight Test
Calculated

35
37
25
26

3 57
3.70
2.80
236

Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

60
60
49
46

3.2
3.1
29
33

Spin Tiunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunnel
Calculated

82
81

2.6
24

Recovery
B

Pro-Spin
Neutral

C

Pro-Spin
Neutral

D

PIo.Spin
w/Tanks
Pro-Spin

E

Pro-Spin
(bd = 70)
Pro-Spin )
6lbc
= 12'
tick-Aft
6
( d = br = 00)

F

Pro-Spin
w/Tanks
Pro-Spin
v/Stores
Recovery

C

Rudder Alone
Pro-Spin
Rudder & Elevator
J

SPIN MODE
Sec/murn

Neutral
Stick Aft

NO SPIN
NO SPIN

"Using simple steady-state spin analysis technique with on-line wind-tunnel data.
bOscillatory spin average valuw

f
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TABLE 11-2
COMPARISON OF CALCULATEDa AND EXPERIMENTAL
SPIN MODES FOR GENERAL AVIATION CONFIGURATIONS

MODEL

CONTROLS

SOURCE
a

A

B

Pro-Spin

Pro-Spin

Flight Test
Spin Tunnel
Calculated
Spin Tunel
(Modified Wing
Leading-Edge)
Calculated
(Modified Wing
Leading-Edge)

43
30
29
47

2.7
2.3
2.8
2.9

48

2.9

Flight Test
Spin Tunnelc

39
38
77
38
77
54
36
55
79
42
78
35
77

2.3
2.5
1.1
2.2
1.2
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.0

Predictedc
Neutral

SPIN MODE
Sec/num

Flight Testb
Predictedc
b
Spin T,1mnel

Predictedc
C

Pro-Spin

Flight Test
Spin runnel
Predicted

20
22
18

1.8
2.0
1.3

D

Pro-Spin

Flight Test
Predicted

29
23

2.2
1.7

E

Pro-Spin

Flight Test
Spin Tunnel
Predicted

44
30
33

2.8
2.3
2.6

aUsing simple steady-state spin analysis technique with on-line wind-tunnel data.
bDifferent inertia distribution for flight and spin model.
'Multiple spin modes.
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CHAPTER 12
PROPOSAL FOR COOPERATIVE AGARD RESEARCH PROGRAM
12.0 FUTURE CHALLENGES
Rotary balances, as we'know them today, were first proposed by Gates and Bryant' in 1926 and first put to use in the
US2 in 1933 and in the UK3 in 1934. In the 55 years or so of their existence the rotary-balance techniques have been used to
obtain a large amount of experimental data which were applied in the equations of motion to predict spin characteristics of
aircraft. In most cases these predictions were quite successful, that is, the observed spin behavior was close to the predicted
one. Thus, on the whole, the rotary-balance data appear to be reliable and their quality acceptable for the purpose for which
they were initially intended.

iIt

More recently, however, developments have taken place which have put a new emphasis on obtaining rotary-balance
data and which have identified a new important area for their application. These developments were triggered by our
recent interest in highly agile fighter aircraft, which are being designed not only to fly at high angles of attack but also to
perform rapid large-amplitude angular motions, resulting in highly nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamic flows. The best
way to experime,.ally study such rapid rotational maneuvers at high angles of attack is through the use of rotary
balances. However, in addition to obtaining aerodynamic coefficients in the presence of rotary motion, the new application
will also require studies of the flow fields involved, flow visualization experiments, pressure measurements and determination
of static and dynamic derivatives. Furthermore, the new requirements may include studies of very complex and unorthodox
configurations, extension of the speed range to high subsonic speeds, and consideration of various perturbations of the basic
rotary motion.
is likely that sonic of these expanded applications of rotary-balance techniques may require a refinement of the accuracy
with which the data are obtained. This applies to better definition and resolution of the results obtained with our present
data acquisition and reduction methods (including both instrumentation and software) as well as to a better understanding
of the various aerodynamic interference effects that may be present in the results.
It is suggested that, at least some of the new applications and problem areas mentioned above be investigated under an
AGARD FDP cooperative program, with the participation of organizations represented on the present Working Group.
12.1 PROPOSED COOPERATIVE RESEARCH
More work is obviously needed in several areas covered by the present report. Some of these have already been discussed
in the previous chapters and some follow the remarks ir, Section 12,0 above. Capabilities to perform the study required exist
in more than one NATO country, and in such cases the possibility of carrying out the work jointly, under auspices of an
AGARJD cooperative program, would probably represent the most efficient approach. The proposed program can be roughly
described in terms of the following subprograms.
12.1.1 Accuracy of llotary-Balance Experiments
As discussed at some length in Chapter 5, the data obtained from wind-tunne! experiments using rotary balances may,
under sonic circumstances, contain considerable errors due to the effects of (a) aerodynamic ',,pport interference, (b) windtunnel wall interference and (c) the interaction of these two effects in the presence of unsteady flows Occasionally, the data
may also be affected by inaccuracy in (1) wind-tunnel flow qu lity, (2) model geometry, (3) data acquisition and calibration
technique, etc. Although, as pointed out in Section 12.0, the accuracy of rotary-balance data was adequate in the past, in
cases involving spin predictions at low speeds, the situation may I"- ,fferent for applications involving rapid maneuvers,
higher speeds or unorthodox configurations, which will be of interest in the future. Thus, the accuracy of rotary-balance
experiments has to be investigated in order to assess the situation and possibly suggest remedies in the form of modifications
of the experimental techniques or corrections to data.
The availability of several rotary bo nces in the various NATO countries provides AGARD with a unique opportunity to
examine systematically some of the above concerns by conducting a carefully designed series of experiments, in which:
(a) the same model is tested on different rotary balances, each in its own wind tunnel;
(b) the same model ;s tested on the same rotary balance in different wind tunnels; and
(c) the same model is tested on a particular rotary-balance/wind-tunnel combination, in an open and a closed test section,
in a slotted-wall facility and/or with the wind-tunnel walls lined with sound-absorbing material.
Some of the models that could be considered foi such a series of experiments include a model of an F-4 aircraft (with a
modified nose), a ,nodel of a preliminary configuration of the French ACF or the Standard Dynamics Model. Some of these
models already exist in a cale which would be compatible with several available rotary balances and wind tunnels.
At least two of the rotary balances discussed in Chapter 3 (at SAe, ILAE and possibly DFVLR) have been used or can
be used in more than one wind tunnel.
At least two of the participating organizations (DFVLR and AerMacchi) have the capability to change or vary the vall
geometry from an open to a closed test section; this includes, in the case of DFVLR, the possibility of using slotted walls.
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The value of the experiments could, in some cases, be further, increased by studying the effect of dummy parts of a
support system, by examining the effects of higher speeds (where possible), and by including measurements of the unsteady
wall pressures to help assess possible upstream effects of fluctuating wake blockage. Even so, and particularly in the case
of unsteady experiments, it may be difficult to separate aerodynamic effects due to tunnel-wall interference and-support
interference; additional experiments, perhaps involving some of the concepts discussed in Chapter 6, may be needed to fully
resolve the problem.
The most pressing need, however, is to assess the magnitude of the possible overall inaccuracy of the rotary-balance data.
This can be done most efficiently by a series of experiments, preferably on two geometrically widely different models, using
several rotary-balance/wind-tunnel combinations as per (a) above. The limited results available confirm that these poss.'ble
inaccuracies can indeed be considerable (see Section 5.1 and 5.2), and,therefore, there is a need to continue the experiments
as per (b) and (c) above, in order. to identify the causes of the observed differences ihmore detail.
No conclusive comparison of rotary-balance .data obtained in two different facilities has ever been documented. One set
of data that could be so compared is shown in Figures 12-1 and 12-2. The data were obtained on two models representing
the same aircraft but built to somewhat different geometrical specifications and the Reynolds number of the two tests was
not the same. Another such comparison was discussed in Section 7.5.5 and shown in Figuis 7-65 to 7-67. Although the
results were nearly the same at a = 200, significant differences were observed at a = 600 between tests in two facilities of
different size. It seems likely that the discrepancies were caused by differences in the unsteady wall interference in the two
facilities (see Section 5.2). However, although the model, the rotary balance and the test Reynolds number were all the
same, there were differences in the geometry of the rig support structure and in the levels of free-stream turbulence in the
two wind tunnels. Thus the interpretation is not conclusive and a set of carefully planned and executed experiments which
are specifically intended to clarify possible inaccuracies is still needed.
12.1.2 Prediction of Rotary Aerodynamics
As discussed in detail in Chapter 8, the complexity of unsteady flows associated with high-angle-of-attack angular
maneuvers prevents the immediate development of reliable analytical or computational methods for prediction of rotary
flows. In order to reader such developments possible in the future there is a need to:
(a) substantially increase our understanding of the physics of rotary flows;
(b) provide systematic high-quality wind-tunnel data to be used for validation of future analytical or computational
methods; and
(c) obtain reliable "bench mark" aerodynamic data !n figh to address the problem of extrapolation of wind-tunnel data
to full-scale conditions.
Objectives (a) and (b) can be attained by performing a carefully controlled set of rotary balance tests on (1) a schematic
configuration, such as the Standard Dynamics Model, and (2) a model of an actual fighter aircraft. The tests should include
as many flow diagnostic elements as possible, such as flow visualization and pressure measurements on critical parts of the
models. In order to gain a good insight into the detailed flow phenomena the tests should also include some experiments
with a successive build.up of model components.
Since the amount of work required is rather substantial, probably no single organization could undertake such a project
in its entirety. By dividing the total effort among several NATO rotary-balance centers, the individual effort required would
become manageable.
Objective (c) requires resources outside the NATO rotary-balance community but still accessible to several of the
participating organizations and countries. Obtaining aerodynamic data in full-scale flight maneuvers and comparing them
with wind-tunnel results obtained under (b) would provide validation of methods used for predicting Reynolds number effects

12.1.3 Simulation and Analysis of Complex Motions
As indicated in Chapter i0,the only wind-tunel dynamic test data generally available are from separate rotary and
oscillatory experiments, where the rotary data are in the form of aerodynamic coefficients obtained for various spin rates
and the oscillatory data are given as static and dynamic derivatives. Such an aerodynamic input is usually adequate for
piedicting fully developed spin, but becomes questionable when trying to predict more conplex motions, especially those
involving large excursions and high rates such as are representative of high-angle-of-attack maneuvers, flight in the post-stall
regime, departure and spin entry. For such more complex situations, experimental simulation of a combination of the rotary
and oscillatory motions is needed. If the oscillatory component of such a combined motion is small the results may be
presented as static and dynamic stability derivatives in the presence of rotation. If the oscillatory component is large, some
nonlinear methods of representation, such as - reposed by Ilanff, 4 may have to be utilized.
Needless to say, any simulation of such mmnplex motions in a wind tunnel meets with considerable practical difficulties
and, therefore, has only recently been exploi Ad.Several conceptual methods of combining the rotary and oscillatory motions
or of producing oscillatory perturbations of a steady rotary motion have already been examined in this report, namely:
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(a) oscillatory coning, such as already in use at ONERA-IMFL (described in Chapter 4);
(b), orbital fixed-plane motion, as studied at ' NAE (described in Chapter 6.1);
(c) orbital-platform epicyclic coning (OPLEC), as proposed by NAj (described in Chapter 6.2);
(d) magnetic suspension, as examined at NASA Langley (described in Chapter 6.3); and
(e) oscillatory motion in a rotating-flow test section, as already initiated by NASA Langley.
With several conceptual methods being considered or being actively developed at three of the participating o.ganizations,
there is a unique opportunity to coordinate the efforts in order to evaluate the emerging results and assess the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of each method. Of particular interest here is the effect of superposing rotary flows on
the oscillatory derivatives measured, as well as the adaptability of each method to simulate actual flight maneuvers
and, consequently, the importance of obtaining the most representative aerodynamic input, to be used with appropriate
mathematical models to predict such maneuvers.
12.1.4 Optimization of Flight Mechanics Predictions
As poirted out in Chapter 9, although flight dynamicists commonly use three- cr six-degree-of-freedom equations to predict
high-alpha aircraft motions; the actual formulation of the aerodynamic mathematical model and the associated computational
technique used can vary corsiderably among the various NATO organizations. Also, the accuracy of the flight dynamics
prediction (as compared to spin tunnel or flight) can be strongly dependent on the assumptions made and the type and
quality of the aerodynamic input used. The availability of high-quality rotary data, such as would be obtained as the result
of subprograms discussed in Sections 12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3, coupled with the existence of several mathematical models
and procedures in the various NATO countries, would afford a unique opportunity to assess the adequacy of the different
approaches for a few typical maneuvers and to optimize the data base required and the computational technique used. This
could be achieved by:
(a) inserting existing data and, when available, high-quality data obtained in the three subprograms previously discussed
in the mathematical models used by various organizations and comparing the resulting predictions of a few typical
maneuvers;
(b) comparing the predictions so obtained with the results ofspin-tuimel or flight tests, in order to validato the mathematical
models;
(c) comparing, for validated models and predictions, the time and cost of obtaining the solutions, in order to optimize the
procedures; and
(d) a&ssing the sensitivity of predictions to systematic variatiois in the aerodynamic data base in order to establish
realistic accuracy requirements for determining these dat, experimentally.
It is believed that the cooperative program suggested here would:
(1) make good use of the unique opportunities offered by AGARD;
(2) result in a much better definition of the requirements for experimental and modeling techniques than that presently
available; and
(3) sesult, in the long run, in better aircraft dynamiNi
both.

prediction capabilities or less expensive and faster predictions, or
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4. Hanff, E. S.: Dynamic Nonlinear Airloads-Representaton and Measurement. AGARD CP-386, Paper 27, !985.
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CHAPTER 13
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report constitutcs the first comprehensive.text on rotary-balance techniques and their application to aircraft dynamics
predictions. Part I on Expierimental Techniques contains information on the history, development and general nature of
the test techniques,, dtaii about the rotary apparatuses used in various countries, descriptions of the present and future
advanced versions of the rotary-balance techniques and, finally, an assessment of the aerodynamic interference effects and
viscous-flow considerations that are applicable to this type of experiment. Part II on Test Results and Applications begins
with a presentation 6f a comprehensive set of examples of rotary data, illustrating significant trends and effects of both
configuration variables and test conditions, and is followed by a discussion of the fluid dynamics of rotary flows, a review of
the mathematical models and procedures employed in various countries in the prediction of flight dynamic behavior of aircraft
and, finally, correlations with oscillatory test data and with sub-scale and full-se-le flight tests. The report concludes with
a chapter in which some ofthe more important remaining problems are identified and in which research activities required
to study and hopefully resolve these problems are proposed, possibly as an AGARD cooperative program. The report also
contains a selected, annotated bibliography of the pertinent reports and publications.
It is expected that the report will be useful not only to the present and future practitioners of rotary-balance techniques
but also to a large number of scientists and engineers involved in aircraft design and, in particular, in the prediction of
aircraft dynamic behavior. As is strongly emphasized in the report, the latter should involve not only dynamic behavior
during incipient and fully-developed spin, but also during rapid high-anglo-of-attack maneuvers that are characteristic of
prescnt and future fighter aircraft. In addition, the significant amount of rotary-balance data compiled should provide a
valuable input for validating future CFD codes that no doubt will be developed for prediction of flow fields and aerodynamic
reactions on aircraft performing rotary motions.
Some of the areas identified in the report which will require further attention include:
(1)Accuracy of Rotary-Balance Experiments, including the effect of aerodynamic interference.
(2) Prediction of Rotary Aerodynamics, including the interpretation of sub-scale results in terms of full-scale conditions,
(3) Simulation and Analysis of Complex Motions, as part of the required expansion of the available mathematical models to
more realistic scenarios.
(4) Optimization of Flight Mechanics Predictions, including validation of mathematical models and bensitivity studies for
determination of realistic accuracy requirements for experimental data.
The Working Group strongly recommends setting up of an AGARD FDP Cooperative Research Program on "Rotary
Experiments for Maneuvering Aircraft Dynamics," to address the above problem areas as outlined in more detail in Chapter
12 of the report.
The ever-increasing demands on aircraft maneuverability, coupled with the advent of more and more complex and
unorthodox configurations, have greatly emphasized the need to have access to a high-quality, dependable aerodynamic data
base for better prediction of aircraft behavior during intended or undesired rotary motions. At the present time, this data
base can only be obtained through experimental means. The appreciation of the importance of this requirement is steadily
growing, as witnessed by the considerable developments in this field that have occurred during the short period (3 years)
of the existence of the Working Group. It is imperative that this momentum be maintained and that the necessary efforts
be undertaken to clarify and rebolve some of the remaining problems in measuring aerodynamic data for aircraft perforiing
rotary motions, and in making use of such data in predicting aircraft dynamic behavior.
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CHAPTER 14
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1
*Glaucrt, 14- The Investigation of the Spin r.f.an
Aeroplane. Briti&h ARC R&M 618, June9I 45 pp.
Langley Realdi Center library numbei 1104.3
35

solid progress in fundamental parts of the rubject writh the
comparatively rsdimentary material at our d~sposiL The pomeutry and
the mechanics of the steady spiu arenow undeistoi in ifst5ral outline.
Iiis bhr intent t6 put on record tsi, linowledgc, the evidoa c* on which it
rests, and speculations regarding the character of the accelerated
ictions of entry to, and recov.; ,from, the steatdy 51lva.We have

This paper discusses the characteristics of a spin. It describes the first

recently planned an elaborate experis natl programmesr involving a

scientific experiments on the behavior of an airplane in a spin %hich
were carried out in 1916. It discusses some laboratory experiments,
later carried out at the National Physical Laboratory, and analyzes the

radical change in wind-tuanel ieilnique, but we canoe: rz-rict this to
bear fruit for a long time. Now seems to be a favourab!e moment for
taking stock of the pr(,grees aLady made. The paper notes we must

results. It presents dangers involved in spinnie,

replace te rotation balances in wind tunnels by a more effeclive

stresses on the wing

structure, and causes of accidents during spinning. The p4per discusses
the mathematical theory and the need for steady-state rotational flow
aerodynamics for spin analysis. The author attempts to calculate data
theoretically using strip theory, Two appendices are.: 'Major F. W.
Goodden's Report on the Spinning of an TF Aeroplane,' and
'Experiments Using a Twisted Aerofoi?

apparatus.
'Royal Aircraft EstablisIncmt, Bedford, UK
-National Physical Labortory, Teddington, UK
5

'National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK

2

*Irving H. B.; and *Batson, A.S.: Further Experiments on

a Model of the 'Bantam' Aeroplane With Special Reference to the 'Flat
Spin! British ARC R&M 1107, (Ae. 284), June 1
37 pp.

*Rel, I. F.; and *Lavender, T.: A Continuous Rotation

Langley Research Center library number 1104.3

Balance for the Measurement of L at Small Rates of Roll. British
ARC R&M 828, (A. 79) A I
pp. (1 folding diagram).

BAT Bantam/2

Langley Research Center library number 53412
NI'PL/6
This report describes an apparatus to measure the variation of rolling
moment with angular velocity of roll when the latter quantity issmall, It
does this either for acomplete model aeroplane or for wings alone. The
RA.. has recently constructed a similar apparatus, but this was not
intended for use at very low rotational speeds. It isnot suitable for that
purpose because the measurement of rolling moment includes the
friction of the supporting bearings. The present apparatus substitutes a
two-point support for the ball bearings of the RA.E. design. Also, the
gear.ratio betwecn motor and model is much greater, to secure steady
rotation at a very low speed. The paper includes drawings of the
apparatus and the procedure for using it.
*National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK
3
'Lavender, T- A Continuous Rotation Balance for the
Measurement of Pitching and Yawing Moments Due to Angular
Vtloclty of Roll (Mr and Nd).British ARC R&M 936, (Ae. 157), FE&.
19= 3 pp. (2figs.) P
Langley Reseach Center library number .3412
NPL/10
R.& M.828 (see entry 2) gives a description of a continuous rotation
balance for the measurement of L at small rates of roll. We have
modified this apparatus to allow acontinuous rotation of the model
about an axs parallel to the wind, while permitting a small angular
oscillation about a second axis at right angles to the wind. We can
arrange this second axis either as apich or ayaw axis. As in the L
apparatus, the small electric motor through a suitable reductiou gear (in
this case a double spur gear, substituted for the worm) drives the hollow
shaft mounted on ball bearings. We suspend the whole assembly from
the roof ol the wind tunnel by wires. The apparatus itstlf is supported
on hardened steel points and cupe.
'National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK
4

'Gates, S. B.; and "Bryant, L. V.: The Spinning of

Aeropanes. British ARC R&M 1 01, (An.242), 12k 1.78
pp.

Langley Research Center library number 11043
18

We have extended the inddence range of previous experiments from
about 400to nearly 900 and made measurements of the three moments
duo to rolling about the wsnd axis through the center of gravity of the
aeroplane, We have studied the contribution of the tail to these
moments in some detail. We have measured the effectt of rolling on
drag for the complete model and for body with tail. The paper includes
an appendix entitled *Notes on Measurement of Yawing and Pitching
Moments Duo to Rolling.'
'National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK
6
'Irving. I. B.; and "Batson.A. S.: Experiments on aModel
of a Single Seater Fighter Airplane In Connection Wlth Spinning.
19 pp.
British ARC R&M 1184, (An, 34, MU
Langley Rsea

Center library number 1105 62
1

This paper describes the behaviour of the tail unit in a spin at avey
large angle of incide nce. We measured the pitchiag moments on a
model of a single seat fightt, which had experienced difficulty ,a
recovering from a spin. We made the measurement at the request of
the Design Sub-Committce, first with the normal body ad tail, then
with lengthened body. We made the tests on the rolling balance in the
usual maimer. We confined our measurements to rolling moments in
view of the considerable difficulty previously experienced in obtaining
reliable measurements of yawing moments on the Bantam model. In
general, the results show the moments due to fin and rudder, largely
shielded as they are by the tailplsne, are liable to show wide variations
of uncertain sign, even though we may expect the change in flow of the
air approaching the tall to be slight.
'National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK
7
'arris, T. A.: The 7 by 10 Foot Wind Tnnnel ef the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. NACA TR 412, 13, 7
pp,
Langley Research Center library number 5341
NACA
7 x ly/1
This report describes the 7 by 10 foot wind
tunnel and associated

apparatus of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Included are calibration test results and typical data from both static
force tests and autorotation tests made in the tunneL The tunnel has a
6-component indicating balance, on which we measure, directly and

Note: For another form of this report see Royal Aeronautical Society
Journal, July 1927, pp. 619-688.
This report isa comprehensive survey of recent work in England on the
subject of spinning. The problem is extraordinarily complex, and a
complete solution can only follow the production of much more
experimental data than isavailable. Nevertheles% we have made much

independently, the forces and moments. We make all tests at the same
dynamic pressure on models having the same area and aspect ratio.
This way we obtaln the results incoefficient form and require very little
time to reduce the test data. We can also use the balance for making
stable autorotation tests or for measuring the rolling moment due to
roll. In such cases we replace the force-test model support with one
designed for rotation tests.
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,*LanoeyMemorial Aeronautical Laboratory, NACA (became NASA),
Langley Field, Va., USA
*Knight,
M.;
ind *Wezingr,C. -RoilnMoents Due
81
to Rolling and Yaw for Four Wing Models InRotation. NACA TR 379,
1L24 pp.
This report, presents results of autorotation and torque tests on four
wing systems aa,arious
rates of roll and at several fs. The test covered
an a range up to 90 and Ps of 00, 5°,10 and 20P. We'made tests in
the 5-foot, closed-throat atmospheric wind tunnel of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The object of the tests was
primarily to determine the effect of Pon the rolling moments of the
rotatingwinpupto Imrgeos We found atas abovemuximunmlift the
rolling moments on the wings due to yaw (or side slip) from 5 to20
were roughly the same as those due to rolling. There was a wide
variation inthe rolling moment due to yaw angle with both o and with
pb/2V. The rates and ranges of stable autorotation for the monoplane
models were considerably increased by yaw, where, for an uastaggered
biplane, they were little affected. The immidiate cause of the rolling
moment due to yaw isapparently the building up of large loads on the
forward wing tip and the reduction of loads on the rearward wing tip.
The rolling moments were measured on a small electric dynamometer
designed especially for the purpose.

the Langley
1,.foot free-spinnn tunnel on a special stand which was
free inroll about the wind axis. The per Includes aphotograph of the
stand as set up for rotation tests. Italso includes a sketch of the stand
as set up to measure rolling momentswith a calibrated torque rod. We
obtained the damping inroll of the wings from steady-rotation tests on
the roll stand and etatic rolling-moment tests. We obtained the stand
and wing rotation by deflecting the vane. In steady rotation, we
assumed the forcing moment to be equal to the damping moment and
of opposite sign.
*Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, NACA, Langley Field,
Va., USA
12
"Maclachhlan, R.,, and 'Leko,,W.: Correlatfon of Two
Experimental Methods of Determining the Rolling Characteristics of
Unswept Wngs. NACA TN-309,-May
9 pp., (diags, photos,
curves)
Langley Research Center library number 1115.5
624

We must have accurate values of the dynamic lateral-stability derivatives
of the airplane to predict either, its dynamic stability or its motions
resulting from movement of the lateral controls. Included In the present
study arctwo methods by which we may measure the derivatives
resulting from roll. The first of these methods, used in the past by
'Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. ,ACA (became NASA),
Langley Field, Va., USA
NACA, provides for forced rotation of the model in a straight air
stream. The second method provides for rotation of the air stream
(rolling flow) with the model fired. A tapered wing and two
9
'Bamber, M. J.;and 'Zimmerman, C. H.: The
geometrically similar rectangular wings were measured both in rolling
Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Exerted on aSpinning Model of the flow with the wing stationar and In straight flow with forced rotation of
NY- Airplane asMeasurmd by the Spinning Balance. NACA TR 456, the wing to obtain a correlation between the two methods and to
rolling characteristics of the wings, For unswept wings
determine the
Feb.19,13 12 pp.
the rolling characteristics (the rate of change of rolling-moment
coefficient and the rate of change of aileron hinge-moment coefficient
NACA TR 456
with rolling velocity) obtained by rotation of the air agreed with those
The tests were made on the spinning balance developed for use In the
obtained by forced rotation of the wing. Calculated values of the rolling
.foot
vettical wind tunnel of the NACA. The wind tunnel is of the
characteristics of the three wings checked closely with the experimental
open-jet typ,,.
This spinning balance has 6-components from which we
values.
obtain wind-tunnel data for
any of awide range of spinning conditions.
We made the present series of tests to study the effects of changes In
*Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, NACA, Langley Field,
Reynolds Number, attitude, and elevator and rudder settlgs on the
Va USA
aerodynamic forces and moments on amodel when spinning. We used
a model of the NY.1 airplane to compare the tunnel data with data
obtained from full-scale spins of the airplane. We conclude this
13
'Ribncr, H, S.: The Stability
Derivatives of
spinning balance is a practical and economical method of obtaining
Low.Aspect-Ratto Triangular WIngs at Subsonic and Supersonic
valuable data on the aerodynamic forces and moments given by a
Speeds. NACATN 1423.194M34 pp.
spinning model and Its component parts.
NACA TN 1423
'Langly Memorial Aeronautical Laboretory MACA. Langley Field,
Va., USA
This paper treats lowaspect-ratio wings having triangular plan forms by
assuming the flow potentials Inplanes at right angles to the long axis of
the airfoils are similar to the corresponding two-dimensional potentials.
10
'Allwork, P.IL"AContinuous Rotation Balance for the
We obtain pressure distributions caused by downward acceleration
Measurement of Yawing and Rotling Moments Ina Completely
pichLig, rolling sideipping, and yawing for wings with and without
Represented Spin, British ARC R&M 1579, 13IM6 pp. and
dihedral. We expect the stability derivatives calculated from these
illustrations and with an appendix on the Experience Gained inthe Use
distribuions to apply at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, except for
oftheApparatus by ILB. Irving and A.S.Batson.
the transonic region, up toalimiting speed at which the triangle is no
Langley Research Center irsy number S14L2
longer narrow compared with the Mach eons
from its vertex.
NpL/il

Tis p r describes a balance hin'allcd In the British NIL 7-ft wind

'Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Va., USA

ACA, Langley Field,

twuL We designed the balance to measure yawing moments about an

acroplsn body axis duo to continuous rotation about the axiL.The
radiusofspinisvariablo from zero to 21inches.
Thema imumrainof
spin is three revultions per second. We can set the model at any
presentation to t wind within limits. Wo propose the apparatus be
fNther developed to measuro pitching =0 rolling moments about body
aest nd lso total drag.
'National Physical Laborat ry, Teddington, UK
11
*en3ts, C. V. and 'Johnson, J.L, Jr.- Experimental
Dtterminatloe ot the DampIng In Roll and Aileron Rolling
Efftetltness of Three Wings Haylsg 2o,
42, and 62oSweepback.
NACAI-178,/.,
19 pp.

14
'Ribner, II. S.; and 'Mahastuo. F.S, Jr. StabIlity
Dervathes of Trlngular lngs at Supersonic Speeds. Rep. No. 908
1I 9pp.
This paper extends the analysis given
in NACATNNo. 1423,
to apply to
trngular wings having Lrge vertex angles and traveling at supersonic
speeds. The lift, rolling moment due to sideslip. and damping in roll
and pitch for this case are treated elsewhere using the theory of small
disturbarces. We use the surface potensials for cand rolling taken
therefrom to obtain the several side-force and yawing-moment
derivatives that depend on leading-edge suction, and a tentative value
for the rolling moment due to yawing. We obtain the lift and moment
due to downward acceleration using an unpublished unsteady-flow
solution.

ACA TN-1278
t ?,soplg tests and atleron-rollieg.effectiveo

ests were made in

Aliknown stbility deritives of the triangular wing at

supersonic speeds regardless of source,
are summasized and presented
with respect to both body axs and stability axes. The results apply only
to Mach numbers for which the triangular wing lies within the Mach
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cone frmits
The apanwisethe
yiiation
of Mach'numbr
in the
caeof
yain vertex
is rgulated,lalthough
effect must
be of importance,
'Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratoy, NACA, Langley Field,
Va, USA'
15
*Polhamts L C&,A Simple'Method ef Estimating the
Subsonic L and Damping In Roll of Sweptback Wings. NACA#Tech.
Note 1862, Ap,14 20 pp.

LangleyResearch center librarynumber N-78446
We developed arotary balance to advance the testing techniques used in
model spin investigations. The balance is capable of measuring forces
and moments, on spinning or tnbling models.. Th force measuring
system has an accuracy comparable to a static balanc' system. The
hydraulic balance drive system has excellent speed regulation and sm!l
physical size with high torque output. This paper discusses
in detail ths
balance, its capabilities, calibration procedures, and tes.t
performance.
*Wright Air Development Center, Wright Feld, Ohio, USA

NACA' TN-1862

Vfor

A method of modif4ing ex6ting correction factors of liftling-surface
'the6ry to account approximately for the effects of sweep has been
derived.' We have applied these factors to eicsng lifting-line theories
the lift anddamping in roll of swept
wings. Despite the simplicity of
the resulting formulas the agreement with experimental data for low
speeds isvery good. We express the equation for lift entirely in terms of
the geometric characteristics of the wing and the section-lift-curve slope.

This eliminates the necessity for any charts. The equation for the
damping in roll, however, requires a chart to determine the effective
lateral center of pressure foerolling moment due to rolling. Ifwe use
the Glauer-Prandtl transformation, we can apply the formulas obtained
to swept wings at subsonic speeds below the critical speed.
OLangleyMemorial Aeronautical Laboratory, NACA, Langley Air
Force Base,
Vs., USA

I

Langley Research Center hbrary number N-86322
'This paperdescibestechniques used to measure pitch damping,
roll

damping. and Magnus forces and moments in wind tunnels. It
compares wind-tunnel data with ballistic range results. The comparison
oftn measurements made in the wind tunnel and firing ranges shows
the data are ingood agreement,
*Naval Ordnance Lab, Silver Springs, MD, USA
20

15A
*Kuhn, Rkhard I.; and Wiggins. James W. Wind-Tuinel
lnvestigation to Detemine tile AerodasmIc Characteristics In Steady
Roll of a Model at High Subsoale Speeds, NACA RM L52K24, in.
IM 39 pp.
This paper presents data taken during steady-roll tests of a complete
swept-wing model and its component parts. It also describes
the
forced-toll stlng-support system, The model was rotated about the
x-stability axs. The anglo of attack was changed byusing offset sting
adapters.
The model was driven by a constant-displacement reversible
hydraulic motor, located inside the mainsting body. The motor was
driven by a variable-displacement hydraulic pump driven by a
constant,speed electric motor, Speed
of rotation was varied by
controlling the fluid displacement of the pump. The direction of
rotation was changed by reversing the flow through anarrangement of
electrically controlled solenoid alves In thehydraulic system, The
forces andmoment,% measured by an electrical strain-gage balance
Inside themodel, were transmitted to the recording devices through
brushes and slip rings.
16
'Billion, IL: Elementary Model for the Study of Dynamlc
Stability. Presented at the AGARD Wind Tunnel andModel Testing
Panel meeting.
Paris, No. 2- 1954 19 pp..InFrench. (Englih
translation attached)
I

19
*DeMerittc F. J. The Correlation of Range 'and
Wnd-Tvand Dynamic Stability Measurements. I4AVORD Rep. 6765,
Aerodynamics Research Rep. 78, Dec.71959 19 pp.

Langley Research Center library number N.34313
This paper describes the model and gives areport of thuexpetiment. It
also gives abrief description of the stabilitybalance and the calculation
of the damping-In-roll coefficient C Vby electrical analogy,
p
*ONERA/CERT, BP 4025 31055 Toulouse Ceder. France
17
'Johnson,
J. L, Jr- Low-Speed
Measurements of Rolling
°
&adYawing Stability Derivatlves of a 60 Delta.Wing ModeL NACA
RM LcW-GfQ3j2
17 pp.

Illeyser, A.: Aerodpnnmie Measurement Technique,
a
report on the third meeting of subommlttee (aerodyna. msche
mastechlk bericht vber die 3sltstag desunterassschusses.) Rep. #
WGLlR-8/1965, 1=1 153pp.,in German.

N64-21695#
This report contains a section by E. Klinkoe" which describes the
measurement apparatus of multi-component Installable rotary balances.
A study ismade of the rotating behavior of a model rotating about its
center of gravity. The report also describes model rotation about the
stream axis, X , of thewind tunnel lat different rotation angular
velocities, W,anrfor variable stagnation pressure, q.
'Wisscnschaftiche Geselisehaft fuer Luft. und Raumfahrt, Cologne,
'West Germany
"Etwicklungiring Sued, Munich, West Germany
21
'Judd, M.; and *Goodye, 1M.J.: Some Factors In the
DesIrn of Magnetic Suspension Systems for Dynamic Testing.
Presented at the ARL Magnetic Wind Tunnel Model Suspension and
Balance Symposium, held atWright-Pattlerson Air Force Base, Ohio,
A , 1'_'14. 19.
lr Da)ton Univ. Summary, ARL66-0135,
(N67.D0S93),Jly 1966, pp.349-38.
N67-13593
This paper discusses some general
characteristics, difficulties and
limitations of dynamic testing with magnetically suspended models
together with possible improvements. It draws parallels between
mechanical and magnctic support test techniques. It emphasizrs the
problem of largeacceleration loads. It suggests large reductions of
power requirements are possible by making the model so its outside
inflexible shape
is spring connected with aninner magnetic mas. The
mass-spring-mass system is tuned for a desired natural frequency. The
paper discusses the effect on the overall feedback characteritics and
some practical considerations.
*The University, Southampton S095It, lamphire, UK

This paper contains results of a study in the Langley fie-flight tunl to
determine the low-speed rolling and yawingstability derivatives of a fO
detha-wing model from 00 to 30Po, The derivativcs weremeasured by
the free-to-damp oscillation technique andby the steady-roll technique.

22
'Scherer, M.; and *Aguesse, M-O- Etude Analytlque de ia
Vrile. (Analytical Study oftheSpin.) Presented at theAGARD Frig
Mechanics Panel Specialis.s Meeting held at Churchill College,
Cambridge, Englan Sde, 20-23 1966 In: AGARD CP-17, Stability
and Control, Part 1,(N68-17439), pp. 127-159, in French.

'Langley
Va, USA Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, NACA, Langley Feld,

N68-174450

18
*Kolb, A. %V4and'Little, F. W- A Rotary Blance System
for Model Spin Investlgattons In Wtnd Tunnels. Wright Air
Development Center TN 59-316,
1
16 pp.

Results from the first phase
of an anabltical study to find a method for
calculating spn agre with measurements made on a model in fee sp
in a vcrtical wind tunnel We consider the proposed method applicable
for calculations with measurements made during the flight of actual
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aircra., We present calculadons for.the spinof a small delta aircraft
model We eliminated the uncertainties asso ted with scale effectard
"d
inertia constants in these studies in a horizontal wind 'tunnel Two
configurations were studied; one.ofspiustabilzation and the other of
escaping spin. Thin pper gives details of analytical results, calculations,
and applications, including analytical measurements in forced rotation,
*ON.RA, BP 72,,,92= ChitillonCcdex, France

.
-,agreement

t.

*Wykes, J.H.; and *Castel, G. R.: Comparison of
23
Computer and Flight Test Results for a Spinning Airplane. Presented
at theAGARD Flight Mechanics PanlSpecialists' Meeting held at
.
In:
Churchill,College, Cambridge, England, Sept20AGARD CP-17, Stability and Control, Part I, (N6817439), pp. i0t-125.
•N68-17444#

I

This paper reports a study, designed to analytically determine the.
complete spinning characteristics (spin entry, steady spin, and recovery)
of an airplane. We based the study on the assumption we can describe a
spinning sirplano in the same manner as a rolling airplane. To
determine the validity of this assumptionthe following were pursued-,
(1) We analyzed ,existing flight test data obtained during spin
demonstrations of the F-100D to obtain data on the mechanics of spin.
(2) We made a low speed wind tunnel test of the F-100D through spin
os and sideslip to obtain static aerodynamic stability and control dta.
(3) We developed a technique forusing static aerodynamic data to
obtain the rotary derivatives. Using results from the above studies, we
made a series of spin calculations using digital computer methods. We
compared results of thee calculations with flight test data, Results
show we can calculate the spin
characteristics of an airplane, from
incipient spin through recovery phases, using static aerodynamic wind
tunnel data and estimated rotary derivatives based on these static test
data. The proposed method of calculation enables the s)tematic study

A71-10930#
Thispapei describes a rig wh give .ither.separiateor combned
coning and spinning motions to abody of revolution in awind tunnel. It
uses as.component strain gage balance to measure the acrodynmic,
forces and moments, Tests with a slnder cone in coning motion show
at small ccthe side-force and side-moment coefficients norealized by
the coning rate are linear functions of a. The siopes are in excellent
with thedamping-in-pitch coefficients C +1 C and C-'
+ C . Thisagreement ispredicted bylinearized theory. Iytindicatesia
smaro-we can measurethe dynamic damping-in-pitch'coefficients of a
body of revolution as the steady side forceand moment coefficients of
the body undergoing coningmotion. For larger a,.-whcre vortices
appear on theleeside of the body, the normalized side force and
moment coefficients becomie nonlinear functions of nc Photographs of
the vortices show them'displaced from the a plane by coning motion.
This &symmetricdispla cment of the vortices persists over the length of
the body, making them a possible source of nonlinear side moment.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
27
OOrlik-Rtckemann, K. J.:Dynamic Stability Testing of
Aircraft-Neds Versus Capabilities. Presented at the 5th International
Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation Facilities,
Pasadena, Caif, Sept.
1012173. In: ICIASF'73 Record, pp. 8-23.
A74-26477
Note: For recent forms of this paper and an abstract se nos. 29 and 32.
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada,
Contract: NAS2-7279

of the effects of several important variables influencing aircraft spin
response and, in doing so, ternes to prevent expensive redesign in later
phases.
'North American Aviation, Inc.,
Los Angeles, CA, USA

28
'Covert, E.F; 'Fiston, M.; Vlajinac, M.; and 'Stephens,
T.: Magnetic Balance cr.d Suspension Systems for Use with Wind
Tunnels, In Progress in Aerospace Sciences, vol. 14. Oxford and New
York, Pergamon Press, 1=73
(A74.12203), pp,27-107.
A74-12204

24
'Schucler, C. L; 'Ward, L. K; and *Hodapp, A. 11. Jr.:
Techniques for Measurement of Dynamic Stability Derivatives In
Ground Test Picllitles, AOARDgraph 121, Otl.9. 209 pp., 432
refs,
N6823768
Th paper describes some of the techniques in current use for
measuring dynamic stability derivatives in wind tunnels. It emphasizes
the important characteristics of balance system design, data reduction
methods, instrmentation and typical balance systems. It treats the us
of gas b,=rgs for dynamic stability and roll damping, It describes a
three-degree-of-freodom balance system employing a spherical gas
bearing.

This pape dscribes the principles of operation and thedesign of
magnetic balance and suspension systems used to provide
interference-free support of models in wind-tunnel tests, We apply the
term balance
to cases where we use the suspension for direct
measurement, e4, we balance unknown aerodynamic forces and
torques by (1)known gravitational and inertial forces and torques and
(2) magnetic forces and torques given in terms of electric current This
paper discusses elementary magnetic concepts, generation of forces and
torques, system analysis procedures, magnetic field configurations,
material, power supplies, cooling techniques, control systems, and
scaling laws.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. USA

'ARO,
Inc., Arnold Air Force Station, Tullahoma, TN 37389, USA
25
*Judd NI The Magnetic Suspension System as a Wind
Tunnel D)yamlc Balance, Presented at the 3rd Internationrl Congress
on Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation Facilities, Polytechnic
Insituto of Brooklyn, Farmingdale, New York, May 5J8
. In:
ICIASF'69 Record, (AO9.35714), pp. 198-206.
TK 7882.M4 15,1969, pp. 198-206

A69-35738#

This paper outlin the principles of design and opercaion of a magnetic
suspension system together with the features and prolems associated
with its use as a d)amic balance. Itdescribes the technique developed
to improve resolution of measurement. It presents results for delta
wing models chosen because of the availability for comparison of other
theoetcal and experimental data We did the vrk using equipment
developed in the University of Southampton.
'Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
26
'Schiff L B.;and 'Tobak, M.: Results Froe a New
Wind-Tunnel Apparatus for Studying Cooing and Spinning Motiona of
Bodies
of Revolution. ALAA Journal, ol 8,
I
pp. 1953-1957.

29
'Orlik.Rftckresnn, K. J.: Survey of Nerds and
CapabIlilIes for Wind Tunnel Testing
of Dynamic Stability of Aircralft
at igh Angles of At&ck. NASA CR-114583, 197 128 pp.
N73-22201#
Note: Fmna later vrsion of this report see on.32.
This paper gives the results of a survey of future requirements for
dynamic stability information for such aerospace vehicles as the Space
Shuttle and advanced high performance military aircraft. High a and
high-Rctolds number conditions are cmpha s4v The author reviews
the wind-tunnel capabilities in North America for measuring dynamic
etab~lty derivatives Ile reports an almost total lack of capabilities to
satisfy these requirements. He makes recommendations about
equipment that should be built to remedy this situation, Ile
describes
some of the more advanced existing capabilities, v.hch we use to at least
partly satisfy immediate demands.
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
Contract: NAS2-7279

240
WMatchman, J.F, lI;, 'Lutze, F. H., Jr.; and *Ciff, E.M.:
A Facility -for the Measuremeat of Individual Rotary Motion
Aerodynaic Stibility Desivaties. Prented at 66~ 6th Intumnationil
Congress 'on-istiuminiation in -Aerospace Simulation.Facilities;
30

Ottawa , Cinada, &%.- 22 -975 'In. ICLASF '75 'Record
(A%7622) N.Y., Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
lnc:4 15, pp. 169-174.
'-34
TK7882.415

A76-22745

This piper describes au uwi
d
heStbiit Vrmd Tunnel, in,
the Aerosipace sad 'Oiian-Egiioern Department at Viginia
Polytechnic IsiueadSte University. -It can generate uirvedl
or
roliling flow givingia means- to measurel pure rotaly aerdynamic
derivatives. Ile paper deacnthe eans forproviding thicapablity
aswll asthe modifictionsm'adeot llow sting mounting of amodel
with large a'and 0range- It describei mehods of tunnel caliboration,

ting anddata reductionand presents Soeresults of arecent test,
'Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State-University, Blacksburg, VA
24061, USA
31
'Bazzocihi, E. Stall Behavior and Spin Estimation
Method by Use of Rotary Balanie Measurements. Presented at the
AGARD Flikht Mechanics Panel-Spcias! Meeting on Stall/Spin
Problems of Military Aircraft held at the von Karman Institute,
Brussels, Ma 1I&22J1915 In: AGARI) CP-199 (N76-2924S#), pp. 8-1
throgh 816.'NASA
N76-2=23
This paper describes wind tunnel studies of Stall behavior, evaluation of
lateral control devices, measurement of the aerodynamic coefficients to
determine lateral-directionl stability and the analytical study of spin.
Thi research reqsired the development of special teat equipment,
measuremint methods and calibration Systems. The paper describes
the test equipment, its use, and some of the results obtained.

rpentheelationship, between the position of the overall rotation
vetr nteveloeitj vector.
'Technische Hoccule Daimstad4 West Germany
'Malcolm, G. N.; and "Claurkson, M, H.: Wind-tunntl
Testing With a Rotas7'-Balnnce Apparatus to'Simaulate Aircraft Spin
Motions. Presented at the ALAA Mt Aerodynamic Testing Conference,
Arlington, Tex, Jun 7-9. 1 . LLcTechnical Proceedings, pp. 143-116.
A76-38642#

Tests were made in the Ames-U-Foot Pressure Wind Tuiincl on a
simple airplane-like model using -a rotary-balance rig to simulate a
steady spin motion at high a. Testawere at Mach numbers of 0.1 and
02Sovua wide Reynolds number rage vith avarying from 45to 90
d4~ During previous tests of the Same research model, some

difficulties were experienced with measurement accuracy in the
low-to-mediumi range of Reynolds number because of limitations in the
aesitivity of the force balances. For the pre~sent tests wu built Special
baa=e to provide accurate measurements of- the nose and tal
contributions to spin motions. We also,-made' improvements to the

overal test rig. This paper descibea the results of this test, including

some interesting hysteresis effects with spin rate. We discuss some of
the ifproblenis associated with rotary-baiace tests at high Reynolds
numbers We also describe briefly a new large-scale rotary rig now
nearing completion for use in the Amet 12-Foot and 11- by 11-Foot
Wind Tunnels.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
"Florida University, Gainesville, FL 32611, USA
35
*Crai A.: Development of Capabilities for Stall/Spin
Research. Final Rep., 1 June 1975.- 20 June 1976. NACA CR-i-IS 287,
LqLLQ 42 pp.
N76-26221#

*Aeronautics Macchi SpA. Varese. Italy
32
'OrlikRckemann, K.J.: Dynamic Stabilty Testing of
Nrcraft-Needs Versus Capablilties. In: Progress in A'erospace
Sciences, TLSOO.P7, IMl~ vol. 16, no. 4, pp. 431447.
AD-773160

N74-19526#

Apparatus and techaques "ordeveloped for measuring in alow-speed
wind tunnel the static and dynamic (rotary balance) aerodynamic data
pertinent to spin behavior of a general aviation aircraft. The main
results were: (1)collection of static force and moment data for several
airplane configurations at as from 0 to 90 degrees and Ps from 0 to 40
degrees; and (2)discovery of difficulties, shortcomings, and unsuitability
of some aspects of the rotary balance mount. These west Identified for
avoidance in adesign for anew mount.

Nz~ecfor an earlier form of this report Seeno. 29.
WiVchita State University, Wichita, KS 67208 USA

Thi paper presents highlights of a recent survey of the future needs for

Contract NSG-1189

dynamic stability Information for aerospace vehicles such an the Space

Shuttle and advanced high-performanee military aircraft. The anthor
explains the importance of obtaining this information for high-a
high-Reynolds-number flight conditions. A review of the wind-tunnel
esi-abitities In North America for measuring dynamic stability
derivatives reveals an almost total lack of such capabilites for Mach
numbers above 0.1 at on highr than 250. Inaddition, capabilities to
determine eertain new cross-coupling derivatives and to obtain
information on effects of the conig motion are almost completely
lacking. The author makes recommendations regarding equipment
needed to remedy this Situation le describes some of the mere
advanced existing facilities which we can us to satisfy, at least partly,
the Immediate needs.
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council.
Ottawa, ON KIA 0R6, Canda

36
'Chambers, J. R.; 'llowman, J.5S.,Jr.; and "Malcolm, 0.
N.:SaIl/SpinTeV Techniques Used by NASA. Ju~neI2

N76-29258
This paper reports unique test techniques and facilities tused to predict
the stall/spin characteristics of highly maneuverable military aircraft.
Three of the mere important teat techniques are: (1) flgt tests of
dynamically scaled models; (2) rotary balance tests; and (3) piloted
simulator studjt. Recent experience has shown extension of Piloted
simulation tecirniques to highoa gives insight in to the spin susceptibility
of fighter ccolgv ations. during erpresentative air combat maneuvers.
In addition, use of the technique is an effective way to develop and
evaluate automatic Spin prevention con1cpts.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665-5225, USA

33
'FInch, H. D.;, and 'Sache G.: Investigations of the
Dynamical Behavior or an Airplane Uaidergoing Rolling Motion.

**NASA Ames Research Center, Mof fett Field, CA 9-4035,
USA

Untersuchung der Plugdywnmic beims Rollen. Institut far Fluglechnik
Darmstsdt/IFD Nr. 8t76. DCAF E002631, ApS

58 pp., in

German.
N77-31177#

We Studied the dynamics of a highly maneuverable subsonic aircraft
during multiple roll around the length ais with a 6 degree of freedom
computer program. We accounted for the nonlinear depensdencies c2
the aerodynamic forces and moments. We show the effect of the
dynamic derivation of lateral motion on the overall motion. We

37
'Burk S. M., Jr.; and 'Bowman, J.5S.,Jr.; and *White, W.
LI- Spin-Tunnel Investigation of the Spinning Characteristics of

Typical Slnglt-Engtne Genrul Aviation Airplane Designs. I
Low-WIng Model A. Effects of Tall Configuratisns. NASA TP-1009,
Spt. IZ 92pp
Mn-733111#
Tests were made on a 1/l1-scal model of a research air21arne in the
Langley Spin Tunnel. The model represents a typical low-rVng,
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singea-ngine light-weight'general aviation airplane. We made the test
t6"determineothe +effects~of tail-design-onw spin and' recovery
chaiacteristics and to evaluate a tail design criterion for satisfactoiy spin
recovery for ligltirplanes. We also 'determined the effects bf other
geometric design featuris on the spis and recovery characteristics. The
results of the test sh6viw6 cannot use the existing tail design criterion
for light airplanes, which uses the tail damping power factor (IDPF) as
a parameter, to predict spin-' covery characteristics,
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665-5225, USA
38
'Malcolm, G. N.: New Rotation-Balance Apparatus for
Measuring Airplane, Spin Aerodynamics In the 'Wind, Tunnel.
Presented at the AIAA 10th Aerodynamic Testing Cotiferehce, San
Diego, Calif., Apr. 19-21 178. In: Technical Papers (A78-32326), pp.
495-502.
AIAA Paper 78-835

A78-32386#

N79-15065#
Two rigs forthe determination of dynamic deivatives due to roll are
under develolimeit at British Aerospace; Warton Division. They use
th-, principle of continudisly rolling a model in a wind-tunnel about an
axis parallel to the wind. They cover a test envelope up to M - 0.95, R
- 46 million/m, a 90P, pb/2V - 0.25. We have already used one to
measure derivative s on complete models, at low Mach number aid
Reynolds number. The second, designed for operation'at high subsonic
Mach numbers and high Reynolds numbers, is undergoing calibration
and commissioning before tunnel installation. This paper describes the
guneral feaisr' of the rigs, themselves; together with the
instrumentation'arid cohtrol'systems. It also desciibes the problens
met during design manifacture, calibration, commissioning and testing,
together with their solutions. It presents data from complete models
ind compares it with data compiled for similar configurations from
flight testing and other wind-tunnel sources. The comparison shows we
can obtain repeatability of data approaching that achievable in
steady-state, six-component testing.
*British Aerospace (Aircraft Group) Warton Division,
Aerodrome, Preston, PR4 lAX, Lancashire, UK

Note: For a later form of this paper see no. 46.
An advanced rotary-balance rig was developed for the Ames 12-ft
Pressure Wind TunneL Its purpose is to study the effects of spin rate, a
and P, and, particularly, Reynolds number on the aerodynamics of
fighter and general aviation aircraft in a steady spin. o' to 100P and Ps
to 300 are possible with spin rates to 42 rad/s (400 rpm) and Reynolds
numbers to 30 million/ m on tighter models with wing spans typically
0.7 m. This paper gives a complete description of the new
rotary-balance rig, the sting/balance/model assembly, and the
operational capabilities.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
39
*Oslik-Rtlckciman, K. J.: Techniques for Dynamic
Stability Testing In Wind Tunnels, Presented at the AGARD Fluid
Dynamic Panel Symposium, Dynamic Stability Parameters, held in
Athens, Greece, May22-24.1978. In: AGARD.CP235, (N79-1l61#),
Nov, 1978, pp. 1.1 through 1.24,48 refs.
N79.15062#
This paper gives a systematic review of the methods and techniques
used for wind-tunnel measurements of the dynamic stability parameters
(derivatives) of an aircraft. It illustrates the review with many examples
of experimental equipment available in aerospace laboratories in
Canada, France, the United Kingdom, the United States, and West
Germany.
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
40
*Malcolm, 0. N.; and 'Davis, S. S.: New NASA-Ames Wind
Tunnel Techniques for Studying Airplane Spin and TwoDlimenslonal
Unsteady Aerodynamics, Presented at the AGARD Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium, Dynamic Stability Parameters, held in Athens,
Greece, May 22-24, 1978. In AGARD-CP-235, (N79.15061#), Nov.
1978, pp. 3-1 through 3-12,6 refs.
N7-15064#
Two new wind tunnel test rigs were developed at NASA-Ames
Research Center. The rust is a rotary-balance rig for the Ames 12-Foot
Pressure Tunnel to study the effects of Reynolds number, spin rate, and
a on the aerodynamics of fighter and general aviation aircraft in a steady
spin motion. The second rig provides capability for oscillating a large
two dimensional wing (0.5 in chord, 1.35 es span) instrumented with
,:ady and unsteady pressure transducers in the Ames 11 x 11 ft.
Ta ,onc Wind TunneL This paper gives a complete description of
1stigs, their capabilities, and some typical wind tunnel results.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
41
'Matthews, A. W- Experimental Determination of
Dynamic Deriatlves Due to Roll at British Aerospace, Warton
Division. Pars ated at the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium,
Dynamic Stability Parameters, held in Athens, Greet,
fa22.2.78.
In: AGArlD-CP-235, (N79-15061#), Nov. 1978, pp. 4-1 through 4-16, 9
refes.

Warton

42
*Hafer, X.: Wind Tunnel Testing or Dynamic Derivatives
In W.Germany. Presented at the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium, Dynamic Stability Parameters, held in Athens, Greece,
May 22-24. 78. In: AGARD-CP235, (N79-15061#), Nov. 1978, pp.
5.1 through 5-12,33 refs.
N79-15066#
This paper gives a surmy of the ,-ities of the German national
working group developirk' dynamic wind tunnel test installations.
Sponsored by the Ministry of Research and Technology, the group
plarned to develop four differ.t test rigs. .o far, they have completed
three test rigs. The rigs are now o.,Z;dnle for routine use, which has
been confirmed by many successful tests. Each rig meets very specific
test requirements. The paper discusses these requirements in detail. It
also gives results of a comparison of tests with the same model mounted
on different test rigs in different wind tunnels. It compares the data
with some flight test results of the corresponding original plane. Finally,
it gives some results of linearized flight dynamic studies to demonstrate
the influence of the several dynamic derivatives on the longitudinal and
lateral aircraft dynamics. This paper has an excellent reference section.
'Technical University Darmstadt, Petersenstrae 30, 6100 Darmstadt,
West Germany
43
*von dee Decken, J.; *Schmidt, E.; and "Schulze, B: On
the Test Procedures of the Derivatie Balances Used In West Germany.
Presented at the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium, Dynamic
Stability Parameters, held in Athens, Greece, May 22!24, 17. In:
AGARD-CP-235, (N79.15061#), Nov. 1970, pp. 6-1 through 6.17, 17
refs.
N79.15045#
The low-speed wind tunnels in West-Germany use three different rigs to
measure dynamic stability derivatives on rigid models of aeroplanes and
missiles: (1) a mobile oscillatory rig with rigid mechanical drive; (2) a
multi-degree-of-freedom forced-oscillation rig with electrodynamie
excitation; and, (3) a steadystate forced-roll rig with hydraulic motor
drive. This paper gives a short description of the measuring technie,
and the appropriate derivative evaluation method used with each rig.
'DFVLR, Flughafen, D-3300 Braunschweig, West Germany
"MeserschmittBoelkow-Blohm Gmbtl, Munich, West Germany
44
'Orlik-Rickemann, K. J., Editor: Dynamic Stability
Parameters. Papers presented and discussions held at the Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium held in Athens, Greece, Ma 22-24. 1
AGARD-CP-235, published Nov. 1978, 636 pp.
ISBN92-83S-O2Z-X

N79.ML5I#

Note: Included and placed immediately before this total compilation
are five separate conference papers pertaining to rotary balance.
Discussed are the specific needs for dynamic stability information of
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aerospace vehicles, the form in which it should be presented, and the
various means of obtaining it. Includes reports on new developments in
wind-tunnel, flight test, and analytical techniques; motion analysis and
non-linear formulations; and Aensitivity and simulator studies.
Spcialists discussed a broad range of approaches to the determination
of dynamic stability parameters.
'Nstioml Aeronautical Establishiment,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada

balance, the study of statistical, correlations between -alrcraft
configurations and spin characteristics, and analytical modeling for spin
predicton. Spin research has developed considerably in the past three
years. This is due to improvements in equipment, the comparison of
flight tet and.vertical wind tunnel data, and the development of new
tests specifically adapted to spin tudie& All of this allows us to make
progress in ihe understanding of spin phenomena.

NationalResearch Council,
*Institute of Fluid Mechanics of Lille, France

45
*Thor, W. A.: An Investigation of the Rolling Stability
Derivatives of a T.Tall Fighter Configuration at High Angles of Attack.
Society of Flight Test Engineers, Journal, vol. 1, Jan I
pp. 21-25.

49
'Verbrugge, R.: The IMF Lille Rotation Balance and
Associated Experimental Technlques. Balance rot,tive de PIMF, Lille
et techniques experimentales associes. Lille no. 79/63, 1979. AAAF
paper NT 80.13, Nov.
50 pp., in French.

A79-50165
A80-36844#
We used a.wind tunnel model to study the F.104 high.Ioad-factor
stability problem, As we increase o near the stall for the model with a
dean wing, roll damping drops off abruptly and yaw due to roll
increases negatively (adverse yaw),
This characteristics is more
pronounced with the wing in the high.lift configuration of 12
leading-edge flap and 130 trailing-edge flap. This is duo to the slope of
the lift-curve decreasing at an earlier a for the flapped wing. Wing
fences, slats, and strakes have a favorable effect on the roll damping and
adverse yaw. We consider these to he the simplest and most effective
aerodynamic modification to increase roll damping at high os without
degrading the longitudinal characteristics. Wing tip end plates decrease
the roll damping atas below stall.
Oil 45433, USA
*Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton,
46
'Malcolm, G, N.: New Rotation-Balance Apparatus for
Measuring Airplane Spin Aerodynamics In the Wind Tunnel. Journal
of Aircraft, vol. 16, no. 4, &tx.J197
pp. 264.268.
A78-32386
Note: For an earlier form Andan abstract see no, 38.
'NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA

47
'Tischler, M, B.; and 'Barlow, J. B.: Application of the
Equilibrium Spit Technique to a Typical Low-WIng General Aviation
Design,
Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference for Future Spare System&, Boulder, Colo., Aug- 6-8. 19
In: Technical Papers (A7945302), 1979, pp. 3242.
AIAA Paper 79-1625

A79-45307#

This paper gives a graphical implementation of the equilibrium
technique for obtaining spin modes from rotary balance data. Using
this technique, we computed spin modes for the NASA Low-Wing
°
General Aviation Aircraft. The computed os are within 10 of the
NASA spin tunnel results. The method also gives information on the
dynamic nature of spin modes. M technique provides a great deal of
information on spin modes and recovery, using data from a single
experimental installation. You can use this technique in the preliminary
design phase to provide basic information on aircraft spin and recovery
characteristics. This paper discusses results, advantages, and limitations
of using this technique.
'Maryland Univ., College Park, MD 20740, USA
Research supported by the Mints Martin Fund for Aeronautical
Research
48
*Vanmansart, M.; and 'Tristrant, D.: New Directions i
Spin Research.
Presented at the Association Aeronautique ct
Astronautique de France 16th Colioque d'Aerodynamique Appliquee,
Lille, France, AAAF Paper NT 80-12,
.1315. 1979, 27 pp, in
French.

We have developed a rotation balance for wind tunnel simulation of
aerodynamic processes at high o. In particular, the balance allows the
study of control loss during flight at high a and stall/spin conditions.
This paper discusses the performance of the balance in relation to
geometrical and kinematic characteristics, mechanical and structural
properties, aerodynamic aspects, and data acquisition and processing
considerations. We developed the balance as a simulation tool in
support of analytical studies of large-amplitude aerodynamic ptocesses
involving continuous spin.
'lstitute de Mecanique des Fluides de Lille, 5 Blvd. Paul Panlev6,
59010 Lilie, France

50
'Lutze, F. H., Jr.: Experimental Determlnatlon of Ps-e
Rotary Stability Derivatives Using a Curved and Rolling Flow Wind
Tunnel. Presented at the AIAA 18th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
1.16.1980. 8pp.
8
Pasadena, Calif.,
AIAA Paper 10-0309

A80-18308#

This paper describes the technique of using a curved and rolling flow
wind tunnel to extract pure rotary stability derivatives. It describes the
curved flow and the rolling flow test sections of the Virginia Tech
Stability Wind Tunnel. It includes methods for obtaining the proper
velocity profiles and correcting the data acquired, It presents results
from tests of current fighter configurations. It gives particular attention
to comparing pure rotary derivatives with combined rotary and unsteady
derivatives obtained by standard oscillation tests. It also examines the
effect of curved and rolling flow on lateral static stability derivatives.
'Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg. VA
24061, USA
Contract NASI.13175.16
51
'Bihole, W, Jr,; and "Bowman, J. S., Jr.: Influence of
WIng, Fuselage, and Tall Design on Rotational Flow Aerodynamics
Be)ond Maximum Lift, Presented at the AIAA lth Aerodynamic
Testing Conference, Colorado Springs, Coin, March 182D. I . In:
Technical Papers (A80-26929), 1980, pp. 237-246. Also: Joitsl o
Aicaf vol. 18, Nov. 1981, pp. 920-925,16 refs.
AIAA 80-0455

A80-26955#

Note: For a later version of this paper and an abstract see no. 67.
*Bihrl Applied Research, Inc., Jericho, NY 11753, USA
*NASA Langley Research Center, lampton, VA 23665-5225, USA
52
*Bihrie, W., Jr.; and *Barnhart, B.: SpIn Prediction
Techniques. Presented ,t .he AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Danvers Mass, Aug, 11-13. 1980 In: Techrical Papers
(A80-45855) pp. 7682. Also: Journal of Aircraft vol. 20, no. 2, Feb.
1983, pp. 97-101.

A80-36843#
AIAA Paper 80-1564
This paper describes studies recentiy undertaken or planned at IMF
hille in the field of aircraft spin research. Efforts include better use of
telemetered data for comparison of flight and wind tunnel tests. They
also include spin animation, and the development of spin testing
methods based on fre spin model instrusmentation. Finall, they
include spin initiation in the laboratory and studies using a rotary

h

N80-45863#

The NASA Langlcy Research Center is responsible for advancing the
state-of-the-art of stall/spin technology. This includes developing and
confirming experimental and analytical techniques for predicting
stall/spin characteristics. As a part of th effort, two and a half years
ago we developed a rotary balance rig at the Langley spin tunnel. Its
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purpoi is to id&ni*fy rapidly an airplane's aerodyiamic characteristics
in rotational flow. On-line rotary balance data plots 'and on-line
predicted steady spin modes permit the designer to develop, on site, a
configuration highly resistant to spins. Or, for airplanes intended for
acrobatic maneuveis 6r tiriing. one with gobd spin characteristics, that
is, no spini equilirium', coiditinois possibi .with lateral-directional
coitiols neutraL' Thi rotary balance data are also used to compute time
histories of the incipicnt ,dveloped, and recovery phases of a spin. This
paper discusses these spin analysis techniques and their correlation with
ipin-tunnil model and full-scale flight results.
*Bihrle Applied Reseirch, Inc., Jirich6, NY, 11753; USA
Contracts: NAS1-14849 and NAS1.16205
53
'Orik-Rlckemann, K. J.; and 'Hanff, E. S.: Dynamic
Stability Parametera at High Angies of Attack. Presented at the 12th
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, Munich,
West Germany, Oct. 12-17. 19. In: ICAS Proceedings, (A81.11601),
AIAA, Inc, 1980, pp. 265-277.
TL505.A24' 1980
pp. 265-277

'NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665.5225, USA
56
*Beyrr, M. E.: A New Concept for Dynamic Stability
Testing. Presented at the AIAA 19th Aerospace Sciences Meeting. St.
Louis Mo., J 1J1.39, pp. 5-14. NAE LTR-UA-53,
Sept. 1980.
4
AlsoJournial of Airciaft, voL 20, no. 1. Jan. 1983, pp. 5-1 .
AIAA Paper 81-0158

A81-20638#

This paper introduces an approach to dynamic stability testing based on
the concept of orbital fixed.plane motion. A rig is conceived which
forces an aircraft model in an orbital path while constrained to the
fixed-plane 'refercfce system. The paper gives an exposition of the
concept and shows the potential advantages in captive model testing and
applications in flight mechanics. Using a single apparatus, it is possible
to 1) determine a complete set of first.order, dynamic stability
derivatives, 2) vary the relationshipa between the associated motion
parameters, and 3) simulate modes of aircraft motion. A validation
scheme, which exploits the considerable flexibility of the method, makes
it easier to extend the dynamic data to actual flight conditions.

A81.11624
*National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,

Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
This paper presents a review of some of the fluid dynamics phenomena
associated with oscillatory flight 'at-high as. It gives emphasis to
asymmetric shedding of forebody vortices, asymmetric breakdown of
leading edge vortices, the oscillatory motion of such vortices, and the
time lag between the vortex motion and the causative motion of the
aircraft. These phenomena cause a number of important effects on the
dynamic stability parameters at high o. These include strong
non.linearities with a, significant static and dynamic aerodynamic cross
coupling, large time-dependent effects, and a strong configuration
dependence. The paper briefly doscribes new wind tunnel testing
techniques to determine all the required direct, cross, and
cross-coupling moment derivatives due to oscillation in pitch, yaw, and
roll as well as in vertical and lateral translation,
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
54
'Otto, H.: Roll and Spin Measurements Inthe Low Speed
Wind Tunnel at Braunschwelg. (Roll. nd Trudelmessungen ins
Niedergoschwindigkeits.Windkanal in Braunsehweig).
DFVLR.Nachrichtcn, N
pp. 16-18, in German.
A81-15704
This paper examines the measurements of aerodynamic forces and
moments on aircraft models undergoing roll and spin movements in
wind tunnels. The model carries out a uniform rotary motion on an axis
in the direction of the wind. It has a rolling motion when the axis of
rotation serves as the reference point of the model. A spin movement
occurs when the reference point lics away from the axis of rotation. The
assembly has the advantage that we can change the anglo of pitch
between the model and the axis of rotation by remote control without
bringing it to a standstill
*DFVLR, Hauptabteilung Niedergeschwindigkeits.Windkanlle,
Braunschweig. West Germany

57
'McCormick, B. W.: The Prediction o Normal Force and
Rolling Moment Coefficients for a Spinning WIng. NASA CR-165680,
eb. 1 22 pp,
N81.20068#
°

We used nonlinear airfoil section data for as from 0 to 180P in a small
computer code to integrate numerically the section normal force
coefficicnts along the span as a function of the local velocity and a
resulting from the combined spinning and descending mnotion. We
developed a correction to account for the radial pressure gradient in the
separated, rotating flow region above the wing. We needed this
correction to obtain agreement, both in form and magnitude, with
rotary balance test data.
'Pennsylvania Stale Univ. University Park, PA 16802, USA
NASA Order L-13435-8
58
'Orlik.Rckemann IL J.: Review of Techniques for
Determination of Dynamlc Stability Parameters In Wind Tunnels.
Presented at the NATO/ AGARD Letute Series on Dynamic Stability
Parameters, Moffett Field, Calif., M l. 2-5. 1981. and
Rhode-Saint.Gentse, Belgium, Mar. 16-19, 1981. In: AGARD.IS.114,
(N81.31105), May 1981, pp. 3.1 through 328,60 refs.
N81.31108#
This paper discusses the basic principles of various methods of wind
tunnel testing and the practical aspects of various techniques. It
illustrates these method, by examples, descriptions, and sketches of
existing apparatuses.
It reviews methods of measuring dynamic
derivatives. It also considers the measurement of reaction and of
motion, rotary and half model techniques, derivatives dun to
translational acceleration and pure rotation, free model techniques, and
control nurface oscillation techniques.

55
'Patton, J. hi., Jr.: A Status Report on NASA General
Aviation Stall/Spin Flight Testing. In: Society of Experimental Test
Pilots, Technical Review, voL 15, no. 1,(N80-33337), 1M pp. 36-49.

'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada

N80.33340 or A81-19471

59
*Malcolm, G. N.: Rotary and Magnus 'Balances
Presented at the NATO/AGARD Lecture Series on Dynam.. Stability
Parameters, Moffett Field, Calif.,
25.1981. In: AGARD.LS.114,
May 1981, (N81.31105), pp. 6-1 through 6-2443 refs

The NASA Langley Research Center has started a comprehensive
program involving spin tunnel, static and rotary balance wind tunnel,
full-scale wind tunnel, free flight radio control model, flight simulation,
and full-scale testing. Work includes aerodynamic definition of various
configurations at high as, testing of stall and spin prevention concepts,
definition of spin and spin recovery characteristics and development of
test techniques and emergency spin recovery systems. This paper
presents some results for the first aircraft (low-wing. single-engine) in
the program, in the areas of tall design, wing leading edge design, mass
distribution, center of gravity location, and small airframe changes. It
also gives associated pilot observations. The paper discusses the design
philosophy of the spin recovery parachute system in addition to test
techniques.

N81-31111#
This paper describes two wind tunnel techniques for determining part of
the aerodynamic information required to describe the dynamic behavior
of vehides in flight. We measure forces and moments three ways: With
a rotary-balance in coning motioe, a Magnes balance in coning motion,
and a Magnus balance inz high-speed spinning motion. Coning motion
is important to both aircraft and missiles, and spinning is important for
spin stabilized missiles. This paper describes basic principles of both
techniques and gives examples of each typo of apparatus. This paper
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also discusses typical experimental results.
Field, CA 94035, USA
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett
B.; and I*Lutze, F. H.:
60,
$Chambers, J..
R.; *Grafton, S.,
Curved-Fow, Rotin:Fow, and Oscillatory Pure.Yawing Wind-Tunnel
Test Methods for Determination of Dynamic Stability Deriatives.
Presented at the NATO/AGARD Lecture Series on Dynamic Stability
Parameters, Moffett Field, Calif., Mar. 2-5.1981. and
Rhode-Saint-GcnUce Belgium, Mar. 16-19, 1981. In AGARD.LS-114,
through 7.14,7 rels.
May 1981,
(N81-31105), pp. 7-1

*Msserschmitt.Boelkow-Blohm GmbH, Postfach,80 11 09, D-8000
Moorchen SO,West Germany

of x Rotary Balance
64
*Schulze,B.: Development and Trial
for the 3m-Low Speed Wind Tunnels of West-Germany. Presented at
the International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation
Facilities, Dayton, Ohio, ."t.3O-Ot. 298111 pp.
A83-11082
Note: This paper is not in the ICIASF '81 Record.
For the original German report, see the previous citation.

A81.26933# or N81.311i2#
This paper describes the test capabilities of the Stability Wind Tunnel of
It gives
theVirginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
calibrations for both curved and rolling flow techniques. It dscribes
oscillatory snaking tests to determine pure yawing derivatives. It gives
typical aerodynamic data for a current fighter configuration using the
curved and rolling flow techniques. It discusses the application of
dynamic derivatives obtained in such tests to the analysis of airplane
motions in general, and to high ccflight conditions in particular.

We have developed a rotary balance for 3 meter low.speed wind
tunnels. It allows us to determine dynamic stability derivatives in the
wind tunnel
on continuously rotating aircraft models. This paper gives
of the mechanical set-up and describes the
principal design aspects
messuring system. Test results from a calibration model on the rotary
balance show a good correlation with existing reference data.
'Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm GmbH, Potfach 80 11 09, D.80(0,
Munchen SO,West Germany

*NASALangley Rescarch Center, Hampton, A23665-25,USA
*Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA 24061,
USA

*Beycrs, M. E.: Aerodynamic Simulation of
65
Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Aircraft Motion. Presented at the
International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation
30.Oct.
2.181 10 pp.
Facitties, Dayton, Ohio, Sent.

61
*Otlik-Rickemann, K. J., Editor: Dynamic Stability
Parameters, AGARD Lecture Series held at Moffett Field, Calif., Mar.
2-5.1981and Rhode-Saint-Gensc, Belgium, Mar. 16-19, 1981.
AGARD-LS-114, May 1981, 389 pp.
N81-31105#
IS11N.92-835-L385-1

Note: This paper is not in the ICLASF '81 Record.

This Lecture Series reviews the impact of high a aerodynamics on
dynamic stability characteristics of aerospace vehicles. It surveys
analytical, wind tunnel, and flight test techniques. Three papers from
this symposium use especially pertinent to the subject of rotary balances,
They are incldded separately as numbers 58, 59, and 60 in this
bibliography.
*National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
Sponsored in part by thevon Karman Inst. for Fluid Dynamics

This paper reviews the rationale underlying simulations of high a
as free model motions, It
aircraft motion using constrained as weull
discusses concepts for generating several different modes of motion in a
wind tunnel, including pitching and heaving, spinning, and wing rock.
The methods use the NAE Orbital Apparatus, now being developed, in
addition to existing free-flight test facilities. The Orbital Apparatus
provides the unique opportunity of simulating aircraft motion on the
same rig used to obtain a complete set of dynamic derivatives for the
aircraft. We demonstrate its principles of operation using a conceptual
The exploitation of its capabilities could significantly
apparatr,..
contrit (e to the rational implementation of the existing mathematical
model and the accuracy of the resulting computational flight
simulations.
*National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada

62
*McCormick, B. W. Equilibrium Spinning of a Typical
Single-Englne Low-Wing Light Aircraft. Journal of Aircraft, vol. 18,
Mar, 1981pp. 192-199.

1

I
0Note:

*Krag, B.: Dynamic Simulation In Wind Tunnels.
66
Presented at the ICIASF '81, International Congress on Instrumentation
A81-31598# in Aerospace Simulation Facilities, Dayton, Ohio, Sepl.f1, 1221. In:
ICIASF '81 Record (A83-11051), pp. 271-282.
This paper presents a study of rotary balance data, spin tunnel model,
A83-11079
radio-controlled model, and full-scale flight results relating to the
spinning of light aiscraft. It also gives a method for predicting steady
The Installation for Dynamic Simulation is a new wind tunnel facility
spin modes using rotary balance data. Itdiscusses differences in spin
which uses remotely controlled models with a special model suspension
characteristica of various wing, tail, and fuselage modifications aswell as
rig. This facility allows the study of both rigid body motion and elastic
scale effects. The author concludes theyawing moment coefficient
deformations, thus combining flight mechanic and aeroelastic testing.
primarily governs an equilibrium flat
spin,
The model is usually of a specific aircraft and isfully instrumcnted.
Computerized model command and control and data processing of
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA 16802, USA
measurements are features of the facility. Uses of the facility include
the identification of dynamic flight mechanics derivatives, basic research
of a Rotary Balance
into active control systems technology, and the development of a general
63
'Schuize, U.: Development and Thial
aviation aircraft ride smoothing system. This paper also describes the
for the 3 es Low Speed Wind Tunnels In the I?ederal Republic of
development and testing of four different gust generators used in the
Germany. Final Report, Dec. 1979. DCAF E002631, Rep. no.
simulation of realistic flight environment.
BMIFr-FB-\V.81-022, Jfl.L9J.h
70 pp., in Getmar.
ISSN-0170-1339

N&1-15083#

*DFVLR, Institute for Fluid Mechanies, D-3300 Brunswick,
Germany

Vest

For an English version see the fclowing citation.
We developed a rotary balance to determine ac,,odynamic damping due
to rolling Using a stationary measuring procedure. Due to the uniform
rotation around the wind tunnel axis, we avoid vortex relaxation effects
paper describes the
that might rault from oscillatory balances. 'Mhis
layout, instrumentation, and data processin. Results obtained during
different wind tunnel tests with a calibration model correlate well witL
existing reference data and flight data. We can measure dynamic
stability derivatives due to rolling for os up to 900 and for cxseeme
angles of inclination,

67
*Bihrle, W., Jr.; and -Bowman, J. , Jr. Influence of
Wing, Fuselage, and TallDesign on Rotational Flow Aerodynamica
pp.
Be)ond Maximum Lift. Journal of Aircraft, voL 18, N
920-925.
Note: For an earlier version of this paper see no. 51.
The NASA Langley Research Center has started a broad general
aviation stall/spin research program. Researchers at Langley developed
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a rotary balance systemlocated in the spin tunnel, to support this effort.
This system makes it possible to identify airplane. aerodynamic
characteristics in a rotational flow environment, and thereby permits
prediction of spins. This paper presents a brief description of the
experimental setup, testing technique, and fr model tct programs It
alsogive an ovewviwof the rotarybalani6eiresults and their correlation
with spin tunnel fr6ecspinnin model results. We show, for'example. a
pronounced configuration sensitive nonlinear dependency of the
aerodynamic moments on rotational rate. We show fuselage shape,
horizontal tail, and, in some instances, wing location to appreciably
influence the yaving moment characteristics above a - 450,
'Bihrle Applied Research, Inc., Jericho, NY 11753, USA
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665-5225, USA
68
*Bcyers, M. E.: Direct Free.Flight Analysis of Aircraft
Dynamics at High Angles of Attack. In: Aeronautical Sodety of South
Africa and South African Institute of Aeronautical Engineers Journal,
vol. 2, no. 1, 8L pp. 17.2, 26 refs.
A82-15596
of high-maneverabili.y
This paper examines cooc,-. fir the analysis
aircraft dynamics from gross iight.dynamic effects observed in
wind-tunnel free-flight experiments
It reviews experimental and
analytical techniques developed to study the generic non-oscillatory
free-flight motion of flight vehicles trimmed at significant a. It
demonstrates the feasibility of aircraft model free-flight tests, from
simulations, Trajectory validation schemes are proposed for the
corroboration of free-flight and captive model dynamic data. Finally,
the paper examines the rationale underlying the use of data gathered in
captive- and free-model dynamic stability tests of high-performanco
aircraft in the context of design objectives of high mt-euverability and
good flying qualties,
*South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, National
Institute for Aeronautical and Systems Technology, Pretoria, Republic
of South Africa
69
'Ericsson, L E.; and 'Reding, J. P.: Review of Support
Interference In Dynamic Tests. Presented at the AIAA 12th
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, Williamsburg, Vs.,
2
M In: Technical Papers (A82-24651), 1982, pp. 166-190, 79 refs.
Also AIAA Journal, vol. 21, De=. 1983, pp. 1652-1666.
AIAA Paper 82-0594

leading edge vortices, the oscillatory motion ofsuch vortices, and the
time lag between the¢motionof the vortices and'the aircraft. These
phenomena cause a number -of. important effects on-the dynamic
stability parameters at high as. These include strong nonlinearities with
a, significant static and.-dynamic aerodynamic. crosscoupling, large
time-dependent- and lhystercsiseffects, and a strong configuration
delindence. The paper. emphasizes the need to consider all the
aerodynamic reactions in their vectorial form.
It discusses the
importance of the above -mentioned' effects on our prediction
capabilities of aircraft behavior at a. The author advocates the
development of adequate mathematical models and describes the
requirements for advanied wind tunnel techniques for performing the
necessary oscillatory experiments.
*National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
71
*KaVste, i.: Use of Rotary Balance and Forced
Oscillation Test Data In a Six Degrees of Freedom Simulation.
Presented at the ALAi 9th Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
San Diego, Calif., Aug. 9.11.182 11 pp.
AIAA Paper 82-1364

A82-39129#

This paper presents now analysis techniques that will blend the data
from rotary balance tests, forced oscillation tests, and computed
dynamic derivatives for a nonlinear 6 degrec-of-frecdom simulation. It
uses a component of the rotation vector about the velocity vector with
the rotary balance test data. It uses the other components of the
rotation vector with the forced oscillation test data and computed
derivative.& The technique resolves the problem of separating the pure
rotational and acceleration terms of the forced oscillation test data. The
author makes recommendations about the data reduction procedure for
forezd oscillation testing to make the results more usable for aircraft
motion simulation.
*Northrop Corporation, 3901 West Broadway, Hawthorne, CA 90250,
USA
72
'Bihrlc, W., Jr.: Prediction of High Alpha Flight
Characteristics Utilizing Rotary Balance Data. Presented at the 13th
ICAS Congress, and the AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology
Conference, Seattle, Wsh., Aug. 22-27,
. In: Proceedings, voL 1,
(AS2-40876), AIAA, 1982, pp. 761.768.
A82-40953#

A82.24668#

A review of information on support interference shows support
interference effects are much more severe in dynamic than in static
tests. Furthermore, support interference is aggravated greatly by a
boat-tail or dome shaped base, even by modest base shoulder
roundness, from what it is for a flat-based modeL The general
conclusion is we should not use asynimetric stings or sting-strut
combinations. For slender bodies at low as a transverse rod comes
dose to letting us measure the true dynamically destabilizing effect of a
bulbous base. However, even a very slender sting distorts the near wake
effect and gives an unconservatively high measure of the dynamic
stability. At intermediate and Wgh as the sting support is superior to
other s-pport methods. the transverse rod or the strut mounting. Often,
half-model testing lets us avoid most of the support interference effects.
Sometimes, as for a short blunt body such as the Viking configuration,
the best approach is to allow sting plunging, using a very slender sting.

The author uses rotational flow aerodynamic data, an mesunred on a
rotary balance at low Reynolds number, to predict steady spin modes
and post.stall motions. The excellent agreement obtained between
predicted and full-scale flight results show low Reynolds number rotary
balance data is sufficient for calculating steady-spin modes for military
and general aviation configurations not having large wing leading-edge
radii. The author discusses considerations in the use of low Reynolds
number data to steady-state spin analy. as well as large angle, six
degree-of-freedom high a studies
The author also illustrates the
procedure for developing a configuration highly resistant to spins.
'Bibrle Applied Research, Inc., Jericho, NY 11753, USA
73
*Byers, M. E.: A New Concept for Aircraft Dynamic
Stability TestIng. Journal of Aircraft, vol. 20, no. 1, J , pp. 5-14.

'Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc., Sunnyvale, CA MA USA

A83-15310
Note: For an earlier form of this report and an abstract sce no. 56.

70
'Ork-ROckeman,
K. J.: Aerodynamic Aspects of
Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of Attack. Presented at the AIAA
9th Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, San Diego, Calif., Mg
911.1
15 pp. Also: Journal of Aircraft, vol. 20, no. 9, Sept. 1983,
pp. 737-752, 46 refs.
AIAA Paper 82.1363

A82-39836#

'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
74
*Bihole, W., Jr.; and 'Barnhart, B.: Spin Predictiou
Techniques. Journal of Aircraft, voL 20, Feb. 183. pp. 97-101.

Note: This paper is updated in AGARD Rep. 740, Oct. 1987. (See no.

A83.18401#

94)
Note: For an earlier form of this paper see no. 52.
This paper reviewvs some of the fluid dynamics phenomena associated
with the oscillatory flight at high as. It places particular emphasis on
asymmetric shedding of forebod; vortices, asymmetric breakdown of

Researchers developed a rotary balance rig located in the Langley spin
tunnel to identify rapidly an airplane's aerodynamic characteristics in a
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rotational flow environment. T'he gee

:ion of on-line rotary balance

data plots-and predicted -steady spamodes-concurrent with, data
a(quisioionpermit the designer to develop, on s t, a configuration
highly resistant to spins, or one exhibiting desirable spin characteristics
Kit is to be used for acrobatics or training.oTe rotary balance data are
also,used~to compute time histories of the incipient, developed, and
recovery phases of a spin. This paper discusses these spin analysis
techniques, i.e., evaluation of rotary balance data,. predicted steady spin
equilibrium, and large angle, -six-degree-of-freedom time history
calculations.
c t79

*Bihrlc Applied Research, Inc., Jericho, NY 11753, USA
Con:acts: NASI-14849 and NASI-16205

Arcraft Dynamics at High Angles of Attack. Journal of Aircraft, vol.

20, no. 9,SScL281

pp. 737-752.
A83-43964#

Note:, For an earlier form of this paper and an abstract see no. 70.
!National Aeronautica Establishment, National-Research Council.
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
*Ericsson, L E ;.and "Rcdig, J. P.; Review of Support
Interference In Dynamic Tests. AIAA Journal, vol. 21, D
pp.
1652-1666, 81 refs.
ISSN 0001.1452

75
*Ericsson, L. E.; and *Reding, J. P.: Dynamics of Forebody
Flow Separation and Associated Vortices. Presented at the AIAA
Atmospheric.Flight Mechanics Conference, Gatlinburg, Tenn., Ag
15-12.,
12 pp., 26 refs, Also:, Journal of Aircraft,, voL 22, no. 4,
Apr. 1985, pp. 329-335.
AIAA Paper 83.2118

A83-41943#

We know there is a strong coupling between body motion and boundary
layer separation with attendant vortex shedding. This paper studies this
coupling for the particular case of a missile or an aircraft fuselage at
very high as. We can explain the unusual results obtained in recent tests
by considering the so-called 'moving.wall effect' on boundary layer
transition and/or separation.

A84-13572

Note. For an earlier,version and an abstract see no. 69.
'Lockheed Missiles &Space Co., Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 94068, USA

80

'Larson, M. S.: The Effect of Constant Versus Oscillatory
Rates on Dynamic Stability Derivatives. Air Force Inst. of Tech., M.S.
Thesis, AFIT/GAE/ENY/83D.11, DD 19
13101 pp,
AD-A36913

N84.19293#

E.: Recent Developments and Future Directions In Dynamic Stability

The purpose of this thesis was to determine if there are
phenomenological differences between dynamic derivations calculated
from F-15A rotary balance data and data from other sources. To do
this, two additional sets of F-15A stability derivative data were obtained:
(1) design phase, and (2) production.phase. The lateral dynamic
derivatives were then compared through derivatives of the lateral
moments
with The
respect
to concluded
the rotation
rate about
velocity
(wind
vector).
author
differences
existthe
betweecn
thevector
data
sets, but the dominant characteristics were the same for all of the data

Research at NAE, Ottawa. Presented at the Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium, Csme, Turkey, Sol.2-29. 13. In: AOARD-CP-348,
(N84.23S64), Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques, Feb. 1984, pp. 17.1
through 17.6,14 refs.

sets, The differences in the data were not indicative of basic
(phcnomenological) differer-ces in the data itself. Therefore, the
contention that oscillatory <.tes affect determination of the dynamic
derivations was not substantiated by this study.

'Iockhcd Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
USA

76

*Orlik.R~ckemarm, K.J.; 'Hanff E. S.; and *Bcyns, M.

N84-2382#

This paper gives a review of tecent developments in dynamic stability
research in the Unsteady Aerodynamics Laboratory of the NAB. The
developments include design and construction of several new oscillatory
rigs, conceptual studies of some additional rigs and thoughts about the
future direction of the activities in this field. It briefly describes a
method to account for sting oscillation effects on direct derivatives
measured in a pitch oscillation experiment.
It discusses some
reprosentative oscillatory results recently obtained on the so called
Standard Dynamics Model.
'National Aeronautical Establishment, National Research Council,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada
77
'Maazzi R.; 'Malara, D.; "Lucchesn, M.; *Comoretto,
S.;and'Paceri. F.: Use ofa Small Scale Wlad Tunneland Model Shop
at Aeronautca Marchl as an Industrial Tool. Presented at the Flaid
Dynamics Panel Symposium, Cesme, Turkey, Sepl. 26-29. 198-. In:
AGARD-CP-348, (N84-23564), Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques,
Feb. 1984, pp. 20-1 through 20-15, 10 refs.
N84-23585#

*Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, OH 45433, USA

81
*McCormick, B. W.; "Zillia G. (.; and "'iBallin, M. G.:
Wind Tunnel Testing and Analysis Relating to the Spinning of Light
Aircraft. Presented at the AIAA 22nd Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Reno, Nev, Jan.2J1
. 13 pp.
AIAA Paper 84-0558

A84-18163#

Included is a summary of two studies related to the spinning of light
aircraft. Wo made the first study to demonstrate we can obtain the
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the tail of a spinning aircraft
from static wind-tunnel tests, The second was an analytical study of
spinning using a high a aerodynamic model derived from a static
wind-tunnel data base. We show the validity of the aerodynamic model
by comparisons with rotary-balance and forced-oscillation data. The
results of a six-degree-of-freedom analysis show we have properly
modeled the dynamics and aerodynamics of the steep. and flat-spin
modes of a modified Yankee airplane.
*Penssylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802, USA
:*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffelt Field, CA 94033, USA

"Rockwell International Corp., Downey, CA 90241, USA

The paper describes some facilities and capabilities available at the
Aerodynamic Test Department of Aeronautica MacchL Special testing
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techniques allow us to use a small scale wind tunnel to obtain useful

Post-Stall ,laneuiers

data for the development of aircraft cosfigurations. Model work-shop
capabilities permit the manufacture of specialized wind tunnel models
for detailed analysis of problem areas. The paper describes the
updating of a rotary balance rig to measure dynamic derivatives due to
roll in the full range of model altitudes. It includes an assessment of
Reynolds number effects on high lift devices of modern design. Finally,
it describes the design and manufacture of an afterbody model and the
manufacture and testing of flutter models,

Society of South Africa and South African Institute of Aeronautical
Engineers, Journal, vol. 5, no. 1, 1M8.pp. 20.34.

*Aermacchi SpA, Vaes;, Italy
78

'Orlik-Rackecmam,

K

J.: Aerod amIc Aspects of

*Byers, M. E.: Characteristic Motions for Simulation of

ISSN 0250.3786

and Flight Instabilities.

In: Aeronautical

A85-21679

This paper proposs an approach to the problems of experimentally
determining the aerodynamic charactzristies of aircraft maneuvering in
the nonlinear, post-stall flight regime. It recognizes the importance of
correctly representing the motion characteristics in unsteady
aerodynamic measurements under these conditions.
It indicates
different approaches depending on v,hethec the flight is oscillatory or
nonosd'.ory (aperiodic) and nonplanar or near-planar. The paper
discu.. the requirements for captive-model tests designed to yield the
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instantaneus.
dynami-load, histories oframp-shaped intermittentDynamics~hald
inGOttingen, West Germany, Mun6-J9. In:
motions and nonplanar oscillatory motions. The paper introduces the
AGARD-CP-386 (N86-27224#), Nov. 1985, pp. 20.1 through 20-14.
of its
givesInan
epicyclic motion"
or "orbital
principle
N86-27244#
high-a nonplaar
oscillatoryand
tests.
theanalysis
simulation
of
potential for
complex, nonplanar, maneuvers,, it snggests-an~approach based on,
In recent years we have seen an emphasis on the extraction of dynamic
complementing -the captlve-modcl tests with wind, tunnel free-Moigt
studies of models trimmed at high a.
*National Aeronautical Establishment,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada

National Research Council,'

83
*Poppen, W. A., Jr.: A Method forEstimating the Rolling
Moment Due to Spin Rate for Arbitrary PlanformWings. NASA
TM-8636, Jan. 1995 23 pp.

dervatives
from wind tunnel
testing., This isapparent from the number
of,
different, rigs developed andin use, both in the subsonic and
transonicwind tunnels. This paper briefly describes the different rigs,
testing procedures and data handling. It presents a wide survey of the
different rigs used for dynamic derivative testing and the corresponding
testing capability.
*The Aeronautical Institute of Sweden (FAA)
S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden

N85-18990#
The use of aerodynamic theory for estimating the fP,rce and moments
acting on spinning airplanes isof interest. For example, researchers
have used strip theory to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics as a
function of spin rate for wiag-dominated configurations for os up to 900.
This paper extends this work, previously limited to constant chord
wings, to wings consisting of tapered segments. Comparison of the
analytical predictions with rotary balance wind tunnel data shows large
discrepancies remain, particularly for as greater than 400.
'NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665.5225, USA
84
'Ericsson, L E.; and 'Reding, J. P.: Dynamlc of Forebody
Flow Separation and Associated Vortices. Journal of Aircraft, vol.
22,
no. 4,Apr.198 pp. 329.335.
ISSN 0021-8669

A85.29262#

Note: For an earlier version of this paper and an abstract see no. 75.
'Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
USA
85
*Malcolm, G.N.; and 'Schiff, L B.: Recent Developments
In Rotary-Balance Testing
of Fighter Aircraft
Configurations at NASA
Ames Research Center. Presented at the symposium on Unsteady
Aerodynamics-,Fundamestals and Application toAircraft Dynamics
held in G0ttingen, West Germany, M.
9..2. In:
AGARD.CP-386 (N86-27224#), Nov. 1985, pp. 18.1 through 18.25.
N86-27242#
Note: For another form of this paper and an abstract see no. 91.

88
*Trstrant, D.; and 'Renier, 0.: Recents Developements
des Techniques de Simulation Dynamlque Appllquees a I'ldentlflcatlon
des Parametres de Stabilite. Presented at the symposium on Unsteady
Aerodynamics-Fundmentas and Applications to Aircraft Dynamics
held in Ggttingen, West Germany, May 6.9.1985. In:
AGARD-CP-386 (N86-27225#), Nov. 1985, pp. 22.1 through 22-14.
N86-27246#
In the context of aircraft dynamic behavior prediction, this paper
describes experimental and analytical methods to identify mathematical
linear modeling parameters using a test rig at the Institut do Mecanique
des Fluides de Lille.
We describe the rig characteristics, the
experimental procedures, the identification methods and results from
different aircraft models. Emphasis is put on the interest of a specific A
degree of freedom anglo formed by the rotational vector and velocsty
vector. Effectively, we show that rotational tests with a non zero value
of A offer interesting possibilities for identification and allow the
estimation of linear model parameters inthe case of a quasi-linear path.
We obtained a different degree of freedom called gsratfon radius by
fixing a special mechanism onto the test rig. By carrying out a carefully
selected test program, this degree of freedom allows us to identify the
whole set of stability parameters, given the structure of the linear
mathematical model. Finally, dynamic measures obtained during
oscillatory coning using a complete aircraft model produced in evidence
the large amplitude of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena at high a,
which we can not ignore if we seek prediction of post stali evolutions.
'ONERA-IMFL, 5boulevard Paul Panlev6 5900Lille,
France
89
Orlik.Rfickemann, K.J., Editor: Unsteady Aerodynamics
- Fundamentals and Applications to Aircraft Dynamics. Fluid
Dynamics and Flight Mechanics Panel S)mposium held in Gttingen,
West Germany, Ma.92198. AGARD-CP.386, Nov. 1985, 620 pp., in
English and French.

'NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett eld, CA 94035, USA
AD.AI65%45
ISBN-92-835-0382.1
86
*O'Leary, C. 0.; and 'Rowthor, I. N.: New Rotary Rig at
RAE and Experiments on IIlRM. Presented at the symposium on
Unsteady Arrodynamics-.Fundamentas and Applications toAircraft
Dynamics held in Gttingen, West Germany, May6-925_ . In:
AGARD-CP-386 (N86-27224#), Nov. 1985, pp. 19-1 through 19-14.
Also: Aeronautical Journal, (ISSN 000.1.9240),
vol. 90, Dec. 1986. pp.
399-409.
N86-27243#
Note: For another form of this report se no. 97.
Researchers at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, have
commissioned a rig to measure the forces and moments due to
continuous rate of roll. Tests were made on a High Incidence Research
Model (HIRM) in two wind tunnels at M - 02 0.4, and 0.7. We can
test models up to a - 40 at rotational speeds up to350 rpm. Tests en
HIRM included a study of configuration and Reynolds number effects.
We compare results with similar data from another rolling rig and from
small-amplitude oscillatory tests.
'Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, MK41 6AE, UK

87
*Janson, T.; and *Torogren, L.: New Dynamic Testing
Techniques and Related Results at FFA. Presented at the symposium
on Unsteady Aerodynamics-Fundamentals and Applications to Aircraft

N86-27224#

Note: See nos. 87 and 88 for some relevant papers presented at this
symposium. There is a Technical Evaluation Report on this symposium,
AGARD-AR.222 (N86-27182#), Jan.1986.
This paper examines recent advances experimental and computational
methods for predicting nonlinear flow phenomena in unsteady
aerodynamics and stability parameters required to describe adequately
the dynamic behavior of aircraft, It given special emphasis to high a.
Topics addressed include: unsteady boundary layers; unsteady
separation and stall; buffeting; unsteady ailoads; wind tunnel and flight
test techniques, with emphasis on the measurement of nonlinearities,
aerodynamic cro-m-coupling. hysteresis, and time dependent effects;
mathematical modeling; bifurcation theory,
prediction of wing rock; and
advanced control systems.
'National Aeronautical Establishment,
Ottawa, ON KIA OR6, Canada

National Research Council,

90
*Dcmeis, R.: Taming the Deadly Spin.
As, erica, vol. 23, June 1985 pp. 74-77.
ISSN 0740-?22X

Aerospace

A85-36148#

Research into techniques and aircraft components which avoid stall and

248
sphi and/or enhance recovery, began in the'1930s. Devicea whichY
delayed stall-freqienty accelerated the transition when it*did' occr.
Military aircraft received the most spin wind tunnel research from the
1940s to the 1970s, when NASA began looking at light aircraft in spin.
Researchers have measured forces and moments on spinning aircraft
using-a rotary'balance. Wind tunnel tests have examined the spin
acrodynamics of fuselages, airfoils, tail surfaces, straks, and fins. ,Stops
and warning devices have been devised to kiep the nose down. Studies,
are now focusing on te wing leading edge because it is the initiator and
cent:r of the stall conditions. Outboard drooping wings inhibit the
spread of the stall vortices across the wing Resarchers have extended
this method to a discontinuous outboard droop which is being used on,
the British Firecracker trainer.

*Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 94066,
USA
94
*Orlik.Rackemann, 'K. J.: Aircraft Dynamics:
Aerodynamic Aspects and Wind Tunnel Techniques. Presented at the
Special Course on Fundamentals of Fighter Aircraft Design sponsored
by AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel and the von Karman Institute, FEb.
17-2& 196. In: AGARD Rep. 740, Oct. 1987, (N88-13315), pp. 5.1
through 5.16.
N88-13320#
Note:- For earlier forms of this paper see nos. 70 and 78.

'Engineering Editor of 'Aerospace America', 1633 Broadway, New
York, NY 10019, USA
91
'Malcolm, 0. N.; and *Schiff, L B.: Recent Developments
In Rotary.Balance Testing or Fighter Aircraft Configurations atNASA
Ames Research Center. NASA TM.86714, July 1985, 28 pp.
N85.32090#
Note. For an earlier form of th report see no. 85.
Two rotary balance rigs were developed for testing airplane models in a
coning motion, A large rig was developed for use in the 12.Foot
Pressure Wind Tunnel primarily to permit testing at high Reynolds
numbers. This rig was recently used to study the aerodynamics of
005.scale model of the P.15 fighter aircraft. Effects of Reynolds
number, spin rate parameter, model attitude, presence of a nose boom,
and model/sting mounting anglo wtre studied. A smaller rig, which
studies the aerodynamics of bodies of revolution in a coning motion,
was used in the 6-by.6 foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel to study the
aerodynamic behavior of a simple representation of a modern fighter,
the Standard Dynamic Model (SDM). Effects of spin rate parameter
and model attitude were studied. This paper gives a description of the
two rigs and discusses some of the results obtained in the respective
test.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA

The dynamic behavior of modern fighter aircraft depends more and
more on unsteady aerodynamics.
Until recently, the designer
concentrated on classical problems such as acroclasticity and flutter.
Dynamic stability parameters were most often determined by low c
calculation methods, without much recourse to experiment. The results
obtained from the few dynamic experiments were used to confirm the
absence of problems rather than as design parameters,
New
requirements for fighter aircraft performance include the ability to fly at
high a in the presence of e. ensive regions of separated or vortical flows,
relaxed static stabilit, greatly increased agility, and anl interest in
unorthodox geometries such as elosely-coupled-canard or tail.rwst
configuration. The time lags and unsteady phenomena associted with
flow fields, resulting from rapid maneuvers and large amplitude
motions, s:gificantly affect the dynamic behavior of modern fighter
aircraft and become as important for aircraft design as the classical
static performance criteria.
A review is made of the various
aerodynamic aspects affecting aircraft dynamic behavior, followed by a
survey of the most pertinent experimental technliques.
*Unsteady Aerodynamics Laboratory, National Research Council of
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OR6, Canada
95
'Ericsson, L B.; and 'Reding, J. P. Dynamic Support
Interference In l1gh Alpha Testing. Presented at the AIAA 14th
Aerodynamic Testinb Conference (A86-24726), West Palm Beach, Fla.,
Mge, 5-7,1986 pp. 203-214,32 refs.
AIAA Paper 86-0760

92
'Malcolm, G. N.: Rotary.Balanee Experiments on n
Modern Fighter Mrcraft Confguration at Illgh Reynolds Numbers.
Presented at the AIAA 12th Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Snowmass, Colo., Au,. 19-21. 1985. In Technical Papers (A85-43826),
1985, pp. 462-482.
AIAA Paper 85.1829

A85.43=70#

NASA Ames Research Center's research program to study high.angleof-attack aerodynamic phenomena associated with high.performance
aircraft includes the development and use of iotary balance rigs for
wind tunnel tests of airplane models in a coning motion. A large scale
rig, developld for testing models at high Reynolds numbers in the Ames
12.Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel, was recently tested with a 0.05.eae
F.IS fighter model Measurements were made at low subsonie Mach
nubers and chord Reynolds numbers of Ito 5.5 milion, with angles of
attack from 0 to 90 deg and sideslip angles from -15 to + 15deg. Effeots
of Reynolds number, spin.rate parameter, model attitude, resence of a
nose boom, and model/sting mounting angle were studied.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
93
'Ericsson, L B.: Relectlons Regarding Recent Rotary Rig
Results. Presented at the AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Rena, Nev., J
8 pp., 16 refs Also: Journal of Aircraft, voL
24, no. 1,Jan. 1987, pp. 25-30.
AIAA Paper 86-0123

A86-19703#

This paper examines recent rotary rig experiments to evaluate how well
they simulate dynamic conditions existing in full scale flight. Most rig
designs are prone to cause tiDnilicant interference with the vortex wake
shed from an advanced aircraft at high as. The coupling existing
between vehicle motion and boundary layer transition in the critical
Reynolds number range, can aggravate the support interference
problem. Th coupling is unlikely to have been simulated in most wind
tunnel tests.

A86-24746#

This paper analyzes support interference effects on aerodynamic test
results of aircraft models at high as. Single degree of freedom
oscillatory tests in pitch or yaw are subject to the same type of support
interference through the near wake recitculatory region as experienced
by slender bodies of revolution. Thus, we can correct the measurements
for support interference using the same methodology. The support
interference associated with rotary rigs used in coning experiments is of
a different type. It is stationary in nature rather than unsteady, with the
coning motion inducing a displacement of the vortex wake similar to
that caused by sideslip in a static test. Making static tets at varying
incidence and sideslip angles with two alternate supports can provide
the information needed to correct coning experiments for support
interference.
*Lockhecd Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
USA
96
'O'Leary, C. 0.; and 'Drew, W.: Flow Visualization on
Rolling Models Using Mlniturts. RAE TM Acro 2083, Alto, 1
20
pp., 4refs.
Note: For another form of this report see no. 100.
Minitufts are increasingly used for flow visualization on static wind
tunnel models. This is becaaw we can apply them in larger numbers for
increased detail and with les interference compared with conventional
tufts. This Memorandum describes an extension of their use to
continuously rotating models where the heavier conventional tufts are
inadequate. We describe tests os two combat aircraft models in the 4m
x 2.7m Low Speed Wind Tunnel We explain measured variations of
rolling mosueat with the aid of the minituft photographs. We include
drawings and description of the RAE rotating rig.
'Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford MK41 6AE, UK
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'o'Leary, C. 0.;, and *Rowthorn E. N.: New Rotary Rig at
97
RAE and Experiments on HIRM. Aeronautical Journal, vol. 90, Prs.
I2M pp. 399-409.
A87-29264
ISSN 0001-9240
Note: For an earlier form of this paper and abstract see no. 86.
*RoyalAeronautical Establishiment, Bedford MK41 6AE, UK
98

*Ericsson, L E. Reflections Regarding Recent Rotary Rig

v)L. 24, no.1, JnnJ.I.
Results. LQMMzrsEAjrEzat

pp. 25.30,22frefs.
A87-2807#

ISSN 00214669

Note. For an earlier version of this report and an abstract sceno. 93.
*Lockheced Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvalc. CA 94086,
USA
'Kauschec, 0.: Dynamic Wind Tunnel Balances In the
99
DFVLR subsonic wind tunnel in Blraunschweig (Dynamisehe
Wlndkanalwasen am Niedergeschwndig~its.Wlndkasnal der DFVLR
In: Zeitschrift fOr Flugwissenschaftcn und
In Braunschweig).
Wcltraumforschung. vol. 11, MMxn 19~l2pp. 18S-187, 7 refs., in
German.
A88-12488

ISSN 0342.068

This paper briefly describes two dynamic balances for measuring
dynamic derivatives iii wind tunnels of lbs DFVLR subsonic wind tunnel
in Braunschweig, the Mobile Oscillatory Derivative Balance (MODR)
and the Rotary Derivative Balance (RDII). Information is presented on
the measuremcnt methods used, recent improvements and operations,
and the attainable results, It is shown that the MODB, due to its
mobility, has a higher productivity than the RDII.
*DFVI.R, Institute fOrFlugmechanik, Braunschweig, West Gerimay
'O'Leary, C. D.; and *Dtew, W.: Flow Visualisatton on
100
Rolling Models Using billnltufts. Aeronautical Journall, vet. 91,

JuineJIxIh~
ISSN 0001-924

pp. 269-274.
A87-50587

Note: For an earlier form of this paper and an abstract see no. 96.
6AE, UK
'Royal Aeronautical Establishment, Bedford ]VIK41
'Boers, M.E; and 'hang. X. 7., The Orbital-Platform
101
Aeronautical Note
Concept for Nonpianar Dynamic Testing.
NAE-ANh52Z NRC No. 29133, May IM~ 40 pp.
A new concept is introduced for large-amplitude testing at high
inridence. The dyamic test apparatus is chsaracterized by an annular,
orbital platform on which the model support and secondary drive
The device =a be used as a rotary
mechanismrs are mounted.
apparatus, while arbitrary epicyclie motions (usclading rixd-plane,
orbital modes) and oscillstosy motions superimposed on the coning
mode may be generated. The system Is inherently very rigid and
virto eels can be kept very low. Aerodynasmic interference is also
very low as thero is no need for bulky support hardware and the test
section is circular. Accordingl, the system may be used to assess levels
OfSupport interference in conventional rotary tests
'Unsteady Aerodynamics Laboratory, National Research Council of
Canada, Ottawa, Ontari% ICIA OR6, Canada
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